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PREFACE
lOWE to my kind readers an explanation of the long
delay in the completion of this work. So long as the
Great War continued, I could not touch my last volume.
Until I knew that our People of England, of Britain, of the
British Empire, had safely passed through the greatest of
its trials, I did not dare to continue my story. All the
experiments of the nineteenth century - democracy,
industrialism, trade-unionism, education-were by that
war brought to a final test; and until success was assured
no judgement on our acts and aspirations was possible.
History judges the worth of man and of his operations j
had our people failed to uphold its righteous cause, all the
hope and love and joy and pride that the study of our past
may justly inspire would have merged in despair. The
years to come will be hard, but hope and joy and love and
pride are still our British heritage; that heritage is not
diminished but increased.
When the war was over, I had my share of the new
burdens and anxieties; my leisure, never abundant, was
curtailed. Moreover, work such as I try to do is matured
in the unconscious recesses of the mind. Care is its enemy,
tranquillity its friend. He who has enjoyed tranquillity in
the last four years must be greater or less than a man.
Apart from that I have never hidden from myself that the
task of this last volume would be infinitely more difficult
than any that I had ever faced before. I have set myself
to treat as history events and movements, the issue of
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which is still unknown, which are still distorted by prejudice
and passion. The material is immense and imperfectly
digested. There are dark areas where no knowledge
can be found. I have sometimes wondered if my enterprise were possible, but never that it has taken three
years.
Since I have found it difficult, I cannot hope to have
made the history quite easy for young minds. I had hoped
to tell the story for children of fifteen; some children of
fifteen may be able to read it with advantage, but it is
better suited to those of riper age. The great scale on
which the modern world operates, the masses in which
modern life is organised, the rapidity of change and com·
munication, the swift diffusion of news, with eager and
free discussion, extend the area of consciousness and the
range over which any given force will operate. The
world, through and through, is more aware of itself; it may
well be troubled by its own complexity. We know more
about the whole modern world than our great grandfathers
knew about the country in which they lived. The apparent
simplicity of medieval history is partly due to ignorance j
but it is also partly due to the more limited range of
communication and the greater force of habit and custom.
Our modern explanations must therefore be more cumbersome; we cannot dispense with theoretical economics and
politics. We have to talk of abstractions, such as socialism
and capitalism, where more fortunate historians can speak
of kings and statesmen and constitutions. It seems strange
that we can seem to understand the England of Edward I
or of Cromwell more easily than we can understand our
own days; but so it is. I make no doubt that it is easier
to make the thirteenth century intelligible than the
nineteenth. The difference is not illusory; it is real.
I have said before that History, rightly presented, is
the proper school of civics and of citizenship. Partly for

that reason, but also because all understanding is good for
its own sake, I have not flinched from the task of explaining
whatever-being germane to my chief purpose-appeared
to me worthy of comprehension, if I could hope that it
would be comprehended. It is a great danger of modern
times that we use phrases glibly, such as democracy, tradeunionism, socialism, credit, capitalism, etc., etc., without
any attempt to ascertain what each term implies, and
what is the history behind it. I have endeavoured at the
appropriate places to indicate what such terms are
intended to convey, and how and when it first became
necessary to use them.
A historian must be judged by his sense of proportion,
by his estimate of values, by the matter which he selects
for inclusion or exclusion. The proportions, the values,
the matter, must be suitable to his purpose. I trust that by
my inclusions, by my omissions, by my commentaries, and
by my treatment, I may be found to have given a faithful
and an intelligible account of the development of the
British people in the last hundred and fifty years, together
with the external influences that have most greatly
influenced its destiny.
My system has been, for the most part, to follow the
succession of years, but at the same time to carry through
any topic once introduced to its final conclusion, or to a
natural break. The importance I attach to modern history
for modern readers may be seen from the length of this
volume, which, although many interesting subjects have
been left aside, is greater than that of the other two
volumes put together, while the space given to the last
seventeen years is nearly as great as that given to the
previous century. Partly because it was needful to reduce
the bulk of the book, partly because the cost of manufacture
is still high, I have not been able to illustrate this
volume so lavishly as the others.
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I cannot hope to have avoided occasional error, but I
trust that my mistakes will not seriously impair the truth
of my presentation. I could not refuse to discuss questions
of acute political controversy, nor can I expect that my
conclusions will be acceptable to all. As a ruley I have
endeavoured to give the reader material on which to found
his own judgement; but when history appears to give a
certain lead, I have not hesitated to say so.
I commend my finished work to the kindly indulgence
of my public. From first to last it has been a labour of
love; though I must be glad to have completed my plan,
a hungry void is open in my life.
STA="LEY LEATHES.
MARLOW,

October 27th, 1922.
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CHAPTER I
NEW IDEAS AND A NEW WORLD

THIS volume deals with the great changes that
have taken place in the life of this People of
England during the last hundred and fifty or
sixty years. I think it will be convenient if I
begin with an outline of those great changes.
They fall into four great classes: changes in our
knowledge, changes in our agriculture, changes
in our methods of industry, and changes in our
political system. You will not, on a first reading,
see the whole significance of this brief summary,
but it will serve you as a guide through the
details which follow; and when you have finished
the ,,:olume you can come back to the first chapter,
and It should then have a fuller meaning.
, You will not find the history easy to understand: the difficulties arise from two causes.
You live in contact with a few people, a small
area, a few sets of things. You have to conceive
a great nation, a great country, a great empire'
mil1ion~ upon millions of people each bent upo~
the ~u~mess and plea~ure of his own life and yet
all hvmg and workmg together; millions of
B
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things in infinite variety, millions of actions and
transactions, millions of movements to and fro.
You have to think of all these operations as
working to the common ends of a great people, of
which you and I form a part. It is a difficult
but a fascinating task; if you persevere you will
begin to understand, and all through your life
you will have a subject of interest and study
which can never be exhausted.
The second difficulty is that of fitting the
words to the things and the things to the words.
You read history; you read the papers; you
may get a glib familiarity with certain words and
phrases-politics, government, capital, labour,
industry, commerce, and a score or two of
accessory terms. But if you are to have any real
comprehension of the things which are denoted
by these words you must never let the words
take the place of the things. The things matter;
the words are only labels. As you use or read
each word you must make the effort to call up in
your mind the things or actions that it represents.
I shall endeavour to help you by explaining some
of those common terms which are in constant
use but often employed without any useful
comprehension of their meaning. That is one of
the most valuable services that I can render; but
I cannot explain all the words I use. Examine
for yourself not only the less common but also
the familiar words, and if you have any doubt
their exact meaning use the dictionary. I can
help you but you must also help yourselves.

3

The life of man is continually changing (Vol. I,
pp. 40 -4 1 ; Vol. II, pp. 55-57). Change may be
Jor the better or for the worse, but on the whole
it has been for the better, because the desire of
man is for good,and not for evil. The blindness ,
the stupidity, the ignorance, the greed, the hate,
the violence of men, may tend to defeat their
efforts towards improvement. Thus, by the
Wars of the Roses much was lost that had been
laboriously acquired. Authority may fail to
maintain what has been established from above
by a wise use of the strong hand. Thus, the
Romans forced upon the people of this land a
wiser and more orderly method of life, but when
the Roman power decayed the island fell back
into barbarism. The Anglo-Saxons and the
N~rmans in eight hundred years restored by
pamful effort such a stable civilisation as the
Romans had built up in two centuries. Setbacks are frequent and sometimes prolonged.
But on the whole we struggle upward. What
men have learnt is not entirely forgotten; what
they have lost they may acquire again.
SEASONS OF CHANGE

There are rare seasons in the history of a
people-even of the world-when many causes
work together for change. Such a season marks
the division between my second volume and my
first. At the end of the fifteenth century four
great forces made for innovation. The discovery
of the new west and the exploration of the
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ancient east; the multiplication of printed books;
the revelation of Greek and Roman wisdom and
the liberation of religious belief; the revolution
in the art of warfare through the invention and
development of firearms; these four working
together brought about in a short space of timebetween the days of Henry VII and the death
of Elizabeth-greater alterations in the thoughts
and the habits of men than had been seen in the
five preceding centuries.
These forces continued to work during all the
three hundred years that are covered by my
second volume. After Elizabeth there was
gradual change but no abrupt transformation;
even the Civil War of 1642-5 I and the Revolution
of 1688 affected systems of government rather
than the life of the people. But meanwhile other
new thoughts, new ideas, new inventions, new
schemes, were gathering power, and all these
carne into simultaneous operation in the latter
half of the eighteenth century, and have continued
to work with increasing rapidity throughout the
nineteenth century; and it may be that we stand
to-day upon the threshold of yet more startling
transformations. The great war of 19I4-18 has
shaken the foundations of all that seemed to us
most permanent and secure, not only in Europe
but also in Asia and America. No man can
foresee what the remainder of this century may
bring forth of good or ill. But we can follow and
trace the revolutions of the past hundred and
fifty years; we can see many of their great

results; and if we wish to understand the life
that we are going to live, we must begin by
learning what our fathers and our grandfathers and our great-grandfathers have done
and suffered.
I speak of revolutions, and the word is not too
strong. But revolution is not an accurate word;
it is only a convenient term for any change that
is by far more rapid and complete than the
ordinary. To show the purpose and plan of my
book, I shall set forth briefly here the nature of
the four great revolutions through which we
have passed in the last century and a half. Each
of these has had great influence on the others,
and all together make up what may be called the
great Social Revolution of the nineteenth century
-a complete and rapid transformation of the
conditions under which men live and work
together as comrades. N one of them is yet
complete.

4
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I

THE SCIENTIFIC REVOLUTION

First in importance, though not in time, is the
Scientific Revolution-that on which all the
others depend in a greater or a less degree.
Science is that part of man's knowledge which
has been brought into order and established by
proof. Ever since the days of the cave-man
human knowledge has been slowly and laboriously increased. In the days of Greece and
Rome ordered and established knowledge was
more highly developed than ever before or during
a .space of more than a thousand subsequent
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years. \Vhen, in the sixteenth century, students
recovered the greater part of the forgotten
knowledge, "men had a firm foundation of solid
fact on which to build. Slowly, in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, they learnt and
reflected; they looked, they weighed, they
measured, they calculated, they reasoned." (Vol.
II, p. 295.) In the nineteenth century their
pat!ent sowing came more and more rapidly to
frUlt. Astronomy led the way; the laws which
hold the universe together became known. The
paths of the heavenly bodies were calculated
and even the substances of which they are mad~
up have been recently revealed. Matter as we
find it on the earth, was broken up into its
component parts, its elements, its atoms, its
molecules; their properties and the laws of their
combination and dissolution were ascertained, and
thus the great discoveries of modern Chemistry
were reached. The action and nature of the
forces which affect matter were studied' heat
light, electricity, and magnetism, cont:ibuted
great masses of learning to the science of Physics.
The earth's crust was studied, and the science of
Geology added many millions of years to our
knowledge of the history of the globe and of the
life which has flourished upon it. The bodies of
men and animals and plants were examined and
compared in their tissue, their mechanism and
t?eir working, and some of the mysteri~s of
hfe were ~rought to light by biologists, and
more especIally by physiologists, zoologists, and
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botanists. Each of all these sciences helped and
was helped by the others, and the whole made
up, by the labours of many men working together
in many countries and each sharing his new
knowledge with the others, a great new body of
Natural Science.
Some of this knowledge has no apparent utility
for the purposes of the human race. It is a
noble quality of man that he seeks knowledge for
its own sake, and not only for the material
advantages that it may bring. But knowledge
won by disinterested search seldom fails in the
long fun to serve some practical end. Since the
time of the Greeks men had been puzzled and
fascinated by the strange properties of the
magnet and the behaviour of amber under friction. The experiments of the eighteenth century
found great hidden forces behind these toys;
from the examination of such playthings
came the telephone, the dynamo, electric light,
and telegraphy, both by wire and cable and
through the air. No researches promise less
reward than those of the astronomer; but the
Nautical Almanac; based upon those researches
enables seamen and airmen to navigate the ocea~
and the heaven with certainty. The alchemists
with their futile attempts to change base metal~
into gold and to discover an elixir of life, led the
way to modern analytical chemistry, which empowers us to do what we please with iron and
other metals, to draw nitrogen from the atmosphere to fertilise our fields, to perform painless
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operations on the human body, to dye our
raiment with a myriad hues, and to perform a
thousand other magical feats. Geology enables
us to foretell where coal and iron and oil may be
found. Microscopical observation of the tiny
living cells that pervade all regions where life
exists has taught us how to defeat malaria and
yellow fever, and perhaps how we may at length
render nearly all disease innocuous. The Abbot
Mendel, busy with his peas in the garden
of his monastery, discovered some of the laws
which govern heredity; he has already enabled
us to improve our wheat and other crops and to
perpetuate such qualities as we desire in domestic
animals; through his teaching we may hereafter
learn to improve the breed of men. Such instances might be multiplied to infinity, in proof
that no knowledge should be condemned as useless, and they encourage us to seek knowledge
for its own sake without reckoning what may be
the ultimate reward.
The term science is vaguely used; it may
perhaps be defined as exact, certain, and ordered
knowledge; scientific methods are those which
tend to establish such knowledge. Science is
built up by systematic observation and sound
reasoning: in addition to these Natural Science
often admits of careful experiment. But the
science that has to do with man in his political
and social life cannot greatly rely upon deliberate.
experiment. However, a body of orderly and
established knowledge concerning man has been
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built up by systematic observation and exact
reasoning; and the nineteenth century saw. a
great increase in this l~nowledge, sought for m
the same spirit and acqUIred by the same methods
as natural science. The picture-writing of the
Egyptians and the symbols in which the forgotten
tongues of Mesopotami~ were exp~es~~d have
been deciphered. The hIstory of pnml,tIve man
and of lost civilisations was searched out by the
study of buried sites and of the implements and
monuments surviving from ages that have left
no other record. Backward races now living
have been studied in their habits and their
customs and their beliefs, and light is thus
thrown on the stages through which more progressive races have passed.. The whole of
written history has been exammed and compared
by bands of fellow-work.ers, c:ntil our kn~wl.edg.e
of the history of man, hIS actIOns, and hIs mstItutions, in the present and the past, has been
increased, sifted, put together, and made certain
-'-as in no previous age. This great addition to
our ordered knowledge of man, both present and
past, and of the world we inhabit and all that is
and has been therein contained, has made a
revolution in our minds during the nineteenth
century, and is a principal cause of all the other
changes which I have to describe in this volume.
For new knowledge brings with it new ideas;
and of all the forces that change the life of men
the most potent is the force of new ideas. The
Reformation of the Church in England was
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started in this country by Henry VIII because
he wanted a new wife, but the forces whic-h
Henry released and directed to his own ends
~ame from the ideas of Martin Luther, and those
Ideas would never have been formed but for the
new knowledge that came from the new study of
Gree:e and Rome. The French Revolution was
occasIOned by the discontents of the French
people, but tho.se discontents were nothing new;
they were put mto shape, made active, and given
purpose, by the new ideas of freedom in politics
and thought invented and expressed by a brilliant
band of French philosophers. We have not yet
seen the end of the Scientific Revolution nor of
~he ch~ng~s which it may cause, but we ~re safe
m callmg It the most powerful of all the forces
th.at ~av~ already made the twentieth century so
wIdely dIfferent from the eighteenth.

it; onen to him if he has wisdom to desire it and
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ADVANCE OF GENERAL EDUCATION

<?los.ely connected with the Scientific Revothe advance of general education. The
ne~ Idea~, the new knowledge, could not have
theIr full mfluence so long as they were confined
to a few. Throughout the nineteenth century
men. and women were working to teach the
m~1tltude, but not until r876 was education made
ulllver~al and compulsory in England.
The
~ducatl?n of the many is still imperfect and
msufficient. Many are taught but few learn.
But everyone has at least a chance to learn to
read, and, once a man can read, all knowledge
lutIO~ IS

II

:;it~ to understand it. The uneducated Russian
, peasant refuses to believe that. the e~rt~ moves
round the sun; ignorant of thIs, he IS Ignorant
of far more necessary matters; he is therefore
unable to use his new-won liberty and falls
under the power of brutal tyrants. There is too
much false knowledge, too little real wisdom, in
this country; but you at least who read this
book have the chance to explore all human knowledge; with knowledge you may have wisdom,
precious to yourself and useful to others; without knowledge there can be no wisdom.
THE AGRICULTURAL REVOLUTION

If you turn back to my second volume,
pp. 60-631 you may see the beginnings of the
Agricultural Revolution; there are a few more
words on this subject on pp. 29 2 -5. The old
method of husbandry, described on p. 60, was
broken down in many districts of England during
the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. But the
greater part of the cultivated land of England
continued, until the eighteenth century, to be
worked by small holders in the great open
fields. There were also great tracts of waste
and common pasturage which were not cultivated
at all. The whole system was very wasteful.
But the population was small, and until the
middle of the eighteenth century the country
produced by its old-fashioned methods as much
food as was needed. As after the middle of the
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eighteenth century population grew more and
more rapidly, as manufacturing towns sprang up,
as mines of coal and iron were more and more
worked, it became necessary, if the people were
to have food, to use the land to better advantage.
This could only be done if the common fields,
and the common pasturage, and the waste, were
divided and enclosed, so that a good farmer could
follow his own ideas without interference from
his neighbours. Thus, for the space of eighty
or a hundred years, from about I760, enclosure
went on continuously, until all the common fields
and a great part of the common pasturage and
the waste, had been brought into several ownership, and the best methods of tillage were made
possible.
During the same period great improvements
were introduced in rotation of crops, in the use
of machinery, in fertilising manures, in breeds of
cattle, horses, sheep, and other stock: until
about 1860 England was the best cultivated
country of Europe. These changes were for the
good of the people as a whole, who could not
have lived and multiplied without them. But
great hardships were suffered by very many
of the poorer country-folk, who lost their rights
of pasturage and their little plots with insufficient
compensation or none at all.
It was a great revolution. The very aspect
of the country was changed. The hedges and
hedge-row trees, which are the most characteristic feature of modern England, came for the
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art into existence then.
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The age of the

mas t1Pfarmer passed away; the tIme
.
f h 1
sma1. 0 t e 1arge
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tenant-farmer came in. The labourmg popu atI~)11
the land became dependent for theIr entIre
on
.
livelihood on daily wages, and had l'Itt1e s h are m
the general prosperity of the country. Every
change on a great scale brings loss, perhaps
~in, to many; and we ma~ think ourselves
fortunate if great changes brmg on the whole
more good than harm.
THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

Many points in the agricultural revolution
are peculiar to England, though similar changes
took place in other countries of Europe. The
Industrial Revolution began in England, though
it has since spread over many parts of Europe
and North America, and hardly any country of
the habitable globe has entirely escaped it. It is
continuing and progressing in the pre.sent d~y.
It arose in the first instance from the mventlOn
of machinery for spinning and weaving, and for
the use of steam power. It was rendered possible
by the use of coal for working iron. It was
furthered through the improvement of means
of transport, by railways and steam locomotives,
by steamships, built first of wood, aft~rward.s of
iron, and lastly of steel, and by such mventlOns
as the electric telegraph. It has been worked
out in these last days by development of huge
chemical works, of vast engineering plant, of
machinery for every possible purpose, including
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mach~nery for making machines and for making
machmes to make machines. It has progressed
furthest in England, Scotland, Germany, and the
United States.
I t has rendered possible a vast increase of
population, c~i~fly living in new and rapidly
con~tructed cItIes, not as a rule designed to
aV?ld overcrowding, the spread of disease, the
pOIsonous fumes and grime of smoke. It has
produced great cla~ses of men living by the
weekly wages of theIr manual labour and others
who live by the profits of their c~pital or by
buying and selling the goods produced. Whereas
before the revolution the great majority of the
po~ul~tion. live? in the country, now the great
maJonty lIve l~ towns, and mostly in large
town~. The artIsan now works in company with
ma<;hmes, and those who have the pleasure of
seeI,ng .the work of their own hands grow from
begmnmg to end under their eyes are few indeed.
Much has been done of recent years to diminish
the. bad effects of all this; but we have never
oblIterated the effects of the total neglect during
the early stages of the Industrial Revolution
The inventions which made the Indus~rial
R~volution possible did not owe much to accurate
SCIence; but in the last generation the manufa<;turer has owed more and more to the man of
SCIence; and the recent great war has made
known to all the value of exact and ordered
~nowledge in everything that has to do with
mdustry.

THE POLITICAL REVOLUTION
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ENGLAND, FRANCE, AND AMERICA

England led the way in the establishment of
personal freedom and self-government. England
first made the ministers who govern the country
responsible to a Parliament, which was in some
sort elected by the people. The Americans, who
rebelled against the government of George III,
carried into effect the principles on which the
British constitution was understood to be based,
When they said" no taxation without representation," they were thinking of the British Parliament, which was supposed to represent the
people and was alone competent to impose taxes,
When they had obtained their own independence
they drew up a Constitution based upon votes
election. They went much further than the
had hitherto done, but they were working
on the same principles. Their President was
elected, their Senate was elected, their House
of Representatives was elected, and the States
were governed by elective assemblies. The
rulers were supposed to represent, that is to
stand in place of and act on behalf of, those who
chose them.
The French, who had helped the Americans
in their war of independence, carried back to
France the ideas which the Americans got from
England; and when the French had their own
Revolution they set up elective assemblies to
control, .direct, and maintain all authority. That
RevolutIOn went astray, and the power fell into
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the hands of one set of tyrants after another
until it came into the hands of Napoleon. But
all through the French clung to the idea of a
sovereign people, to whom all rulers were responsible-that is, to whom they were bound to
render account for their actions. That idea came
to them from England. 'Vhen the French Kings
were restored, they were to be constitutional
Kings, whose ministers were to be responsible
to an elective Parliament.
The unhappy example of the Revolution in
France, with its confiscation of property, its
disorder, its tyranny, and its crimes, delayed
political change in Englal1d. The effort of the
war against N a,poleon-though it was a war
for liberty-diminished rather than increased
popular liberty in England. But as the dangers
of war faded into oblivion, the ideas of popular
government that had passed to America from
England, and from America to France, gained
fresh ground here also. Our Parliamentary
system was bad; it could not be defended, except
by the argument that we had lived and prospered
under it; if it was to be reformed it could only
be reformed by a more just and representative
system of election. Thus, in 1832, the first
Reform Act was passed, which put the election
of Parliament into the hands of a considerable
section of the people.
This was the beginning of a revolution, but a
very slow and peaceful and gradual revolution.
From that day to this we have been working out a

DEMOCRACY IN BRITAIN
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system of what is called democracy. Democracy
means the rule of the people; or, at any rate,
,government in accordance with the wishes of the
people. In effect, Parliamentary government
must be the rule not of the whole people but of
the majority of the people. And in truth it
would seem that the wish of the people throughout almost the whole of the nineteenth century
was to be governed as little as possible. They
did not trust the wisdom or the good faith of men
in authority; they preferred the evils of excessive
liberty to the evils of powerful authority. The
system of parties, the slow procedure of Parliament, the conflicts of Lords and Commons, made
it difficult to pass any stringent laws or to
ImlP:m;e any vigorous system of administration.
possible difficulty was found in
for the protection of workers in
·eouc:atu)n; sanitation, improvement of
to)WllSllltrd
houses, and other measures
benefit of those who could not
cpr~)telct th~mselves, moved forward slowly. The
natmnal question of the conditions of
,LU<:;l::>JLHIJ between capital and labour was left
out between masters and men
Union~, that is the voluntary association~
.".lZ\t;';"~,~,""Irrr>
III the several trades, were at first
then tolerated. They tried to
.
th~lr e~ds by strikes, that is by refusal to
untIl theIr demands were granted. Somethey s~cceeded, but always at the price of
hardshIps to themselves and their families ,
c
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and often of great damage to the nation through
interruption of busine~s. At last they reached
great power, but felt no debt of gratitude to the
government which had neglected them when
they were weak and found it difficult to control
them when they had grown to strength.
Still, the general course of the Political Revolution, which has not yet ended, has been to put
the ultimate power into the hands of the voters
as a whole, among whom women are now
included. Power passed in 1832 from the landowners to the middle classes. It has since
passed by degrees to the most numerous class,
the class of wage-earners. They can, if they
desire, be governed according to their wishes;
but first they must learn what it is that they
desire, and if what they desire is unwise they
themselves with others will suffer theconsequences. But more is at stake than the interests
of any class. The welfare of the whole people
depends upon wise government. Unwise government will injure everyone, including the wageearners: Everyone of you for whom this book
is written will one day be a voter himself; he
may have influence, perhaps great influence, over
other voters, over his fellow-workers, his fellowtownsmen, his fellow-citizens. He will therefore
need all the wisdom that he can by any means
acquire. The chief source of wisdom is the
experience of the past; and the object of this
book, and especially of this volume, is to teach you
what this people is, how it lives, and upon what

welfare depends. In order to understand
this you must learn how it came to be what it is;
that you can only learn from history. You can
only comprehend the present by the study of the
past. If you begin that study while you are
young you can pursue it with increasing profit
pleasure until you are old. If you neglect
it while you are young you will find it difficult
later to recover lost ground. You need wisdom
the prosperous conduct of your affairs; but
your affairs cannot prosper unless the people of
England prosper; and the prosperity of the
people depends upon the wisdom of its citizens.
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CONCLUSION

the nineteenth century the conditions
in this country were profoundly
of animate and inanimate
man himself and in his relations
feJlows, both now and in the past, was
~ri;:>~lgl()uS13 increased; it was brought into order,
every part and division of it was linked up
every other. Knowledge sought with a noble
disinterested desire for enlightenment proved
Y:i;il.JlU'GLUL'G for a myriad unforeseen purposes.
Our
wa,s reconstituted and improved, so
a vast increase of population was possible.
invention of machines for manufacture was
eOllS with new devices for working
methods were discovered by which the
of coal could be used to drive the machines
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and transport goods rapidly by land and sea,
By progressive development of invention, and by
operations on greater and greater sc.ale~J the
whole of industry was changed and wIth It the
life of the whole people. Parliament was reformed, and gradually the political power passed
from the few to the many; and the power of the
many resided not only in their votes bu~ in
their power to form associations and UnIons
which could bring great pressure to bear on the
owners of property, on the government, and
upon the people as a whole.
You have seen, in my second volume, how the
adventures of Englishmen in all parts of the
world built up this people to great power .
out any settled policy of government. In
manner, during the nineteenth century, it was
enterprise of individuals that worked
revolutions. Individuals working under
authority made the researches and the
coveries that increased our knowledge. I
viduals made the improvements in agricul
and persuaded Parliament to do what
neces;ary for the enclosure and division of
Individuals invented and worked the
machines and perfected the processes for
coal and iron and the power of steam.
the political revolution was carried out
an authoritative policy; and the trade unions
particular came to power without aid or
from government. All these great new ch
took place without plan or directing

The result was wonderful, but it bore all the
marks of disorder and improvidence. Every
improvement had its drawbacks, which were
often as conspicuous as its advantages.
Then all that we had done in a hundred and
fifty years was brought to trial by the Great
War of 19I4-1918, the severest test that this
nation had ever endured. Everything stood the
test; our science, our agriculture, our industry,
even our system of government, did what the
occasion demanded. Our people stood firm and
united; though accustomed to liberty and intolerant of authority, they improvised the
measures and endured the restraints that were
necessary to safety. There were moments of
danger; how narrowly we escaped dison more than one occasion is not yet fully
the people stood its trial and came
in the end.
all our actions there is abundant
of disorder. Our efforts and our
"",-,n,,.,.,,,,,,, were noble; but our waste of wealth
and of heroic endeavour was also conspicuous.
It
remains to be seen whether our wisdom
and self-control, our intelligence, our knowledge,
and our public spirit, will be sufficient to carry
through the dangers of peace. Everything
to be built up anew, everything has to be set
again, nothing can be the same. The old
wonderful, but it was not good enough; the
must be better.
people is still on its trial: the trial that is
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to come will be harder than that which \ve have
hitherto borne. The result of this new and
greater trial will not be seen in this volume: the
People is still, it will always be, on its Trial.
CHAPTER II
POLITICAL REVOLUTION IN NORTH AMERICA,
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I HAVE said more than once that you learn
history in order that you may be wise. I am not
sure that I have ever met anyone who wanted to
be ignorant, but I know, and you must know,
very many who would rather be ignorant than
take the trouble to learn. Such folk are apt to
contempt for study and to discourage
industrious by taunts and jeers. Pay no
.·~Ji~~,~\-A!,nj to them; they are fools.
is the foundation of wisdom, but
will not make you wise. You
must strive not only to remember but to underEverything that you learn and understand
will help you to know and better understand other
things, and as you strive to understand more
fully your own life and the world about you, you
will come to see what things are good and what
evil, what things are better and what are
worse. When knowledge enables you to direct
your own conduct to the best ends, according to
capacities and opportunities, then you may
""""W~~' claim to be wise; you will never be wholly
but you may become wiser and more wise
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until old age begins to cloud your mind. And so
long as you desire to learn and to understand
new things and greater things no man can rightly
call you old.

a nation, but they did not form one single state;
that is, they were not united into one body under
one government. Each city with its surrounding
'country was for them the natural state; that is,
the natural unit of independent government,
obeying its own laws and its own rulers. You
have heard of such states-Athens, Sparta, and
others. Of course, one city might become subject
to another, but I leave out the complications.
The Greek word for city was polis, and the citizen
was called polites; and the constitution of the
city-that is its recognised and lawful scheme of
government-was its polity. All that could be
known about the system of government in one
state or in many states they called politics.
Learned men in this country still use the word
politics in that sense; but when we speak of
politics we generally mean the business of
debating, deciding, and conducting the affairs of
government.

THE MEANING OF WORDS

N ow in order to understand history-present,
recent, or ancient-it is necessary to understand
the words that are used. There is no greater
impediment to wisdom than to accept and use
words ~vhich convey to you no real meaning.
TherefOre, before I begin to say what I have to
say about the political revolutions in America
and France, which have so greatly altered the
course of our history, I am going to put you to
the trouble of looking into the meaning of some
of the terms which you will find in books and
newspapers, but which are used more often
vaguely and ignorantly than with sufficient
knowledge and comprehension.
POLITICS

I am to speak in this chapter and the next of
two political revolutions which took place abroad.
It is enough to say, as I said in my first chapter,
that a revolution is a change more or less rapid
and more or less complete, but in any case more
complete and more rapid than the other changes
which are always going on. The Greeks were
the first nation to study their own history in a
philosophical manner, that is, with a desire for
deeper and more thorough understanding. From
them we got the word politics. The Greeks were

DEMOCRACY

,The American and the French Revolutions
were political revolutions; that is, they overturned the existing government and eventually
established .another system in its place. In
each case the new government was democratic;
it. was a democracy. Since the example of these
two peoples and the ideas on which their
~ction was based have had great influence in
England, and indeed throughout the world, it is
that you should understand these
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The Greeks, when they studied their city
states, perceived that in various places and at
various times three main forms of government
had existed. Government might be by one man;
this they called monarchy, government by one.
Government might be in the hands of a small
class-landowners or other men of wealth; this
they called oligarchy, the rule of few. Since
the few rulers had advantages of wealth,
nurture, education, and experience, they considered themselves to be and actually were to
some extent better than others; and therefore
oligarchy is more often called aristocracy, the
rule of the best. Every country should desire
to be governed by the best of its citizens;
but in practice the rule of a privileged class is
commonly called aristocratic, an aristocracy. It
is a pity that these last words cannot be reserved for those governments which make it
their aim that the best citizens be entrusted with
power.
The third form of government was that in
which power was given to the whole body of
the citizens. In the Greek cities all the citizens
could assemble in one place and decide great
questions by their vote. They could decide on
peace or war; they could vote taxes; they
could elect generals and magistrates. This form
of government was called democracy, demos being
the Greek name for the people, or sometimes
for the poorer classes, the multitude.

THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
REPRESENTATIVE DEMOCRACY

But in our modern states, whic.h occupy far
greater areas and have populatIOns often a
thousand times more numerous than many a
Greek city it is impossible for the people to
assemble a's a whole. The Americans and the
French therefore arranged that all the people
in their districts should elect representatlves to
an assembly or assemblies, and gave to these
assemblies power to make laws a~d levy taxes.
This system is called representatzve democracy,
because the elected persons are supposed to
represent, to act in place of, those who el~ct
them. Even then there must be rulers to give
the necessary orders for the government o~ the
in accordance with law and the wIll of
These may be chosen in one way
l;ll1VUil;OA by the representatives of the people,
01" maybe themselves elected by the people, as
~.. 1)l~eSlat~IU!5l governors, sheriffs, and judges, are
in America. But in any case they
are responsible to the people for the manner in
which they exercise the powers entrusted to
them; that is, they must render account for
their actions and suffer any consequences which
may result from popular disapprovaL
The best definition of democracy that I know
is that of the American President, Abraham
Lincoln, who said that democracy was" government of the people, by the people, and for the
,I
I would make only one alteration.
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The people cannot govern itself entirely, though
it does largely govern itself by the orderly
conduct of its own business in accordance with
law and settled custom. I would say "government of the people, for the people, in accordance
with the will of the people." And one thing is
plain from this, that if the people has no clear
purpose, or if it has an unwise purpose, it must
suffer the consequences of its own indecision or
folly. Democracy in itself is neither good nor
bad, but according to the wisdom of the people
whose fortunes are in its own hand.
THE STATE

One more point. I have used the word State,
and it is more and more often used to-day.
The State is the people as represented by its
government. It is common to say that the State
should do this, the State should pay for this or
that. The State can do nothing effective without
the wise and willing assistance of the people.
Whatever is done by the State must be paid for
by the people in one way or another. The
State has no magical powers; no inexhaustible
purse from which it can defray expenses that are
thrust upon it. Sooner or later all that the State
expends must be paid for with interest by the
people; the purse of the State is the same as the
purse of the people; and the purse of the people
is the purse of each and of all of its citizens.
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THE AMERICAN COLONIES

In my second volume, pages 2I6-218, 1 ~ave
told you briefly how the War .of Amencan
Independence arose. I have nothmg to add to
the statement there given of the causes of that
vvar' both parties to the quarrel were, as often
,
partly in the right and partly in ~he
wrong. The thirteen colonies had been occupIed
by British settlers, who. ~t once .began to form
self-governing commumtIes, ~hlch .sooner or
later obtained Charters, that IS wntten documents issued by the King's authority conferring
each colony powers to regulate its own
Each colony had its own elected
which made laws, levied taxes, and
armed forces, when necessary, to protect
against the Indians or the French,
their own judges and the Governor
sent to them by the British Governmade roads, docks, and quays,
schools, and maintained such forms of
;;;U:~lU'U as seemed good to them.
This habit, this method of self-government,
they brought with them from England. But in
England long custom had established certain
families, both in town and country, in positions of
wealth and power. England was governed by
an oligarchy, an oligarchy of great nobles,
county gentlemen, privileged citizens. England
governed itself, but certain persons, certain
were marked out by tradition to carry
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out that self-government. England had representative government-in the House of Commons.
The members of the House of Commons were
elected by the counties and the boroughs. But
even in the counties the votes belonged only to
those who had land of their own worth at least
forty shillings a year; and in the boroughs the
vote was a matter of privilege differing from
town to town; the voters in any borough might
be many or they might be few, even so few as
one or two, but in all cases it was a privilege to
vote. And those who voted were always under
the influence of one or more great men, who had
power over the tenants of their property, and
had favours and patronage to confer. Bribery
was frequent; and bribery gave power to the
rich.
AMERICAN DEMOCRACY

The men who went out to the new world were
much more nearly equal one with another than
Englishmen at home. Some might be richer,
others poorer; some were recognised as of a
higher class than others; some were better
educated and accustomed to command, some
ignorant and wont to serve. But everyone in a
new and uncultivated country, without roads or
houses, had his own fortune to build up from the
first. There were great differences from one
colony to another; in the South negro labour
was useful for the growth ~of tobacco and cotton,
and slaves were imported in great numbers; in
the North there were no slaves. But taking the
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whole country all over, the great majority of the
white settlers had votes; and by their votes not
only were representatives elected to the general
'ass~mbly of the colony, but sheriffs, judges, and
magistrates were chosen. Thus, in the colonies
of North America self-government meant more
than it meant in England; a much larger proportion of the citizens had a share in, the choice
of their rulers; the rulers were not hfted so far
above the ordinary man; the great mass of the
people were more directly represented in general
and local assemblies; men were much more
nearly equal in politics; in fact, the government
was far more democratic than in England.
In their own country the Americans were free
and self-governed; they rapidly increased in
and attained a considerable degree of
;(:O~U,/,li,Jv(. and
They still were part of
.lJIJ.~J.J.;:::OH army and the English
ready to defend them against any
en(~mjl.es with whom they could not deal themselves. The people of England thought it was
theirright, in return for the protection that they
gave, to enjoy the chief profit of trade to and
from the colonies. By their Navigation Laws
.they kept for the home country most of the
import and export trade of the American colonies,
.and this the colonists were not unwilling to
regard as a just and customary perquisite of the
,motherland. The British endeavoured to dismanufactures in the American colonies,
.0.0.,,,,-,.;- to confine the colonists to the production of
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raw material and other produce of the land useful
to the people at home. These laws the colonists
partly evaded, and partly tolerated. But as they
became more wealthy and more numerous, they
resented more and more the acts of government
necessary to enforce the restriction of trade. In
the war with France (I756-63) they reaped the
benefit of their prudent submission.
French were driven out of the North Am
Continent by British troops, and the whole of
land east of the Mississippi was opened to
developed by the colonists and their posterity.
The quarrels, that had been in abeyance wh
the French danger lasted, came to a head
the French had been finally expelled.
The chief burden of the war had been
by the home country. The colonists had
some help, but their assistance was
and often grudging. The home gove
sought to recover part of their expenses
imposing taxes on the colonists-stamp
import duties. They also proposed to set
Governors and judges paid from the product
these taxes, and therefore no longer dep
on the inhabitants. Then an old English
-" No taxation without representation "-"-,.",,,
to have a new meaning. In the mouths
Americans it meant: " We can govern
it is our right to govern ourselves, and to
only for such government as we set up
approve." Thus the principles of dem
came to America from England; but at a di
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the authorities at home and in the new
conditions of a new country those principles had
,a new and far-reaching signification.
THE WAR OF INDEPENDENCE

In 1775 the first blood was shed, when, after
H Boston
tea-party," the British had endeavoured for nearly two years to coerce the
State of Massachusetts and its capital Boston
submission, by occupying the town with
troops and closing the port. The Governor
heard that military stores were being collected
at Concord, and sent troops to seize them and to
arrest two American leaders at Lexington. The
troops were met by American militia under arms;
were fired, and the troops were driven
to Boston with considerable loss, where
besieged by a great force of colonists.
THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE

American Congress met at Philadelphia,
elected George Washington as their
Commander-in-Chief. Washington was a good
g'cneral, but above all he was an upright and
steadfast man, and a great leader. Though many
>wavered and were inclined to shirk, he kept the
and the colonies to their purpose, not
compulsion but by his influence and example.
II, p. 217.)
came to Boston from England,
in 1775 the battle of Bunker Hill was fought
indecisive results. Since volunteers did not
D
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come forward in sufficient numbers, the British
made the great mistake of hiring German troops
to fight against the colonists. An attack was
made by the colonists on Canada; Montreal was
taken , but the invaders \vere driven back from
Quebec. Nevertheless, the British were obliged
in 1776 to evacuate Boston; and on July 4th of
the same year the American Congress adopted
the Declaration of Independence. That famous
document, after setting forth the grievances
the Colonies against the King and his
ment, declares that" these United Colonies are,
and of right ought to be, free and independ
States; that they are absolved from all
.
to the British Crown, and that all political
nection between them and the State of
Britain is, and ought to be, dissolved."
thus the United States of North America c
into being.
The Declaration begins with the profession
a new faith. "We hold these truths to be
evident, that all men are created equal;
they are endowed by their Creator with
inalienable rights; that among these are
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that
secure these rights governments are ins
among men, deriving their just power from
consent of the governed; that whenever
form of government becomes destructive of
rights, it is the right of the people to alter it
to abolish it and institute new government."
These word$ of Thomas Jefferson, the
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the American Revolution, express the conviction of the American people, which has been
strenathened by the experience of life as a
/ demo~ratic nation during one hundred and forty
spite of all the faults of their governits weaknesses, its fraud, its corruption,
party strife, they fe:l t~at it is thei:; own
government, and th~t It gwes them lIberty.
is a comfortmg word; when they used
it
thought first that the rule of distant
which could not understand their
" ... r:",.,. would cease. Liberty means the absence
unreasonable restraint. But if no one were
any restraint all would be at the mercy
lawless, the violent, the unjust. The
expected their government to mainand justice; that so each might
measure of liberty in his private
was to be by the consent
whose freedom would not be
UC'ctU;;H\.C to a government which
up for themselves. They carried
of self-government several steps
and by their example they changed the
of many nations, including our own.
so easy to see what they meant when
that men were created equal. It would
to say that no man is stronger, or has
··:;tiljel:iter brains than another. They did not mean
no man should be richer than another nor
•.~~nllf~nt wealth.
They respected and maintained
ts of property. It would seem that they
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meant three things. No man should by reason
of his birth have political power over other
citizens. All men should obey the same laws.
Every man should have an equal power by his
vote to control the choice of rulers, and an e
right to rise to power by the votes of his
The existence of slavery in some of the
was in direct contradiction to this principle
equal rights for all men. And that was
strongly felt by many that at length, in 186
slavery led to a civil war which lasted ab
four years. As President Lincoln said: "
government cannot endure half slave and
free." A special feeling of equality has
up among Americans which demands a
free and easy comradeship among men of wh
ever wealth or station or office. That they
democratic. Ceremony, false dignity,
offishness, they condemn as undemocratic.
these are ideals and as such make for
fellowship among men. But, like other
they are liable to be debased by those who
understand and misapply them.
THE COURSE OF THE WAR

I am not going to follow the details of
fighting by which the American colonies obt~une(
the independence which they desired.
British had a hard task. Three thousand
of ocean, ships dependent on wind and
no standing army, no enthusiasm at home, a
and thinly populated country, generals unused
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warfare in wild places, no railways, few and bad
roads. But the Americans had also great
'difficulties. The Government of the new United
States had no authority over the several colonies
or their citizens. Money was hard to come by ;
manufactures were backward; military stores
were difficult to procure; the soldiers of
Washington were volunteers and anxious to
return to their homes and their business after a
limited term of service. On the whole it seems
likely that the colonists would have grown weary
and come to terms if the French Government
had not made war on Great Britain in 177 8.
The English, to supply and reinforce their troops,
complete command of the sea. The
fleet, though not superior to the British,
their operations, and were often
5It*"llt\l:i>'~'r at one moment or another than their
first great victory of the Americans,
M"'l"O""',,·.... was forced to surrender with
at Saratoga (October, 1777), was the
work of the colonists. But when
was forced to surrender at Yorktown
(October, 1781) the French fleet was supreme
the spot, and the British ships arrived five
too late. Peace was finally concluded in
"',' ,~,r"" and the independence of the thirteen States
conceded.
LATER HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES

American democracy had won its war.
had next, as we say to-day, to win the
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peace. Their affairs were in a terrible condition.
Each State had borrowed money to carryon the
war; and paper money had been issued in such
quantities that it became valueless. The country
had been damaged by war, and business had
gone to ruin. There was no common government for the thirteen colonies: each colony had
its own laws, its own customs barriers, its own
Government, and its own revenues. In this
condition they drifted on until 1787, when the
efforts of the wisest men succeeded in brinaina
to
to
together a convention at Philadelphia, which
framed a constitution for the United States.
Washington presided, and the two most able
counsellors were James Madison and Alexander
Hamilton.
THE AMERICAN CONSTITUTION

The Constitution left to the thirteen States
their rights of self-government. Each of them
had the power to reject it. But each State that
accepted it had to make over to the common
authority of the United States certain parts of
government. The federal government I that is ,
the g?vernment of the league or union, alone
had right to make war and peace and treaties
with foreign countries. It alone could regulate
trade and traffic between one State and another
.
'
It alone could impose and collect customs duties.
It alone could raise an army and a navy,
though each several State could have a militia
to preserve peace and order within its bound-
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aries. It settled what money should be current
throughout the union. It had the necessary
,powers to apP?int officers and judges to enforce
and interpret Its own laws. A Supreme Court
was created to decide whether any law of the
United States or of any several State was valid
under the Constitution.
The authority set up consisted, and still consists, of a legislative, that is a law-making, body
known as Congress. Congress has an Upper
House, the Senate, consisting of two elected
members from every State, and a Lower House,
the House of Representatives, consisting of
members elected by the whole people divided
into districts of equal population. The districts
are rearranged from time to time as the population changes. The consent of both Houses is
necessary for new laws; the Lower House votes
money for the use of government and imposes
taxes.
The President is elected by electors chosen by
the whole people and serves for four years. He
can be re-elected, but no President has ever
been elected for a third term. He is the supreme
executive officer, that is, it is his duty to take the
action needed to enforce the laws and carry out
the policy of the United States. To do this he
needs ministers and officers of every kind. The
appointment of these is left to him, but the consent
of the Senate is required for most of these appointments. The Army and Navy are under his
sole control. He makes treaties with foreign
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SUBSEQUENT DEVELOPMENT

powers, the consent of the Senate being also
required. He can veto-that is, f-arbid-any
law passed by Congress, but if passed again by a
sufficient majority of both Houses it becomes law.
The federal judges are appointed by the President with the consent of the Senate, but once
appointed they cannot be removed from office,
except for some grave offence duly proved.
This secures their independence.
This Constitution is clearly modelled on that
of Great Britain: the President corresponding
to the King, Congress to Parliament, and the
judges having the same safegu?,rds against undue
infiuence as in England. The Common Law of
England was already accepted in the States of
the Union and still holds good there; though it
has, of course, been developed differently by
legislation and the decisions of the judges. But
there are great differences, arising first from the
previous independence of the several States, and
secondly from the absence of any hereditary
monarchy or peerage. All authority is directly
or indirectly derived from the votes of the
people, which within the several States also
elects sheriffs and judges.
The American Constitution is set down in
writing; our Constitution is largely a collection
of customs. Many questions in America can be
decided by the judges interpreting the Constitution, which in this kingdom can only be decided
by Parliament. In the United Kingdom every
law that is made by Parliament is binding on the

judges; neither Congress nor the legislature of
any American State can make any valid law
contrary to the Constitution.
, Within less than three years the Constitution
as finally framed was adopted by all the thirteen
Colonies. It was proved that a great people by
its votes, and its assemblies, and the counsel of
its wise men, and the consent of its citizens, can
set up for itself a system of government, providing for all that a nation needs of order, justice,
and security. The United States began at once
to create new States in the unallotted territory
east of the Mississippi that had been made over
to them by the Treaty of Versailles in 1783.
Louisiana, west of the Mississippi, was bought
from France in I803, and Florida from Spain in
18I9. Further areas were acquired by conquest
from Mexico in I848. The whole of this great
North American block has been settled, covered
with roads and railways, and almost all of it
divided into States under the Constitution. The
States which were once thirteen now number
forty-eight. The Americans have proved that a
rapidly growing people, daily recruited from the
diverse races of the world, can, under a democratic government, provide for liberty, justice,
and order: not perfect liberty, order, or justice,
but sufficient to secure adequate peace and prosperity. There have been and are great abuses
in North America, as in Europe; the power of
rich men, especially when they are banded
together in great companies, is excessive and has
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been used for oppression and injustice. The
government of the United States is not powerful
enough, nor perhaps honest enough, to protect all
the citizens against the few rich; but I have not
found in history any government that could do
and did this. But there, democracy has given a
chance, a voice, to every citizen; and for that,
above all, they love and would die for democracy.
In their faith lies the strength of these democrats.
They have shown that a democracy can rapidly
arm its millions and fight successfully beside and
against great military nations in the cause of
liberty and justice. They have demonstrated
that a very great nation and territory can be
tolerably governed by the votes and the will of
its own people. Their example has already had
the greatest influence in Europe, and will yet
have more. They teach us as we first taught
them.
CONCLUSION

The Greeks invented the term democracy,
meaning a State in which political power was
given to the whole body of the people. Representative government was developed in England.
The American colonies worked out representative government on democratic lines. When
they broke away from Britain they organised
their new Republic as a democracy, following
the British tradition of election and representation.
The democratic ideas developed in
America influenced their French allies and had a
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considerable part in shaping the course of the
French Revolution.
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THE STORY OF FRANCE

CHAPTER III
THE FRENCH REVOLUTION AND THE WAR AGAINST
NAPOLEON--I789-18r5

I HAVE explained, in my earlier volumes, how
closely we have been linked with France through
eight hundred years of history. No two peoples
are more unlike in character than the English and
the French; no peoples are more closely bound
together, none have learnt more, each from the
other. The French Revolution, which changed
France throughout, has also done much to
transform the sentiments and the ideas of the
people of England. The story of it is full of
thrilling interest, of movement, incident, personality, fire, blood, and tears. I hope you will
read it for yourselves. Here I can only give an
outline.
THE STORY OF FRANCE

When the Roman Empire fell to pieces, the
land of Gaul was overrun by barbarians of
German race, who established their rule over
the population that had been trained to peace by
Rome. One of these tribes, the Franks, became
supreme over the others and gave their name to
France. They became Christians and gave great
lands to churches and monasteries. Out of the
44
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Frankish kingdom a great Frenchman, Charlemagne, built up a mighty empire that extended
from the Elbe to the Ebro, from the Channel and
'the Atlantic to Rome and beyond. After his
death (814 A.D.) this great empire fell rapidly
into pieces; the governors of kingdoms, provinces, and districts, did what seemed good in
their own eyes; the pirates from Denmark and
Scandinavia penetrated up the rivers far inland;
there was no security for life and property save
in the protection of the strong man armed and
upon t~e .spot; peasants, burghers, and fighting
men, wIllmgly grouped themselves around him.
The strong man might be chief of a larger or of a
smaller area; he might be a layman, or he might
be a churchman who would not refuse to fight
on occasions but was also fortified by the faith
and the superstition of his neighbours; but
whether he was great or small, churchman or
layman, his wealth and his strength came from
the support of the fighting landowners and the
payments of the peasants and the townsmen who
recognised him as overlord. Thus came into
being the two great powers of France, a priestly
caste, an hereditary nobility; both strong in the
possession of the land.
When again a King arose in France (987 A.D.)
his power had to be built up anew through many
generations, by cunning first and afterwards by
force, till all the great men of the country came
into his obedience. After this 'work had been
accomplished (say in 1483 A.D.)" there was one
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king over all the land and people of France, and
his subjects fell into four great classes. The
great bishops and abbots held wide lands
belonging to their churches and monasteries.
There were many thousands of nobles possessing
lands, greater or smaller, which passed from
father to son. There were townsmen in the
cities and boroughs who lived a life of their own.
And lastly, there was the great multitude of
peasants, cultivating their own land at the mercy
of their lords, and oppressed by many burdens
and dues. The churchmen and the nobles alone
had high standing and consideration. The
townsmen had a number of privileges and
liberties; they were the traders, the masters, and
the mechanics; from them came the lawyers, the
tax collectors, and the officials. The peasants
were little more than serfs. The King ruled
over the churchmen and the nobles with more
and more unquestioned authority. But he did
not protect the peasants from their lords. On
the contrary, he laid upon them the chief weight
of his increasing taxation, since he could not tax
the nobles and the churchmen without their own
consent.
The power of the French King reached its
greatest height under Louis XIV ( r6 43- r 7 1 5),
whose splendid court and mighty wars were
purchased by the impoverishment of his country
and his people. His word was law, even in
religion; the nobles flocked to his court, intrigued for his favour, and shrivelled at his
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displeasure. The tax collectors grew rich; the
country grew poor. Under his successors
the wars continued but with less success; the
~splendour was maintained at extravagant cost;
taxation, however heavy, could not cover the
expense; every year more was spent than was
received; public debt became greater and greater
and the word "deficit" was in every mouth.
One minister was tried after another, but none
could find a way to reduce expenses, or increase
receipts without imposing taxes upon the classes
whose privileges exempted them from any just
share of payment. Bad harvests enhanced the
general misery.
THE ESTATES GENERAL

France had had a national assembly, not
unlike our own Parliament in its beginnings.
At one time it seemed likely to obtain real
powers, but the people's need during the hundred
years' war with England forbade that any
assembly or council should fetter the power of
the King. This national assembly, known as
the Estates General, was summoned less and
less frequently: after 16I4 it met no more for a
hundred and seventy-five years.
It consisted of three Houses. The clergy met
by themselves; the nobles had their own House;
the third House represented those who were
neither clergy nor nobility. These Houses
were called Estates, that is, classes or conditions
pf men. The clergy was one privileged con-
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dition, the nobility was another; all the rest 01
the people were embodied in the Third Estate.
Of the Third Estate the citizens of the old and
important towns had certain time-honoured
privileges; the craftsmen and mer:h.ants had
their guilds; the peasants had no pnvileges and
few rights. The Kings had found ways to tax
the peasants without any consent; the townsmen
were almost equally helpless; but if the clergy
and the nobility were to pay their shares it was
acknowledged that their consent was required,
and that consent could only be given by these
classes meeting as of old time in an assembly of
Estates.
Therefore in 1789 the King, Louis XVI,
summoned the three Estates to meet, in the hope
that by their counsel and their contribu~ion~ of
money he might find a way out of hIS dIfficulties. The voting was arranged so that every
taxpayer, however small his payment, should
have a voice in the election of delegates. Thus
the French Revolution began.
It was the right of the districts to submit to
the king, on the occasion of a meeting of Estates,
a list of their complaints and grievances tha~
they might be remedied. On this occasion the
Estates took full advantage of this privilege.
The members of each Estate in every division
put in their suggestions for better go:ernment.
From these lists we can learn somethmg of the
public opinion of France just before the Revolution. It is clear that there were great numbers

of men who were conscious of a thousand unjust
burdens and disabilities, which they had endured
in the past as one endures bad weather, because
one cannot change it. Few were prepared to
defend the system under which the king had
governed the country for a hundred and fifty
years. Few were prepared to defend the privileges of the Church and the nobles. The minds
of the people were ready for great reforms.
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Considering the absolute power of the monarchy, Frenchmen had been allowed to express
their opinions on public questions during the
eighteenth century with singular freedom. There
were men like Montesquieu, who drew from
history the principles by which peoples can
and should be governed. There were men like
Voltaire, who denounced acts of injustice, current
beliefs, and prevailing customs, with indignation,
satire, and wit. There were men like Rousseau,
who drew on their imagination and pictured a
state of life in which all men should be free, all
men should be equal, all men should be workers.
These were political philosophers. There were
also philosophers, of the kind whom we call
economists, who discussed how wealth is produced and increased, how it is used, and how it
is divided among men. There were practical
reformers, who taught how the Government of
the day-such as it was-could be better carried
on, and now and then had the chance to put one
E
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or two of their ideas into effect. Some of these
writers you may read some day. They are
among the most brilliant, if not the wisest, of
mankind; and from all of them there is something to be learnt. Just now it is enough for you
to understand that without these philosophers
there might indeed have been a French Revolution, but it would have been very different
from that which took place. What these men
were saying and thinking others tried to put
into effect when the chance came.
All of them alike believed that by thinking and
reasoning on known facts you can learn hidden
truths; that by reasoning you can persuade
men to believe the truth; and that, once men
know what is wise to do, they will go and do
it. In fact, they all believed too much in the
power of reason; they did not allow enough for
the covetousness, the obstinacy, the vindictiveness, the combativeness, the blindness, and the
stupidity of men. The French Revolution was
inspired by noble ideas, which flamed and
flickered amid a tumult of evil passions. I should
be the last to deny the power of great and true
ideas; but we must also reckon with motives in
men that are not noble, that are not reasonable,
that are "savage, extreme, rude, cruel, not to
trust. " In a settled state of society these
motives are partly kept in leash by law, custom,
and authority. When law and government are
suddenly relaxed or greatly changed they have
free action. At such a time good and honest
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men may suffer most; but even the criminal will
come to wish that he had never been born.
THE CAUSES OF THE REVOLUTION

Under the influence of these ideas the men
in power, even the privileged classes, even the
wealthy and powerful, had lost their faith in
government by. clergy and nobility under the
absolute authonty of the king. Louis XVI himself was a worthy man, but without brains or
determination. The example of the American
revolution was in men's minds. Many Frenchmen had fought by the side of the colonists and
ta~en part in their councils. In America a body
of farmers and traders had won their own liberty
and set up a successful system of government.
Across the Channel the English Parliament
ma~ntai~ed liberty and order, and the people
taxmg Itself had no difficulty in meeting the
expenses of government. The whole French
people had taken part in electing their Assembly
of Estates General.
Following either example,
that of England or that of America, it seemed
easy to set up government of the French people
by the peopl~ and for the people, and to make
the French kmg a constitutional monarch like
his brother of England. It seemed easy for the
Estates to frame a constitution which the king
might adopt, and thus to set up an orderly
democracy. The history of Greek and Roman
democracy was constantly quoted. A golden age
was thought to be at hand.
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But one thing the French people lacked; they
lacked experience of self-government. That
experience the Americans and the English
possessed, and it was worth more than all the
reason, the knowledge, and the eager enthusiasm
of the French reformers. Many a bitter year
had to pass before the French people learnt the
rudiments of self-government.
THE COURSE OF THE REVOLUTION

Things moved fast. After some jealous quarrelling among the three Estates, the representatives
of the Third Estate, conscious that they stood for
the vast majority of the people of France, declared themselves to be the" National Assembly,"
and were joined by many of the representatives
of the other two Estates. The king's feeble
endeavours to control and direct the Assembly
were brushed aside .. Riots began in many parts
of France. The houses of the nobles and the
rich monasteries were in many places sacked and
destroyed. Certain members of the royal family
and many nobles fled from the country. The
mob of Paris rose (July 14th, I789) and captured
the Bastille, the great fortress prison, which
seemed to dominate and threaten the whole city
of Paris. The army could not be trusted to obey
the king,but neither could it be trusted to obey
the people; the National Assembly set up a
citizen army, a national guard of volunteers.
This was organised under Lafayette, who had
fought in the American War of Independence.

THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY
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All restraint of the press was removed, and
journals of every sort were freely published.
After a month of disorderly wrangling, on
, August 4th the National Assembly passed a
series of resolutions proclaiming the equality of
all before the law and for payment of taxes,
abolishing the chief part of the privileges of
nobles, claiming for the nation the possessions
of the Church, condemning most of the existing
taxes, destroying, in short, the old order before
any new order had been framed. These resolutions were later embodied in laws and form
the durable result of the Revolution.
This Assembly sat for two years, and in 179 1
produced a Constitution, the first of a dozen new
Constitutions that have been framed in France
since the Revolution began. Meanwhile it had
abolished the old provinces, and divided France
into eighty-three new divisions called Departments. It had done away with tithes, and
confiscated the property of the Church. It had
begun the issue of paper money, called Assignats,
the value of which was supposed to be securedlike a mortgage-upon the confiscated lands of
the Church, the Crown, and the nobles who
had fled the country. But you cannot purchase
provisions in the market or pay your weekly
bills with bits ofland; you cannot foreclose upon
national estate to the value of a hundred francs;
so the paper remained mere paper, and as more
and more was printed it fell in value, until it is
:said that a pound of butter cost a thousgnd francs
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(nominally worth forty pounds). Nothing seems
easier during a revolution than to defray the
expenses of the government by printing paper
money. In the American colonies the same was
done, until a suit of clothes cost paper to the
nominal value of £1,440. The same thing is
being done now in almost all the countries of
Europe with similar results.
MOB AND CLUB RULE

The constitution framed by the National
Assembly lasted only a short time. The National
Assembly was succeeded by an elective body
called the Legislative Assembly, and that again
by a body called the Convention. But the
Assemblies were more and more intimidated by
the mob of Paris, and the City Council and even
the S~ction Councils of Paris usurped the powers
and rIghts of government. When elections took
place the good and orderly citizens refrained from
voting for fear of the outrageous partisans. Power
passed into the hands of one group after another
each more vi~lent t?~n the last. These group~
prepared theIr polICIes and their measures in
clubs, the most famous or infamous of which was
called the J acobin Club, because it met in the
hall of the Jacobin friars; and the Assemblies
c?mmonly ~egistered what some club had preVIOusly deCIded. When a group of politicians
fell from power they were not permitted to live.
Thus. pe:-ished first the group of deputies from
the dIstnct of the Gironde; then Danton and his
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friends; and last of all Robespierre and his
associates, who had reigned by terror for many
months.
THE REIGN OF TERROR

France was perhaps prevented from falling
into hopeless anarchy by foreign war. The
kir,gs and potentates of Central Europe looked
on with anxiety and sympathy at the indignity
and violence with which the French king was
treated; they might have decided to declare war
on his behalf, but the challenge to war came from
the revolutionaries; the Girondins declared war
upon Austria (1792), hoping to perpetuate their
own power. Prussia joined Austria; Sardinia,
England, and Holland were attacked, and lastly
Spain. To brave the whole of Europe seemed
the act of madmen; but amidst all the disorder
the French collected armies; they even won
victories; they occupied Belgium and Savoy.
The death of the King was decreed. For
prompt and merciless action in the universal
war which the revolutionaries had provoked,
absolute authority was needed in the hands of a
few unscrupulous men. After some experiments,
the great Committee of Public Safety was set up
in July, 1793-eleven members holding unlimited
power over the life and property of all Frenchmen. They reigned by terror for a year, during
which period the revolutionary tribunals condemned and executed many thousands, suspected
or accused of hostility to the Revolution or to
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PROPERTY AND RELIGION

the dominant faction. Butlmeanwhile they rallied
the strength of France, they suppressed insurrections, they began to organise a military system
for defence and, as it turned out, for conquest.
After the fall and death of Robespierre (July,
1794) the country was ready for moderate rule;
the remaining Terrorists were swept away and
the Republic was secured. In the closing months
of I794 the Revolutionary victories began with
the occupation of Belgium and the conquest of
Holland. A new constitution was prepared; the
mob of Paris was coerced by military force, and
in October, 1795, a last rising was put down by
the cannon of a young artillery officer, Napoleon
Bonaparte. A board of five directors was set
up, which ruled for four years and then gave
place to Napoleon, in 1799, as First Consul with
two others, and in 1804 as Emperor of the
French, elected by 3,500,000 votes to 2,5 00 •

throw, no arrogant aristocracy, no powerful
clergy to control opinion and dictate belief.
They had no class privileges to wound their
'dignity, no unjust and galling rights oflandlords ;
indeed, there was land enough and to spare for
all. They were content with their laws. Thus
they used no more force than was necessary to
make good their rebellion. Their Revolution
was a political revolution, and that alone.
The Revolution of the French was a political
revolution, but it did not suffice for them to alter
and adapt their institutions. All power was
based upon and centred in the monarchy; when
they broke that support the whole fabric of institutions tottered and crumbled. Unaccustomed
to self-government and embittered by manifold
injustice, when they found that they had power
to destroy, the lust of renovation came upon
them; they changed even such details of ordinary
life as men least willingly abandon-their
calendar, their weights, their measures, their
coinage, and the time-honoured divisions of their
territory. A great part of their grievances were
bound up with the law of ownership of land; to
remove these grievances they had to attack the
rights of property; and when property is
attacked greed and rapacity are unchained.
Under the old order men not only suffered unjust and oppressive burdens; they endured daily
humiliation from the arrogant pretensions of the
nobles and the clergy. When the old order
passed away the clergy and the nobles were
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CONTRAST OF THE TWO REVOLUTIONS

Both America and France in their Revolutions
followed similar ideas. Both alike sought liberty,
both desired that all citizens should be equal
before the law, both desired to make the whole
people sovereign over governors, rulers, and
law-makers. But the American revolution was
only a revolt against foreign rule. The colonists
were accustomed to self-government; they made
it complete and independent; under the stress of
necessity they made one State out of thirteen.
But they had no tyrannous monarchy to over-
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THE RISE OF NAPOLEON

smitten not only in their power and their
property but in their pride. The civil war
became a class war and a religious war; no
passions are more hideous than those of a class
war or a religious war. And this was both in
one. Moreover, under the King the government of the country had been centred in Parisa great and populous capital, with an ignorant
and degraded mob hitherto controlled only by
fear; the new government had to sit in Pa~is,
and all the work of rebuilding and reconstructIOn
was complicated by the presence of a ferocious
horde of ruffians, enemies of order and friends of
violence.

revolution in Russia follow a course like that of
France. In Russia also there was an absolute
ruler, a small and privileged class, an oppressed
~nd ignorant multitude, even greater inexperience
of the art of self-government. There also
generous revolt destroyed authority; authority
removed, violence began; there also a reign of
terror has been established and is not yet ended.
With a far more barbarous and ignorant people
than that of France, the crimes and sufferings of
France have been ten times surpassed by Russia,
and none can see the outcome.
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THE COST OF REVOLUTION

There are some in this country who preach
Red Revolution, either in hopes of personal
advantage, or misled by zeal and ignorance.
The more you read about the French Revolution
the less you will be inclined to listen to such
foolish and wicked counsels. Unlike the French
of that time, if we desire to change our laws or
our government, we have orderly and peaceable
means by which our ends can be secured. We
have only to convince a majority of our fellow
citizens that reform is needed, and within two or
three years reform will follow. With the French
the majority had no power at all; to obtain it
force was needed; once violence is used no man
can say where it must stop.
Vii thin the last few years we have seen a
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THE RISE AND FALL OF NAPOLEON

Many a time out of democracy springs tyranny.
In Rome, as the power of the Republic passed to
the multitude, the tyranny of Marius, the tyranny
of Sulla, the tyranny of Caesar, led up to the
tyranny of the Roman Emperors, which lasted
four hundred years. So in France the disorder
ot popular assemblies, the rancour of partisans,
the passion of orators, the fury of the mob, led
up to the tyranny of the Committee of Public
Safety, to the tyranny of the Directors, and last
to the Empire of that great soldier and statesman,
Napoleon, who was raised to power by the
enthusiasm of revolution and of patriotism against
Europe in arms.
Though the French had to learn the art 01
self-government they understood how to manage
their own business j their good sense and industry soon brought them back to orderly
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LATER HISTORY OF FRANCE

life. Unlike Russia, they had been for four
hundred years an united people. In Russia love
and reverence for the Czar was the only strong
feeling that held the country together; the love
of France was the strongest passion in the mind
of every Frenchman. Within five years from
the beginning of the Revolution the French
shook off their most bloodthirsty tyrants; tired
of massacres and executions they obeyed whatever power might arise; they maintai~ed the
forms and even the spirit of democracy; mdustry
and agriculture began to rev.ive; .they thr.ew
their new energies and enthusIasm mto foreIgn
war. They set up the system of. univers~l
liability to military service by com~ul~IOn. !hlS
they called and we still call conscnptIOn. 1 hus,
when Napoleon, the most successful of their
generals, the conqueror of Italy a~d Egypt,
forced his way to power, he had an mstrument
of victory ready to his hand; the wh?l~ resources
of a war-like, industrious, and spmted people
were at his command. At home he gave to the
French peace and security. J:ie r~organis~d their
institutions, he settled and sImplIfied theIr laws,
he fixed the work of the Revolution. Abroad he
gave them glorious war, and rose to a. plenitude
of authority which no man has held m Europe
since the last of the great Roman Emperors.
But carried on by the impulse of his own
suc~ess he endeavoured to subdue Britain and
was str~ngled in the embrace of the mistress of
the seas; he endeavoured to subdue Russia, and

was starved and frozen in her trackless and inhospitable plains. The nations of Europe rose
against him, twice occupied his capital, and at
fast imprisoned him until his death in the lonely
island of St. Helena. Kings and princes were
restored to their thrones and dominions; but
Europe would never again be the same as she
was before the Lord of the French Revolution
had done his work.
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LATER HISTORY OF FRENCH DEMOCRACY

In France the King and the nobles returned,
but not to their old supremacy and arrogance.
They were forced to maintain the forms of
popular government and through them the
popular will was felt. The Republic seemed to
disappear; but it came again in r848, when the
monarchy was destroyed a second time, but the
new leaders of revolution failed to maintain order
and security. A doubtful claimant to the name
and blood of Napoleon, Louis Bonaparte, took
advantage of the troubles of his country; and
trading on the love, awe, and hope, which the
memory of the Great Emperor still inspired, set
up a tawdry imitation of his Empire (r852-I870).
Like the first Napoleon, the third Napoleon was
elected by a plebiscite, that is, a vote of the whole
people. The wars by which he tried to prove
himself a true Napoleon ended in shame and
disaster. He surrendered to the Prussians at
Sedan (September 2nd, 1870); the Republic was
set up again, made a heroic but ineffective
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resistance to its conquerors, concluded peace, and
restored order. This third Republic carne to
stay; it has lasted fifty years, and has. come
victorious out of the greatest war of all history.
French democracy has its own weaknesses and
failings; it is jealous of great men, and puts its
affairs into the hands of second-rate politicians
who are not always honest and are constantly
changed; it accepts few new laws and those
which it accepts are not always obeyed. But it
has enabled the French people to live its own
life according to its own desires, and what the
people demand it obtains. Thus the arm~ has
always been maintained at whatever sacrifice;
and when the great day carne no weakness or
faltering or compromise was allowed. The
French people carried out its purpose without
sparing treasure or toil or life. Thus the results
of the French Revolution were justified in France.
BRITAIN AND THE FRENCH REVOLUTION

The French Revolution involved Great Britain
in twenty-two years of war, because we desired,
not to defend the privileges of the French nobles
or the absolute power of the French King, but
to maintain our own liberty and internal security.
In 1791 we refused to join a league to suppress
the Revolution. We recognised the French
Constitution of I791 with alacrity. In 179 2 the
British Prime Minister, William Pitt, promised
his country fifteen years of peace, and told Par-
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liament that they could safely reduce the number
of seamen for the navy from 24,000 to 16,000,
which was done. We had then and afterwards
no intention of interfering in the internal affairs
of France. But on November 15th, 1792, the
French announced their purpose to support revolution in any country where it should be begun.
What this meant was clear by the examples of
Belgium and Savoy, which they entered as
liberators and treated as conquered countries.
The same aggressive spirit was displayed by
them towards Holland. The river ScheIdt, by
the treaty of Munster in 1715, had been closed to
the maritime traffic of Antwerp and reserved to
the merchants of Holland. To that treaty Great
Britain was a party, and the Dutch control of the
ScheIdt had been confirmed so recently as 17 8 5
with the CDnsent of the French. After the French
had become masters of Belgium they declared the
ScheIdt open to navigation, without regard to the
treaty rights of the Dutch, who were our allies.
Since the Dutch were not inclined to acquiesce,
an invasion of Holland by the French seemed
imminent.
It is absurd to allege that Great Britain was
then jealous of the port of Antwerp as a possible
rival to the port of London. In 1780 Great
Britain had declared her willingness that the
ScheIdt should be opened by arrangement
between Austria, who then ruled the Belgian
Netherlands, and the Dutch. But Britain was
natnrally anxious that the Dutch ports and navy
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PLATE

V.

should not fall into the hands of an aggressive
power, whose declared. policy was to spread
revolution. The statesmen of that day knew,
and we have learnt in the great war, how the
coast of the Low Countries can be used against
England by an enemy. The French might have
been willing to make terms with Britain, but
there was no government with which we could
securely negotiate. The King had been deposed;
the new Republic seemed lawless and untrustworthy; it was maintained by violence and
massacre and overawed by the Paris mob; moreover, the treaty of to-day might be torn up by
the faction of to-morrow. Pitt's declaration was
just and firm. "If France is really desirous of
maintaining peace and friendship with England
she must show herself disposed to renounce her
views of aggression and aggrandisement without
insulting other governments, without disturbing
their tranquillity, without violating their rights."
The answer was the declaration of war by the
French Republic on Great Britain, in February,
1793·
At no time between that date and the battle of
Waterloo, June 18th, 1815, did the rulers of France,
for more than a short breathing-space, renounce
their policy of aggression and aggrandisement.
For a time they were driven back: but in I794
advance began again. In 1795, by the Treaty of
Basel, the French boundary was advanced to the
Rhine, and Belgium was incorporated in France.
In 1796 Bonaparte began his victories in Italy.
End of the eighteenth century.
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THE BRITISH FIGHT FOR FREEDOM
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In I797 the first army was formed for the invasion
of England. In 1798 Egypt was occupied. In I799
Napoleon became First Consul, and the so-called
Republic became in effect a military monarchy.
From 1793-1799 the British were fighting
against aggressive revolution. They did not
like what they knew of the French Revolution.
They had no cause to envy the Republics that
were set up after French conquest. In any case,
they intended to govern themselves according to
their own ideas, and were not disposed to accept
a revolution forced upon them from abroad.
After 1799 it became more and more clear that
they were fighting, not only for their own liberty
but for the liberty of Europe, against a military
tyrant, whose ambition knew no bounds so long
as there were countries to conquer, and who
could not, if he wished, pursue a policy of peace
until he had finally suppressed all those who
hated his rule or feared his attack. When his
power was at its height (say in r809) he ruled
directly or through subject or subservient kings
and confederations almost all of Germany, a
large part of Poland, the whole of Italy, and his
armies occupied Spain. Prussia had been completely defeated. Austria had lain at his mercy
and was permitted to retain her independence,
supplying as a bride for the conqueror a daughter
of her imperial House. Only Great Britain in
western or central Europe retained her freedom
unimpaired. This was the first great trial of the
English people, from which it came out victorious.
F
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CAUSES OF BRITISH SUCCESS AGAINST NAPOLEON

It was not to the eminent wisdom of her rulers
that Great Britain owed her success. Many
disastrous mistakes were made in the conduct of
the war, and no great War Minister arose to
concentrate the whole force of the people and
show the shortest road to peace with honour and
security. But the aristocracy ,by whic~ ~ngland
was governed had the indomItable spmt of the
people which they ruled and served. Though
Europe crumbled they stood und~smayed. \yith
few exceptions they put aside theIr party factIOns
and united to defend British freedom. The
people, though it had little voice in de~iding
policy, endured its sufferings with great fortItude.
There were no bread subsidies in those days.
The working classes were far poorer then than
now. Population was growing and Britain could
not feed all her people. There were no great
corn-growing countries beyond the seas from
which supplies could be drawn. When harvests
were bad there was something like a famine. In
the Great War the four pound loaf was kept at
nine-pence by enormous payments from the
public funds. During the war with Napoleon
bread was seldom less than twelve-pence, and
sometimes it cost as much as twenty-two pence
for four pounds. Yet the multitude worked and
suffered; they did not flinch. They were proud
of their country; they did not intend to truckle
to a foreign tyrant; they refused to be beaten.
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In the Great War men said at first: "Business
as usuaL" That soon proved to be impossible.
Every man's business had to be suspended or
transformed, so sore was the need of the people
for men and materials of war. But in the war
with Napoleon' business did continue much as
usual.. Our trade and industry prospered
exceedmgly. Though the privateers took heavy
toll of our merchant vessels, they plied their
voyages undeterred, while no hostile merchantman could venture far from land. Great Britain
won complete supremacy in sea-borne trade over
the whole world. The use of machinery driven
by coal combustion was rapidly developing.
Our manufactures of hardware and of cotton and
woollen clot~s grew fast, population multiplied,
and the natIOnal wealth increased apace. By
our expanding industry and wealth we were
able to defray the cost of our own navies and
armies, and to give very great sums to our allies.
We continued to improve our methods of
agriculture; we enclosed waste and ill-cultivated
land to the extent of five million acres. Thus the
whole peo~le, by its energy and enterprise and
determmatIOn, worked together to win the war.
THE ARMY,

We did not call up to fight Napoleon the
whole of our fit male population. The aristocracy did its duty, and thousands of well-born
youths served as officers in the army. Hundreds
of thousands volunteered for home defence. But
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the rank and file of the armies that served abroad
were chiefly composed of the poorest and least
reputable of our citizens. There was a law
until 181 I by which men were drawn by lot to
serve in the militia, but well-to-do persons were
allowed to pay for substitutes. 'The militia was
only bound to serve at h~me, but ~o~unteers. for
foreign service were obtamed from It m sufficIent
numbers by the offer of bounties. ~he sums. of
money paid to volunteers for. foreIgn se:-".Ice
varied from £30 to £60. It IS not surpnsmg
that only those to whom such sums were a
fortune enlisted in the ranks, and that men were
taken from the prisons to recruit the forces.
For the troops were shamefully neglected, short
of clothes, short of boots, shor.t of food, ~nd
hospital care was almost entIrely wantmg.
Punishments were savage; as many as I,500
lashes were administered by sentence of courtmartiaL The officers, though brave in action,
were too often drunken and dissolute, and even
Wellington could not teach them that th~ first
duty of an officer is to secure the well-bemg of
his men.
Yet these poor and neglected soldiers fought
as no other troops could fight. Napoleon's great
levies of men could not be trusted to fight except
in massed columns, in which every man felt the
support of his comrades. The British could be
trusted to attack, or to meet attack, in lines two
deep, in which order they suffered less fr.om the
fire of musketry and artillery and theIr own

THE PENINSULAR WAR

discharge of musketry was most effective. They
would reserve their fire till they could see the
whites of their enemies' eyes. When the hostile
columns wavered, they would spring forward
with a cheer and drive them from the field with
the bayonet. British armies were lost by
neglect and mismanagement, but never by
misconduct in battle. All races of our islands
contributed to this glorious army of penniless
ne'er-do-weels, but the Irish far more than their
proportion. The Duke of Wellington was an
Irishman by birth.
THE WAR IN SPAIN AND PORTUGAL

The resources of France were worn down by
many years of war, and especially in conflict with
Austria and Russia. The British navy had
absolute command of the sea after the battle of
Trafalgar in I805. But it was not until 1808
that the British began to tell in the course of
war on land. In 1808 Napoleon in person was
preparing to crush a rebellion in Spain, which
he had stolen from its sovereign by treachery.
Sir John Moore was in Portugal with a small
British Army, and threatened the French communications in Spain. Napoleon turned from
his task to destroy this troublesome enemy.
Moore marched for Corunna, pursued by the
French. Through unimaginable hardships he
brought his army safe to the sea and put it on
board ship. He fell himself in the last rear-
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guard fight on the hills before Corunna.
Napoleon's plan was spoilt and Spain was never
completely conquered.
In 1809 Sir Arthur Wellesley was put in
command of the British forces in Portugal, where,
as a subordinate officer, he had won the battle
of Vimiero in 1808. For more than four years
he kept up the fight in the Peninsula, with the
help of the Portuguese, whom he trained and
disciplined to fight, with some assistance from
Spanish armies which he could not trust, and
with the more valuable aid of the inhabitants and
fierce marauders. He fought when he was
obliged to fight; he struck hard when he saw a
favourable chance; in 1810, when the forces
against him were too great, he retired to his
famous defensive position at Torres Vedras, near
Lisbon, where he held out through the winter,
while the French army starved in the desolated
country, and gueriJla bands harried its communications.
The next year he moved forward. The tide
of battle surged to and fro, until at the end of
18 I 3 he drove the French across the Pyrenees
and followed them into France. Meanwhile,
other and greater armies of the Allies were
advancing from the east. In March, 1814, Paris
was occupied by the allied armies, and in April,
18 1 4, Napoleon abdicated.
All through five years Napoleon had been
forced to keep great armies in the Peninsula, and
some of his best Marshals. He called this war
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his running sore; his men, his treasure, and his
materials of war, were squandered in the
Peninsula; this war was one of the causes of
his downfall. It only remained for Wellington,
with a hastily levied British army eked out
with Germans, Dutch, and Belgians, to stand
against Napoleon at Waterloo until his attack
was broken, and BIQcher came up with his
Prussians to complete the victory.
A great nation does not always find great
leaders either in peace or war. They may be
there, but it cannot always know them. It may
be deceived by inferior imitations.
But in
Arthur Wellesley, Duke of Wellington, Britain
found a great soldier and a noble and unselfish
servant. His high spirit and unwearied courage
were the proper complement of his heroic
soldiers, and of the unflinching purpose of the
people.
THE NAVY

The army completed our victory, but the navy
shattered the first attacks, kept the enemy at a
distance while we learnt to fight on land,
destroyed at length the enemy fleets, and made
the power of Britain felt in all parts of the globe.
It must not be forgotten that, although the
British are great fighters, they are not and have
never been a military nation. We wage war
from necessity; we do not practise it as a permanent and continuous industry. In peace we
do not even make adequate preparations for
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THE BRITISH NAVY

defence. Hitherto kind fortune has given us
time to recover lost ground; some day our
luck may change, and then our ruin will
ensue.
Thus it was in 1793. Our ships were superior
in number to those of the French, but many of
them were out of repair. The number of seamen
and mariners had been reduced in the previous
three years from 40,000 to r6,000. Volunteers
were hurriedly obtained by the offer of bounties.
The law permitted seamen to be taken by force
for the navy from the sea-ports and from
merchant ships at sea. Landsmen were often
taken illegally by the press-gang. Finally, it
became necessary to levy men from the counties
in proportion to their population. Criminals
were also taken, as for the army. Food was bad,
pay was low and often in arrears, and punishments were barbarous. The ports and dockyards
were carelessly and corruptly managed. On the
other hand, a seaman of courage and capacity
could rise to be an officer. Many of the officers
were men of the highest ability, character, and
experience. The tradition of fighting methods
in the navy were good, and among many good
admirals Nelson followed out the tradition with
the highest genius. He made it his business
not merely to defeat but to destroy the enemy
forces. His main idea in battle was to cut off a
part of the hostile fleet, and throw his whole fleet
upon it before the rest of his adversary's ships
could return to help their comrades. He made

all his captains understand the spmt which
inspired his attack, and trusted them to carry out
his wishes as occasion might suggest.
. But the bad conditions of service in the navy
almost led to disaster. The danger of mutiny
was always great, and the marines were always
kept ready to suppress disorder by force. For
fear of desertion the seamen were not allowed
shore-leave when in port. In I797 the discontent
came to a head with mutinies in the fleets at
Spithead and the N ore. The grievances of the
men were prudently redressed, and at Spithead
a general pardon was granted. But the mutiny
at the N ore had to be suppressed by force.
Though these great dangers were averted, just
cause for disaffection still remained, and even on
the eve of Trafalgar some anxiety was felt on
this account.
The greater admiration must we feel for those
poor seamen, who not only won victory after
victory, often against superior force, but kept the
seas month after month and year after year,
maintaining their irksome and painful watch.
Nelson himself did not set foot on land for a
space of two years. When war began we had
maritime allies; for instance, Holland and Spain.
But as time went on the forces of these countries
were added to our enemies and we stood alone.
In 1807 we were forced to seize the Danish fleet,
because Napoleon intended to take it for himself.
As time went on something was done to improve
the conditions of service at sea, But, ill-treated
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or well-treated, the sailors were never found
wanting, either in the stress of battle or in the
harsh and tedious duty of blockade and cruising.
For this we must praise their native worth and
their devotion to their country's cause, but also
we must recognise the high example set by the
great majority of their officers, and above all by
the incomparable Nelson.
When Nelson was not in chief command the
British won victories. There was, in 1794, the
so-called glorious first of June, which later
victories threw completely into the shade. In
1797 Admiral Duncan heavily defeated the Dutch
fleet off Camperdown. There was the battle of
Cape St. Vincent, in 1797, against a g~eatly
superior Spanish force, in which Nelson hlmself
had a leading share. But Nelson's own motto
was "not victory but annihilation "-of the
opposing fleet. At Aboukir Bay, in 179 8, Nelson
found the French fleet at anchor in a long line.
He gave orders to attack their van and centre,
and, risking the danger of grounding in uncharted waters and with failing light, passed
between the French fleet and the shore. Throwing the weight of his whble force on the ~eadin.g
ships, and afterwards taking the others m thelr
turn, he destroyed or captured all but two of .the
enemy vessels. He thus cut off the commUlllcations of Napoleon with France and brought
about the complete failure of his Egyptian
expedition.
In 1801 the Danes had joined a league of the
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Baltic Powers, which was hostile to Britain. A
fleet was sent against Copenhagen, with Nelson
.as second in command. He was entrusted with
the att~ck upon the Danish fleet at Copenhagen,
where It was supported by guns in the forts on
land. He ~ttacked, and when his superior
officer, AdmIral Hyde Parker, signalled to break
off the action, he disregarded the signal and
continued until the Danish fleet surrendered'
the Danish Government was thus forced t~
suspend hostilities.
But Nelson's greatest and completest victory
came in I805. Napoleon had massed an army at
Boulogne for the invasion of England. He sent
a fleet to the West Indies to lure Nelson away.
Nelson pursued it, but hurried home when he
found that the French had doubled back to
European waters. Napoleon was forced to give
orders for a general engagement, and Nelson,
nothing loth, met the combined French and
Spanish fleets off Cape Trafalgar, fell upon them,
broke their line, and of thirty-three ships of the
line captured seventeen, though his own force
numbered only twenty-seven. But in the moment
of victory the great Admiral was struck with a
bullet fired from the top of a French vessel, and
he expired some two hours later. He had lived
long enough to complete his task, and no further
effective attempt was made by the French to win
the command of the sea for the purpose of invading England.
No Englishman has won
renown equal to that of Nelson; none has an
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equal place in the love and gratitude of his
countrymen. Alike in genius and in devotion to
duty he is supreme.
Though Trafalgar was the last great sea
victory that Britain won or needed during the
war with Napoleon, the task of her seamen was
arduous and unceasing to the very end of the
struggle. A constant watch was needed in all
the seas: in the Mediterranean in the Atlantic
.
"
m the Channel, and in the North Sea. Unable
to overcome the British Navy, Napoleon endeavoured to exclude the British trade from all
the ports of the European continent. By a series
of decrees, which established what is called the
Continental system, the European markets were
closed to the chief products of the new industries
of Great Britain, and to the goods which came
from British Colonies. In retaliation, the British
attempted by blockade to prevent any foreign
trade to and from countries over which
Napoleon's power extended. Neither Napoleon's
scheme nor the British was completely water;..
tight; but this mutual war on commerce
necessitated the most constant vigilance on the
part of British ships.
All through the war the merchant vessels of
Great Britain were hunted by their enemies on
the sea, ~specially by privateers, that is, by
vessels prIvately owned and equipped to prey
on commerce, and licensed by the hostile government. Between I793 and 1800 not less than
3,400 British merchantmen were captured by the
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French, and after the renewal of war in r803
such losses tended to increase up to 18 ro. After
that date the losses tended to diminish. In 1812
,war broke out between the United States and
Great Britain, owing to the insistence of Great
Britain on the search of American vessels , not
only for the enforcement of blockade, but also
for the purpose of seizing British sailors, who
frequently deserted the navy in order to take
service on American ships. No navy, however
powerful, can completely ensure the security of
sea-borne trade in time of war. What the submarines were to us in the Great War with
Germany the French privateers were in the
war against Napoleon. But the French privateers
were anxious to capture the vessels and their
cargo; the submarines had no such hope, and
we may be permitted to doubt whether even
Napoleon, ruthless as he was, would have ordered
the systematic destruction of enemy merchantmen without regard for the safety of their
crews and passengers. His methods of warfare
were humane compared with those deliberately
adopted by the German High Command.
COMPARISON OF THE WAR OF 1793-I815 WITH
THAT OF 1914-1918

The war that began in 1793, and ended at
Waterloo, was a great test of the courage and
endurance of the people of England. But in every
respect, except duration, it was incomparably
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less in effort and sacrifice than the Great War of
I9I4-I8. Against the French only a small part
of the nation was mobilised, whether for war by
land or sea or for the production of material for
fighting. In the Great War against Germany
the greater part of the people was actively and
consciously engaged, either in fighting or preparing material for warfare. In the later war the
instruments of death and torture were infinitely
more elaborate and terrible; the number of
British soldiers arrayed in the battlefield was
many times greater, and the losses in many
engagements reached a far larger proportion of
those in action than in even the most bloody
battle of the Peninsula. A battle was seldom
concluded in a day; it often lasted for weeks ,
and even for months. But in each war alike the
people did all that was required of it; in each it
endured to the end, and displayed the same
loyalty, courage, and steadfastness, until victory
rewarded its efforts. We have enjoyed for a
hundred years the fruits of the sacrifice of our
ancestors; may our successors profit in equal
degree from the sacrifice of those who died and
toiled and suffered in 19I4-I8.

aristocracy. In the eighteenth century the
monarchy fell into weak hands and came under
corrupt influences. Great freedom was allowed
t6 speech and thought, and at the same time
public affairs fell into great disorder. The
example of the American Revolution, in which
Frenchmen had a share, set new ideas stirring
in French minds, and the dominant classes lost
faith in their own right to govern and in the
capacity of their rulers. When the French
Revolution broke out, lack of experience and
exaggerated belief in human reason made the
French accept far-reaching changes with insufficient preparation. The mob of Paris and
cliques of fanatics seized the power, and enthusiasm led the French people to spread their
doctrines abroad by force. Thus they became
involved in war with almost all of Europe, and
for national preservation a strong government
was set up, which ruled by terror but saved the
country. After the greatest danger was past
the rule of terror was relaxed, but war continued; and the military system thus evolved
brought Napoleon to absolute power. That
great soldier, statesman, law-giver, and administrator, was led on, step by step, to attempt
the conquest of all Europe.
Great Britain, by her power on the sea, was
able to maintain herindependence, and N apQleon's
will to conquest was met by equal determination
to be free. His resources were drained by
British and native resistance in the Iberian
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The internal conflicts and external wars of
France established in the seventeenth century a
powerful monarchy, which controlled a wealthy
and tyrannical priesthood and a privileged
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Peninsula and the country and climate of Russia
ruined hi~ Great Army. But it is hardly too
much to say that we owe the liberty of Britain,
and of Europe, to the heroism of our soldiers and
sailors and to the dogged resolution of our
aristocratic rulers. Thus every section of the
people had a share in our victorious war of selfdefence.
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CHAPTER IV
THE REFORM OF PARLIAMENT IN GREAT BRITAIN

I760-1832

THE revolutions of the seventeenth century had
settled two questions, the supremacy of Parliament and the domination of the Protestant
religion. After Charles I had lost his head and
James II had lost his throne, there was still a
monarchy in England, but it was not the same
monarchy as that which Henry VIII had held
and Charles I had endeavoured to restore.
William III and his successors were obliged to
deal with Parliament as with an equal or even a
supenor power.
George III was not content to accept that
inferior position. During twenty-four years he
struggled to bend Parliament to his will, by the
influence he possessed over borough elections
and by the honours and the patronage which he
could bestow; and for a time he succeeded. The
breach with the American colonies was largely
due to his obstinate and unwise policy, and even
after Pitt came into power there were some
things in which the King had his way; Catholic
emancipation, for instance, was abandoned III
8r
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deference to the King. But during the last
thirty years of his life his mind became more and
more deranged. Thus it became necessary to
appoint a Regent, and Parliament was able to
limit very narrowly the powers of the Regent.
So by the end of the reign all and more than all
the power which George III had recovered for
the Crown had slipped away.
George IV was a dissolute and worthless man;
neither his ability nor his character commanded
any respect. When he endeavoured, in 1820, to
divorce his wife, Queen Caroline, the necessary
bill was brought before Parliament but withdrawn because of the violent opposition of the
people, who sided with the Queen.
H?w
different from the home life of our good Kmg
Henry VIII, who would have cut off the lady's
head or had a Reformation if any difficulties had
arisen about divorce! George and his Parliament
found public opinion a more formidable adversary than the Pope had been to Henry.
Already, by the end of the wars against
Napoleon, the King's power had shrunk to little
more than the exercise of influence. Throughout
the war with Napoleon the task of the people
was neither helped nor hindered by the King.
His right to forbid a law passed by Parliament
was not exercised after the time of William III.
He was supposed to choose his Ministers, but if
Parliament did not support the Ministers whom
he chose he could not carryon his government.
He could allow or refuse a dissolution of Parlia-

PARLIAMENT AND THE PEOPLE

ment. But when William IV was unwilling to
dissolve Parliament his Ministers soon found
means to persuade him.
Thus the political revolution of the nineteenth
century did not concern the relations between
the King and his Parliament, or between the
King and the people. That game had been
played out and Parliament had won.
It
concerned the relations between Parliament and
the people. Let me try to make clear the system
of Parliamentary Government as it existed when
the French war came to an end. Its outline has
not greatly changed since that time, but its spirit
has been completely transformed.
THE HOUSE OF LORDS

The Parliaments of England and Scotland had
been united in 1707. The Parliaments of Great
Britain and Ireland were united in 1800. Thus
there was one Parliament for the whole United
Kingdom.
That Parliament then, as now,
consisted of two Houses. The House of Lords
was made up, as to-day, of a comparatively small
number of Lords Spiritual (the Bishops) and a
much larger number of Lords Temporal. The
Lords Spiritual were appointed by the King on
the advice of his Ministers, but held their office
till death or resignation. They could thus use
their vote and influence in Parliament without
interference from the King or his Ministers; but
since the Church had become dependent on the
State their influence in fact was small.
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The Lords Temporal succeeded to their
peerages by inheritance, excepting that the
Scotch peers and the Irish peers did not all have
seats in the House of Lords, but elected a fixed
number from among themselves to act on their
behalf. The temporal peers, like the Bishops,
did not need to take orders from any man. The
King could and often did create new peerages,
though not so often then as now. Thus, if the
House of Lords rejected any measure, the King
could, on the advice of his Ministers, create a
sufficient number of new peers to overcome
the opposition. This was done once in the
reign of Queen Anne, but never before or
since. But more than once the fear of such
action has brought the House of Lords to submission.
The House of Lords goes back to remote
feudal times, when the whole country was
governed through the Lords Spiritual and the
Lords Temporal acting as real governors.
Those personal powers of government the Lords
}:lad lost many centuries before. But almost all
the Lords Temporal were landlords, most of them
great landlords, and many of them very great
landlords. They thus had great influence over
their tenants and their neighbours, who for the
most part were unwilling to offend them. There
were, of course, many landlords, some of them
owning very large estates, who had no seats in
the House of Lords. Some of these had a great
deal of independent influence, but their interests
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were for the most part the same as those of the
Peers. The Peers and the landlord class were,
of course, in the first place anxious for the
welfare of the land, but the welfare of the land
was closely bound up with the welfare of
commerce and industry; and for many generations the landlords of England had shown their
concern in trade and manufacture by the laws
that they passed and the foreign policy that they
favoured. Thus the Peers had great power in
their House, they had great power through their
property in land, they had great power through
the support of nearly all the squires and most of
the farmers throughout the country. But above
and beyond all this they had great power through
their influence over elections to the House of
Commons.
THE HOUSE OF COMMONS

Already, by 1815, the House of Commons was
the more important of the two Houses. The
Commons had equal power with the Lords in
making ordinary laws, and moreover, they alone
could impose taxes and vote money for the use
of Government. They held the power of the
national purse. Therefore without their good
will no Ministry could carryon the business of
the country. Moreover, it was indistinctly felt,
and even publicly asserted, that the power c,f
Kings and Ministers depended on the support ( f
the people. In spite of all absurdities of elector 1
law the House of Commons did represent the
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COUNTIES AND BOROUGHS

people. Its members were nearer to the people
than the Lords. They felt the spirit of the times;
they perceived the changes of public opinion.
In the House of Commons reputations of statesmen were made and marred. The strength of
the elder \Villiam Pitt (Lord Chatham) and of
his son was in their power over the elected
assembly. It was there that Fox and Canning
won their authority. The greater number of
the King's Ministers were still drawn from the
House of Lords, but no Ministry could retain
power without the confidence or at least the
toleration of the Lower House.
The House of Commons was almost as ancient
as the House of Lords; it had become by lapse
of time even more antiquated. When the House
of Commons was first constituted it was created
to obtain from the two great classes of tax-payers,
other than the great lords, the grant of special
gifts of money, which gradually took the form of
voting taxes and the annual budget. The first
of those classes was the holders of free land in
the country; the second was the merchants and
traders of the free towns or boroughs. It would
require more space than I can give to explain
what was originally meant by a fOY'ty-shilling
freeholder and a free borough. Even in my first
volume, which would have been the proper place,
I spared you those difficult matters of ancient
law and custom. Those terms belong to an
order of society which passed away many
centuries ago. But, although their true meaning

had been forgotten for at least three hundred
years, they still governed the representation of
the people in Parliament.
, Under George III and IV no man had a vote
in the counties who did not possess freehold
land (which then meant land held in absolute
ownership) to the value of forty shillings a year.
This gave votes to quite a large number of people,
from the squires great and small to the little
man who had three or four acres of his own.
Originally, forty shillings was the value of a nice
little property. But the value of money had
fallen and the value of land had risen, so that in
18 I 5 a very small plot of freehold land would
qualify for a vote. On the other hand, all those
who held land by rent were excluded, and the
large and growing and important class of tenant
farmers had no votes, to say nothing of the
cottagers and labourers. And even in the
counties the elections were much influenced by
the great lords.
The case of the boroughs was even more
strange. The selection of boroughs for Parliamentary representation had been made from the
first for reasons which were then important but
had long ceased to have any meaning at all.
Thus, it came about that Cornwall returned
forty-four members to Parliament and Scotland
only forty-five. About two hundred members
were elected by towns with less than a hundred
electors apiece. Some of these towns had so
far decayed that one man could nominate the
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members and feel certain of their election.
Such boroughs, of which there were more than
fifty, were bought and sold together with the
power to return the members. Other boroughs
were called rotten because of their insignificance,
and because their elections could be controlled
by bribery and influence. If the electors broke
loose they could be made to suffer for it. Thus,
for instance, the borough of Newark belonged to
the Duke of Newcastle. In 1829 the electors
did not return his candidate, so, after ascertaining
which of his tenants had voted against his will,
he gave them all notice to quit. Of such
boroughs there were probably more than fifty.
On the other hand, there were a few boroughs
such as Liverpool and Westminster, where there
were a large number of electors and elections
were fairly free.
The condition of things in Scotland and
Ireland was even worse. The forty-five members for Scotland were returned by less than
four thousand electors and by the influence of
less than one hundred and fifty patrons. In
Ireland the hundred members were returned by
an ~ven smaller proportion of electors and by
the mfluence of fifty or sixty landlords. But in
some of the Irish counties a wave of feeling
might overcome all influence and return a
popular candidate. Thus O'Connell, the first of
the great Irish tribunes, was returned for County
Clare in 1828, although as a Catholic he was not
legally eligible to sit in Parliament. Out of a
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house of six hundred and fifty-eight members it
is estimated that less than two hundred members
were returned by free election.
, It will thus be seen that the House of Commons,
hardly less than the House of Lords, was
dominated by the influence of the great landlords. It was not a democratic assembly but
the instrument of the landed aristocracy. But in
the last half of the eighteenth century and the
first part of the nineteenth a great change had
taken place in the distribution of population and
wealth. The new manufactures had brought
together great masses to live in towns which had
previously been insignificant. In 183 I Manchester had 237,000 inhabitants, Birmingham
14 2,000, Leeds 123,000.
Yet these towns
returned no members to Parliament. This was
felt to be an injustice. So early as 177 0 no less
a statesman than Lord Chatham had proposed to
add one member to each of the counties, and thus
to increase the number of seats filled more freely
and less corruptly. His son, William Pitt,
moved resolutions in Parliament for the reform
of elections to Parliament but failed to carry his
plan (I782-5). The French Revolution, by its
example of cruelty and violence, brought discredit on democratic reform. But as soon as
the war was over men began to listen to
philosophers like Jeremy Bentham and James
Mill, who preached freedom of the press and
universal suffrage by secret ballot in order that
all should vote without fear of any powerful
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neighbour. William Cobbett, in his weekly
~olitical Register, and "Orator" Harry Stunt,
III speeches to mass meetings, expressed the
general discontent that followed the war and
called for political reform. But more important
than philosophers and agitators were the men
who, rising from the ranks, had made great
fortunes from manufacture during the war.
There were very many of such rich masters in
the great towns of the industrial districts who
demanded political power in proportion to their
wealth and influence. Thus an opposition arose
between town and country. The towns attacked
the political privileges of the landowners, and
their political zeal was sharpened by self-interest.
For the landowners were anxious to maintain the
high prices for corn to which they had become
accustomed during the war, and the manufacturers
w~re anxious for cheap bread that money-wages
mIght be low and profits might be high. When
one of the great parties took up the cause of the
manufacturers political change could not be long
postponed.

PARTIES AND THE CABINET SYSTEM

T~e party system in this country goes back to
the tIme of Charles II, when one party in Parliament desired to exclude the Duke of York as a
Catholic from the succession to the throne, and
another party expressed their abhorrence of
interference with the lawful rights of the heir
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(Vol. II, pp. 190- I). The excl.usionists ~ad their
way whIm James II was dnven to flIght and
finally defeated at the battle of the Boyn~. But
the parties continued.
The mor,~. vIOlen~ly
Protestant party got the name of W hIgS, w~Ich
was first given to the whry-faced and fanatIcal
covenanters of Scotland; the party which was
more inclined to support the King, right or
\vrong, were called Tories, after the bands of
Popish marauders in Ireland. Both words were
opprobrious nicknames, afterwards cheerfully
accepted by the parties. William III endeavoured
to govern the country by selecting hi~ Minis.ters
from both parties, but this proved ImpossIble.
At the death of Queen Anne the \A/higs had
another victory, when the Protestant Elector of
Hanover was called to the throne as George I,
and after that time it was understood that the
King's Ministers might be Tories or they might
be Whigs, but they could not well be partly
Whigs and partly Tories.
.
Thus the aristocratic body which governed the
country through its power in the Lords ~~d in
the Commons was divided into two tradltIOnal
parties, which struggled each with the other ~or
political power and the places and profits wh:ch
went therewith. After the Protestant succeSSIOn
had been secured for the House of Hanover, it
cannot be said that there was any well-marked
difference of principle to divide the parties.
There were great Whig families ~nd great To.ry
families, and each set in turn obtamed predomm-
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ance through the ascendancy of some one statesman or some group or the changing circumstances
and policies of the time. When the French
Revolution took place and the French war
followed, Charles James Fox, who led the Whigs
in the House of Commons, showed more sympathy with the revolutionaries-it might be said
with the enemies of his country-than the
majority of his party could endure. Thus the
Whig party was split, and the larger section
joined the Tories in advocating a vigorous
conduct of the war, first against the Jacobins and
then against Napoleon. But after the war was
over the Whigs came together again. They were
more influenced than the Tories by the democratic ideas of the times. They also saw the
great accession of strength that might be won
by alliance with the wealthy and influential
manufacturers. Thus the Whig party became
the party of Parliamentary Reform, and the
Tories, whose tradition it was to oppose whatever the Whigs advocated, took up the cause of
the old order. They would say that they stood
for King and Church. But the monarchy was
not in any danger and had no ambition of personal power, and the only way in which enthusiasm for the Church could be shown was by
opposition to any measures designed to relieve
Catholics and Nonconformists from disabilities
imposed by law. In effect, the Tories came to
stand for the aristocracy of landlords against the
growing influence of manufacturers, traders, and
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bankers; it may be said that they stood for the
country against the towns.
THE CABINET SYSTEM

The Whig party, when they took up Parliamentary Reform, did so with a view to strengthening their power in the House of Commons.
It was said of an Athenian statesman that he
took the people-that is, the multitude-into
partnership when he took the first steps to turn
an aristocracy into a democracy. The Whig
Lords took the newly-rich middle classes into
partnership that they might win the House of
Commons. But the House of Commons was
only a means to an end, a means to supreme
political power. The government of the country
had been carried on since the beginning of the
eighteenth century by a Cabinet of Ministers
responsible-in theory to the King, but in fact
to Parliament, and especially to the House of
Commons. The Cabinet system, invented in
England and since adopted by most of the
countries of Europe, though not by the United
States of America, is based upon the House of
Commons, and upon our party system in that
House. Each party has a recognised leader, who
is not elected but comes to the head in the course
of political strife, and is for the time being
accepted as chief by the common consent of his
party. No party can hold power, exc~pt on
sufferance, unless it has a majority in the House
of Commons. If any party attempted to seize
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or retain power against the will of the House of
Commons the House could refuse supplies, that
is, it could decline to vote the necessary money
and taxes. This is so well recognised that, so
soon as any Ministry loses the support of the
House of Commons, it either resigns or advises
the King to dissolve Parliament.
The leader of the party which has the majority
in the Commons becomes Prime Minister. That
office has only recently been recognised in any
legal form, but it has been recognised in fact for
two centuries as the highest office of the State.
The Prime Minister generally holds the post of
First Lord of the Treasury, which has no special
duties attached to it, but is suitable to the Chief
as conferring supremacy over the public purse.
He allots to his followers all the chief political
posts, and from the most important of these
Ministers he forms his Cabinet. Every Minister
is under the orders of the Prime Minister. Thus,
when George III tried to make his individual
Ministers take their orders direct from him, he
was attempting to destroy the Cabinet system.
The Cabinet stands or falls together. That is
called the solidarity or the collective responsibility of the Cabinet. If any Minister takes any
important step which is disapproved by the
Cabinet or the Prime Minister, he must reverse
it or resign. If the Cabinet accepts what may
be his blunder, they must defend it individually
and collectively in the House of Commons, and
make it what is called a question of confidence.
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If the Prime Minister cannot keep his Cabinet
together, or cannot induce his party to maintain
~his policy, then he will have to resign with his
Cabinet or dissolve Parliament and see if a
general election will bring him better luck. Thus
the several Ministers are responsible to the
Prime Minister, and he and they together
exercise the supreme power in the State so
long as they can command the support of the
House of Commons. The support of the House
of Lords is not so necessary; its power in recent
years has been greatly lessened; but at no time
since 1815 has the opposition of the House of
Lords been more than an obstacle; it has not
involved the resignation of a Ministry. The
collective responsibility of the Cabinet does
not absolve any Minister from the consequences
of any illegal act he may have committed. For
such acts he can be brought before a Court of
Law and suffer such penalties as the law imposes.
HIS MAJESTY'S OPPOSITION

The party system and the Cabinet system are
so closely bound up with each other, and with
the whole system of government in this country,
that in the Commons the party which is for the
time being in a minority is known as His
Majesty's Opposition. It is a maxim of State
that the business of an Opposition is to oppose.
A strong Opposition is thought to be good for
a Government; if an Opposition be weak, the
discipline of the predominant party is apt to be
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relaxed; the team pull different ways; but if
an Opposition be too strong the position of the
Government becomes precarious; they lose confidence and courage and will sooner or later be
defeated. It is good that every action of a
Government should be severely and exhaustively
criticised. But the tradition which demands
that every act or proposal of Government should,
as a matter of course, be received with hostility
by an organised party is a great hindrance to
good government and imposes intolerable delays
where prompt action is desirable. The best
that can be said for the custom of party opposition is that our people has in the past been
more afraid of the strength and activity of
Government than of its impotence and inaction.
Our institutions have been devised more in the
interests of liberty than in those of the best
possible order in the State. Liberty is a good
thing, but it may be bought too dearly. Any
great crisis, such as the recent war or the present
peace, brings such faults of the party system
into light.

(2)

THE WHIG POLICY OF REFORM

The Whig Lords, when they determined to
reform Parliament, desired to establish their
supremacy in the State by an alliance with the
newly-enriched middle class. They were not in
favour of a widely extended democracy. They
were somewhat surprised and dismayed by the
strength of the feeling which they found in the

(I) William Pitt, the younger.
(2) The Duke of Wellington.
(3) Sir Robert Peel.

W

Lord Nelson.
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oeopIe, though it carried them to success in their
immediate scheme. In the interests of their
personal ambition they destroyed the domination
~r their own class, and initiated a democratic
movement to which they could set no bounds
That democratic movement, though protracted
already over a century of time, has been so great
and profound that it deserves the name of the
political Revolution. But it was far from the
minds of the Whig Lords. They were thinking
in the first place, as a party, of their own power
and patronage and profit and consideration,
They had, however, right and reason on their
side. The moment the electoral system was
attacked it was seen that it could not be defended.
The theory of our constitution was representation
of the people. In the unreformed Parliament the
people was only represented, as it were, by
accident.
PARLIAMENT AFTER WATERLOO

Although the Parliament of I 81 5-1832 was not
representative of -the people, it must not be
supposed that it was a bad Parliament. It contained many men of high character and distinguished ability. Men such as Canning and
Huskisson and Sir Robert Peel would have
adorned any political assembly. Nor were the
views and policies of statesmen devoid of light
and wisdom. On the cessation of war the
usual difficulty was found in the process of
return to normal ways of life. A great debt
H
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had been incurred for the war, and heavy
taxes were needed to pay the interest, which went
to those who were lucky enough to hold Govern.
ment Stock. The tax-eaters, as Cobbett called
them were regarded with envy and hatred.
Trad~ and commerce had been organised for
war' they now had to be organised for peace.
Ver; great numbers of men were discharged from
the army and navy, and from the services which
supply the needs of armies and navies. All these
had to find other means of livelihood. Great
distress and discontent resulted; ricks were
burnt and machinery was destroyed; and
graver disorders still were apprehended. The
governing classes w:re frighte~ed;. they feared
rebellion and revolutIOn. N othmg IS so cruel as
fear and harsh measures were adopted. The
Habeas Corpus Act was suspended; which means
that men could be arrested on suspicion and
retained in prison without being brought to
trial. Writers were brought to trial for any
publications that were held likely to lead to
disorder. To discourage dangerous propaganda,
the duty on newspapers was increased to fourpence and extended to all pamphlets. A law
was passed forbidding meetings to be held for
any purpose without license from magistrates.
Meetings were dispersed with violence, as at
Manchester, in 18I9, where forty persons were
injured. The laws against combinations of workmen were strictly enforced. Many of these
measures may have been unnecessary or unduly
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harsh; but there was some real danger; and as
prosperity returned disorder ceased and the
unusual restrictions were removed.
Then a period of wise though modest reform
began. The criminal law of the time was savage
and inhuman; death was the penalty for a
multitude of trifling offences. Sir Robert Peel
passed laws greatly reducing this severity
(1826-8); though further reforms were needed in
1832 and I837. In I837 there were 438 capital
executions; in 1839 the number fell to 56. Soon
after it was recognised that death was the
appropriate penalty for only high treason and
murder; but the barbarous practice of executions
in public was not abandoned until 1868. The
gaols of this country, before 1822, were a disgrace
to civilisation; prisoners were herded together
without regard for decency or health, and gaoltyphus was a danger not only to criminals but
to judges and juries. Peel, by his Gaol Acts of
1823-4, did much to improve the conditions of
prisons; though his work needed to be carried
further in 1835, when inspectors of prisons were
first appointed. He also (1829) established our
modern police system, which is admired by all
the world. Because of the importance of the
capital, the police of London is administered by
the Government; but the police of the provinces
of Britain is administered by the counties, cities,
and boroughs. Because of the difficulty of
maintaining order in Ireland the Irish Constabulary, a semi-military force, and the Dublin
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police, were also directly controlled by Government. Policemen are still called" Bobbies" and
"Peelers," after Sir Robert Peel. The laws
against combinations amongst workmen were
abolished in 1824, though it was thought necessary
to restore certain restrictions in 1 82 5·
BANK NOTES AND CURRENCY

Legislation for commerce showed the same
spirit of wise innovation. When a country, as
in war, is incurring great expenses, gold is likely
to leave the country in payment of debts incurred
abroad. Thus, during the revolutionary wars it
was found necessary, in I797, to forbid the Bank
of England to payout gold on demand for its
notes. This prohibition was maintained until
the end of the war, so that our current money,
instead of gold and silver, which are valuable at
all times and in all countries, became chiefly
printed paper. The value of paper money
depends upon two things; first, upon the credit
of the country, that is, the general expectation
that it can and will discharge its promises to
pay; secondly, upon the amount of paper issued
in relation to the amount of money needed to
carryon the business of the country. If anything
is unusually abundant, its value falls, as you can
see when there is an abundant crop of apples.
There is a great temptation for a government,
when in need of money, to print paper money in
excess, which lowers the value of money and
sends up prices. During the French wars ouf
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Government was fairly prudent, and bank notes
did not fall very much below the value of the
gold coins which they represented. Still they
did fall somewhat, and a five-pound note was not
worth five pounds in gold, but something nearer
four pounds. For some time after the war the
Government was afraid to issue gold in payment
for notes; but at length, in 18 19, a plan was
adopted by which notes could be redeemed at a
steadily rising value, until, in 1823, five sovereigns
were to be paid for a five-pound note.
THE GOLD STANDARD

At the same time our currency, which had been
based. on gold and silver together, so that the
gold m a sovereign was always worth nearly
four ounces of silver, was fixed on the value of
gold alone. The old system is called bimetallic'
it .wa~ established in France in 1803 and
mamtamed there until 1873 and until the war
.
'
remamed partly in force there.
The new
st~ndard is called monometallic. In practice
thIS means two things; first, you can pay your
lawful debts by gold up to any amount· but no
one is obliged to accept in payment m~re than
forty shillings of silver; secondly, while the
Government will coin any quantity of gold for
any person without charge, the Government
fixes the quantities of silver that shall be coined.
l!ntil a very recent date five shillings and
sIxpence were coined from an ounce of silver'
but the silver coins, no less than the new nickel
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TOWARDS FREE TRADE

coins, \:vere \vhat is called a token coinage; that
is, their value did not depend on the value of
the silver they contained, but on the value of the
gold for which they could be exchanged. Up to
the time of the Great War an ounce of fine gold
was always worth eighty-four shillings in coined
money. After 1816, when gold was made the
only standard, in our country the price of silver
still remained steady, because other countries,
especially France and Germany, had both a gold
and a silver standard, but since Germany, in
1873, gave up the silver standard, the price at
which silver could be bought and sold has varied
greatly. Within the last forty years silver has
been as little as twenty-two pence an ounce;
while I write these words, it is worth eighty
pence an ounce; when you read this it will be
worth something quite different. The high price
was mainly due to scarcity of silver, but partly
also to the fact that our" Bradburies" had been
issued in too great numbers. The ounce of fine
gold while I write is worth in " Bradburies " not
eighty-four shillings but a hundred and twenty.
So you see we have now the same problem to
solve as was solved in 1819. I hope it may be
solved as successfully in the next few years as
then. A fixed value for money is very important,
since, if it is allowed to vary, no man can tell what
he will be able to purchase with his wages, or his
salary, or the profits of his trade. Since the
above was written, the ounce of fine gold has
fallen to about ninety-five shillings, and the ounce

of silver to about thirty-four pence; when you
read this the prices may again be different.
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Again, this same Government, in which Peel
and Canning and H uskisson were the chief
persons, saw clearly enough that restrictions on
trade are bad in themselves and should only be
maintained for imperative reasons.
The old Navigation Laws, which began in the
time of Cromwell (Vol. II p. 165) were set up to
encourage the carrying trade of English ships.
For that purpose they may have been necessary;
certainly, our carrying trade progressed greatly
under them. In 1822 the produce of Europe was
only permitted to come to Great Britain in
British ships, or in the ships of the country which
produced the goods. The goods of Asia, Africa,
and America, could be imported to our country
only in British or colonial ships. These laws
had in part the same purpose as Cromwell's law,
viz., to encourage our merchant shipping; in part,
they were intended to reserve all trade to an
from our Colonies to the mother country. In
1822-5 these restrictions were greatly relaxed in
favour of all countries that would grant similar
,privileges to Great Britain. It was still intended
that direct trade between Great Britain and her
Colonies should be reserved for the mother
country; and where we had import duties, as for
instance on corn, the duties were lowered for the
benefit of our Colonies. Some people think that
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it is a pity that this policy was ever abandoned.
I shall speak further of that when I come to the
controversies on what is known as Free Trade.
I will here only note that the Navigation Laws
were totally abolished in 1849; necessary powers
to regulate traffic by ships are given to the
Government by a series of Merchant Shipping
Acts, beginning in 1854.
IMPORT DUTIES: SMUGGLING

In the same period duties on imports were
greatly reduced and many were entirely abolished.
The tariff on imports had grown up at haphazard
during a very long period, and many new taxes
had been introduced during the war to raise a
revenue. There were heavy duties on the
import of raw materials, such as silk and wool.
The duties were generally so high that smuggling
was a profitable industry all along the south
coast, and the customs officers were often
resisted by force of arms. There were bounties on
the export of various goods, since the belief had
long prevailed that gold was wealth rather than
the things that gold will buy, and everything was
done to encourage the export of goods in order
that gold might flow into the country. Huskisson
reduced the duties on foreign manufactures,
greatly diminished or removed those on raw
materials, and took steps for the abolition of
bounties by degrees. Thus external trade was
encouraged, and the profits of smuggling were
greatly diminished or extinguished.

BANKING AND CREDIT
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SPECULATION AND PANIC

The result of returning prosperity, after the
, French war, was to increase speculation, and new
banks sprang up all over the country and old
banks unwisely increased their issue of notes.
In those days any bank could issue notes, that is,
promises to pay, and one pound notes were in
customary use. When speculation runs high,
some persons or some groups of persons are sure,
sooner or later, to be disappointed in their
enterprises and fail to pay their debts. Their
creditors suffer loss and may themselves become
bankrupt, and so the trouble spreads and every
one in panic presses his neighbour for payment
and is unwilling to give fresh credit. So it was
in r825; as a result, great numbers of banks
failed, and the Bank of England itself was in
great difficulty. Very many persons and firms
were ruined; and all enterprise was checked for
several years. This was the first of the great
financial panics of the nineteenth century,
which came so regularly about every ten years
(r8 2 5, 1836, r847, 1857, 1866) that a theory was
invented that they were connected with the
periodical occurrence of spots in the sun. The
truth probably is, that after a panic it took some
years to restore confidence; with prosperity
imprudence revived, and at the end of about ten
years the penalty of folly had to be paid again.
Better and wiser banking has reduced the danger,
and men have learnt to combine against a crisis.
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THE CORN LAws

In 1890, when the great firm of Baring was
unable to meet its debts, the financiers of the
City of London arranged with the Bank of
England to take over its obligations; there was
no panic and the credit of the house of Baring
was afterwards restored. Since that time there
has ?een no similar trouble; and when war broke
out m I9I4 the Government knew what to do to
prevent panic; the Stock Exchange was closed
and the banks were shut for sev~ral days' and
when the banks opened again the peril was' past.

the price of bread-corn. The Corn Laws were
in fact laws in favour of the country and against
the towns. Now it is certainly very important
'for a people to have a large and prosperous
agricultural class. The folk who live on the
land have a better chance of raising up a strong
and healthy race. It is quite possible that we
have unduly neglected the interests of agriculture, and it must not be forgotten that under
the Corn Laws bread was not so dear as wheat
at eighty shillings a quarter would make it.
Home production might and did keep the price
of bread lower than a shilling. The four pound
loaf in 1820 was eleven pence, and in 18351
still under the Corn Laws, it fell to seven pence.
But, so far as it went, this was a law not only
in favour of the country against the towns, but
also a law in favour of the landlord and the
farmer and against the wage-earner. It might
secure the agricultural labourer against loss of
employment, but he also, with the low wages
then earned, was greatly interested in the price
of bread. The unreformed House of Commons
was not a bad House; in many ways it was very
enlightened; it was sensitive to public opinion
in a surprising degree; but it did represent in
the main a landlord class, and on certain questions
it was not, and could not be expected to be, fair
to all classes alike.
On the other hand, this unreformed Parliament,
by repealing the Corporation and Test Acts, in
1828, gave to Nonconformists the full right of
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But there was one measure introduced after
Waterloo which shows very clearly that the
unreformed Parliament was elected under the
influence of a class of landlords. During the
French wars prices of corn had run high.
Meadows, pastures, and waste, had been broken
up for cultivation, and farms had been let at
high rents because of those high prices. It was
feared that peace would bring down prices, that
tenants would not be able to make their farms
pay, and that landlords would lose their rents.
~ccordingly, a law was passed forbidding the
Import of wheat into Great Britain until the
pr~c~ in this country was at or over eighty
shlllmgs a quarter. I think that such a price
would mean that bread could not be sold at less
tha? eleven or twelve pence for four pounds.
!hl.S law. was modified from time to time, but
Its mtentlOn was always the same: to keep up
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THE FIRST REFORM ACT

citizenship, of which they had been deprived in
1661. And in 1829, yielding to a great popular
movement of the Catholics in Ireland headed by
O'Connell, and perhaps to the fear of insurrection,
Parliament passed the Catholic Emancipation
Act, which enabled Catholics to sit in Parliament.
At the same time, fearing the Catholic multitude,
they took away the vote from the forty-shilling
freeholders in Ireland. This injustice to the
Irish was not remedied until 1885.

bad harvests and bad trade. The people was
deeply moved by a desire for change, and,
in spite of nomination boroughs and corr~pt
boroughs and landlord influence, the WhIgS
came back with a majority of mo~e t~a~ a
hundred. Such was the force ?f pu~llc opI~I~n,
even upon the unreformed constItuenCIes. MmIsters passed their new Bill through the Commons;
but the Lords threw it ou~ and showed no
inclination to yield. Then dIsorders began, but
there was sufficient hope of ultimate success. to
keep revolution within bounds. When the thIrd
Bill had passed the Commons the Lords be~an
to waver and the Bill passed its second readm?,
in their house by a majority of nine. ~~ter It
was rejected in Committee, ~nd then MmIsters
demanded of the King a creatIOn of Peers. The
King hesitated; disorder increased; there were
threats of refusal to pay taxes in the large towns;
it was even urged that rich men should dr.aw
gold from the. Ban~ .of England and thus. bnng
about a finanCIal cnsls. The Duke of Wellmgton
was the leader of the Tories; none, could accuse
him of being a coward, but he YIelded to the
storm, and his influence with the Lo~ds ,:"as
sufficient to secure the passage of the BIll WIthout the creation of Peers.
. .
The Act as passed abolished 56 nommatIOll
boroughs and took 30 members from rotten
boroughs; 65 additional members w~re .alloted
to the counties; Man<:hester, Leeds, BIrmmgham
and 19 other large towns received two members
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From 1820 onwards the Whigs were drifting
towards Parliamentary Reform; about 1830 their
policy took a definite shape. They rejected the
policy of the Radicals, who, following Bentham
and James Mill, wished to give every man a
vote. They determined to give votes to the
middle classes. In 1830 Lord John Russell
moved to assign members to Manchester, Birmingham, and Leeds. The Tories, who were
then in power, persuaded the House of Commons
to reject this proposition. But their success was
short-lived. They were soon afterwards turned
out, and the Whigs took office pledged to introduce a Reform Bill. Their first Bill was
introduced in 1831, and, amid a scene of wild
excitement, the Bill passed its second reading
by one vote. As might be expected, it was
defeated soon afterwards, and the Whigs persuaded the King to dissolve Parliament.
It was a time of great discontent. There were
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each, and 21 other towns one member each. In
the boroughs the occupier of a house valued at
£10 a year received a vote. In the counties
leaseholders and tenant farmers holding farms
to the value of £50 a year were enfranchised.
The agricultural labourers were the chief class
which was left without representation; they
remained outside the Constitution until 1885.
Speaking generally, the control of the elections
passed from the landlords to the middle classes,
urban as well as rural. For the humbler members of the new electorate, numerous as they
were, had no clear political aims, and the industrial towns were represented chiefly by rich
manufacturers, merchants, and bankers.
CONCLUSION

The reform of the British Parliament was part
of the democratic movement which began in
America, continued in France, and has since
pervaded almost all the civilised world. The
French Revolution and the Napoleonic wars
delayed this movement in Britain, but after the
peace of 1815 it soon began to gather force.
The Parliament of 1815 was dominated both in
Lords and Commons by the landlords; the rich
~anufacturers wanted a share of power; the
mterests of the new great towns were not the
same as those of the countryside. When the
Whigs, for the sake of political advantage, took
up the cause of Parliamentary Reform, its success
could not be long delayed. But they had no
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notion of admit~ing the masses to political power,
and the franchIse was not extended beyond the
middle class, which found some of its leaders
'still among. the landed aristocracYl but more and
more, as tlme went on, among the merchants,
manufacturers, lawyers, and bankers.
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CHAPTER V
THE ADVENT TO POWER

OF THE MIDDLE CLASSES
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IN the Reformed Parliament for many decades the
continuity of the old Parties was preserved. The
Whigs adopted the new appellation of Liberals, to
express their willingness to regard proposals of
change with a free and open mind. The Tories,
who had opposed the reform of Parliament,
adopted the name of Conservativ~s, because they
wished to conserve the old institutions, the old
ways, the old traditions. The strength of the
Tories lay rather in the counties than in the towns,
but there were exceptions to this rule; there were
many Liberal counties and many Conservative
boroughs. . England was generally much more
Conservative than Scotland and Wales. The
Liberals themselves were much more conser"l
vative than they knew; and the Conservatives
were much more liberal than they professed to
be. The party system was rather a matter of
habit than of principle. Still, though there were
party splits and party rearrangements, the old
parties remained on the whole little altered, until
the Irish forced their own grievances to the front
and formed a new party in the State (say 18 74).
It is not the purpose of this book to follow the
Il2
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details of party struggles and the rivalry of
opposing leaders. It is my desire rather to note
those changes that have greatly modified the
condition and fortunes of the people, and to
indicate those tendencies, not only in Parliament,
which have governed successive policies.
THE ACTS OF THE REFORMED PARLIAMENT

The Reformed Parliament was for many years
little different from the old. After the Reform
Act the Whigs were returned in a large majority
by a grateful people. But at heart they were
still the same old Whigs, and nothing startling
was done. In 1833 slavery was abolished in the
West Indies and other British possessions. The
abolition of slavery proves a great change of
spirit, but this change had begun long before the
Reform of Parliament. The slave trade had been
forbidden by British law since 1807. At the
Congress of Vienna Great Britain had persuaded
the Powers to condemn the slave trade all over the
world (1815). In 1833 the slaves owned by
British citizens were freed, and ,£20,000,000 were
voted to compensate the slave-owners for the loss
of their property. See the change of feeling and
policy. In the Peace of Utrecht (IJI 3) the British
had claimed and obtained the profitable monopoly
of supplying slaves to America. A hundred
years later our country took upon herself the
duty of suppressing this shameful traffic wherever
her arm could reach, and she has faithfully
executed it ever since.

RISE OF THE MIDDLE OLASSES

But she had at home evils to cure not less
glaring than the slave trade. The abuses of
child labour in the new manufactures were a
monstrous iniquity. Children went to work in
the mills at five or even four years old, and
worked for twelve hours a day or even longer.
An Act of 18 16 laid down that children in cotton
mills should not work more than twelve hours a
day; in other industries no limit was imposed.
Child labour injured the health of the workers in
the industrial towns; it is probable that we suffer
even yet from its consequences.
The new industrial wealth of Britain was
dearly bought; the population was rapidly growing, but its condition was not satisfactory either
in mind or body. The thoughts of statesmen
were fixed on the growing figures of exports and
imports; it was difficult to bring into their
balance sheets the increase or decrease of individual health and well-being. The representatives of the great industrial towns were blinded
by custom to the misery and degradation which
surrounded them; if they took note of it they
conceived that thrift and industry were the only
and the sufficient remedy. Many of them had risen
from the bottom by their own energy and saving;
they held that if others had not done likewise it
must be by their own fault. In this view they
were strengthened by the new teachers of political
economy, who, examining the causes of wealth,
found that in fact all material well-being came
from the efforts of men working for their own
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individual advantage. This unconscious cooperation through competition is indeed wonderful; they regarded the blind struggle by which
men gradually advanced from primitive barbarism
as a beneficent natural order with which it was
presumptuous and perilous to interfere. By
making what was wanted and selling it for what
it would fetch, man had advanced from savage life
to an elaborate civilisation. The natural impulse
of man is to supply what his neighbours demand;
his profit comes thereby; that impulse they
praised as if it were a cardinal virtue. They
could easily point out the evils that had 2risen in
the past through efforts to control and direct
industry and commerce by customs duties,
bounties, and guild monopolies. Individual desire
for profit combined with learned theory to
discourage all attempt to modify the natural action
of supply and demand, either with regard to
commodities or the labour of the wage-earner.
When, however, the evil of child labour was
fully disclosed by the efforts of Michael Sadler,
Lord Ashley (afterwards Lord Shaftesbury), and
others, no Parliament reformed or unreformed
could refuse to take some action. But the least
that could be done was done; the Act passed in
1833 limited child labour to eight hours a day
under the age of thirteen, and sixty-nine hours
in the week up to eighteen. Slowly the doctrine
of non-interference gave way to public opinion.
In 1842 the terrible conditions of work in the
coal mines were revealed, and an Act forbade
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that girls and Vlomen should labour underground,
or boys until they had reached the age of ten.
In 185 I the first inspectors of coal mines were
appointed. Later Acts have required the appointment of skilled and certificated managers in
mines, demanded effective ventilation, and
required precautions against explosion of gas or
of accumulated coal dust. In 1847 the work of
women and young persons in textile factories
was limited to ten hours a day, and night work
for them was prohibited. Factory inspectors
were appointed in r833, whose duty was to see
that the law was obeyed in all matters relating
to the health and safety of the workers. The
law itself has been progressively strengthened
and improved up to the present day. Every
improvement has been opposed on the ground
that the expense involved would damage our
trade in competition with foreigners.
But
British industry has belied all these gloomy
prophecies, and up to the War of 1914 it
continued to advance and prosper.
However, the action of Parliament, though
wise so far as it went, was very slow. The
condition of our people between 1830-40 was not
worse than it had been in the recent past; but it
was better known and widely discussed and
condemned. Since that time it has notably
improved, though very many great evils still
await a remedy, especially in the provision of
houses. In that improvement the steady advance
of democracy in the country as a whole and in
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the CItIes and towns has had a considerable
share; education has done something and trade
unions have done something; but true progress
'and effective self-government can only result
when the people as a whole, and the individuals
which compose it, have learnt how to work
together for the common welfare. The evils
that our grandfathers endured seem to us
intolerable; we think their measures of reform
timid and half-hearted; it is probable· that our
grand-children will think the like of us.
THE POOR LAW

The Reformed Parliament was also forced to
deal with the great and urgent problem of poor
relief. For aid to the destitute, an Act was
passed in the reign of Queen Elizabeth (1601),
under which we lived for more than two hundred
years. By that Act the Justices of the Peace
had the power to levy a rate on each parish for
the poor of that parish. An overseer of the poor
was appointed for each parish. Those who
needed relief applied to the overseer, who gave
to them out of the money collected by rate such
weekly sums as he or the magistrates thought
fit.
During the eighteenth century many
parishes set up workho~ses, in which the aged,
the infirm , and young chIldren, were housed
. and
clothed and fed-often in most wretched CIrcumstances. Those who were fit for labour were
frequently told off to work for emplo~ers in the
neighbourhood, an arrangement bemg made
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between the parish and the employer as to
wages.
Each parish had to pay the cost of its own
poor. Therefore it was important that it should
be decided to wh~t ~a~ish every person legally
?elonged. Each mdividual belonged, in the first
mstance, to the parish where he or she was born.
~ut laws were made in 1662, and altered from
tIme to time, by which a person could acquire a
settlement (as it was called) in some other parish.
Therefore, the overseers of the poor in each
par.ish took p.ains to prevent poor persons from
takmg up theIr abode in that parish, for fear that
they should obtain a settlement and afterwards
become a burden on the rates of their new
parish. Thus, on the one hand, a parish where
employment was insufficient could not get rid of
its superfluous workers by migration; and on
the other hand, the poor who fell out of work
were prevented from going where work was
needed. T~tis law of settlement continued long
after the WIsest men had condemned it and far
into the time when the agricultural 'and the
industrial revolution made it desirable that the
movement of labour should be as free as possible.
THE SPEENHAMLAND PLAN

War and mistaken benevolence brought about
cha.nges in the management of the poor law,
whIch were well meant, but came near to ruin
farmer and labourer and landlord alike. In
J 795 the Justices of Berkshire met at Speenham-
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land, and declared that according to the price of
bread every labouring man should receive so
much money weekly for himself and half that
'sum for his wife and for each child. Because of
the French war bread in that year cost a shilling
the four pound loaf, as against sixpence
previously, and the bench expressed a hope that
farmers and other employers would increase the
pay of their labourers; but if they did not pay
on the scale laid down the overseers of the poor
were to make up the difference out of the rates.
The example thus set was speedily followed in
the south of England, more slowly in the north,
until in I834 there were only two counties that
had not adopted the policy.
There was thus no encouragement to farmers
to pay just wages to their men, even when they
were very prosperous, as during the war; and
when, after the war, prices went down and
farmers found it difficult to make ends meet,
wages were lowered and the parish had to make
up the difference. The wage-earner came to
rely, not on his own exertions and the just
reward of his labour, but on the parish dole.
To have a large family was an advantage rather
than a disadvantage; there were therefore too
many souls in the impoverished country, and the
law of settlement made it difficult for them to go
where their labour was needed. The landlords,
the farmers, and all the dwellers in the country,
were overloaded with rising rates. During forty
years things moved from bad to worse, until
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many parishes were quite ruined and the whole
country was burdened beyond bearing.

small until recent times, were sufficient to keep
men and their families alive. Restrictions due
to the Laws of Settlement disappeared; and
every class concerned benefited materially and
morally. Wise severity is better than mistaken
kindness.
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POOR LAW REFORM

In 1832 the Government appointed a Commission to examine and report on the working of
the Poor Law. Every district knew something
of its own evils, but the Commission exposed
the state -of the whole country.
In r834
Parliament, <fully apprised of the facts, took
drastic action. A Poor Law Board was set up
to supervise poor relief, throughout the whole of
England, onllew lines laid down by law. Parishes
were to be grouped in Unions for poor relief. In
every Union a workhouse was to be established.
The able-bodied who could not maintain themselves and their families were not to receive
relief in their own homes-out-door relief, as it
was and is still called-but were to be offered
maintenance in the workhouse. The workhouse
was bitterly detested and men exerted themselves
to keep out of it. The cost of poor relief fell
quickly by nearly half, and, more important, the
number of those receiving support from the
rates-the paupers, as we call them-fell at
once and continued to fall. It was a harsh
measure at the time; the workhouse was hated:; ,"
it is still hated, in spite of all improvements that
have since been made in the treatment of
paupers. But the labouring man learnt to value
his freedom and independence; the farmers were
obliged to pay wages which, though pitifully
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THE GOVERNMENT OF TOWNS

At the beginning of the nineteenth century
the great majority of the population of England
lived in the country. By about the middle of
that century half the population lived in towns.
Now more than four-fifths of all our people are
town dwellers. This is due to the increase of
manufactures of all kinds, and the free importation
of food from distant countries, which was
rendered possible by the development of steam
navigation and of railways all over the world.
It is naturally much more difficult to keep life
healthy in towns. Where men are crowded
together they poison each other by close contact
and by the filth which they engender, unless
great care be taken to secure fresh air, good
water, and cleanliness in dwellings a~d streets.
All through the history of mankmd town
dwellers have been reckoned an unhealthy and a
puny breed; the countryman is expected to be
well grown, hardy, and robust. The rapid
growth of towns in this country has brought
upon us unhealthy and filthy an~ grimy conditions; but in the last fifty or SIxty years a
steady improvement has been visible. This
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nation has shown the way to all others in means
for the removal of filth by drainage, and for the
supply of pure water. The water supply of
Berlin was set up by an English engineer, and
managed by him for many years. The lighting
of streets by gas began in London about 1815;
electric light was used on the Thames Embankment in 1880. The brilliant illumination which
you see to-day in our thoroughfares is not only
cheerful and convenient for traffic, but a safeguard against robbery and murder. When
great masses of human beings congregate, there
must be overcrowding in the dwellings at the
centre, unless there is speedy means of transit
from the suburbs to the places I of business and
manufacture. We now have in all our great
towns an elaborate system of omnibuses, tramways, and in London of underground railways.
All these improvements would have been
impossible if there had not been a tolerable
system of town government.

out of it and had no desire nor motive-not even
the authority-to make things better for themselves and their neighbours. The City of
London had its ancient 9ystem of government
based upon the City Companies, with its Lord
Mayor and Aldermen, which was better than the
rest; but the remainder of London was ruled by
the parishioners of each parish, meeting in
vestries, who often left=their interests to a few
corrupt busybodies. London had grown up
from a multitude of villages; there was no
government of London as a whole but only
government of its many villages.
A beginning of a change for the better was
made by the Reformed Parliament with the
Municipal Corporation Act, 1835, which abolished
the old system of government in the ancient
towns and cities, and set up in each a Town or
City Council, elected by the ratepayers. Each
Council was to elect a Mayor annually, and could
choose Aldermen to aid it in its duties. Rates
are payments made by householders, so much
in the pound on the estimated annual value of
their houses, as may be required for common
needs.
Thus the election was put into the
hands of those who, on the one hand, were
interested in the economical management of
town affairs because they would have to pay the
bill, and who, on the other hand, would benefit
by improvements made. This system has been
frequently altered since that time, chiefly by
giving new power to the town authorities, but its
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REFORM OF TOWN GOVERNMENT

Before the Reform Bill the government of
ancient boroughs was as antiquated and corrupt
as the government of the country. It may be
said that every town had its own way of
managing its affairs and its property, which had
come down from the middle ages, unchanged
except for the worse. But in every town alike
the power had fallen into the hands of a small
part of the citizens, who made their own profit
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main principles of collection by rates and election
by ratepayers have been maintained. It has
worked better in some places, worse in others;
it has worked well where the citizens take a
keen interest in their own affairs, badly where
they neglect them or consider only the saving of
money or spend it lavishly.
REFORM OF LONDON

London was left unchanged in 1835, partly
because those who controlled the vestries were
unwilling t6 resign their profits, partly because
the Government was afraid that a single
authority for the whole of London would be too
powerful. It became necessary to set up a
Metropolitan Board of Works (1855) to execute
great operations like the Thames Embankment
and a main system of drainage. But this body,
based upon the vestries, was suspected of
corruption, and at length, in 1889, London was
made a county with an elected County Council.
To prevent the County Council from obtaining
excessive powers, London was at the same time
split up into a number of Boroughs, each with
its own Council and Mayor, to look after such
things as paving and lighting. In I902 the
water supply of London, in 1908 the docks of
the Port of London, were put under separate
authorities specially created.
Towns have by degrees extended their powers
to the manufacture of gas and electricity, the
running of tram-lines, and a host of undertakings
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which have often been opposed because they
interfered with the private trader or contractor.
But the greatest of all the powers that have been
given to them was the power and the duty of
providing and maintaining schools, which was
assigned to them in 1902. The smaller towns
manage their own elementary schools, the larger
ones also their secondary schools; some of the
great cities even have a share in supporting and
controlling a University of their own.
TOWN PLANNING

Towns in this country have been allowed to
grow up at haphazard, though for some time
past the town councils have had the right to
control the height and solidity and healthy
conditions of new houses, and to widen streets
and create open spaces. The development and
laying out of lands for buildings has been left to
private owners, who have built houses and laid
out streets to suit their own profit and convenience, without regard to the plan of the town
or city as a whole. At length, in 19I9, by the
Housing and Town-planning Act, the authorities
of the cities and towns received power to make
plans for the extension and improvement of their
city or town, and to require the owners and
builders to layout their work in the manner which
is judged to be most healthy, beautiful, and
advantageous for the town as ,a whole. At
present (1920) it is difficult to build at all, because
of the cost of materials, the cost and scarcity of
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labour, and the great arrears of repairs and
alterations that have been put off because of the
War. Dear buildings mean high rents; and
although wages have risen they lhave not risen
so much as the cost of building. But by degrees
things will settle down, and we may hope that
our towns and suburbs of the future will be
planned for health and beauty and convenience.
The~e is nothing m?re splendid than a fine town;
nothmg more sordId than a mass of mean and
crowded dwellings with narrow and ill-planned
streets.

and corrosive acids to begrime our living rooms,
blacken our house fronts, and poison the
yegetation of our parks and open spaces. If the
high cost of coal forces the English householder
to put in better fireplaces, to cook by gas, and
use central heating in his larger buildings, it will
be a blessing in disguise.
For the most
economical use of coal gives the least smoke;
and in our humid and vaporous atmosphere coal
smoke transforms the mists, which we cannot
prevent, into a gloomy and acrid pall of fog.
Better town government can do much, but to
abate smoke the householder and landlord can do
more and profit in the doing. Democracy has
done much for our towns, but the best democracy
is that wherein every individual knows what is
best to do and does it to his own and the
common benefit.
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SMOKE ABATEMENT
Ou~ coal has made the wealth of England;
the mIsuse of our coal has been the curse of our
cities. When coal is burnt so as to give the
greatest amount of heat or power that can be
extracted from it, it gives out little smoke. When
a factory chimney sends out a cloud of black
smoke, it is certain that a great part of the coal
burnt is being wasted. When grates and
kitchen fires are well constructed, less coal will
give more heat than comes from the fireplaces
and kitchen ranges that our fathers put into
their houses.
Laws-partly effective-have
been made to prevent factory owners and other
great consumers of coal from sending forth black
smoke. The coal users have profited by being
compelled not to waste their coal. But the
household fires of great cities still pollute the
air, darken the sun, and throw out their smuts
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COUNTY GOVERNMENT

When the towns were reformed in 1835
County Government was left unchanged. The
ancient towns and cities had their own system of
managing their own affairs. But the counties
were governed by the justices of the peace, who
were appointed by the King, that is, by the Lord
Chancellor, from among the persons of position
and substance ineachcounty. These magistrates,
on the one hand, dealt (and still deal) with petty
offences by fine or imprisonment, and send more
serious charges to be tried by a Judge of the
High Court at the Assizes or elsewhere. On
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the other hand, sitting at Quarter Sessions, they
managed the common affairs of the county, roads,
bridges, police, poor law, and the like. They
discharged their duties without pay, and were
as a rule both honest and faithful, though they
were no doubt more interested in the enforcement
of the game laws than in the promotion of
general improvements. Gradually it was found
necessary to set up other authorities for special
purposes. Thus the care of the highways was
given, in 1862, to Highway Boards, since the good
condition of highways was a question of national
as well as of local concern. When, in 1871,
Parliament ordered the establishment of schools
throughout the country, new authority was given
where necessary, not to the magistrates but to
elected School Boards. At length, in 1888, by a
Conservative Government, an elective authority,
the County Council, was set up in every county,
and in 1894 similar bodies were set up in smaller
districts and in parishes. Thus, in sixty years
from the passing of the First Reform Act, all
local affairs came to be entrusted to bodies
elected by those who are most interested in their
good conduct. The progress of democracy was
very slow, but it was steady and sure. The
words of Edward I-what concerns all should
be approved by all-have in long process of
time received fulfilment; though too many ratepayers are content to express their approval by
abstaining from the polls.
It is desirable that you should know the duties
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assigned to County Councils, City Councils,
Borough Councils, and District Councils-what
are known as Local Authorities-in order that
you may understand the importance of electing
to these bodies wise, courageous, and upright
persons to further the well-being of their
neighbours and expend the public money to the
best advantage. Health is the first of all such
interests; health depends upon the removal of
filth, the purity of water and food and air, the
supervision, and, if necessary, the provision of
suitable houses, and the regulation of streets,
parks, and other open spaces.
Convenient
means of transport are also needed in order that
the citizens may pursue their business and their
pleasure without impediment. Therefore roads,
cabs, omnibuses, tramways, and the lighting of
streets, are under the care of th.e Local AuthorIties. Education for the young is also required,
in order that children may grow up to be wise
and useful citizens, prosperous and happy, careful of themselves and of others. The provision
of gas and electricity is also a matter of general
concern, which cannot be carried out without
power to carry pipes and wires under the surface
of the streets. This is always regulated, and
sometimes undertaken, by the Local Authorities.
The safety of person and property is cared for
by the police under the Local Councils. The
care of the destitute in workhouses, in infirmaries,
and by out-door relief, is a further duty of Local
AuthQrities. There is alsQa miscellany of public
K
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institutions which must be regulated and may
be provided by Local Authorities-hospitals,
markets, theatres, cinemas, public libraries,
picture galleries, museums, and the like.
By wise administration of the rates, the bur?e~s
which fall on the ratepayer can be kept wlthm
moderate limits.
Finally, by regulating building and the laying
out of streets. the Local Authority may do much
to make its towns and even its countryside more
beautiful. Thus a very great part of our private
life depends for its safety, its convenience, and
its beauty, on its Local Councils, which are such
as the wisdom and vigilance of the citizens may
make them.
I need not trouble you with the intricate laws
which assign some of these duties to one set of
bodies and others to others. Generally, we may
say that the greater the authority the greater
the power. The Councils of London and Manchester have far greater powers than those of an
Urban District; and the powers of a Borough
greatly exceed those of a Parish Council. And
all of these authorities, however great, are under
the control of the central authority of the land,
that is, of Parliament, and of the Cabinet acting
under the laws made by Parliament. To the
central authority are reserved war and peace,
army, navy, and air force, foreign policy, imports
and exports, universal taxes, relations with our
Dominions and dependencies, justice and lawcourts, and all matters which concern the whole

nation and all the citizens and not only the
dwellers in particular districts. Let us now see
how Parliament itself, and the Ministry which
depends upon it, have come to be based, not
upon some section or class of the people, but
upon the votes of almost all the citizens.
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EXTENSION OF THE FRANCHISE

The right of voting for members of Parliament,
what is called the Parliamentary franchise, has,
since r832, been given by stages to a larger and
larger proportion of the citizens. In 1867 the
vote in towns was given to all householders who
paid rates and to lodgers whose rent was not
less than £10 a year, and in the counties the
franchise was given to all whose rent was not
less than £r 5 a year. This was done by the
Conservatives. In 1885 the franchise in the
counties was put on the same basis as in the
towns; this was done by the Liberals. On each
occasion seats were redistributed, so as to make
the representation of localities more nearly proportional to the population. B.ut :ve have nev~r
carried to its full extent the pr111clple adopted 111
the United States, where, as population changes,
constituencies are rearranged from time to time,
so that each district returning a member represents as nearly as may be an identical fraction
of the total number of voters.
It is difficult to say in general why we have
been content to maintain unequal constituencies,
except that the British people is very tender
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towards existing privileges. But in the case of
Ireland the motive is plain. Since 1846 the
population of Ireland has steadily fallen, owing
to the poverty of the country and the facilities
for emigration. At the same time discontent
has grown in Ireland, in spite of all that we
have been able to do to remove their grievances.
So long as that discontent prevailed we have
been unwilling to reduce the number of members who could speak for Ireland, and the steady
extension of the franchise has given the mass of
the Irish people morethanits due weight in British
politics, so that British governments have been
broken and British parties dissolved on Irish
questions, and up to the present no settlement
has been reached. Whatever charges of neglect
and injustice can be brought against the British
people by the Irish, this policy of generous forbearance during the last fifty years should be
reckoned to our credit.
VOTES FOR WOMEN

The last and greatest extension of the franchise
was made as a consequence of the Great War of
19I4-18. Votes for women were mentioned in
1867, but laughed to scorn by the House of
Commons. As the number of women who were
obliged to earn their own living increased, the
desire of the women for political power steadily
grew. In r873 Girton College for women was
opened at Cambridge, and other Colleges were
shortly afterwards opened, both at Cambridge and
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at Oxford. In the Universities of Scotland and
Ireland, and. the new Universities that were
_springing up in the great cities of England, women
found a place. At the same time the school
education of girls was being steadily improved.
The cry of "Votes for Women" was raised by
the educated women, and taken up by the working
women, who saw in the franchise a protection for
their interests. Since peaceful persuasion had
no effect, in the years immediately before the
War a policy of violence was adopted by women
known as militant suffragists. Meetings were
violently interrupted and public and private
buildings were burnt. The women who were
sent to prison invented the ingenious device
known as the hunger strike. They refused to
take food while in prison. To feed a resisting
person by force is a dangerous and a disgusting
operation. The authorities were unwilling to let
the women die; they were effectually defeated
by the hunger-strike. But before the struggle
had been fought to an issue the Great War broke
out.
The Militant Suffragists then called a truce.
They and almost all other women threw all their
energies into the support of the national cause.
The house-wives bore the hardships and privations of the home with little complaint. Millions
of women worked in hospitals, in munition
factories, in business, in schools, as cooks and
clerks with the fighting forces, and in other
government operations. By silent and almost
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unanimous consent, in a new Reform Act (19I8),
which also made it easier for all adult males to
obtain the vote, the suffrage was conceded to
women. Only one difference was made, in fear
that the women, who are greatly more numerous
than the men, should swamp them at the poll.
The vote was given only to those women who
were over thirty. This mark of difference has
not yet been removed. Two women have
already been elected to Parliament.
It is impossible to deny that the principle that
gives a vote to every man, with only casual exceptions, must give it also to every woman. Every
woman is as much interested in the welfare of
the people and the conduct of public affairs as
every man. The weak point of democracy is
that the majority of mankind are ignorant and
inexperienced. That is true both of men and of
women. The strong point of democracy is that
the wise and the far-sighted have the chance, if
they choose to take it, of persuading their less
fortunate fellow-citizens. But as with the men,
so it is with the women. The vote gives them
the power to demand what they desire. If what
they desire and demand is bad for them the
consequences of their own folly will be borne by
them. All the more need that all who are
capable of learning should strive to obtain the
wisdom that is necessary for the exercise of the
vote, and the capacity that is necessary for the
persuasion of others. There is only one way of
acquiring wisdom, and that is by experience.
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But personal experience must be narrow and
limited. In history we have, if we can read it
aright, the experience of all mankind. To read it
'aright we need not only to study it patiently and
thoughtfully; we must approach it with honesty
and sincerity to learn the true wisdom that it has
to give. If we come to it with prejudice, with
a desire to confirm our own ignorant conclusions,
its wisdom will be hidden from us.
CHARTISM

This is a difficult story to tell-the story of the
political Revolution. I follow it through the
century, and as each important topic comes up I
carry it through to the end. After the first
Reform Act, 1832, and the Municipal Reform
Act, 1835, which have .led me on to the last
reform of Parliament, the movement for the
People's Charter, as it was called, deserves some
passing attention. The years 1830-40 were bad
years; wages were low, employment was scarce,
and although food was not dear, the low price of
corn diminished employment in the country.
The new Poor Law was hated. Men began to
think that if the masses had the political power
they could themselves secure the remedies for all
their ills. The People's Charter was a document
drawn up by philosophers; the multitude were
encouraged to believe that it would give them
what they needed. Its six points were: the vote
for every adult man, secret voting by ballot, a
new Parliament to be elected every year, no
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property qualification for members of Parliament,
payment of members, and equal electoral
districts.
Associations of "Chartists" were
formed to press for these reforms. There were
great meetings all over the country and riots in
many places; the riots were put down by force;
the National Convention which had been formed
was dissolved; and the movement gradually died
down. In 1848 (a year of revolution in many
parts of Europe) a monster petition of millions
for the Charter was presented to Parliament;
and a mass procession to coerce Parliament was
threatened, but collapsed in face of the military
force held in readiness by the Duke of Wellington.
Almost all the points, except annual Parliaments,
have since been embodied in our law. But at
the time when Chartism was preached, not only
the political power, but also the weight of public
They
opinion lay with the middle classes.
were not in favour of universal suffrage; they
wanted cheaper corn. They formed, in 1838, the
Anti-Corn Law League, under the leadership of
Richard Cobden and John Bright. This movement had the power behind it which Chartism
lacked.

most important of all our industries. The
maintenance of a healthy and contented peasantry
is one of the first aims of wise statesmanship.
It is good that a country should be self-supporting,
that it should produce enough food to feed its
population. In time of trouble, as in the late
\Var, it is a great danger that a nation should be
dependent on foreign countries for the necessaries
of life. The Germans with their submarines
came near to starving our nation. Many great
countries, France, for instance, and Germany,
have thought it wise to protect agriculture by
import duties on corn and other food-stuffs.
Such duties raise the price of produce or prevent
it from falling, and thus make it profitable to
cultivate the land to the best advantage. On the
other hand, Britain had set out on the irrevocable
path of manufacture for the markets of the whole
world. Already, when the attack on the Corn
Laws began, nearly half our population were
town dwellers.
If our constantly growing
population were to live, it could only live by
selling its manufactures to the whole world.
Already we were dependent upon foreigners for
cotton, the raw material for our greatest industry
after agriculture. The time would soon come
when we should look to distant countries for
wool, for timber, for iron ore, for other metals,
and a thousand lesser things which are as
necessary to our industry as food is for our life.
Independence was impossible.
. Moreover, our agricultural system was organ-

REPEAL OF THE CORN LAWS

There was a good deal to be said for the Corn
Laws. Their principle was what we call
" protection" for agriculture. The price of corn
was to be maintained at a remunerative figure by
taxes upon imported corn. Agriculture is the
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PEEL AND FREE TRADE

ised in three
classes; landlords, tenant farmers 1
•
and agricultural labourers. The benefit of the
Corn Laws came first to the tenant farmers in
profits. Next to the landlords in improved rents
by competition among farmers; and the ill-paid
labourers could only benefit by greater security
of. employment. If the price of bread fell they
mIght lose employment; if it rose or remained
high, their wages would not go so far in the
purchase of the necessaries of life. We had
not and have not, as France has, a great class of
small peasants owning the land which they
cultivate.
Therefore, by the Corn Laws, the
food of the people was taxed for the benefit, as it
seemed, of two limited classes.
And this
taxation fell, not only on the town dwellers but
on the agricultural labourers.
But the landlords, supported by the tenant
farmers, still held the preponderant power in
politics. The Tories, for the most part, were
backed by the land; the Whigs also, though to a
less degree. However, a new interest, a new
power, was steadily growing; that of the great
manufacturers, for whom Cobden, of Manchester,
and Bright, of Rochdale, were the spokesmen.
The interest of these men was in cheap manufacture, with its resulting increase of foreign
trade. Food was an element in the cost of
manufacture; dear food meant higher wages, for
the pay of the artisans, as of the agricultural
labourers, was very low and hardly more than
enough to maintain life. Thus, the battle of

the Corn Laws was a war of manufacturers
against landlords, of the towns against the
country.
, In 184I the Whigs, who had held power since
the Reform Act of 1832, were turned out, and
the Tories came in under Sir Robert Peel.
Peel was himself by origin a manufacturer, but
he had the confidence of the landlord class. He
was a strong and an able man, respected and
feared by his colleagues, and with unrivalled
authority in Parliament. He was convinced of
the advantages of freer trade, and reduced or
removed the import duties on many articles,
including that on wool, an important product of
agriculture. But he stood firm on the Corn Laws,
until, in I845, the failure of the potato crops in
Ireland was the beginning of a veritable famine
in that country. Instead of suspending the
duties on corn, which would have been sufficient
for his immediate purpose of mitigating Irish
distress, he appears to have been convinced by
the famine that it was a dangerous policy to tax
food.
In 1846 he announced his plan for
gradually reducing the taxes on corn, until in
three years they would practically disappear.
Though bitterly attacked by Lord George
Bentinck and Benjamin Disraeli supported by a
large part of the Tory party, he passed his Act
with the aid of the Whigs. But his late followers
regarded him as a traitor, and succeeded in
turning him out soon afterwards, and he never
returned to power. He died in 1850 of a fall
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from his horse, but this policy of free trade
which he had adopted has never been reversed.
EFFECTS OF THE REPEAL OF THE CORN LAWS

Free trade in corn did not have the effect
which was expected. It is possible, and indeed
probable, that the price of bread corn in this
country would have risen if the Corn Laws had
been upheld. But their repeal did not ruin
agriculture, and for thirty years after the repeal
prices remained much as before, sometimes
higher, sometimes lower, but never disastrously
low. There was no great surplus of foreign
corn for a considerable time, and when, with the
opening up of the North American continent
.
'
Imports began to increase, population was still
growing rapidly; this absorbed any surplus and
home agriculture continued to flourish.
But at length, with the great development of
railways in new countries and of steam navigation to bring the food to our harbours, the
original prophecies came true. In 1879 the tide
plainly turned. That year was wet, and the
harvest in England was ruined, but prices,
instead of rising, fell. The supply of corn had
caught up the demand. Thenceforward farmers
and landlords fought a losing fight with the
foreigner for about thirty years. Thousands of
farmers were ruined; landlords were forced to
sell their ancestral estates; land was laid down
in grass which had previously been ploughed
for corn. The agricultural population dwindled.

FREE TRADE AND IRELAND

The worst times were about 1895, when wheat
fell to its lowest price, about half the price it
fetched in 1879. Since that year up to the War
prices gradually improved, and a new tradition
of farming taught men how to work under the
new conditions. England is still well farmed on
the whole, but much more for stock than for
bread stuffs; and only a small fraction of our
present population cultivates the land-the great
majority of all our people live in the towns, and
by far the greater part of our food and other
agricultural produce comes from abroad.

EFFECT ON IRELAND

The repeal of the Corn Laws was intended to
meet the needs of the Irish people. It was not
necessary for the relief of the famine, and it did not
relieve it. On the other hand, it injured Ireland
more than any other part of the United Kingdom.
Ireland had been a corn exporting country; it
gradually ceased to export corn to England.
The Irish peasant suffered. Except in the north
Ireland had few industries; it had little iron
and coal; the potato had proved untrustworthy
as a staple food; and Irishmen trooped across
the seas in myriads, until the population fell by
nearly one half.
It would seem that every measure designed by
British statesmen for the benefit of Ireland was
doomed beforehand to failure
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After Peel's death his tradition was carried on
by a faithful band of able and convinced disciples
of Free Trade, who worked with the Liberals or
Whigs. This band of men were known as
Peelites. William Gladstone, who began as a
Conservative, was a disciple of Peel and became
the greatest of all Liberal leaders. Gladstone
took off almost all the import duties, all those at
least .which were protective. His principle was
taxatIOn for revenue only; in no case for protection. Since his day our import duties have
been (until quite recent times) confined to wines
spirits, beer, tea, coffee, cocoa, tobacco, and sugar:
Most of these goods cannot be produced in the
United Kingdom. Where goods such as spirits
and beer can be produced at home, a duty is levied
on the home manufacturer equivalent to the
customs
duty. Such a duty is called excise , and
.
It prevents any proportion of the increased
charge to the consumer from passing to the profit
?f th.e n:anufacturer. Tobacco might be grown
III thI.s !nngdom, but its growth has been generally
prohIbIted and always hindered by restrictions
for the sake of revenue.
FAIR TRADE

Cobden and his followers had prophesied that
the advantages of Free Trade would be so conclusively demonstrated by our experiment that
the whole world would speedily follow our

FAIR TRADE

example. Britain prospered under free trade, but
the promised results did not follow. The chief
countries of Europe continued to follow a policy
~f protection and even raised their customs
duties. North America became protectionist;
and the chief British Colonies, as they obtained
self-government, set up protective duties for their
own manufactures. In the early eighties of the
last century one of those periodic depressions of
trade set in that from time to time interrupt
prosperity. Agriculture was suffering bitterly.
A school of writers began to proclaim that onesided free trade was not free trade at all. Our ports
were open to the world, but all the chief countries
taxed our goods on entry. Having removed
almost all our duties, we had no advantages to
offer in return for more favourable treaties with
foreign governments. The arguments were
sound, so far as they went, and protection under
the name of fair trade obtained a renewed
popularity. But Lord Salisbury, who was then
the Conservative head of the Government, though
by temperament and tradition favourable to the
protection of agriculture, declared that protection
for food-stuffs was impossible. It was no doubt
impracticable to tax the food of the whole nation,
however great the advantages of a prosperous
agriculture. Moreover, besides food, the chief
part of our imports were raw materials necessary
for our industries, and a large part of the manufactured or half-manufactured goods which came
in were imported only to be worked up in finished
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fabrics, Fair trade never passed beyond the
region of plausible argument.
TARIFF REFORM AND COLONIAL PREFERENCE

As good-will increased between Great Britain
and her self-governing Dominions, Canada first,
and afterwards others, voluntarily granted to
British imports a substantial reduction in customs
duties. Joseph Chamberlain, who will always
be remembered as the most enlightened and
sympathetic Minister who has ever ruled at
the Colonial Office, thought it was the duty of
Britain to do something in return. He left Mr.
Balfour's Unionist Government, in 1903, in order
that he might more freely attempt the conversion
of the people to this new policy of preference to
Colonial imports, which required a general duty
on all or almost all our imports-Colonial products
to come in free. His own influence and person~
ality were unrivalled among the statesmen of
his time. There was a strong feeling in some
parts of the country against the practice known
as "dumping." Foreign manufacturers, secure
by protection of a good market for their products
in their own country could, and often did, send
their surplus over here to be disposed of at or
below cost. German manufacturers, in particular,
did this systematically and were encouraged.
by their Government in their action. A special
instance was sugar made from beetroot in
Germany, Austria, and Russia, on which a bounty
was granted on export, to the advantage of the
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Bntlsh consumer but to the great loss of the
sugar growers of the West Indies. Chamberlain
could appeal to the warm feeling of Britons for
their magnificent Dominions, and point to the
more speedy development of their immense
resources which would come by his policy. He
could also appeal to the self-interest of British
manufacturers working for the home market and
of the workers whom they employed. All his
eloquence and his great driving and organising
force were employed for the few remaining years
of his active life in the propagation of his policy.
But in 1906, at the age of seventy, he suffered
a stroke and was never able to appear in public
again. If any man, he might have succeeded in
his aims. But he did not hesitate to admit that
the benefits which he desired to concede to the
Colonies could only be realised if food were
among the commodities taxed. And it must
always remain doubtful whether our people
would have submitted to taxation of food-stuffs.
After his collapse the life went out of the Tariff
Reform movement and the policy of Free Trade
was once more confirmed.
CONCLUSION

The Reform of Parliament was soon followed
by reform of government in cities and towns,
excepting London. The government of towns
was entrusted to elective councils chosen by the
ratepayers. By this means very great improvements in the management of towns became
L
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possible. In the course of time self-government
was extended to the counties and to London.
The chief evidence of the shifting of power from
the landlords to the industrial and commercial
classes was the repeal of the Corn Laws, which
was a victory of the town interest over the
country interest. Britain then adopted a policy
of Free Trade, which was extended to almost all
imports. The principle of taxation for revenue
only and not for protection was adopted, and
although often attacked has never been reversed,
though it was modified by the Safeguarding of
Industries Act, passed in 192 I.
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the repeal of the Corn Laws the political
supremacy of the landowners was brought to an
end. The industrial and commercial classes of
the country won their first great victory; from
that time onwards their power has been predominant in the development of national policy.
This political change was caused by change in
the life of the people. During the past century
the wealth derived from the possession and
working of agricultural land has steadily decreased
in proportion to the total wealth of the nation.
Since r880 agricultural depression and the
burden of taxes payable on succession to
property have driven many of the old families
from their ancestral estates and completed the
ruin of the power of land. It is true that the
wealth derived from urban land and mines and
quarries has grown with the growing riches of
the people; but the owners of these forms of
property cannot be regarded as a separate class;
their interests are much the same as those of the
capitalists. The owners of rural land still enjoy
great local influence and prestige; country
WITH
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LIBERTY

estates are sought by the newly-enriched to
enhance their own personal importance, and for
the sports and agreeable occupations they afford;
but the days when the landed interest, divided
into its two parties, swayed the policy of the
country have long since passed away.

together with a fiery temperament, an untiring
energy, and a natural mastery of men in the
Council, in Parliament, and face to face with the
masses of the people.
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Peel had broken the Conservative party, and
for twenty-eight years after his fall (1846-1874)
the Tories never secured any lasting tenure
of power. Many of the Liberal statesmen who
held power during this period were men of
noble birth, members of the old Whig families.
I need only mention Lord John Russell, Lord
Palmerston, and afterwards Lord Hartington,
who later succeeded to the Dukedom of Devonshire.
But though the Whig Lords were
welcome in the Cabinet, the spirit that ruled the
Whig Government was the spirit of the middle
classes, of the men and the descendants of the
men who had created and were daily strengthening
the commercial and industrial supremacy of
Britain. At the back of all their minds was
business, business as they understood it, the
principles that had made business successful.
That business had succeeded by liberty, by
honesty, and by economy. Their ideals they
carried into action according to their lights when
charged with the government of the country.
The qualities of the MiddleClass attheir best were
embodied in William Ewart Gladstone (1809- 18 98),

>

LIBERTY

. Liberty is a word which may be used in many
dIfferent senses and with many different shades
of meaning. Other forms of liberty we had won
under the Stewarts and their Hanoverian successors. But the liberty which Liberal statesmen
under Victoria chiefly maintained was the liberty
of men to pursue their own business with the
least possible interference from Government~
!he follow~ng. ex.amples, chosen out of many,
lllu~trate thIS bIas m favour of liberty and against
the mterference of Government during the period
of middle-class supremacy.
.
Free Trade is the liberty of foreign commerce'
its freedom from the restrictions of Custom~
duties. Free Trade was carried by Gladstone to
the furthest point consistent with the maintenance of necessary revenue. Factory legislation
was sorely needed to safeguard women and
children, to prevent excessive hours of work to
....
'
mamtam samtary condItions in factories and
workshops. But factory legislation was resisted
even by ~o~est and h.umane men like John Bright:
because It mvolved mterference with freedom of
contract between man and man. When it was
argued that children could hardly be regarded as
free to make a fair bargain or reject unfair terms,
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protection was grudgingly extended to them;
the weakness of women was accepted as an
excuse for laws on their behalf; but it was left
for Conservatives to pass the first strong and
good code of Factory Law (r878). The right of
workmen to combine in Trade Unions for the
protection of their own interests was resisted,
quite as much because it infringed the right of
the master to deal with his own property and
the liberty of the workman to work on his own
terms, as from the desire to keep down wages.
Not until 1869 were Trade Union funds protected by law against embezzlement. When
Gladstone, in 1870, passed his great Education
Bill, to provide schools all over the country, he
did not make attendance at sch·;:)Ol compulsory.
That was left for the Conservatives to enact in
1 876. The philosophers of the time quoted with
approval the saying of the French Minister
Colbert: "Laissez faire, laissez passer," "let
men pursue their own business without impediment." And therefore this policy is known as
,I Laisser faire," the policy of least possible
interference with the business of every-day
life.
Though the views of Victorian statesmen are
out of fashion nowadays, there is much to be said
against needless interference of Government.
Government is the most difficult art in the world.
For one man or for forty men to govern forty
millions is the highest test of human wisdom,
becallse each of the forty millions is a human
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being with his own distinct character and
separate needs, and the governors, however
great and however good, are only human beings
with limited strength and limited ',visdom and
limited time. The best laid plans of Government are often defeated by the complexity of
human life. No act of Government is complete
in itself; every act has a myriad consequences,
many of which cannot be foreseen by the utmost
exercise of forethought. Take the one instance
of the abolition of the Corn Laws, which was
intended to bring cheaper corn to England and to
relieve the Irish famine. It did not for thirty
years bring cheaper corn to England, it did not
relieve the Irish famine, and it was one of the
principal causes which reduced the growth of
corn in Ireland and drove thousands of Irishmen
to leave their homes and seek better fortune
abroad. Government is not more easy but more
difficult under democracy. It is comparatively
easy for such an autocrat as was the German
Kaiser to govern his people to their satisfaction,
for they started by believing that he had the
right to rule, they believed that it was right that
they should obey, and the most part were not
inclined to criticise the results. But in a democratic country every man is a critic of the
Government, the Press is ready to bring any
error to light, and every act may need to be
defended in Parliament. Thus the governors
have not only to attend to their business of
governing, but to ma,intain th~l11selv(;$ constantly
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LIBERTY AND WAR

prepared to explain what they have done and to
give good reasons for doing it.
The Victorian statesmen endeavoured to restrict the sphere of government. They could
not make the business of government simple;
they tried to keep it as simple as they might.
Therein they were following the traditions of
our people, whose institutions were framed since
the seventeenth century to hold their government in check and to limit its power. Thus we
invented and developed the party system. Now,
whatever other merits or defects the party
system may have, it makes it difficult for any
government to do any new thing. If a government wants to pass a new law, it has an organised
body of opponents, whose business it is to prevent
if possible, and at any rate to hamper and delay,
the execution of this new project. Again, the
rules of Parliament were made to give full
opportunities of debate and discussion. Parliament has only a limited amount of time, only a
limited number of days in the year when it can
sit. The freer its debates the less business it
can get through. The Irish found this out about
1876, and in order to worry the Government into
conceding their demands they made a fine art of
delaying business in Parliament and obstructing
necessary legislation. Since that time many new
rules have been passed to make delays more
difficult, but up to the time of the War the
devices of opposition kept pace with the devices
to defeat obstruction in Parliament. Thus our

constitution is framed to prevent the free exercise of power by Government; and since
Governments cannot be very wise and may be
'tyrannous, that is in peace an intelligible policy.
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LIBERTY IN TIME OF WAR

Then when the War came, and Government
needed all the power of speedy decision that it
could by any means obtain, the Defence of the
Realm Act was speedily passed-D.O.R.A. it
was called-which empowered the Government
to issue, through the Privy Council, almost any
Order carrying the force of law. And since the
War, since the people desired or required that
the Government should do on their behalf all
kinds of things that Government had never done
before, we find that the party system has been
broken down for the time, the control of Parliament has been diminished, and the power of
Ministers greatly increased. The new system
corresponds to the new desires of the people,
which, however, have of late been chastened by
further experience.
The ideal of liberty, as maintained by
Victorian statesmen, was abandoned for a time;
it is again reviving; men are beginning to discover in many ways that Government cannot
run their business so well as they run it for
themselves. In our country, among our people,
the difficulties of Government are even greater
than elsewhere. For our habits are habits of
independence, and our constitution was developed.
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to protect liberty and to make government
interference difficult. If general control and
interference be desired, the rulers must learn new
and more effective methods of governing; and
the people must learn to adapt themselves to
the new control, to the new interference.
CONTRAST OF OLD AND NEW PROBLEMS OF
GOVERNMENT

Consider some of the new problems of the
last few years, which never needed the attention
of Victorian statesmen. During the War our
Government had to undertake tasks of management such as no British Government had ever
conceived as possible. I do not speak of governing a Navy doubled or trebled, and an Army
multiplied by ten or twenty; to assist us in such
tasks there was some experience and tradition.
I will choose three things out of many: first,
the control of our vast merchant shipping, which
had in freedom run the errands of the whole
world, and had then to be concentrated on the
needs of war and the supplies required, first for
our own people, then for our Allies, and also
for European neutrals, who could not be entirely
neglected. Secondly, the control of food was
undertaken in this country, where submarine
attacks brought famine within sight, and every
man, woman, and child, had to be put on rations
of bread, fats, meat, sugar, and other necessaries.
Thirdly, the settlement of wages fell upon
Government, For when every man arid woman

NEW PROBLEMS OF GOVERNMENT
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was working for the nation, the Government
had to decide what payment should be made for
almost all classes of labour. I do not sa~ that
these things were done very well, but the mIracle
vas that they should be done at all. In the
~ast they were done by every man minding his
own business. During the war almost every
man and almost every business had to take
orders from Government.
The policy of Victorian statesme.n was to I.eave
all such matters to private enterpnse and private
bargaining, and take the chance of what might
result. The change of policy is due to a change
of feeling, which had clearly gone far before the
War, but has been very greatly hastened by the
War. It indicates the latest stage of our great
political Revolution.
In the days of Mr.
Gladstone the Government did, on the whole,
what the middle classes wanted. The middle
classes wanted, on the whole, to let well alone.
What they thought good we should think barely
tolerable; but they were satisfied with themselves
and the world in which they lived. N ow the
Government does what is desired by the multitude.
It remains for us to prove what the
multitude desires is not only good but practicable.
There is no kind of work that Government has
not recently been called upon to control. This
is the greatest of all revolutions in the century
since 181 5. You cannot do better than think
out the consequences, so far as you are able;
qnd if you come to understand how enormous is
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MIDDLE CLASS HONESTY

the task which Victorian statesmen avoided and
Government has of late years accepted, you will
see how great is the need of wisdom for you
and every other citizen in order that this
revolution may be for the better and not for the
worse. For the welfare of the people is your
welfare, and the welfare of the people is in your
keeping, a trust for you and all your fellows.

built up the reputation of our manufactures, the
credit of our merchants, and the stability of our
banking system, which before the War controlled
the chief part of the international finance of the
whole world. The great debt to individuals,
which the Government had built up in the
Napoleonic war, was accepted by those generations as a business engagement; the interest
was regularly paid, and any surplus revenue that
was collected in good times was used to payoff
some part of what the nation owed. A new debt
was incurred in 1854-6 for the Crimean War, but
this hardly retarded the diminution of the whole
until the Boer War in I900-0Z wiped out the
savings of three generations. This scrupulous
good faith had its business value. We could
borrow cheaper and more easily than any country
in the world; at one time we could borrow at
less than zt per cent.; and at the worst time in
the Great War no one doubted that we could and
should pay all that we owed; and we were able
to lend great sums to our Allies.
Now this honesty, this scrupulous fidelity to
obligations of creditor and debtor, with the
caution which belonged to it, was a good thing.
Let no man depreciate unduly the virtues of our
ancestors.
Victorian statesmen brought the
honesty of middle-class business men into politics.
In the eighteenth century mem bers of Parliament
sold and bought their votes. Ministers plundered
the Treasury for the benefit of themselves and
their friends.
Edmund Burke (1729-I797), a

HONESTY

The business of this country was built up by
honesty; honesty narrowly conceived but
steadfastly maintained.
The punctual and
punctilious discharge of obligations was the first
duty of a business man. It has been and still is
the pride of our race that an Englishman's word
is his bond; the word of an Englishman in many
a foreign country means a guarantee of good
faith. In dealing with subtle orientals, and with
barbarous races, straightforward truthfulness
has proved more effective than the most cunning
wiles. We carry the same habit into our manufacture; we pride ourselves on the excellence of
our materials, the solidity of our handiwork, the
durability of our goods. Cheapness, adaptability,
taste, and artistic design, are less prized by us
than plain, thorough, trustworthy construction.
And with honesty of this kind goes caution.
The man of business who is reckless in his
enterprise may be unable to fulfil his promises.
By the practice of this kind of honesty and the
exercise of this form of caution our middle class
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high-minded man, thought it no shame to hold a
sinecure that brought him many thousands yearly.
It is not surprising that under a system of rotten
boroughs voters should sell their votes. But
corruption at Parliamentary elections went on
almost openly long after the first Reform Act.
It was not crushed out until the middle classes
came into power. They put the scrutiny of
elections in the hands of the judges (1868).
Previously it had been left to a party vote in the
House of Commons.
They passed corrupt
practices Acts in I854 and 1883, which eventually
proved effective. The bribery and corruption of
members of Parliament and of statesmen ceased
under their rule. Places in the Civil Service
ceased to be the perquisite of Ministers and the
reward of their friends after Gladstone's Order
in Council of 1870, which set up the system of
competitive examination open to the public.
Under the rule of the middle classes there were
no scandals of Ministers growing rich -at the,
public expense. England is justly proud of the
purity of administration established in the
nineteenth century. That purity was established
while the middle classes held power.
But Victorian honesty had narrow limits; its
eyes were too much fixed on questions of money
obligation. It was not that highest kind of
honesty which insists on looking steadfastly
at the facts of life and framing actions and
opinions in accordance with the truth. In
conduct respectability was the Victorian ideal.

The respectable man was he who paid his bills,
attended Church or Chapel, and whose outward
behaviour was proper and decent. In public
~ffairs prosperity was judged by increasing
wealth, by rising figures of imports and exports,
by returns of taxes, including the taxe~ on dri?k.
Vice, poverty, low wages, sweated mdustrIes,
slums, unemployment, were hidden away and
ignored; or if they forced attenti~n they. were
attributed to the misconduct and ImprovIdence
of individuals, or in the last resort to the unalterable laws of demand and supply. Men were too
easily satisfied, too ready to find lofty reasons for
pursuing their own gain, too willing to believe
in their own virtue. The arguments that were
urged against Factory Laws, against Trade
Unions, were, I believe, entirely sincere; but
lies are lies even if they be sincerely believed.
No man can be really honest who does not
believe the truth. On the continent British
hypocrisy was a byword; but I do not hold these
men to have been hypocrites. They were unwilling to believe unpleasant truths.
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ECONOMY

All the time that the Industrial Revolution
was proceeding new capital was necessary for
greater and greater undertakings.
Take a
typical case. A working man saved a little, and
borrowed a little, and started a spinning shed.
He paid his men, women, and children, as little
as he could; he worked long hours and expected
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all to do the same. He saved money and paid
off his debt. He lived hard and simply and put
almost all his profits into his business. The
shed became a mill, a series of mills; the village
became a town; he became very rich, but all the
time he was in need of money; he never had
enough for all the business that came to him.
In such a life, thrift, industry, economy, were
necessary to success; hardness, even meanness,
contributed to it. The man who was easy-going
and wasteful failed. Buy men and goods cheap,
sell dear, and put the profits into your business
-that was the rule of life for many thousands all
over the country. The enormous wealth of this
country in buildings, machinery, and material,
was built up by close and harsh economy. The
employers preached thrift to their working
people, but first they practised it themselves.
Every achievement of engineering or mechanism
has to be paid for in advance of profit. Factories,
warehouses, mines, railways, bridges, canals,
steamships, iron ships, steel ships, docks and
wharfs, needed construction and ever again reconstruction; cities, towns, villages, had to be built
to accommodate the ever-growing population.
Saving, hoarding, were demanded of the time.
The petty savings of the millions were banked
and lent to the great constructors. And economy
worked in with honesty. The economy accumulated the wealth, by honest banking the wealth
as it grew was made available for every need as
it arose. Our wealth overflowed our shores;
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we advanced it for constructive work in North
America, in South America, in India, in Australia,
and in New Zealand, and last of all in Africa.
\Ve lent our wealth to defaulting governments,
we sank it in hapless enterprises, some of it was
stolen, and some of it was wasted; but on the
whole it grew and grew. We were more busy
piling it up than considering how it could best
be spent or distributed.
PUBLIC PARSIMONY

While all the world was asking for new capital
for new ventures, and the builders of new wealth
were the ruling class, economy was the maxim
of public finance as well as of private.
In
accordance with the principle of liberty, government did as little as it could; it did nothing that
could be left to private enterprise. In accordance with the principle of economy, public
charges were ruthlessly kept down. It was the
business of the Treasury to discourage new
expenditure and to fix the lowest possible rate
for all necessary work. Salaries and wages ran
lower in the Post Office, in the Army, in the
Navy, than in private employ of similar character.
Low as the payments were for transport by post,
the Government reckoned on a large annual
profit from the Post Office. Thus, during the
period-say 18So-1890-when Gladstone was the
great power and the great model in public
finance, the net revenue raised per head of the
population fell by a noteworthy percentage, and
About 1850.
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the expenditure was almost always less than the
revenue, and often much less. Meanwhile, the
responsibilities of the Empire all over the :vvorld
were growing in far greater proportion than the
population of these islands. Our world trade
was increasing vastly; our shipping was more
than doubled; our great colonies, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, were rapidly gaining wealth
and population; India was being developed by
railways, machinery, and banking, and was
sucking into her hoards silver from all the world.
All these valuable possessions needed protection; none of these countries could defend itself
from attack. Meanwhile, a new great military
power, the German Empire, had arisen on the
Continent. All the countries of Europe had
entered upon the rivalry of armaments, which
ended in the Great War of 1914. Russia was
advancing in Central Asia; she was our enemy
through the Crimean War, and through the part
we took in limiting her gains in r878, after her
war with Turkey. Her ambitions reached out
towards India, in spite of the mountains and the
deserts. Meanwhile, our statesmen practised
economy, even parsimony, in army and navy.
It was a great gamble; the storm was long
delayed, but at last it ",broke, in 19 1 4.
REDUCTION OF TAXES

Gladstone, and other statesmen who followed
his lead, used our growing wealth and stringent
economy of expenditure to reduce taxation.

REDUCTION OF TAXES

The income tax-a tax of so much in the pound
on all incomes exceeding a certain annual sumwas imposed in 1799 to meet the expenses of the
/ Great French \Var. In 1815 it stood at two
shillings in the pound. In 1842 it was fixed
at sevenpence in the pound; statesmen were
contemplating its abolition when the Crimean
War broke out. Properly adjusted, and rising
as the income of the individual rises, it is in
theory the fairest of all taxes, but it can be
evaded by many, and it was hated for generations
because it gives to the tax collector the power of
enquiring into private incomes. Gladstone
promised, at the General Election of 1874, to
abolish it if he was returned to power; but the
Conservatives came in and contented themselves
with reducing it to twopence. In spite of wars
and rumours of· war it remained at or near
sixpence up to 1890. Meanwhile, the great
majority of the old taxes had been taken off.
We relied on import duties on tea, coffee, cocoa,
sugar, tobacco, wines, and spirits, on excise
duties on spirits and beer produced at home, and
on stamps for legal documents. Any taxation
means interference, not only with the private
enjoyment of wealth but with the course of trade
and the manner of the people's life. It was,
therefore, quite in accordance with Victorian
principles of liberty to keep taxation low and
confine it to the smallest possible range of
transactions. A" direct" tax is levied directly
from the wealth of individuals, as by income tax
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and duties on inheritance. "Indirect" taxes are
levied on commodities, such as spirits, and are
paid by the trader first and afterwards by the
consumer in the price of the goods he buys.
Direct taxes fall more on the rich than on the
poor; indirect taxes fall on rich and poor alike,
according to their consumption of taxable things,
but on the whole the poor pay a larger proportion
of the indirect than of the direct taxes. The
Victorians favoured indirect taxation, because it
was easy to collect and by habit came to pass
unnoticed. We shall see, in a later chapter, a
great change in the system of taxation which has
taken place in the last thirty years. Until that
change began, reduction of taxation was part of
the scheme which fostered individual liberty and
condemned all unnecessary interference of
Government.
PEACE AND WAR

The motto of Gladstonian rule was Peace,
Retrenchment, and Reform. We have seen how
expenses were retrenched and taxation reduced.
But if charges were to be kept down, and taxes
remitted, peace must be maintained, and military
and naval costs must be kept down. On the
other hand, there is an old saying that he who
desires peace must at all times keep himself in
readiness for war. We demanded peace, but we
did not make ready for war. Until I914, we
were so lucky as to avoid a war of life or death,
but we did not escape from war. Lovers of
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peace, lovers of economy, were firmly in power
when the Crimean War broke out. The British
,Government did not desire that war; it drifted
into it. From r850 to I914 the storm centre of
Europe was in the Balkan Peninsula. The
decay and misgovernment of the Ottoman power
invited the aggression of covetous neighbours,
who in turn were jealous and each suspicious of
the other's designs. Religion had its share in
provoking hostility and fomenting rivalry.
The Turks are Mohammedans and regard their
Christian subjects as infidel dogs, who may be
useful by their wealth and industry and as taxpayers, but have no rights except such as may
be allowed to them on sufferance. The Christian
subjects of the Turks were chiefly members of
the Greek Church; the Russian Tsar claimed to
be head of the Greek Church, and as such
aimed at extending his influence over the Greek
Christians in European Turkey. The Holy
Places-Jerusalem with the Sepulchre of our
Lord, Bethlehem, and Nazareth-were under the
rule of the Turkish Sultan; they were visited by
pilgrims, chiefly Greek but also Catholic. The
French were still proud to be reckoned the chief
Catholic nation of Christendom, and aspired to
protect the Catholics in Palestine and Syria and
the Catholic pilgrims to Jerusalem. Thus the
first quarrel arose between France and Russia
over the question whether Catholics or Orthodox
-that is, members of the Greek Church-should
be the guardians of the Holy Places.
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FRANCE AND RUSSIA

In 185 2 , Louis Napoleon Bonaparte (son of
Louis, the brother of the great Napoleon), who
by intrigues had procured his election, in 185 I, to
be President of the French Republic, overthrew
the constitution, and by a vote of the people was
elected Emperor of France. He reached that
dignity by skilfully reviving the memories of the
glory and greatness of France under his uncle.
He was pledged to follow the Napoleonic example,
by restoring prosperity at home and winning
renown abroad. The Tsar of Russia was
Nicholas I, who was already embroiled with
France by the dispute over the custody of the
Holy Places. He resented the elevation of a
Napoleon to the imperial throne, and affronted
the Emperor's dignity by addressing him as
Friend instead of as Brother. Nicholas thought
the upstart would be weak, and seized the opportunity for pressing his claims to rights of protection over the Christians in Turkey. Napoleon
saw his chance to show his mettle and prove to
the Tsar that the French Empire was a power to
be reckoned with. He could rely on some
support from the other Powers of Europe, who
were watchful to preserve the" balance of power"
in Europe; that is, they were unwilling to suffer
the excessive aggrandisement of anyone of their
number. But an agreement might have been
reached had not Nicholas found a powerful enemy
at Constantinople. The British Ambassador to

the Turkish Sultan was Stratford Canning, Lord
Stratford de Redcliffe. Between him and Nicholas
Jhere was personal animosity; the English ambassador had unbounded influence with the
Turks, and there can be little doubt that he
encouraged them to reject the proposed settlement. Palmers ton from the first had determined
that Napoleon was worth backing; Napoleon
played his cards well; France and England declined to press Turkey to give way. The Russian
armies had occupied Moldavia and Wallachia,
which we now call Roumania. The Sultan called
upon the Tsar to withdraw his forces, and hostilities had actually begun in an irregular manner,
when the Russians fell upon a Turkish squadron
and destroyed it at Sinope in the Black Sea.
THE CRIMEAN WAR

The "massacre of Sinope," as it was called,
aroused great indignation in Britain. The Times
newspaper took up the cry of war. Palmerston
was for war, though his colleagues were for
peace. The stronger will, backed by public
opinion, carried the day. Napoleon's scheme succeeded; and in 1854 France and England, in
alliance with Turkey, declared war on Russia.
The King of Sardinia, who was lord also of
Savoy and Piedmont, joined the allies in the hope
of earning powerful friends who might help him
to extend his power in Italy. Thus a strange
and incongruous alliance of Britons, Frenchmen,
Northern Italians, and Turks, found themselves
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banded together by the designs of a few, the
weakness of others, and the passions of many, to
maintain the mastery of Turks over Christians.
COURSE OF THE WAR

N either party was well placed or well equipped
to fight in the field selected. The Russian resources were great, but could not be fully
utilised for lack of sufficient means of transport
and supply. The Turks were on the spot, warlike and brave, but ill disciplined and ill found.
The British and French fleets were masters of
the Black Sea, but could not reach any vital
centre of their enemy. The French army was
good and well equipped, but far distant from its
base. The English army was small, ill organised,
and ill supplied with food, clothing, shelter, and
above all with medical and sanitary provision.
The dishonesty of contractors made conditions
worse. But an effective blow could be directed
against the Russian arsenal and port-Sevastopol
in the Crimea-by the loss of which Russian
power in the Black Sea would be destroyed.
Accordingly, the allied armies moved from
Varna, on the eastern coast of the Balkan
Peninsula, to the Crimea, September, I854·
All the operations of the allies in the Crimea
were marred by ignorance, and lack of decision,
of plan, and of promptitude. The first battle,
that of the Alma, was a victory; but time was
given to the Russians to close their port with
sunken ships, and throw up earthworks to protect
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the fort on the landward side. Thus the allies
found themselves besieging a town, which they
could not take by assault, in the presence of a
superior force of Russians. The enemy attacked
at Balaclava, where the charge of six hundred
British cavalry won them eternal glory but
achieved nothing. The enemy attacked at Inkerman, where they were defeated by the heroism
of British soldiers fighting when and how they
could. Then came the winter without forage,
without transport, without shelter or warm clothing, with cholera and all the diseases that come
from cold, wet, and want of sanitation. The war
correspondents told the pitiful tale at home, and
the Government of Lord Aberdeen, which had
drifted into a war without plan or adequate
organisation, was dismissed by public indignation.
But meantime the mistakes were remedied.
Roads were made; supplies came out; transport
was organised; above all, Florence Nightingale
established on the Bosporus hospitals and
nursing service. At length, in September, 1855,
the southern part of Sevastopol fell into the
hands of the allies. The Russian fleet in the
Black Sea had been destroyed; her stronghold
:was rendered useless. Austria, who had more
reason to be jealous of Russian influence in the
Balkan Peninsula than either England or France,
threw in her weight on the side of the allies, and
peace was made at Paris in 1856. The Danubian
principalities, Moldavia and Wallachia, were
declared independent-a buffer between Russia
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OUR INDIAN EMPIRE

and Turkey. Russia bound herself to maintain
no war fleet in the Black Sea; and all the Powers
concerned in the peace pledged themselves to
maintain the independence and integrity of the
0ttoman empire. Wallachia and Moldavia are
now united in the Kingdom of Roumania. In
1870 the Russians repudiated their pledge to
keep no vessels of war in the Black Sea; in
187 8 Serbia and Bulgaria were freed from Turkey
with the consent of Europe; and in 1920 the
heirs of those allies who fought for Turkey in
the Crimea framed a treaty to complete the
dismemberment of the Ottoman Empire. The
Crimean War was a futile War, which exposed
the weakness of Victorian statesmanship and the
defects of our military system, but brought undying honour to the British soldier. The
Russians were defeated because they could not
stand the drain of men and munitions for the
distant conflict. They are computed to have
lost 500,000 men, chiefly by sickness and fatigue
-only a small fraction of these in battle.

(1757- I 760) we assumed the government of
Bengal; under Hastings (1773-1785) we consolidated our power in Bengal, Behar, and Orissa.
Thenceforward we were obliged to go forward
or to go back. We went forward from our three
centres, Calcutta, Bombay, and Madras. We
were not unwilling to fight and not unwilling
to rtap the fruits of conquest; but our neighbours were not less willing to provoke us. Our
great rivals were the warlike confederacy of the
Mahrattas, east of Bombay. With them our
conflict began in 1802 and ended in 18 I 8, when
the Mahratta princes surrendered territory, and
agreed to hold what they retained under British
suzerainty. In 1815 Ceylon was ceded by the
Dutch and Mauritius by the French. Thus we
held almost all the coast, and our possessions
were linked up. But we still had not reached a
defensible frontier; in the North-east we acquired Assam, with a foothold on the coast of
Burma; but our more martial neighbours were
in the North-west. Chief among these were
the Afghans, who in the eighteenth century had
held, not only Afghanistan but the Panjab, Sind
at the mouth of Indus, and Kashmir. In 18 38
the .Sikh chieftain, Ranjit Singh, bore rule in the
Panjab; a native Amir held an independent
province in Sind; and the Russians were in
touch with Persia and Afghanistan. In alliance
with Ranjit Singh, we interfered in Afghanistan
to set up our own nominee as ruler over the
Afghan tribes. Our effort ended in disasters,
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From I815-1854 Great Britain had peace in
Europe; not so in India. We went to India as
traders: we required settlements for our safety;
we fought for our self-defence; we entered into
alliances with native potentates and assisted
them in their quarrels with their neighbours;
we fought with our rivals the French for our
lives and for all we had acquired; under Clive
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masked by futile victories among the mountains
and passing occupation of the Afghan cities. As
a ~onsequence of these enterprises we quarrelled
wlth the Amir of Sind, defeated him, and conquered his country (1843).
. There remained the Sikhs. Ranjit Singh had
dIed (I839) and his successors were not loth to
p~ovoke a struggle. In two wars (1845-9) the
SIkhs were defeated and their country was
fin~lly annexed; their Afghan allies fled in confUSlO~ back to their hills.
Thus the British
frontIer was carried to the great mountains'
and our last rival in the peninsula was disarmed'
For the first time since the time of the Grea~
Moguls India was united under one paramount
power.
In ~his brief survey I have only mentioned the
most Important stages of our conquering career.
Our c~nquests were largely achieved by the aid
of natJ.v~ troops, w~o, under British discipline
and BntIsh leadershIp, often fought with success
at. odds of ten to one, against enemies equipped
wIth European arms and artillery. The cost of
our wars ~as defrayed from the revenues of
the countnes under British rule which well
administered, sufficed not only f;r war but t
put down. brigandage and murder, to construc~
canals, raIlways, telegraphs, and roads, and to
keep the peace. But our annexations did not
only. result from war; under Lord William
Bentl.nck( 18 33-S) the British Government claimed
the nght to take over any vassal state in which
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the native line of rulers became extinct. This
right was freely used by Lord Dalhousie
(1 847-5 6), who also annexed the important kingd'om of Oudh on the ground of the misgovernment of its ruler .
This automatic growth of the British Empire
in India is the more remarkable, when we
remember that it took place under the rule of a
company of traders (Vol. II, p. 212). In 17 84
Pitt set up a Board of Control and a GovernorGeneral, nominated by the Crown, under whom
the government was carried on by the Company's
servants; and the Company retained its trading
privileges until r833. The Company had white
troops of its own, but the British army also
furnished contingents, part of which was withdrawn for the Crimean War, in spite of
Dalhousie's protest.
THE INDIAN MUTINY

Dalhousie was succeeded in r8s6 by Lord
Canning, who concluded negotiations with the
ruler of Afghanistan, Dost Mohammed, which
very opportunely transformed him from a watchful enemy into a valuable friend. For in 1857 a
storm, unforeseen by the wisest, broke upon the
British in India. Our army in India consisted
of more than 300,000 sepoys (native troops) to
some 40,000 Europeans. A large proportion of
the sepoys had been recruited in Oudh, where
they had special privileges as servants of the
Company, which they lost on annexation. The
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annexation itself was regarded as an injustice by
native opinion. The sepoys were aware of their
own importance and dissatisfied with their
rewards. For wars with Burma, China, and
Persia, they had been taken across the sea, which
was contrary to the laws of their caste; in 1856
Canning ordained that every sepoy should be
bound on enlistment to serve beyond the seas if
required. The new laws of the British Government put down religious customs, such as satithe burning of the widow on the husband's
funeral pyre-and forbade the exposure of
unneeded children; they made high caste and
low caste equal before the courts of justice, and
admitted all children to their schools regardless
of caste. Telegraphs, railways, and hospitals,
were regarded by Indian opinion as unholy
magic. Some secret and widespread conspiracy,
which has never been revealed, made use of these
grievances to stir up discontent; and when a
new weapon-known as the Enfield rifle-was
served out, which required the soldier to tear off
the end of the cartridge with his teeth, the men
were told that the cartridges were smeared with
hog's lard, an abomination to the Musulman, and
with the fat of oxen, a sacrilege to the Hindu.
This was to the sepoy a final outrage, and set
the mutiny in motion.
The officers of the Company were kindly and
easy-going; many of them were old; but almost
all were on good terms with their men and
trusted them implicitly. Again and again, they

refused to listen to warnings. On a Sunday,
May the roth, 1857, the mutiny began at Mirat,
north-east of Delhi. The mutineers marched to
Delhi, were joined by the regiments there, and
seized the city and the magazines. The movement spread; and far and wide white men and
women were murdered, or forced to flee for their
lives. An army of Europeans and Ghurkhas was
brought up against Delhi, but for three months
they could do no more than hold their own.
John Nicholson brought reinforcements. At
length, when the siege guns came in September,
the city was assaulted, and after a week of fighting
through the streets the city was captured. The
puppet king, who represented the faded majesty
of the Moguls, was taken prisoner; and the
capital of the Mogul Empire returned to British
rule. But Nicholson, dauntless, wise, and loved,
had fallen on the first day of the assault.
Meanwhile at Cawnpore, south-east upon the
Ganges, a small force of Europeans had maintained for nearly a month an unequal struggle
against thousands in defence of 870 noncombatants. At last they surrendered, trusting
to the word of the local leader, the Nana Sahib.
But the survivors were attacked as they were
preparing to depart, and all were murder~d.
At Lucknow, the capital ofOudh, the reSIdency,
filled with women and children from the city and
neighbourhood, held out a siege of ninety-seven
days. Reinforcements came to the defenders
under Havelock, but were not strong enough to
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raise the siege, and when at length a stronger
relieving column reached the city it could only
rescue the besieged and retire. Havelock died
just as the rescue was successfully completed.
But with the capture of Delhi and the relief of
Lucknow the worst days were over. The Nana
Sahib was driven from Cawnpore. Lucknow
was taken in March, 1858. Slowly the resistance
was beaten down. In April, 1859, Tantia Topi,
one of the principal leaders of the rebellion, was
captured; and about the same time the N ana
Sahib fled, never to be heard of again.
In dealing with the rebels, severity was
common, ferocity was not unknown. Acts of
vengeance for the murder of women and children
should not be condoned; neither should they be
too harshly condemned. But when the rebellion
was at length put down, a generous act of
amnesty was proclaimed by the GovernorGeneral, who now took over the Government of
India as Viceroy for the Queen. The native
rulers were secured in their rights and privileges.
Respect was promised for the religious observances of the Indians,1 of whatever race and
creed.
The Government undertook the responsibility for decent government in vassal
states, but refrained from needless interference.
The object of the Government was declared to
be the well being, prosperity, and contentment
of the subject races. And this declaration was
no empty form of words; it has been for sixty
years, and still is, the governing principle of our
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dealings with the peoples of India. That some
1,200 British rulers, supported by no more than
70,000 British troops, should hold a population
of 250 millions is a strange thing; but that it
~houl.d b~ do?e with justice, with honesty, and
111 qUlet, IS a Just source of pride for the British
people, which has found itself through its spirit
of adventure entrusted with so great an obligation.
INDIAN SELF-GOVERNMENT

Throughout the War of 1914 hostile influences
-German and revolutionary-did their uttermost to undermine the loyalty of our Indian
fellow-citizens. The Indian Government had
unforeseen tasks to meet, for which it was not
adequately prepared. Like the British Government, it had thought more of economy than of
readiness for war. Through lack of transport
an~ of medical provision, the horrors of-the
Cnmean War were repeated in the early months
of the Mesopotamian Expedition. Disasters
were sustained at Ctesiphon, in 19I5, and in the
attempt to relieve Kut, where a British force was
obliged to surrender in 1916. There have been
seasons of grave unrest in India. But on the
whol~ .the loyalty of the Indians and the system
of Bntish government have stood the unexampled
stress. In almost all the British fields of war
Indian troops have borne their full share of
danger, hardship, and fatigue; they have
rendered their lives for the security of the
Empire by which they are ruled. The Indi~n
N
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chiefs have given faithful support. And now, by
a free act of the British nation, the people of
India are to undertake a great share in making
their own laws, in apportioning their own taxes,
in the application of their own revenues, in
administering their own justice, and in the direct
government of India. British servants of the
State will continue to aid them, to advise them,
to guide them, to teach them, to warn them.
But it cannot be doubted that, as years go by,
they must become more and more responsible
for their own fortunes. Most of you who read
this book will see the issue of this great and
trustful experiment. We have done great things
in India; we have done great good according to
our lights, we have also done evil; but if we can
teach the people of India, with their ancient
customs and prejudices, with their hostile religions and their divers races, with their history
of turbulence and violence, to govern themselves
in prudence and justice, this will be our greatest
achievement.

to avoid unneccessary disturbance of the natural
life of the average citizen. Restrictions on trade
and industry were diminished or delayed so
long as necessity permitted.
With these ends in view it was undesirable to
take any share in action outside the country,
unless such action was inevitable. Therefore,
both the Army and the Navy were reduced
below the margin of safety, and new European
developments were allowed to proceed unquestioned until need or public opinion required
action.
Yet the leaders of middle elass
government were obliged to depart from their
policy of peace and retrenchment by the Crimean
War and the Indian Mutiny. With these events
the long peace, which followed the Napoleonic
wars, cailie to an end.
The conquest of India proceeded up to 1854,
rather by the negligence than by the policy of
the Government of Britain. When the Indian
Mutiny occurred it became necessary for the
British Government to take over the government
of India. Since that time India has been
administered rather as a matter of duty than for
purposes of profit, and now we have given a
large share of self-government to the Indians.
It remains to be seen how this experiment will
work out.
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CONCLUSION

The principle adopted by the Middle Classes,
of whom Gladstone was the most distinguished
representative, was freedom. That principle
involved the abstention of Government from
interference with anything that could be left
alone without grave danger. Industry, commerce, banking, with all their rapid developments,
was unmolested so far as possible. Taxation
was reduced to the lowest possible figure, so as
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ITALIAN UNITY

CHAPTER VII
RIVAL VIEWS OF IMPERIAL DUTY

1859-1885

THE Crimean War closed the long period of
European peace which followed the Battle of
Waterloo. The nervous ambition of Napoleon
III gave the first impulse. But there were
national aspirations for unity and liberty which
could hardly be satisfied by peaceful means.
The Italians were eager to be free from the rule
of Austria, who held Lombardy and Venice, and
controlled the policy of the Pope and the other
petty princes among whom the peninsula was
divided. Victor Emanuel, the King of Sardinia,
counselled by Cavour, put himself at the head of
the movement for Italian unity; he laid his plans
in concert with Napoleon; and in 1859 the
French and Sardinian armies drove the Austrians
out of Lombardy.
But the movement went
faster and further than Napoleon desired; he
made peace with Austria as soon as Lombardy
had been conquered, and retired with his stipulated reward of Savoy, the hereditary domain of
the King of Sardinia. Meanwhile, insurrection
spread in central Italy, and in 1860 the great
patriot and leader of volunteers, Giuseppe
Garibaldi, put himself at the head of a rising in
ISo

18I

Sicily, and thence returning to the peninsula
overthrew the rule of the Bourbon King of
Naples. Victor Emanuel marched into the
~evolted districts, and in 1861 was proclaimed
King of Italy. But Napoleon, influenced no
doubt ~y his wife, but also aware that France
had always claimed to be the chief supporter of
the Catholic Church, maintained the temporal
power of the Pope in Rome, and garrisoned that
historic capital against the forces of the new
Italian kingdom. On the movement for Italian
unity Great Britain looked with a friendly eye,
and her Government was the first to recognise
the new kingdom. The Italian people have
always remembered with affection the sympathy
of the British people and its statesmen.
GERMANY BEFORE BISMARCK

Italian unity, thus begun, was brought to completion by another and a greater movement,
initiated by a statesman not less unscrupulous
but more shrewd and forceful than Napoleon.
Such unity as Germany had possessed in the
Middle Ages had been shattered by the religious
dissensions of the Reformation, and her prosperity had been destroyed by the Thirty Years
War (1618-1648). At the end of that war the
Dukes of Austria, who held in almost hereditary
succession the title of Emperor, and with it a
certain supremacy in all Germany, were greatly
weakened; but, on the other hand, the Elector
of Brandenburg had increased his possessions.
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In 170 I he received the title of King of Prussia,
and under Frederick the Great, 1740-1786, after
long wars, successful and unsuccessful, the terri.
tory of Prussia was permanently increased at
the expense of her rival Austria and of Poland,
her unhappy neighbour. After his death Prussia
benefited by the two further partitions of Poland,
but in 1806 she fell before a greater military
power, that of Napoleon. After this defeat, in
secret and in spite of treaty, she reorganised and
equipped her army, and took a noteworthy part
in the campaigns of r813-1814 and in the final
defeat of Napoleon in 1815. The Congress of
Vienna, which rearranged the map of Europe
after Waterloo, left Prussia in possession of
substantial but discontinuous territories on the
Rhine, the Elbe, the Oder, and the Vistula. She
was thus the second power in Germany, Austria
being richer and more powerful.
The Napoleonic conquests had destroyed for
ever many of the lesser princedoms of Germany,
had brought all the tribes of Germany into
contact with each other, and had subjected many
of them for a time to a common rule. The final
expulsion of Napoleon from their territories had
aroused a feeling of German patriotism, in
accordance with which the Congress of Vienna
established a German Confederacy, comprising
Bohemia and the Austrian provinces, though not
Hungary. But war weariness and the disruptive
ideas of th~ French Revolution kept Germany
weak and dIstracted for more than a generation.

THE DEEDS OF BISMARCK

During this period, however, one great step was
taken towards German unity. A Customs Union
of the ~erman States was set up, known as the
'Zollverein. Hereby free trade within the Union
on the one hand and a national system of duties
on imports on the other were established. Then,
in r86r, William I came to the Prussian throne,
a king who was fit to be the instrument of a
great minister, and in 1862 that great minister,
Otto von Bismarck, won his master's confidence
and imposed upon him a consistent policy for the
union of Germany under Prussia.
THE CONQUESTS OF PRUSSIA UNDER BISMARCK

The first act of Bismarck was to override the
Pruss ian Parliament, which opposed his plans for
strengthening the Prussian army. He governed
for four years (r862-66) by his master's authority,
collecting the taxes which Parliament had refused
to vote. His purpose from the first is clear; it
was to drive Austria out of the German Confederacyand establish the supremacy of Prussia.
To this end he used with unscrupulous skill
the opportunities which chance offered. The
succession to the duchies of Holstein and Slesvic,
in the south of the Danish promontory of Jutland,
was in dispute; they were in the possession of
the King of Denmark. Pleading that the Danish
King had violated the rights of these provinces,
Bismarck induced Austria to join Prussia in
occupying them. Denmark defended herself by
arms, but was easily overpowered by her two
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powerful adversaries. Great Britain vvas strongly
in sympathy with Denmark, but did not raise a
finger to protect her-an omission for which she
paid dearly more than fifty Jlears later. Bismarck
then negotiated with Napoleon III, and secured
his neutrality during the next move. He made
an alliance with Italy, and promised her Venice
as the price of her aid against Austria. He then
picked a quarrel with Austria, induced her to
make war, fell upon her and defeated her in a
six weeks campaign (1866). Prussia meanwhile
easily disposed of the German States, such as
Hanover, Saxony, and Bavaria, which had
espoused the Austrian cause.
As a result of this war the German Confederation was dissolved. Thus Austria was deprived
of influence in Germany, but was not otherwise
punished. Hanover, Hesse, Nassau, and Frankfort, were annexed to Prussia, and a new
Confederation was established, including all the
States of northern Germany. Italy obtained the
city and territory of Venice, which Napoleon
insisted should be handed over to him and then
passed on to Italy as his gift. The Zollverein
was strengthened, Austria being still excluded.
The second item in Bismarck's programme had
been completely carried out at little cost in men
or money. In all this Great Britain remained
a mere spectator; she demanded no voice in this
great resettlement of Central Europe. Napoleon
had been partly outwitted, partly baffled by speed
and secrecy. When he pressed for what states-

men call compensation-additional territory in
Belgium or upon the left bank of the RhineBismarck ignored all previous hints and replied
flatly-No!
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In what follows there can be no doubt that
Bismarck's plan was clear in his mind. He was
determined to unite Germany under Prussia, and
he ,vas convinced that France, or at any rate
Napoleon, would not acquiesce without action.
It was his intention to prepare for war, and if
necessary to bring it about. But Napoleon met
him half way. The danger to France was indeed
manifest. The strength and security of France
for two hundred years had depended on the
weakness and the divisions of Germany. Now
there was a powerful Confederation headed by
a greatly strengthened Prussia. Prussia was
already in alliance with the South German
States: before long they too might be expected
to join the Confederation. It is not certain
that Napoleon intended to strike first; it is
certain that he approached both Austria and
Italy with a view to an alliance, possibly
offensive. But Austria was not ready for
another war, and Italy was estranged by the
determination of Napoleon to maintain the
sovereignty of the Pope in Rome. In 1867,
when Garibaldi with his volunteers marched on
Rome, he was driven back by French troops
hastily sent to save the capital. Thus France
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INACTION OF BRITAIN

was isolated; and Bismarck was determined to
act while circumstances were favourable. His
acts gave Rome to Italy without a struggle, in
18 70 .
An occasion presented itself in 1870. The
throne of Spain was vacant, and was offered to a
Prussian prince. Napoleon protested; the offer
was refused. But, nervously anxious to gain
credit from the incident, Napoleon asked for a
pledge that the candidature should not be renewed. The King of Prussia at Ems refused
any such promise, and Bismarck, by altering the
words of an officiahelegram, caused the refusal to
be published as if it had been a public affront.
The national pride of France was aroused.
Napoleon was carried into war by an angry
people. All the world believed that France was
the aggressor, until many years later Bismarck
told how his plot was worked.
Napoleon was aged and racked by a painful
illness. His government was weakened by corruption and favouritism. His generals were incompetent; his army was not, as he supposed,
ready for war. After fierce fighting on the
frontier, in which the Prussians with difficulty
won the advantage they desired, the French army
was split. Part, under Napoleon's own command,
was surrounded and captured at Sedan on the
fiftieth day after the declaration of war. Part,
under Bazaine, retired into Metz, where it was
besieged and eventually surrendered. Napoleon
became a prisoner and was deposed. A republic

was proclaimed in France; heroic efforts were
made; fresh armies were raised; but all was in
yain. Paris was besieged and bombarded, and
on Marc.h 1st, 1871, peace was agreed, involving
the ceSSIOn of Metz and part of Lorraine and of
Alsace, except Belfort, and the payment of a war
indemnity of two hundred million pounds sterling.
The southern German states had joined with the
norther~ i~ the war, and on the 18th of January,
I87I, Wilham I, king of Prussia, was crowned as
German Emperor. He was lord of all the armed
forces o( united Germany; and the democratic
Parliament which was set up for the German
Empire proved to be a willing instrument of the
Emperor and his Ministers.
In all this Great Britain took no part; except
that she declared herself prepared to defend the
neutrality of Bel~ium if violated by either party.
She behaved as If she had no interest in all the
great affairs that were then settled or in their
consequences. If you ask me what she could
have done, with advantage to herself and the
world, I.have only to inform you that in 1875,
when Bismarck was on the point of making a
second war on France, to render her for ever
helpless, the British Government by a message
arrested his design. There is always something
that can effectively be done.
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All these events hang together with, if they
do not arise from, the Crimean War. They are
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therefore told ,consecutively.
But meanwhile
in another hemisphere, events had occurred which
did not call for British intervention but affected
us profoundly. I have pointed out to you (p. 36)
that the existence of slavery in some of the States
of North America was in manifest contradiction
to their principle of equal rights for all men. So
long as slavery was confined to those States
which had been slave States when the Union
V,las formed, the situation had been tolerable.
But those States, especially Virginia, had been
leading States at the beginning, and had supplied
the greater number of those statesmen who
guided the United States through the first sixty
or seventy years of their history. Later, industrial development took place in the northern
States, by which their wealth and population was
increased, while, perhaps because of slavery,
perhaps for other reasons, the southern States
remained stationary. Thus the relative importance of the northern States increased. In
I 8I 9 there were twenty-two States in the Union,
eleven slave, eleven free. But later, and especially
after 1848, when great areas were taken from
Mexico after the war, new Territories were added
in the south, where slave labour was most useful, and new States were also formed. The
Southerners trooped into these States and
Territories and took their slaves with them.
Northerners also immigrated, and by this time
the feeling of Northerners against slavery was
hardening. Thus constant disputes were arising

as to whether slavery should exist in a Territory
or in a new State when one was formed, and
what authority was to decide whether it should
~r not. Many compromises were arranged, but
all broke down; and at length the question came
to a head at the Presidential Election of 1860.
Abraham Lincoln, the successful candidate, was
born in the backwoods, educated himself, succeeded in the profession of the law, and at length
by his honesty, force of character, and good sense,
became so prominent that he was chosen to be
candidate for the Presidency and was elected by
the votes of the north. He had conducted a
political campaign in I858, in which he announced
the view that this Government cannot continue
half-slave and half-free; it will become all one
thing or all the other." His belief, his desire,
was that it should become all free. Therefore
his election was the signal for the secession of
the slave States; during the interval between
his election and his assumption of office they
organised a provisional congress, and a provisional government known as the Confederate
States of America; and finally a permanent
constitution under that name.
Lincoln was
inaugurated on March 4th, I861; the Confederates committed their first act of war on
April I2th, at Charleston; and Lincoln took up
the challenge. He was not prepared to admit
the right of any State to leave the Union.
Thus the whole of the North was ranged
against eleven seceding States; with a small
{i
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number of States wavering or split into factions
for and against.
This was obviously not a dispute in which
Great Britain was called upon to intervene, Yet
public opinion was sharply divided' it was not
to begin w,ith a war about slaver;, but a war
a?out th~ rIght to secede, concerning which two
VIews mIght be sincerely held. Gladstone in
particular, whose connexions were with the
South since he came of a cotton merchant's
family, came near to espousing the cause of the
Confederates, though he held office 'in the
British Government. Moreover, our interests
were g~eatly involved. The chief part of the
populatIOn of Lancashire depended on the
cotton tr~de and industry. Lincoln's government, whIch held the ships of war, proclaimed
and e?forced a blockade of the southern ports,
allowmg no ~otton to come out except by eluding
~he blockadmg fleet. A very great population
m En~land was thus reduced to the verge of
starvatIOn, and the whole nation suffered with
them. Moreover, once or twice we came near
to be en:broiled. We found ourselves obliged
to recogmse the two parties in the Civil War as
belligerents; this the Northerners (known as
F~derals) were inclined to regard as an unfnendly act, preferring to regard the Southerners
or Confederates as mere rebels, and neglecting
the fact that by the law of nations, unless a
state of war was recognised, their blockade could
not be maintained against neutrals. Then a
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Federal ship sent a boarding party on to a
British vessel and took off two Confederate
envoys. We demanded their release, and owing
to good feeling and good behaviour on both sides
a breach was avoided. But the greatest trouble
of all was when, by official neglect or delay, we
allowed certain vessels, of which the Alabama is
best known, to issue from our ports. These
were subsequently armed by the Confederates
as privateers, and preyed upon the Federal
commerce. Much bad blood came from this, and
eventually (in 18n) we consented to go to
arbitration and paid £3,000,000 as damages.
Although the Federals numbered more than
twice as many white citizens as the Confederates,
owing to the skilful generalship of the Confederate leaders, especially of Robert E. Lee,
their Commander-in-Chief, and the enormous
extent of the territories involved, the war
dragged on for four years, and did not end
until the Confederate armies were worn to
collapse and surrounded. All this time we were
cut off from American cotton, and were obliged
to keep our enormous industry alive as best we
could, partly by the use of the inferior cotton
from India. No example better illustrates the
close interdependence of the entire world for
necessaries of everyday life; the mills of Lancashire stopped or ran short time for want of
American cotton, and in consequence the multitudes of India and China-indeed of almost the
whole globe-had to wear old clothes because
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the new were so scarce and dear. The war
ended in 1865; slavery was abolished throughout
the United States, the slaves were liberated, and
the southern States were received back into the
Union. In this great quarrel we had no right or
desire to interfere; any fault that can be charged
to our Government was a fault of negligence or
hesitation; but the citizens of the United States
still remembered their grievances of I77 6 and
18 I 2, and both Federals and Confederates in their
anguish were prone to resent both what we did
and what we left undone. A common language,
common blood, common institutions and traditions, do not prevent misunderstandings;
indeed, they rather make them more bitter.
Both here and across the Atlantic historians
have failed to set before their countrymen the
whole truth, which alone can remove misapprehension-the British through a self-satisfied
conviction of rectitude, the Americans through a
sense of injured pride, which has led them to
dwell upon their real or fancied wrongs. When
we became comrades in the Great War of 19 1 4,
praiseworthy efforts were made to explain the
history of the last hundred and fifty years more
fairly; but much remains to be done before the
indifference of the British can be overcome and
the resentment and suspicion of the Americans
can be appeased.
GLADSTONE

From the fall of Peel to 1880 the opposmg
tendencies of British politics were embodied in
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two statesmen of outstanding gifts and personality-Gladstone and Disraeli. Gladstone did
not become Prime Minister until 1868. Disraeli,
/ though he was Prime Minister for a short time
in that year, did not come into full power until
1874· And yet these two men, with their diverse
ideals and characters, throughout this period
( 18 4 6- I 880) stand out before all others, not only by
their personal force and talents but by the ideas
for which they stood; and the duel between them
then gave, and still gives, the interest of a play or
a boxing match to the politics of their time.
Gladstone embodied the ideas of the middle
classes set forth in Chapter VI; he had all their
self-satisfied conviction of rectitude, together with
subtlety of mind for self-justification in awkward
circumstances; his was the policy of peace that
allowed Prussia to carry through her ambitious
designs without impediment; new~rtheless, he
was a member of the Cabinet which drifted into
the Crimean War, and he himself, through lack of
forethought and of prompt action, blu.~dered into
war in South Africa and Egypt, and yet left
the South African problem and the Egyptian
problem to be solved by his successors; his was
the policy of economy and retrenchment that
kept Government weak and inactive and declined
responsibility for the control of labour, of agriculture, of sanitation, of housing, until those
questions became so grave as to threaten our
national safety; he and his followers stood forth
as reformers, but their reforms were reforms of
o
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detail or changes in the constitution, which
left the ends and purposes of governmen.t undetermined and gave neither light nor leadmg to
the new forces which were set free. He was
forceful industrious, untiring, imperious, persuasive bdtfor all the energy he displayed, all the
po~er he wielded, it is difficult, afte:- examining
his long and famous career, to dIscover ~ny
great thing which he did or. an~ great thmg
which he desired to do. I am mclmed to regard
him as the instrument of a people which desired
power for the nation and not for any class .or
classes, and was not for the time concerned WIth
the ends for which that power should be used.
By his gifts, by his policy, by his appeals to
popular passion, he furthered ~he progress of
democracy. But his most conspIcuOUS acts were
not those which he desired but those which were
forced upon him by circumstances.
DISRAELI

Disraeli was a man of thought, of forethought,
of reflexion, of constructive imagination. As a
Jew, without wealth, without posi.tion, without
connexions he was an adventurous mtruder, who
fought his ~ay by force of genius and consistency
of purpose into the confidence of a proud, exclusive unimaginative caste of nobles and
countr; squires, who, faced with revolutions
which they did not understand and therefore
could not control, were jealous indeed to preserve
their own ancestral power and influence, but
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filled also with a passionate conviction that the
old England which they knew and comprehended
was too good to be broken. They were on the
'defensive for. their own inherited rights, but
they also belIeved that it was their duty to do
their best for their country and the people en~rusted to their c~arge. But the long struggle,
m and out of ParlIament, by which Disraeli won
their faith and trust, exhausted his native force'
he was seventy years of age when he attained
sup~eme power, and too old to realise the dreams
of hIS youth. The romantic imagination of his
early life expressed itself in novels in which he
depicted the society of his time an'd its division
into two peoples, the people of wealth, property,
and culture, and the people of wage-earners in
town and country, which had grown up uncared
for an~ al~ost unknown, living upon the verge
of destItutIOn. He foresaw and almost predicted
the class hostility that must grow up unless
these two peoples came to know and understand
each other. He saw, or thought he saw, how the
best elements .in the wealthy classes might, if
they had the WIll and comprehension, direct and
control the new movements which other Victorian
statesm~n tho.ught were best left undirected.
He belIeved m the people, he believed in its
natural leaders; he did not believe in surrender
an~ compromise; he did not believe in stubborn
r~slst~nce .to invincible changes; he believed in
dIrectIOn, m leadership, in a Government which
should be loved and not hated. When he came
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to power it was too late; but with the ren:na~ts
of his force he did what he could for samtatIOn
and control of industry. Had he come to power
twenty years earlier he might have succeed~d,
he might have failed; but he w~ul? hav~ tned
to do what it was a matter of pnncIple.wIth the
middle classes to leave undone. He :nIght even
have conciliated the Irish people, whIch he was
better fitted to understand than any of his
contemporanes.
During the six years (I874-I~8o) of his
supreme power he used with a WIse economy
his remaining st;ength to re-establis~ the rightful
influence of Great Britain in the ~ffalrs of Europe
and the world. He may be sald to have. dIscovered the British Empire, which the mIddle
classes had carefully ignored with other troublesome responsibilities. He made ~nown, what
his ardent imagination could not fa~l ~o see, t~e
enormous strength that Great Bntam. had m
reserve through her world-wide possessIO~s and
self-governing dominions. He sent the Prmce of
W a Ies t00·India', he made the Queen assume
f
l'the
title of Empress of India. These acts 0 po ICY
may seem slight and unimportant; ~ut they
proved a new spirit, a new comprehensIOn; and
the minds of Britons all over the world were
awakened to a new sense of brotherhood, to a
new pride in our inheritance, and a ?ew pe~cep
tion of its possibilities. Our IndIan sub~e.cts
were raised in their own esteem by recogmtIOn
as fellow-citizens, and took pridelin the new and
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fitting dignity assumed by their distant ruler,
successor of Shah Jehan,. and Queen of all their
Kings.
THE RUSSO-TURKISH WAR

Disraeli's term of power was not to elapse
before the need arose to decide whether further
great changes were to take place in Europe, with
or without the voice of Britain being heard. In
1875 an insurrection broke out in Herzegovina,
owing to the exactions of the Turkish tax
collectors. It spread to Bosnia, and in 18 76
Serbia and Montenegro declared war on Turkey
on behalf of those provinces, whose race and
language were their own. A further rebellion
took place in Bulgaria, which was stamped out
by the Turks with indiscriminate massacres of
the inhabitants of the insurgent districts.
Gladstone declaimed against the II Bulgarian
atrocities"; Russia intervened to prevent the
conquest of the Serbian rebels; a European
conference was summoned, which recommended
self-government for Bulgaria, Bosnia, and
Herzegovina, under Turkish governors. The
Turks rejected these proposals, and Russia had
an excellent excuse for intervention on behalf of
the Christian subjects of Turkey. She made an
agreement (r877) for the passage of her troops
through Roumania, who shortly afterwards
declared war in alliance with Russia. The allies
were at first successful, but were afterwards held
up for six months at Plevna by the determined
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resistance of a Turkish force under Osman Pasha.
After the fall of Plevna Turkish resistance collapsed; and it appeared likely that the Russian
forces would proceed to the occupation of
Constantinople.
Constantinople is the most important naval
position in Europe; the Straits of Gibraltar and
the Sound probably come next. The Dardanelles,
as was proved in 1915, can easily be rendered
impregnable to naval attack, and their capture by
land forces is an operation of great military
difficulty. Thus the owners of Constantinople
not only can prevent all access to the Black Sea,
but have a secure base for naval action in the
eastern Mediterranean.
The opening of the
Suez Canal, in 1869, greatly increased the importance of this position, and Europe has tolerated
its possession by the Turks during the last hundred years only because they were not thought
likely to establish any formidable naval power.
If Russia occupied the city and straits, it might
prove impossible to dislodge her, and the direct
route to India by the Suez Canal would be
threatened.
Disraeli, since 1876 Earl of
Beaconsfield, took the risk of war as soon as this
danger appeared; he sent the fleet to Besika
Bay and into the Sea of Marmora, and prepared
to, land troops on Gallipoli.
It was a great
bluff, for Great Britain was not ready for a
great war, but he knew that Russia was exhausted and he relied on the jealousy of Austria.
This action mayor may not have prevented the
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occupation of Constantinople by the Russians.
At any rate, they stopped short and agreed with
,the Turks as to terms of peace by a treaty made
at San Stefano. This treaty would have made
Russia mistress of the Balkan Peninsula, through
the self-governing Balkan states that were to be
established. This aroused Austria, who had
always looked forward to the extension of her
power over the westward portion of the
peninsula. However, by the pressure of Great
Britain and other Powers, the Russians agreed
to discuss the terms of settlement at a European
Congress, which was held at Berlin in June,
1 87 8.
Great Britain was represented by Lord
Beaconsfield and Lord Salisbury, and the skill
and firmness of the aged statesman led to an
agreement on the terms which he desired.
The exact terms of the settlement are not of
importance; they were not durable nor perhaps
expected to be; seven years later they were
modified, with the consent of Great Britain, so as
to conform more nearly to the Treaty of San
Stefano. The Balkan States have never, since
1878, ceased to be a danger spot for Europe.
The occupation of Herzegovina and Bosnia by
~ustria, which was arranged at Berlin, led indIrectly to the War of I914. No means have
ever been devised to force the Turks to govern
Christians better; Armenian massacres, far
worse than any Bulgarian atrocities, have
occurred from time to time, and Europe has
appeared powerless. The jealousies of Austria
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GLADSTONE'S SECOND MINISTRY

and Russia have fostered disquiet and hostility
in the Balkan States; and the Balkan Wars of
1912 and 1913 were the direct forerunners of the
greater War of 1914. But this is only to say that
no statesman can make a plan which will work
after he is gone; constant vigilance and continued
action is needed to deal with events as they arise.
At this great emergency of r878 Beaconsfield did
what seemed to be necessary, and carried out his
will without war. No statesman has ever dealt
with Balkan troubles more effectually; British
interests have never been more skilfully defended.
In the height of the crisis Indian troops were
summoned to reinforce the garrison of Malta;
they were but seven thousand, but they showed
to the world a sample of the reserve resources of
the British Empire.

than effective; its action was transferred to the
Far East, where it led to the defensive alliance
between Japan and Great Britain in 1902. When,
I904, war broke out between Japan and Russia,
that alliance prevented the intervention of any
other European Power; and after that war was
over the growing sympathy between France and
Great Britain eventually led to a friendly understanding between Britain and Russia, the ally of
France.
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AFGHAN WAR

Beaconsfield had earned the hostility of Russia,
as he was no doubt aware, and it was quickly
felt. The Afghan War of 1878 was directly due
to the interference of Russia in Afghan intrigues,
but, troublesome as it was, it led to the firm
establishment of Abdul Rahman on the throne
of Afghanistan, who proved a steady and faithful friend of Britain; the frontiers dividing
Afghanistan from Russian territory were fixed
by agreement, and the collision of Russian troops
with Afghans at Penjdeh, in 1885, was not allowed
to lead to any serious result. The hostility of
Russia and Great Britain was more talked of
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Had Beaconsfield dissolved Parliament in
1878 he might have returned triumphantly to
power; but the disasters of 1879, in Afghanistan
and -in the war with the Zulus (p. 202), had
diminished his popularity. At the election of
1880 Gladstone's astonishing vigour and fiery
eloquence swept the Tories from power.
Beaconsfield retired and died in 1881. Gladstone
bad resigned the leadership of his party, but,
although he was seventy years of age, no other
man could aspire to lead the Liberal Party, and,
with real or feigned reluctance, he entered on his
second term of rule.
FIRST BOER WAR

Circumstances made it difficult for him to live
up to his principles-in South Africa, in Egypt,
and above all in Ireland. South Africa was
first colonised by the Dutch, with an infusion of
French Huguenot refugees. Their colony of the
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SOUTH AFRICA

Cape of Good Hope came under British rule in
1815. The Dutch colonists, stubborn, ignorant,
and fanatical, did not accept British policy for
the protection of the natives, or the other restrictions of our rule, and after 1836 many of them
migrated beyond the boundaries of the Cape
Colony, and eventually established the Transvaal
Republic and the Orange Free State, where they
governed themselves as seemed good in their
o\vn eyes. About 1877 the Boers, as they are
called-the name means peasants or farmersof the Transvaal were in great difficulties; their
government was bankrupt and they were
threatened by the powerful military confederation
of the Zulu tribes. The British Government,
mistaking the need of the Boers for their desire,
annexed the Transvaal Republic, and two years
later were themselves compelled to take action
against the Zulus, who, after they had annihilated
a British force at Isandhlwana, were crushed at
Ulundi. The Boers, thus liberated from their
pressing danger and relying on the sympathy of
their kinsmen in the Cape Colony, revolted
against British rule in 1880, and destroyed 600
men under Sir George Colley at Majuba Hill in
I88!. Gladstone's Government declined to press
the quarrel to a decision, and restored independence to the Transvaal, reserving only
control of the foreign relations of the Republic.
This conclusion may have been just; it certainly
was generous; but it led to disastrous results.
The Boers of the Transvaal were not destined

to retain their patriarchal seclusion, with their
flocks and their herds and their Kaffir servants
-almost slaves. In 1886 gold was discovered
i~ their country on the Witwatersrand; a great
incursion of British and other foreigners took
place, who in a few years outnumbered the
original population. This was not an industry
that could be carried out by adventurers digging
and washing gravel; it required organisation,
capital, power, and machinery, on a large scale.
The immigrants were tolerated and protected,
but they were not admitted to any share in the
government of the country. Hostility thus
increased between the primitive Boers and the
enterprising British. In Cape Colony a movement for self-government began in 1882, by the
formation of the Afrikander Bond or League of
South African Citizens. The objects of this
league were inconsistent with the aims of the
enterprising immigrants, who desired the
, expansion of British rule and fresh fields for the
pursuit of wealth and for colonisation. At the
head of this forward party was Cecil Rhodes, an
Englishman who had made a great fortune in
the diamond fields of Kimberley. In 1889 he
founded the British South Africa Company, to
exploit rights acquired by treaty from Lobengula,
King of the Matabele. In 1893 war broke out
with the Matabele, which was carried to a successful issue by the British settlers, and
Matabeleland came under the rule of Rhodes'
Company. Up to this time, by his consummate
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dexterity, Rhodes had kept on good terms with
the Afrikander Bond and was Prime Minister of
Cape Colony by their support. But Rhodes was,
or his lieutenants were, in a hurry to overthrow
Boer domination in the Transvaal, and at the end
of 1895 a raid started from the territory of the
Company to invade the Transvaal. The raid
failed ignominiously; Rhodes' influence with
the Afrikanders was destroyed; and a race war
of British and Dutch for supremacy in South
Africa became inevitable.
SECOND BOER WAR

The outbreak was delayed until I899, when
the British Government, represented by Lord
Milner as Governor of the Cape Colony, took up
the claims to political rights of British settlers
in the Transvaal. Paul Kruger, the President
of the Republic, felt that the time was come to
fight, since he did not intend to yield. He
addressed an ultimatum to the British which
they could not accept, and war began. No
doubt he placed too much reliance on the Cape
Dutch, who, although sympathetic, gave him
little active help. The Orange Free State, on
the other hand, threw in its lot with his. No
doubt he hoped for help from Europe, encouraged
by a telegram from the German Kaiser after the
raid of 1895, but British sea power shut out
interference. Europe was generally hostile to
our cause and our action, but the British seIfgoverning colonies supported us with their men
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and by their confidence that we were in the
right. Neither British nor Boers. foresaw the
duration or the burdens of the conflIct.
~ The war began, as our wars have so often
begun, with defeats. Noone, w~o was then of
age to know the significance of thmgs, can forget
that gloomy week of December, 1899, when the
three defeats of Magersfontein, Stormberg, and
Colen so, were announced. But efforts were
made proportionate to the danger. Roberts and
Kitchener were sent out; the sieges of Kimberley
and Ladysmith were raised, Pretoria was
occupied, and the Transvaal and the Orange
Free State were annexed (I900). However, a
long row still remained to be hoed; the Boer
forces broke up into mobile units, which slipped
away when pressed but seized every chance to
inflict a sudden blow. We found it difficult to
deal with their method of fighting or to emulate
their speed of movement, aided by their know. ledge of the country. But area after area was
, gradually cleared and occupie~ with bloc.khouses
and barbed wire fences; untIl at last, III May,
19 02 , the Boer leaders accepted defeat and
surrendered their independence.
THE UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA

After victory we could afford to be generous
and trustful, and in 1906-7 self-government was
given to the Transvaal and the Orange S~ate.
By good-will and mutual res~ect on both SIdes
friendly relations were established, and in 190 9
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THE STORY OF EGYPT

the Cape Colony, Natal, the Transvaal, and the
Orange State, were united by common consent
unde~- ~ne Cons~itution as a great self-governing
DommIOn, formmg part of the British Empire.
In 19I4 a few of our irreconcilable enemies
seized the chance to raise rebellion, but the vast
majority stood by us, and conquered for themselves German South-west Africa, and for the
EI?pire German East Africa. The hostility of
?utch and British has not quite died down; but
It seems to be confined to a minority. The
conflict may have been inevitable; British rule
gives freedom to development, to commercial
and industrial enterprise; it aspires to give
protecti?n to the native tribes against unprovoked
aggressIOn; the Boers detested change and what
we sometimes call progress, and desired a free
hand with the natives, whose rights they did
~ot ack!:owledge.
But lack of policy and
timely wisdom cost .us and our opponents many
thousands of good hves, and more treasure than
the mines of Kimberley and the Witwatersrand
are worth or will ever produce.

left his work half done. Egyptian civilisation
is perhaps the oldest in the world; Egyptian
wealth has been coveted by many conquerors.
Egypt was conquered by the Persians, by the
Greeks, by the Romans, by the Arabs, and last
of all, before ourselves, by the Turks. Early in
the nineteenth century, when the Turkish power
was falling to pieces, Mehemet Ali established an
unauthorised supremacy in Egypt, and massacred
the Mamelukes, whose military rule had preceded
and succeeded the incursion of Napoleon.
Mehemet and his successors ruled the country
as Khedives-that is, Princes-under the Sultan,
to whom they gave bribes and tribute, but were
practically independent. This family of Khedives
developed the resources of Egypt by the help of
French and other European engineers and
administrators. The greatest of their works
was the building of the Suez Canal, opened in
1869. The last who ruled without foreign control was Ismail (1863-79), who, finding it easy to
borrow money in Europe to pay for his extravagant pleasures and display, mortgaged his
country to foreign financiers. To save Egypt
and the foreign bond-holders from ruin, France
and England stepped in. Ismail was deposed,
and Tewfik, his son, reigned in his stead under the
Dual Control of France and England. But the
rule of foreigners was distasteful; and in 1882,
Arabi, the War Minister, raised rebellion.
British interests in Egypt, and especially in the
Suez Canal, were too great to be sacrificed.
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EGYPT

It was contrary to Gladstone's principles to
fight the Boers; to set them free was consistent
with his views. Disraeli might have conquered
Egypt as a matter of policy; Gladstone drifted
into it; having conquered it, he deluded himself
and others with hopes that he would soon shake
off this inconvenient obligation, and therefore he
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While the Powers were debating, a British
bombarded Arabi's forts at Alexandria,
landed marines to prevent a massacre
Europeans. France was invited to assist
restoring order but declined; and a
force, under Sir Garnet Wolseley, invaded
country and destroyed the rebel army at Tel E1
Kebir.
Then resulted a curious situation. Tewfik,
Khedive, was restored to nominal power,
carried out the orders of the British Agent, who
was supported by a small British army, paid for
by Egypt. An Egyptian army was raised and
trained under a British Commander-in-Chief.
But there was not only Egypt proper to be
considered; there was also the Sudan to be
administered, which had been conquered by
Mehemet Ali, who founded Khartoum and established his power as far as Kordofan. Egypt's
prosperity, even her existence, depends upon the
Nile; the Sudan controls the upper waters
the Nile, and is therefore necessary to the
of Egypt.~ In this southern province a Mo
medan prophet, known as the Mahdi, raised.a
rebellion and proclaimed his mission to
..
Egypt (I88r). In 1883 an Egyptian force
Hicks was sent to subdue him, but
miserably. The British Government
and would gladly have avoided, any resuv.u,,.un
for the Sudan, but there were Egyptian
in the country whose lives were in danger.
1884 a force under Valentine Baker,
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from Suakim to relieve the garrison of Tohar,
was cut to pieces. British troops were sent, who
avenged this defeat, but were not allowed to
proceed far from their base. All that was done
in the Sudan was done unwillingly, and therefore
badly and too late.
The British Government had decided to abandon
the Sudan, and desired to evacuate the garrisons.
Charles Gordon had been Governor of the Sudan
from 1874-9 for Ismail, and now accepted the
mission to go to the Sudan to collect and to
withdraw the troops. When he reached this
province, he either misunderstood his instructions, which were indeed obscure and even
contradictory, or elected not to obey them.
While he was arguing with his superiors the
insurrection overwhelmed Berber; and Khartoum
was thus cut off from Egypt. It was ndw
impossible to evacuate the garrisons, and a relief
expedition was necessary unless Gordon was to
,be left to his fate. Months were wasted before
the expedition was authorised, and when at
length it struggled up the Nile, its forerunners
found that two days before they reached the
neighbourhood of Khartoum the forces of the
Mahdi had entered the city and Gordon had been
slain.
For many years the Sudan was left to the
tender mercies of the Mahdi's successors and
their fanatical dervishes. Meanwhile, Egypt was
slowly restored to prosperity by honest, patient,
and firm government. The intention to leave it
p
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was from time to time announced but never
fulfilled. The burdens of the peasants were
greatly reduced; yet the revenue increased and
debt was paid off. Peace and security improved
cultivation. At length, in 1896, the decision was
taken to reconquer the Sudan. The task was
carried out by Kitchener, commander-in-chief to
the Khedive, with British and Egyptian troops.
Careful preparations and the construction of
railways were required for every step. The
advance was first made to Dongola, 1896. In
r898 a strong force of Dervishes was defeated on
the Atbara river, and later in the same year a
great battle was fought at Omdurman, when the
Dervisheswere completely crushed and Khartoum
was occupied. Meanwhile, a French force under
Colonel Marchand, starting from Senegal, had
reached Fashoda, on the Nile, 300 miles to the
south of Khartoum. There was some danger of
a conflict between the British and the French,
but everything was satisfactorily arranged, largely
because of the firmness and tact displayed by
Kitchener.
During the time of British occupation Egypt
and the Sudan have been greatly developed. The
barrage on the Nile below Cairo was strengthened
and perfected for irrigation, and another at Assuan
was built, which has immensely increased the
area fertilised by the annual floods. The channel
of the White Nile has been cleared for navigation.
If prosperity and order are the main ends of
government, the British rule in Egypt bas been

a noteworthy success. During the Great War
Egypt was the base, the resting place, the training
ground, of countless troops, and thence our forces
';t length advanced to the conquest of Syria and
Palestine. The country benefited greatly by the
high prices obtained for its produce, and was
entirely free from the ravages of war. Yet at no
time has there been greater unrest and discontent. And now, in pursuance of our general
policy to entrust our dependencies with responsibility for their own government, we have given
to the Egyptians the control of their affairs,
reserving to ourselves only such military and
political control as is necessary to safeguard the
Suez Canal. Thus, after nearly forty years, our
many promIses of evacuation seem likely to be
fulfilled.
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CONCLUSION

The Crimean War broke the long period of
European peace.
In the succeeding fifteen
years Italy won her freedom and established a
national kingdom. Austria was defeated, and
Germany was united as an Empire. France was
crushed and humiliated. In all these events
British statesmen preserved a disinterested
neutrality. But the advent of Disraeli to power,
in 1874, changed the direction of our national
thoughts and ambitions, and the settlement of
the Russo-Turkish War, in r878, was not regarded as a matter in which we had no concern.
Disraeli revealed the latent resources of the
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control the forces that are constantly deflecting
the statesman from the path of rectitude. Thus,
among the statesmen who stand forth in history,
we can find but few who deserve to be called
good.
Honesty I good faith, steadfastness, courage,
are the great principles of statesmanship which
are valid at all times and in all places. But
every statesman adopts for his personal guidance
certain rules of conduct to which others may
attach less importance, and which may not be
right and wise in all circumstances. Among the
principles held by Gladstone were belief in the
sanctity of free contract between man and man I
belief in the justice and validity of the ordinary
law and the constitution of these kingdoms, and
a high reverence for the Church of England. In
the troubles with Ireland, which were the most
serious that he had to face, he was obliged to
abandon or modify all these principles. To
understand how he was forced from his convictions we must look back upon the history of
Ireland.

authority; three quarters of all the land of
Ireland had been taken from its owners and
occupiers and given to English and Scotch
~ landlords and settlers. The new colonists were
Protestants, and they were introduced into that
country to hold and control it in the interests of
England. There was an Irish Parliament, in
which Protestants alone were represented; but
this Parliament was subordinate to the Parliament
of Britain, which could and did make laws
binding upon Ireland, as for instance when they
forbade the export of wool and woollen goods
from Ireland, except to England, and placed
prohibitive duties upon them when exported to
England. There was an Irish Church, which
took the Irish tithe, but it was a Protestant
Church,;and the native Irish, including those of the
old families which had retained their lands, were
Catholic, and continued to be Catholic in spite of
laws which excluded Catholics from every office
and profession, and placed even their possessi~ns
at the mercy of informers. The best of the IrIsh
gentry went abroad and took service under
foreign kings.
The land acquired by the settlers was given to
the grazing of cattle and of sheep; and only the
bogs and moorlands were left to the Irish cotters,
where they raised scanty crops of potatoes or
oats. But the Protestant colonists themselves
soon came to resent the interference of the
British Parliament, which neglected Ireland,
except when British interests were concerned,
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IRELAND IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

The earlier history of Ireland is briefly but
sufficiently sketched in Volume II, pp 145-150.
By the end of the seventeenth century the
conquest of Ireland was complete. The clans,
in which the Irish, like the Scotch, were originally
grouped and governed, had been completely
broken up; the native chiefs had lost their
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and in 1777 rejected a bill to give Ireland greater
liberty to trade abroad.
GRATTAN'S PARLIAMENT.

In 1778 France, in alliance with the revolted
American colonies, made war on Britain. Ireland
was at the mercy of invasion, and seized the
excuse to raise bodies of Volunteers. Catholics
were not allowed by law to bear arms, so the
Volunteers were all Protestants, but they 'were
Irishmen and resented the restrictions on Irish
trade imposed by Britain. The Irish Parliament
passed an address in favour of freedom to export
Irish manufactures, and, recognising that it was
impossible to coerce the Irish people now in
arms, the British Parliament passed laws giving
to Ireland freedom of export and a share in
colonial trade on equal terms. But Ireland was
not content. In her name Henry Grattan
demanded legislative independence, which was
granted in the fullest form by the British Parliament in 1782, and for sixteen years Ireland
enjoyed Home Rule. But the British Government could still control the Irish Parliament by
corruption, and the Reform of Parliament, which
was demanded by the patriots and the Volunteers,
was rejected by an Irish Parliament of nominees,
pensioners, and placemen. Pitt offered to Ireland
a commercial treaty, which was unwisely rejected,
but laws were passed encouraging agriculture
in Ireland, and thus Ireland was enabled to
profit by the demand of England for food-stuffs,
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which increased as her population and her
manufactures increased, and when other foreign
s}lpplies were cut off by the French wars of
I 793- 18 I 5,
In two generations Ireland was
transformed from a grazing country, which imported corn, to a land where great quantities of
corn were grown for export. The years from
r;84, when the Irish Corn Laws were passed,
until 1846, when the British Corn Laws were
repealed, were the most prosperous that Ireland
had knm/iTD. Since I846 the land of Ireland has
gradually come again to be used more and more
for grazing and less and less for corn.
THE UNION OF IRELAND TO GREAT BRITAIN

~~Grattan's

Parliament, as it is called after its
~ost brilliant member, was weak and irresolute,
not so much because it was Protestant as because
it could be swayed through its pensioners and
placemen. In 179I a movement began outside of
Parliament, initiated by Wolfe Tone, a Protestant
lawyer, for the reform of Parliament and the
grant of all political rights to Catholics. A
Society of United Irishmen was formed to further
these ends. The movement was part of the great
democratic wave which produced the American
Revolution and the French Revolution (Chapters
II and III above), but it was also inspired by
hatred of England, the ruthless conqueror, whose
power maintained Protestant rule in Ireland.
Grattan was a Conservative and feared democracy,
but the movement passed beyond his control.
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Pitt was favourable to the Catholics, and allowed
Acts to pass, in 1792 and 1793, which swept away
almost all the cruel laws which forbade Catholics
to own land, to exercise professions or act as
magistrates, and to educate their children as they
pleased. Catholics received the right to vote for
Members of Parliament, but were not permitted
to sit in Parliament. These concessions might
have brought peace and content but for the
French war. The United Irishmen thought that
a French invasion might lead to the independence
of Ireland, and some, at any rate, plotted with
the enemy. The Catholics desired admission to
Parliament; Pitt was inclined to grant this; but
George III declared his unalterable determination
to forbid it. Disorder spread in Ireland; repression led to insurrection; and at length, in
I798, an armed but futile rebellion broke out.
It was easily and severely suppressed, but the
danger was proved by two French in vasitlns
which followed close upon its suppression. For
greater safety it was decided to unite the Government and Parliament of Ireland with those of
England. The Union was carried through, in
1800, by the means of government then usual
in Ireland, that is to say, by corruption. It was
agreed that Ireland should pay two-seventeenths
towards Imperial expenditure. The proportion
at that time was probably generous, but the
calculation was at all times difficult, and in 18
the arrangement was abandoned, and thence,..
forward the revenue of both countries
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raised by similar taxes and paid into one
Exchequer. After I846, as Ireland declined in
/ wealth and population, the taxes which were fair
for England and Scotland were probably heavier,
as a rule, than Ireland could be justly expected to
pay.
In 1707 Scotland was united to England. In
1715 and 1745 there were risings in Scotland on
behalf of the exiled Stewarts, and the King's
Government in Scotland \vas not always merciful.
The Scotch have a strong national feeling; they
are proud and quarrelsome and are not inclined
to su bmit to oppression. Yet it must be admitted
that the Union with Scotland has been a success,
and Scotland has been content and prosperous
under the rule which suits England. The
Union with Ireland, on the other hand, has
always been a failure. Even when Ireland was
more prosperous, and Catholics had been admitted
to Parliament (I829-1846), O'Connell and his
movement for Repeal of the Union united the
great mass of Irishmen. Since that time all
measures, however wise and generous, designed
to remove Irish grievances and conciliate Irish
affection, have failed. To-day (1922), when all
that Ireland seems to us to need is hers if she
will or can accept it, there is an irreconcilable
minority prepared to proceed to all extremes.
The following seem to be the reasons for the
failure of the Irish Union.
Irish memories are long. Ireland was imperfectly conquered until the seventeenth century.
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Then she "vas barshly subdued, and despoiled of
her lands. She was Catholic by temperament
and by aversion from England and from the
faith that England had adopted. She was put for
a hundred and fifty years under the rule of
Protestants, for the most part aliens who had
entered on the confiscated lands, and religious
hatred on both sides was added to the resentment of the conquered and despoiled towards the
conquerors and despoilers. For about a hundred
years (say I690-1782) the laws made on her
behalf: by England were framed, not for the
benefit of Ireland but of England. During the
last hundred and fifty years, and specially during
the last fifty years, we have endeavoured to
legislate for the benefit of Ireland; but none of
our gifts, and some have been very great, have
won for us any gratitude. They may understand us; they are a clever people and perhaps
they do, but hatred and resentment prev~t
sympathy; we do not, it would seem that we
cannot, understand them, and that perhaps is
the principal cause of our failure. Of all the
tasks that fate has imposed upon us, the task of
dealing with Ireland, either by kindness or by
force, is that in which we have most pitifully
failed.
IRELAND FROM O'CONNELL TO GLADSTONE

The repeal of the Corn Laws, in 1846, completed
the disaster of the famine of f 845-7. The failure
of the potato crops starved the people; the loss
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of preference for Irish corn in British markets
completed their ruin. Emigration was their only
pope. In I846 the population of Ireland was
about 8,300,000.
In 185 I it had fallen to
6,552,000, in r86I to 5,798,000, and in 19II, in
spite of generous legislation, it was only 4,390,000.
A very large proportion of the emigrants went
to the United States, where many of them
prospered greatly, and almost all preserved the
traditional hatred of England, to whom they
attributed their exile in addition to the other
wrongs of their nation. Desire to propitiate the
Irish voters has often made American policy
towards England unfriendly, when it might have
been indifferent or even friendly.
During this dismal period there was frequent
disorder, coercive measures were needed from
time to time, and in 1865 a movement was started
in America to win by force the independence of
Ireland. The secret Society of Fenians was
formed, taking the name by which the native
population was known in ancient history. In
1866 the danger appeared so great that the
Habeas Corpus Act was suspended in Ireland,
and the Government were thus enabled to
imprison without trial those whom they suspected
of crime or sedition. Fenians, in I866, invaded
Canada from the United States; in 1867 there
was a Fenian rising at Chester, and in the rescue
of Fenian prisoners at Manchester a police officer
was killed. A little later a prison was blown
up at Clerkenwell to aid the escape of Fenians
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confined therein. Gladstone was in opposition
at the time; he moved, as a remedy for Irish
discontent, the disestablishment of the Irish
Church, and carried his resolution in the House
of Commons.

existing bishops and clergy; what was left of
the property of the Church he assigned to
undefined purposes of charity and public relief,
but not to religion. He destroyed a wrong, but
he did not restore a right. And therefore this
great measure, which must have been deeply
repugnant to him as a loyal Churchman, failed
to touch Irish feeling. Ireland was not pacified.
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In 1868 Gladstone became Prime Minister,
with the mission, as he said, to pacify Ireland.
The whole of his career as head of the Government was largely occupied with this endeavour,
but he did not succeed, and no one can be sure
that he would have succeeded even if he had
been allowed to carry through his policy. The
Irish Church was a branch of the English
Protestant Church; it was governed by the
same beliefs and traditions; it drew the tithes of
Ireland and held the lands of the Irish Church;
it held the original parishes and the original
Cathedrals, although not more than twelve pe)"
cent. of the whole population were Anglicans.
N either the Roman Catholics of the three
southern provinces nor the Presbyterians of
Ulster had any share in the primitive endowments of the ancient Church of Ireland, or any
countenance from the State. This was indeed
a grievance, and Gladstone determined to
abolish it, but he could not restore to the Irish
Catholics the endowments which they regarded
as their right. He made the landlords buyout
the tithe; he took over the lands of the Church
for the State; he gave compensation to the
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Gladstone was dimly aware that Irish peasants,
whose forefathers had owned the land which
their posterity cultivated on sufferance, were
not happily placed. They could at any time be
dismissed from their farms. Whereas in England the landlord provided for his tenants the
house and farm buildings, supplied gates and
fences, and often assisted the tenants to drain
the land and carry out other improvements, the
Irish tenant had to do all these things for
himself, and if he improved the land the rent
might be, and often was, raised on his improvements. Moreover, in England there are many
industries; no one is forced to be a farmer or
starve; in most parts of Ireland there were few
industries but that of farming; the tenant who
lost his farm was in peril of complete destitution.
Many of the Irish landlords had their homes in
England; they did not know their tenants nor
spend their income in the neighbourhood; the
farmer was left to agents and rent collectors.
Many of the Irish landlords in the bad times had
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sold their lands, which had been bought by
speculators, who, without scruple, used all their
legal powers to increase their income. It was
long before Gladstone fully understood the
magnitude of this problem, but before he had
done with it he was obliged to abandon his
principle of freedom of contract.
He made a beginning in 1870, when he forced
the landlord who evicted a tenant, otherwise
than for failure to pay his rent, to compensate
him for the improvements he had made. Eleven
years later (I 88 I), since things had grown
worse instead of better, after trying another
partial remedy which the Lords defeated, he was
forced to grant what the Irish tenants had been
asking for thirty years-fair rent, fixity of tenure,
and free sale, the" three F's." The tenant was
to have the right to apply to a Land Court to fix
a fair rent for his land. He could not be
removed from his holding, save for failure to pay
his rent-that is fixity of tenure. Moreover, if
he left his farm he could sell his right of tenancy
for such money as it might fetch-that is the
meaning of free sale. So far was Gladstone
driven from the principle of free contract. And
yet Ireland was not pacified.
The best solution lay in another directionby making the tenant the owner of his land.
John Bright urged that measure in I 870, and
certain timid action was taken afterwards from
time to time on these lines. But in I903 George
Wyndham persuaded Parliament to advance
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money, year by year, up to a hundred million
pounds, so that tenants could buy their land by
agreement with their landlords, borrowing the
money from the State and repaying it with
interest over a long term of years. Landlords
were glad to sell, since they had had so much
trouble; and thus, before the War, a very large
proportion of Irish tenants were buying up the
land they held, and yet paying annually a less
sum than they had previously paid in rent.
Nevertheless, in spite of prosperity, in spite of
great profits made during the War, the Irish
were not, and are not, pacified.

HOME RULE AND PARNELL

In the course of his struggles with the Irish
question, Gladstone came to think that the true
remedy for Irish discontent was to grant to the
Irish the management of their own affairs.
Repeal, O'Connell called it; Home Rule was the
newer term, adopted in 1870 by the Irish party
under the leadership of Isaac Butt. For some
years Butt proposed an annual resolution for
Home Rule in the House of Commons, but he
was not vigorous enough to make much impression, and about 1877 one of his followers
Charles Stewart Parnell, broke loose from his
control, and with one or two associates proceeded to make the business of Parliament
impossible by persistent discussion and every
kind of obstruction. Parnell was a landlord and
Q
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a Protestant, a fanatical Irishman, and, althoucrh
ignorant of Irish history, consumed \;llith a bit;er
hatred of England, which came to him, at least
in part, from his Irish-American mother. He
soon dominated all his Irish colleagues and became
the recognised leader of the Irish Home Rule
party.
He entered into alliance with the
American Fenian Society, kno"ll1 as the Clan-na_
Gael, although he carefully avoided any direct
knowledge of, or any share in, their criminal
acts. In 1879 a bad harvest created great
discontent in Ireland, and the Irish Land League
was formed to protect the interests of the Irish
tenant farmers. Parnell mistrusted the Land
L.eague, but used it for his purposes. It gave
hIm power over the whole farming class, which
he could not otherwise have gained. It was he
who sugg~sted to them the device of excluding
from all mtercourse, whether of business or
private life, those who offended against the
un.w~itten law of the Land League, either by
eVIctmg tenants or by taking the land of those
evicted, or by any other action. This was first
tried on a Captain Boycott and is still known as
"Boycotting." In all his policy Parnell showed
a singular skill in using every group of men who
could serve his purpose, going with them just so
far as he thought fit, but no further. He was
aloof, cold, implacable, and governed his followers
by force of his ruthless personality. He was
not a good speaker, but often more stirring than
the greatest orator, by his direct and practical

words and the icy passion with which he drove
them home.
~ Gladstone's Land Act of I88r was coupled
with two Crimes Acts, giving Government
exceptional power to deal with violence and
disorder. Parnell and his followers fought the
Crimes Acts till they were ejected from the
House. They regarded the Land Act with
distrust, and Gladstone suspected them of plotting
to frustrate it. Eventually Parnell and some of
his colleagues were put in prison, but crime
increased while they were shut up. By an
informal agreement Parnell engaged to aid in
pacifying the country, on condition that measures
were taken to relieve tenants from the burden of
arrears of rent. This was known as the Kilmainham treaty, because it was arranged in Kilmainham gaol. Forster, the Chief Secretary for
Ireland, resigned, and Lord Frederick Cavendish
was charged with the new policy of conciliation.
On his arrival in Dublin, May 6th, 1882, he and
the Under-Secretary were murdered in the
Phoenix Parle This was a great shock to
Parnell, whose ruthlessness did not extend to
murder. The Land Act was put into operation,
and gave satisfaction; the arrears were dealt
with; crime was put down; and up to 1885
conditions in Ireland gradually improved.
When Gladstone resigned (1885) and Lord
S~lisbury came into power, the new Lord
LIeutenant, Lord Carnarvon, favoured some form
of Home Rule, and led Parnell to hope that the
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Conservatives might grant it. In the General
Election of 1885 the Irish vote in Great Britain
was cast on the Conservative side.

broke out Home Rule was postponed by consent;
the experiment was thought too risky, since
Ireland, if unfriendly, could have been used by
the Germans to our great danger and detriment.
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THE HOME RULE BILL

When Gladstone returned to power, in 1886,
he had no majority \vithout the Irish Parnellites,
who numbered eighty-six. He announced his
intention of bringing in a Bill for Irish Home
Rule and a Bill for the purchase of Irish Land.
But he reckoned without his own followers.
Joseph Chamberlain, Lord Hartington, and
others, refused to support him, and the Home
Rule Bill was defeated on the second reading.
This broke up the Liberal Party for twenty
years. The dissentient Liberals took the name
of Liberal Unionists, and for twenty years
worked "with the Conservatives, and their
influence with the country was such as to win
for the Unionist allies victory in the fresh
Election of 1886. Gladstone, with the Irish, won
a small majority in r892, and passed a Home
Rule Bill through the House of Commons, but
the House of Lords rejected it and Great Britain
acquiesced; as far as we can tell, with relief and
approval, for in 1895 the Unionists came into
power again, and remained in power till 1906,
when the Liberal party was returned by an
enormous majority. But even then they did not
venture to bring forward a Home Rule Bill, and
it was not until 1914 that an Act for Irish Home
Rule was put on the Statute Book. When war

RESULTS OF THE HOME RULE CONTROVERSY

The main result of the Home Rule controversy
was to break up the Liberal party. Another
consequence was a great increase in the prestige
and self-confidence of the House of Lords. They
felt, and probably with truth, that in 1893 they
had more truly interpreted the feeling of the
British people than the House of Commons.
This ultimately led to their discomfiture, as we
shall see.
FATE OF PARNELL

The policy of the Conservative party, in 1886,
"as announced by Lord Salisbury, was resolute
government for Ireland. Under Mr. Balfour,
as Chief Secretary, crime and disorder were
firmly suppressed, and severity was accompanied
by wise measures of relief. More money was
supplied for the purchase of land by the tenants,
additional lands were purchased and allotted to
the tenants of overcrowded districts, and light
railways were constructed to give means of
transport of farm produce from remote areas.
But the political situation was saved, from the
English point of view, by the fall of Parnell, the
most resolute and capable leader that the Irish
have ever found. About 1888 a vigorous attempt
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was made by the Times ne\vspaper to ruin
Parnell by systematic and detailed accusations of
connivance at crime. These charges became so
grave that it was thought necessary to hold a
judicial enquiry, which was continued for more
than a year, and found, in fact, rather against
than for Parnell. But Parnell himself gained
public sympathy when it was shown that the
worst of all the charges-that of approval of the
Phoenix Park murders-was based on a forged
letter.
The forger confessed his crime and
committed suicide; and Parnell came off with
flying colours. But no sooner had he escaped
this ordeal than he was summoned to the Divorce
Court, and a charge of adultery was proved
against him.
Gladstone, yielding to the feeling of a large
part of his followers, declared that he could not
act with the Irish Party if Parnell continued to
be leader. After a stern and unflinching contest,
Parnell was deserted by the chief part of his
colleagues. He retained the love and obedience
of a great section of the Irish people; but the
Irish party in Parliament was broken up into
Parnellites and Anti-Parnellites, and after a
feverish struggle to recover his ascendancy he
died in 1891, broken down by fatigue and
despair.
KILLING HOME RULE BY KlNDNESS

When peace and order had been restored, the
Conservatives proceeded, with more and more
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satisfaction, on the conciliatory policy of"A:tl:ur
r ur
The Unionists had hopes of. kIllmg
•
r
Ba l10
Home Rule by kin?ne~s," and thIS po ICY
/
l1ed its consummatIOn m the Land Purchase
reaCL
b
)
Act of George \Vyndham (1903, p. 224 a ov.e .
But when George Wyndham began to dally wIth
rorm of Home Rule, which he called
SOlne I
.
Devolution, it was seen that the old passIOns
were still ready to burst into flame, and he was
driven from power.
DIFFICULTIES OF HOME RULE

Home Rule was indeed very difficult.. If an
Irish Parliament were establish~d, were IrIshmen
still to sit in the Imperial Parliament: If ~~ey
did, then they would have a voice in s~ttlmg Bn tl.sh
affairs, while we had no power to mterfere wIth
theirs. If they did not, they were cut off f~om all
hare in the common policy of the natIOn as
~egards foreign affairs, trade policy, and ev~n
peace and war. The one plSln was suggested III
1882, the other in 1893, and .both we.re attacked
until each in turn appeared mdefenslble. Were
the Irish to control their own Customs and
Excise? If they did, they might not only
escape the burdens which Br~tons ~ave to bear,
but they might put on protectIve dutles to exclude
British trade. If we retained control of Customs
and Excise, how were we to back up our tax
collectors who never are popular anywhere, a~d
would be' trebly unpopular as British agents III
Ireland, unless we coulclbe sure of the support
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of magistrates, police, and judges, and ultimately
of the Irish Parliament? Without the same
support, how could we secure that in peace our
Army and Navy should have due facilities and
honour in Ireland, and that in war our enemies
might not receive comfort and aid, secret or open?
The Home Rulers were not content with a part of
Ireland; they desired the whole and declined to
divide the nation. But Belfast and the four
surrounding counties-the richest, the most
populous, and the most industrious part of
Ireland, are determined to maintain independence
of the Catholic majority, even to the point of
civil war.
English people have no notion of
the religious animosity of Irish Presbyterians
towards Catholics, but the feeling is not wholly
religious.
The Protestants of Ireland have
been for centuries in a position of ascendancy;
the Protestants of Ulster fear the reprisals of
the Catholic majority. And yet all difficulties
might have been surmounted, all risks might
be hopefully taken, if we could believe that
by any course of action whatever we may secure
the affection and trust of the Irish people.
Thus our crimes and our errors of the past come
home to us, and all that we have done, and may
do, to convince the Irish of our goodwill seems
to be of no a vaiL We are like the man in the
proverb, who holds a wolf by his ears; he can
neither retain his hold for ever, nor can he safely
release it. We have now tried the experiment of
releasing the wolf; the result remains to be seen.

LATEST DEVELOPMENTS
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SINN FEIN

In the last years before the War a movement
~rose in Ireland that was called Sinn Fein, which
means Ii \Ve ourselves." It is difficult to say
anything definite about it, except that it began in
a desire for the fullest recognition and expression
of independent Irish nationality, and culminated
in the demand for an Irish Republic and
complete separation. It was at first led by highminded patriots; it was no doubt contaminated
by ruffians and the gloomy apostles of hate.
The War gave its worst elements their opportunities; hence the abortive rising in Dublin
(Easter, I9I6), and the campaign of assassination
in 1920-2, which differs only from the Fenian
campaign in that it seems to be purely political
in its aims and not to be prompted by the
discontent of a poor and oppressed peasantry.
It received no doubt an impulse from the
expressed intention to enforce conscription in
Ireland, which should either have been carried
out or never announced. But we know very
little about the inwardness of Sinn Fein, partly
because the facts are not published, partly
because it works in secret and keeps its own
counseL We end this section of the Irish story
as we have ended others. Ireland is not, and
has never been, pacified. Who can tell whether
it might have been pacified if Home Rule had
been granted in 1882, or in 1893, or in 1914?
While I write Ulster has accepted a liberal
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IMPERIAL POLICY

measure of Home Rule, and Southern Ireland
has been granted self-government on terms
similar to those of Canada and Australia; it
remains to be seen whether the majority, who
desire peace and order, will be able to control
the violent and irreconcilable minority.

self-government was introduced into Ireland in
r89 8. By Acts of 1897 and I900, employers
were made liable for compensation to workmen
,~ho suffered injury in the course of their employment; an attempt was made to deal with
disputes concerning wages by the Conciliation
Act of I903, and another Act of the same year
aimed at the improvement of housing. In social
policy the
nionist p~rt~ was cautiou~, but
neither neglrgent nor mdifferent; and, smce a
great majority in the House of Lords belonged
to that party, the measures of the Unionist
Government were, as a rule, favourably received
in that House.
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The controversy about Home Rule brought the
Tories into power in I886; it kept them in power
until I906, except for the three years 1892-1895,
during which the Liberals were in office with a
majority of not more than forty, dependent upon
Irish support. After fusion with the Liberal
Unionists, in r895, the Tories took the name of
Unionists, because their main principle of policy
was the maintenance of the Union of Great
Britain and Ireland. Their Conservative principles were mitigated by the influence of vigorous
Liberal allies, of whom Joseph Chamberlain
was the chief. They introduced and carried
considerable measures of reform. Education in
elementary schools was made free in 189 I, and
in 1902 a great Act was passed by Mr. Arthur
Balfour, bringing all the elementary schools of
England and Wales under the elected Councils
of counties and cities, and giving those Councils
power and resources to establish higher schools
and to assist Universities. Similar, but not
identical measures, were put in force for Scotland,
and authorities were set up for Irish educatioq.
Technical education was also developed. Local
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But,in accordance with the tradition established
by Disraeli, the leading purpose of the Unionist
party was to maintain the power and dignity of
the nation throughout the world, and to develop
the resources of our great Empire. This policy
was carried out by skilful handling of the
European Powers, and by encouraging the
friendly independence of our self-governing
Dominions. From the time that Lord Salisbury
became Prime Minister (1886), until his retirement in 1902, foreign policy was his main business. During this time Europe was gradually
,separating itself into two great camps. On the
one hand, the Triple Alliance of Austria,
Germany, and Italy, was gradually consolidated
(1887 onwards). This alliance, so far as Germany
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DIVISION OF AFRICA

was concerned, was intended to keep both France
and Russia in check; so far as Austria was concerned, it was chiefly directed against Russia
Austria's rival for influence in the Bal1{a~
Peninsul~. .Italy was induced to join chiefly by
commerCIal Jealousy of France; the alliance
served al~o to protect Italy against the hostility
of Austna. Thus France and Russia drifted
together (I889 onwards). It was LOTdSalisbury's
policy to keep free from any binding engagement
with either of the two groups, to remain on good
terms with both groups, so far as possible, and
to maintain the rights and claims of Britain
against all encroachment. During the Liberal
administration of 1892-5 Lord Rosebery, as
Foreign Minister, afterwards as Premier,
followed the lines adopted by Lord Salisbury.

of Siam by France \vas threatened, which would
have given us a powerful, and at that time an
unfriendly, neighbour to Upper Burma, which
~ve had annexed in I886.
This question was
amicably settled in 1896, and the independence
of Siam \vas secured. But the lust of European
powers for foreign possessions vvas chiefly
excited by the vast undeveloped territories of
Africa. Bismarck was opposed to colonial
enterprise, but the ambition of his people was
too strong for him, and about 1885 friction arose
through German annexation of African lands in
which Britain had or claimed an interest. Lord
Salisbury took this matter firmly but peaceably
in hand, and by agreements between the Powers
almost the whole of Africa was portioned out
(r885-91).
The Germans acquired important
territories in East Africa, South-west Africa,
the Cameroons, and Togoland. The French
obtained, besides Madagascar, almost the whole
of North-west Africa, excepting Morocco and
the German and British possessions on the Gulf
of Guinea. The British secured the rich and
populous country on the lower Niger, the whole
territory from Mombasa to the mouth of the
Nile, the island of Zanzibar, and a block of land
from the southern extremity of Lake Tanganyika
to the northern frontier of the Transvaal Republic. Heligoland, an island off the German
coast, was given to buy off German claims to
Zanzibar. Morocco came under French protectorate in 191 I, and Tripoli was conquered by

AFRICA

The jealousy of France was provoked by the
British dominion in Egypt, which, in 1898, was
consolidated by the conquest of the Soudan.
But although minor quarrels frequently arose
between France and Britain, culminating in the
Marchand Expedition (p. 2 10), and ill-feeling was
almost continuous between the two countries,
every danger of a serious breach was successfully
avoided. The French occupation of Tunisia, in
1881, was regarded by Britain with a favourable
eye. The French possessions in Indo-China
were increased, in 1885, by the annexation of
Tonkin and Assam. But in 1893 the SUbjugation
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Italy from Turkey in 19I1-12. Thus Abyssinia
alone retained independence in Africa, after
Italian ambitions in this direction had been
thwarted by disastrous failure in 1896. The
latest acquisitions of France and Italy, which
left Germany more than ever dissatisfied with
her share of the plunder, were not the least of
the causes which led to the Great War of I914.
Lord Salisbury had successfully played off
Germany against France, and France against
Germany. After 1904 British policy showed a
decisive preference for France.
THE MONARCHY

It was the Conservative tradition to maintain
and use the magic and majesty of royalty and
the affection of the people towards their
Sovereign. The Unionists followed the same
tradition. After the death of the Prince Consort,
in I86r, Queen Victoria lived in retirement for
many years. Disraeli first drew her from her
widowed seclusion to open Parliament. In
1887 the Queen's Jubilee, the fiftieth anniversary
of her accession, offered an unique opportunity.
I t was made an Imperial festival; envoys
attended from every part of the Empire; and the
Queen first realised the devotion and worship
of her free subjects from every clime. The
occasion was also used for a conference of the
self-governing nations who shared the great
inheritance of the British race. Before Disraeli,
statesmen often spoke as if the self-governing
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colonies on reaching maturity would claim and
receive their independence. He first brought
the British nation to feel a proud satisfaction in
power worthily upheld and exercised. 'With
Chamberlain as Colonial Minister, the commercial
and industrial benefits of our vast possessions
were more emphasised. He regarded the Empire
as a great estate, which could be developed for
the well being of every part. He encouraged the
great dominions to regard themselves as partners
in a glorious and a profitable enterprise. A great
ideal, a bond of kinship, are not impaired,
they are strengthened, by common interests.
The Queen's Diamond Jubilee of I897 was even
more splendid and varied as a pageant than that
of 1887. The silks and jewels of the Indian
princes, the dusky soldiers of Hindustan, the coalblack troops of Africa, not only displayed the
splendour of power, but were a symbol and
guarantee of wealth and prosperity. All centred
about the throne, and in our aged Queen the
. people saw embodied its own majesty ann
greatness. In the Boer War of r899-I902 the
free Dominions willingly adopted the British
cause.
THE FRENCH ENTENTE

In the early years of the twentieth century,the
aggressive rivalry of Germany for commercial
supremacy, sea power, and world power, became
unmistakable. Lord Salisbury retired in I902
and died in 1903 ; but the change of circumstances
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rather than the change of persDns dictated an
altered policy. It was not possible any longer
to be friendly both with Germany and with France,
nor was it possible for Great Britain to
alone. German ambition in the Far East
become apparent in 1895, after the war bet
China and Japan, when she persuaded France
and Russia to join her in depriving Japan of the
spoils of victory. In 1897 Germany demanded
Kiaochow on lease from China, and Russia Port
Arthur. China was forced to concede both
demands, and Britain took Wei-Hai-Wei as a
naval post in Chinese waters (I 898). In 1899 a
movement hostile to foreigners arose in China,
known as the Boxer rebellion. An expedition to
Pekin became necessary in I900, to rescue the
Legations in that city from the insurgents. All
the chief Powers took part in it, but the German
Emperor assumed the right to name the
Commander-in-Chief.
The independence of China was threatened;
British interest in trade with China was of high
importqnce; to prevent hostile interference in
that region, Great Britain in I902 made a
defensive alliance with Japan. The two Powers
together were easily predominant in Far Eastern
waters, but safeguards . were also needed in
Europe. The French had relied on the Russian
alliance) but in 1904-5 Russia engaged in an
unsuccessful war with Japan. British statesmen
seized the opportunity to settle their many
differences with France, and established stable
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friendship between the two countries. In this
they succeeded, mainly. perhaps through the
ersonal charm of King Edward V~I, wh?se tact
;nd dignity and genuine sympathy with the
French character won the heart of the French
nation. Thus the paltry bickerings, which had
lasted for five and twenty years, were brought to
an end, and for ten years a cordial understanding,
the Entmte, was maintained between the two
countries. The friendship with France led to
friendship with Russia, the ally of France, and
the old hostilities, dating from the Crimea and
kept alive by mutual rivalry in Asia, were laid
aside. In all the troubles about Morocco, which
came very near to war in 191 I, England stood
firm by France. In the wars of the Balkan
States (1912-I3), first with Turkey, afterwards
with each other, the influence of France and
Britain was used to prevent any extension of the
conflict. But the explosion was only delayed.
The world conflict, for which no Power except
Germany was fully prepared, broke out in 1914;
the occasion arose or was found in the Balkans;
and the new friendship between two old enemies
was welded as by fire in face of the greatest
danger that Britain or France had ever encountered in their long history.
THE NAVY

Even Gladstone, whose policy was peace and
economy, was forced into war in Egypt and in
South Africa. In 1885 he came near to war
R
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with Russia over a quarrel of the Russians with
the Afghans. The Conservative and U T1ionist
policy of expansion and development for the
Empire provoked jealousy and
multiplied
occasions of conflict, and therefore required an
increase in our armed forces. British trade, the
safety of British possessions, even the security
of Britain from invasion, depended on maritime
supremacy. The people understood their need
and willing-Iy made the necessary sacrifices. In
r889 the policy was laid down that British sea
power should be equivalent to that of any two
other States, and this standard was maintained
for many years, both by Liberals and by
Unionists. The understanding with France, in
I9 0 4, relieved us from danger in the Mediterranean, which is the main road to Egypt,
India, Australia, and all our possessions in the
Far East. Italy, the only other considerable
naval Power in the Mediterranean, was friendly
to us. For the Far East itself our alliance with
Japan was a safeguard. But the manifest and
increasing rivalry of Germany became about
190 9 a serious menace. Futile attempts were
made to induce Germany to relax her efforts;
eventually our standard of shipbuilding was
fixed with reference to that of Germany, and
maintained at a proportion which, in the event,
proved adequate. The launching of the Dreadnought, in 1906, delayed German schemes; for
her armour, her speed, the weight and range of
her guns, rendered smaller battleships almost
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useless. The Germans had to build to this
standard, and to take the new giant vessels the
/ Kiel Canal had to be enlarged from end to end.
But rivalry soon began anew, and up to 1914 the
race of naval armaments was a race between
Britain and Germany, in which Britain, with
difficulty and at great cost, maintained her
adequate preponderance. The main force of the
British Navy, instead of ranging the world, was
forced to concentrate on the North Sea. In the
Great War the use of submarines, of air-craft,
and of mines, introduced factors into the problem
for which sufficient allowance had not been made.
The British Navy was able to hold the German
fleet, which only risked one general engagement,
that of Jutland (19 I 6). But it was not able to
prevent hasty raids upon our coasts, or to protect our mercantile marine against submarines;
'still less was it able to destroy the German
navy. If the Germans had known how short
we were of high explosives in the early part of
the war they might perhaps have inflicted upon
us a great disaster.
THE ARMY

The British army, up to I914, was quite in~
adequate for our safety. But our difficulties
were grave. The first duty of an army in normal
times was to garrison our possessions, especially
India, where 70,000 British troops were required.
For this purpose voluntary recruits, serving for
long periods of time, were needed, and, although
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both men and officers were poorly paid, the expense of transport and maintenance was very
great.
Other countries obtained far greater
armies for a similar cost, by forcing a large proportion of their young men to serve in the army
for two or three years, and then passing them
into the reserve, which met for training at fixed
intervals, and was called up in time of war.
This system is commonly known as conscription.
But such an army is not suitable for garrison
duty in far countries. Had we provided for all
our possible, even for all our probable needs, we
should have needed two armies, one for garrison
service and little wars, the other for a great war.
The expense of two such armies seemed intolerable, though it might have saved us from the
great war, which at last we had to face. Moreover, it is clear enough that the British people
were and still are unwilling to endure the burden
of conscription; during the Great War they
recognised its necessity; but now that the immediate danger is over their aversion from compulsory service is no less than in the past. In
this country more than in any other the people
knows its own mind; it may be persuaded but
it cannot be coerced; it must bear and will bear
the consequences of its own acts and omissions.
ARMY REFORMS

Nevertheless, between 1870 and 1914 great
improvements were made in the organisation of
the army. Up to 1870 officers relinquishing
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their commissions received payment from those
who benefited by the consequent promotion
This system gave an advantage to the rich and
/ hampered merit. Cardwell, backed by Gladstone,
abolished in 1870 this system of promotion by
purchase. He also reorganised the infantry,
allotting the old regiments, previously known
by numbers, to the various districts of the
United Kingdom. Each regiment was normally
divided'into two battalions. One battalion was
kept at home for training and recruitment; the
other went abroad, and its numbers were kept
up by drafts from the home battalion, until the
turn came for the home battalion to go abroad.
The men served six years with the colours and
six in the reserve. There were also militia
battalions, which received training for a short
period every year, and acted as an additional
reserve for home defence, though in an emergency,
such as the Boer War, they were found ready to
volunteer for foreign service. There was also a
considerable body of Volunteers who received
some training, though they were not provided
with the necessary equipment of guns and
transport.
In the army thus constituted a new spirit of
efficiency was soon evident. Many of the new
officers were zealous in their work; Lord
Wolseley and Lord Roberts, and afterwards
Lord Kitchener, were the finest products of this
new school. Wolseley's campaign in Egypt (I88z),
and Kitchener's in the Soudan (1896-8\ were
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admirable examples of military skill. Roberts'
campaign in Afghanistan (188 I) showed high
courage and mastery of the art of War. In the
Boer War the army proved slow to adapt itself
to the methods of a mobile and resourceful
enemy, but we learnt by our mistakes, and
perseverance at length wore down the foe.
The attempts of the Unionists to reform the
army after the Boer War were not successful,
but in 1906 Lord Haldane became War Minister,
and, working with the scanty resources allowed
by public opinion and the feeling of the Liberal
Party, he did much to prepare our little force
for the great ordeal of I9I4. He set up (1906) a
General Staff, a body of skilled and able soldiers,
constantly engaged in the improvement of training, preparation, and equipment, in studying the
needs of the future, and the manner in which
they could best be met when they arose. He
reformed the Militia, and established it as a
Special Reserve for the regular army. He
reorganised the Volunteers, intending part of the
new Territorial force for home defence, part as
a Training Corps for Officers, to be used when
the time came to expand the standing army.
Many of the Territorial battalions went abroad
soon after the outbreak of war, and not less than
twenty thousand officers were supplied by the
Training Corps. Above all, he organised and
equipped an Expeditionary Force of I20,000
men of all arms, which was ready when the hour
struck to go abroad at a few days notice. This

splendid force, with the chief part of our trained
officers, was sacrificed, but it helped to win the
battle of the Marne and save the Channel ports,
and thus we had time to muster and train our
men and organise the resources of the Empire.
The conduct of the War was also greatly
facilitated by the plans drawn up by the Council
of Imperial Defence, organised by Mr. Balfour in
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19 02 -4.
RESULTS OF UNIONIST RULE

The rule of the Unionist party lasted with
only one break for nearly twenty years. Its
lease of power was extended by the General
Election of 1900, which was contested on the
issue of a fight to a finish with the Boer
Republics of South Africa. The Unionists came
to power, in 1886, at a time of great commercial
depression, but this soon passed away, and
throughout the period material prosperity
continually increased. Agriculture alone was
steadily decaying, because of the growing
abundance of food imports from the new lands
beyond the oceans, where land was cheap and
fertile. Prices reached their lowest point about
1895; after that time a slight improvement
began. But men left the country for the towns;
land was laid down for pasture or went out of
cultivation; agricultural wages were miserably
low; and the nation became more and more
dependent for its food on imports from abroad.
Enterprise was checked, and Great Britain, which
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had been the best cultivated land of the world.
fell behind Belgium, Denmark, Holland, and
Germany. Ireland shared in the depression,
and her population continued to decrease, though
the Land Purchase schemes brought great advantages to the Irish peasants. The supremacy
of the land-owning class, which had been overthrown by the growth of manufacture, was
finally destroyed by the fall in rents, and the
taxes on succession, imposed by Sir William
Harcourt in 1894, were a heavy burden on the
impoverished country gentlemen. But owners
of mines and of town property flourished greatly.
It was Unionist rule, determined to prevent
the separation of Ireland from the United Kingdom. It was Imperialist rule, not harshly ruling
conquered peoples, but sympathetic with the
free nations that were growing up in Canada,
Australia, and New Zealand; zealous for the
well being of India, fighting famine, disease, and
poverty; r::areful to do justice to the black men,
the brown men, and the yellow men, who were
under our government. It was eager to increase
the wealth of the world, and to develop the
resources of all the territories committed to its
rule. But above all, it was a Conservative
Government, anxious to preserve and maintain
the old methods of life and conduct, and, in spite
of its Liberal allies, slow moving and not
desirous of change. The people seemed to
share its spirit; the nation was prosperous and
therefore contented; the standard of living was
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rising in all but the agricultural classes; men
seemed c.ontent with the liberties they enjoyed,
and were willing that Government should let
them alone. And yet no doubt new ideas were
working in men's minds; new reasons for
dissatisfaction were being found; and when the
new movement made itself felt, it was all the
more vigorous because it had been long delayed.
TARIFF REFORM

In I9 0 3 the Unionist party began to break up.
Joseph Chamberlain left the. Governmen.t that
he might be free to preach hIS new doctnne of
Tariff RefoFm. The Dominions protected their
own industries by duties on imported manufactures. They favoured the products of Great
Britain by a reduced tax. Chamberlain conceived
the idea of a Customs Union for the whole
.Empire. But if all the citizens of the British
Empire were to receive benefit by exemption
from a proportion of duty in all British
possessions, then Great Britain must ,Put a tax
upon her imports and abandon her polIcy of Free
Trade. To tax manufactured goods would
benefit British industry at the expense of
Germany, France, and the United States, but it
would not benefit the colonies, who had few
manufactures to export.
Raw material for
industry could not be taxed. To benefit the
Empire food-stuffs coming from outside the
Empire must be taxed. Mr. Chamberlain was
prepared to do this, and a large part of the
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Unionist Party followed his lead. Protection
against cheap imports is always popular with a
large class, and British agriculture would
benefit by food taxes. If anyone could have
persuaded. Great Britain to adopt this policy
Chamberlam could have done it. But his health
broke down in 1906, just after he had reached
his seventieth birthday, and his successors never
had the chance to fight out the issue.
Meanwhile, the rank and file of the Unionists
were divided and uncertain. Balfour kept the
party together by skill and finesse for two and a
half years, but at length he was obliged to dissolve
Parliament at the end of 1905. The Unionists
had outstayed their welcome, they were unpopular for many reasons, and above all for their
uncertain financial policy. After the General
Election of 1906 the Unionist members only
numbered 157, their opponents-Liberals, Irish
Nationalists, and Labour-5 13. This Election
is memorable for the fall of the Unionists and as
the beginning of a new era, but also for the first
formatiOl: of a compact Labour Party, numbering
twenty-nme members, elected to further the
interests and represent the opinions of men who
work with their hands.
CONCLUSION

The main domestic problems of 1880-I90 6
were concerned with Ireland. The movement
for Irish Home Rule gained strength from
agricultural distress and the unfair terms on
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which Irish peasants held their land. Gl~dstone
endeavoured to pacify Ireland by removm~ ~he
grievances connected with Irish land, .but faIlmg
this he adopted Home Rule,. either fro:n
conviction or from motives of polley. By thls
decision he shattered the Liberal party and
England sided with his opponents. Thus the
Unionists had a long tenure of power. Their
chief interest was in the development and
consolidation of the British Empire, and in
fostering cordial cooperation with the selfgoverning Dominions.
Their activ~ policy
abroad required a strong navy, whlch they
provided; in truth, it also required a great army,
which demanded greater sacrifices than statesmen
or people saw the necessity to make. The Boer
War was a warning, but not a sufficient warning,
and such improvements as were made in our
army before 19 I 4 were left to Liberal statesmen.
The movement for Tariff Reform was an outcome
of the Imperial policy of Unionist statesmen, but
it divided the Unionist party and was one of the
causes of their downfall in 1906 .

in
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DIVISIONS AMONG THE LIBERALS

CHAPTER IX
THE NEW

DEMOCRACY

1906 - I 9 I 4

THE Parliament that assembled in 1906 did
for some time know its own mind or perceive
own mISSlOn. The completeness of the Liberal
victory was in itself a source of weakness. N
only did the Liberals outnumber the Unionists
by nearly three to one, but they had a majority
of about 160 over Unionists, Irish Nationalists, '
and Labour, taken together. These three parties
constituted what is called the Opposition, but,
though each party might, on one ground or
another, criticise and condemn the policy of a
Liberal Government, it was not possible that the
three should act in unison. It has been pointed
out above (p. 95) that a strong Opposition stimulates and consolidates the dominant party and
conduces to the maintenance of its discipline.
This great Liberal majority received no such
stimulus from its opponents; it was not
by any effective challenge. It was a h
geneous crowd. Most of its members had
experience of Parliament; many had con
seats, without expectation of success, for the
of the fray and to strengthen the Liberal
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they were surprised and some were even dismayed to find themselves elected.
/There were great divisions of opinion in the
party.. A s~rong sectio~ of Liberal In:perial~sts
desired a vIgorous foreIgn and colomal polIcy,
and acknowledged the necessity of a powerful
nav'T and even the need for a stronger army.
On \he other hand, there \vere many Liberals
who believed that persuasion, and conciliation,
and friendly behaviour, would keep the Empire
from all risks of war. They hated the thought
of war, and did not believe the wise maxim that
he who would have peace must be armed to
repel attack. The Liberal party seemed pledged,
by their past history, to give Home Rule to
Ireland, but there was a strong section who
thought it inexpedient at the moment. Liberalism
had always been associated with Nonconformity;
thus it came about that nearly two hundred of the
Liberal members were Nonconformists; many, if
not all of them, were hostile to the Established
Church, and especially to the control exercised
by the Church over a large proportion of the
English schools. But this hostility was an accident, not an essential of Liberalism. Moreover
although only twenty-nine members had been
under the auspices of the Labour party,
the majority of Liberals had felt in their constituencies the power of organised labour. Many
of them were sympathetic with the new aspirations of manual workers; not a few of them were
afraid of this strange new force; and all of them
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THE NEW MEN AND THE OLD

were aware that the chief part of their constituents were men who earned their bread by
the use of their hands. The multitude had the
votes; they wanted something; and this middle
class assembly strove rather clumsily to find
something that would do,
The first Prime Minister was Sir Henry
Campbell-Bannerman, an amiable and witty old
gentleman, who endeavoured to lead his party
by tact rather than to impose on them a policy
of his own choosing. The leader of the Opposition was Mr. Arthur Balfour, who had been a
by-word on Liberal platforms for his ineffective
conduct of an unsound policy. He had difficulty
with his own followers, who were not all equally
enthusiastic for Tariff Reform, while all were
more or less conscious that food taxes could not
be popular with the electorate. He was personally unknown to the majority of the House,
who had been taught to despise him, but in a
short time, by the charm of his individuality and
his skill in debate, he won the respect of his
opponents and gained ascendancy in the Commons which was out of all proportion to the
strength of his following. In I908 CampbellBannerman was succeeded as Prime Minister by
Mr. Herbert Henry Asquith, a man of great
intellectual gifts, a master of terse and lucid
statement, a skilful leader, and an adroit tactician.
In this Parliament, which was dissolved in I9 0 9,
two other great personages came to the front.
The first was Mr. David Lloyd George, a born

orator and a dominant personality, in whom the
social aspirations of the masses found their most
effective exponent; susceptible in an uncommon
degree to the moods and feelings of all with
whom he comes into contact, he has a magical
gift of persuasion, and in the fateful and shifting
circumstances of his political career he has passed
through as many phases as the British people,
reflecting not only its settled purposes, but also
some of its inconsistent impulses.
The second was Mr. Winston Churchill, a
vigorous and ambitious young man, who left the
Conservative party before the election and took
office in the Liberal Government. His courage
and force of will, his fertility of resource and
eager initiative, his zeal for work, and his power
of comprehensive and persuasive exposition,
. brought him rapidly to the front rank of Parliamentary and political figures. As these tWD
leaders gathered strength and confidence, the
scope of Liberal policy was defined and extended.
The future was with them; the past was with
the Asquiths and the Campbell-Bannermans.
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LIBERALISM AND THE HOUSE OF LORDS

The central idea of Liberalism is the improvement of the existing order of the State. Its
aspiration has been freedom of thought and the
abolition of unnecessary restrictions in ordinary
life. Its historical work has been to break down
the old aristocracy of the landed classes, to win
the great battle of Free Trade on behalf of the
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industrial centres as against the rural districts,
and to establish by progressive reform a democratic system of government in these islands.
One barrier against democracy was left, one
stronghold of Conservatism remained, and that
was the House of Lords. In I893 the House of
Lords had rejected the second Home Rule Bill,·
with the acquiescence, perhaps with the approval,
of Great Britain. Their victory in that great
struggle had given courage to the Peers. During
the years I895 to 1905, Unionist Governments
had shown some activity in reform, but the Upper
House trusted the Conservative leaders and
accepted the measures which they carried through
the House of Commons. The Liberals when in
power could reckon on no such forbearance;
indeed, they could expect the prejudiced hostility
of party feeling. The House of Lords was in its
essence Conservative. The Liberals when in
office made many peers-perhaps more than their
adversaries; but a large proportion of the peers
thus created became conservative, if not in the
first generation at any rate in the second. It is
natural that men of secure wealth and dignity
should view with distrust changes in the order
on which their wealth and dignity depends.
Therefore, this great and heterogeneous majority
of Liberals had one main object in which they
could all unite, and that was the subordination
of the House of Lords to the House of Commons.
In that endeavour they could rely on the support
of the Irish Nationalists, for the sake of Home
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Rule, and of the Labour party, that the path
might be cleared for legislation desired by the
multitude. Many lesser issues were debated and
decided in the Parliaments which sat from 1906
to I914, but the greatest of all was , from first to
last, the fight between the House of Commons
and the House of Lords.
This issue was decided in Parliament, and it
was decided by the surrender of the Peers. But
both Houses were the instruments of the people's
will, and the Lords surrendered, not to their
immediate adversaries but to the clear expression
of the national decision. Since the First Reform
Bill, two great new forces had grown up in the
national life, which acted during these stirring
years as never before in moulding and expressing
the popular mind. The first was the Press., the
. second was organised Labour.
THE PRESS AND DEMOCRACY

The power of the Press is the power of the
printed word. Man is an impressionable being,
and, taken in the mass, he is apt to believe what
he is told many times with confidence and
authority. The spoken word is or may be in
itself more compelling than print, but no man
can speak to more than about twenty thousand
people at a time; moreover, the speaker can only
address those who are able and willing to come
and hear him. The printed word can reach
millions; it can be repeated day after day, week
after week, year after year. Most of the truths,
S
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THE DAILY PRESS

and almost all of the falsehoods, which we believe,
we accept because we have heard or read them
over and over again. Thus the invention of the
printing press, some four hundred and fifty years
ago, has done more to change the mental outfit·
of mankind than any invention since that of
writing, and it has operated far more rapidly
than writing.· Cheap and abundant printing is
necessary for effective democracy on a large
scale; for by no other means can the millions
learn what is going on, by no other means can
they form or express any general desire or exert
any influence over their rulers.
The influence of the Press was exerted, in the
early centuries after its invention, by books and
treatises. Such works as Machiavelli's Prince,
Calvin's Scheme of the Christian Religion, the
Authorised Version of the Bible in English,
Newton's Principles, Rousseau's Social Contract,
Bentham's Principles of Morals and Legislation,
and Darwin's Origin of Species, have wrought for
good or ill enormous changes in the life and
thought of humanity. Pamphlets had a prodigious effect in the Reformation, in the French
Wars of Religion and in the Fronde, in the
English Civil Wars, and well on into the nineteenth century. But books, or even pamphlets,
can only reach a small reading public; beyond
this their influence can only spread from man to
man by word of mouth. So long as a small class
was preponderant in politics, quarterly, monthly,
and weekly journals, a,1so had considerable weight.

But after compulsory education came into force
(1876) -the daily Press began to come into its
kingdom. Invention came to its aid. New
'materials and methods of manufacture were
introduced for paper, which became cheaper and
more cheap; type was set up by machinery
instead of by hand; machines threw off entire
numbers in hundreds of thousands folded and
ready for sale. Photographic blocks provided
abundant illustrations in the cheapest journals.
To-day there can be few men, women, or
children, in the whole of the British Isles, in the
most important parts of the Continent of Europe,
and throughout North America, who do not
sometimes read a paper, and many read two or
three every day. The vast majority of us get
nine-tenths of our information, a large proportion
of our ideas and interests, and a greater or
smaller proportion of our beliefs, from the daily
Press. There are papers for every class of
thought, and for almost every business or occupation; for commerce, industry, engineering,
sport, drama, dancing, music, science, art, law,
and religion. The development of the Press and
of the reading habit brought public affairs home
to the masses; and the statesman who expounded and defended his policy in Parliament
or on a platform was aware that hundreds of
thousands might be reading his words on the
following morning.
The rulers of Britain, as of the other countries
of Europe, were aware, from the time when
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printing 'was invented, that a rival power was
threatening their domination. They feared it,
they "\vere jealous of it. They endeavoured to
exclude obnoxious literature by requiring a
license to print and publish. They made laws
to punish seditious and heretical works. During
and after the Napoleonic wars, newspapers and
pamphlets were heavily taxed in this country.
Taxes were levied on paper, and not abolished
in Great Britain until r86I. But since 1815
there has been a steady movement towards the
freedom of the Press, and, except in time of war,
the Press has for many decades enjoyed in this
country all reasonable liberty. It may be -said
that the spread of Liberal opinion in this country
freed our Press.
RESULTS OF A FREE PRESS

That liberty has been on the whole beneficial.
In a sense the Press makes public opinion. It'
selects the information provided; it suggests
action, it criticises action, it praises or more
frequently condemns, it may seem now and
again to make or mar a statesman or even a
party; and all this is at the discretion of the
several owners or directors of the various
newspapers. But in a very real sense it also
expresses public opinion. The opinions of the
newspaper man are not very different from those
of the ordinary man in the street. Every important section of public opinion has its own
organ. There are Conservative organs, Liberal
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organs, Socialist organs, and even revolutionary
organs which are tolerated until they appear to
~ndanger the public safety. These all contribute
to the formation of public opinion, mainly by
persuasion and suggestion; the influence of
each is according to the number of those who
cboose to read it. The success of every paper
depends upon the advertisements it attracts;
and the value of advertisements corresponds
roughly to the number of the copies sold.
Therefore, the most successful vendor of news
will be he who, understanding the public best,
gives it what it wants.
In the conflict of capital and labour, which has
become more and more embittered during the
twentieth century, it might be expected that the
Press would be ranged.on the side of capitalism.
Great newspapers are owned by capitalists and
conducted in accordance with the will of their
capitalist owners. The enemies of capital talk
of the malign influence of a capitalist press. But
I do not believe that this accusation can be
maintained. The great mass of people, though
not ranged in the militant forces of Labour, are
sympathetic to its aspirations, and the attitude
of the Press has on the whole corresponded. I
believe that every country has the newspapers
that it deserves, and in a sense the newspapers
that it desires. It is the business of the newspaper director to interpret and express the mind
of the people, and the defects which are evident
in all newspapers of whatever stamp are the
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defects of the multitude, or the defects of that
section to which each appeals.
I know something of the Press of four countries
besides Britain, and I think that in comparison
with them our country has no need to be ashamed
of its own. Some of us may well deplore the
space generously allotted to the accounts of
scandalous trials; others (though not I) may
regret the prominence of sport in the daily
columns; everyone of us, according to his taste,
will find grave or venial faults in the journals
which nevertheless he reads. But if the journals
?f our country are ignorant and hasty, so are we;
If they are intemperate and unjust in condemnation, so are we; if they are frivolous and
changeable, so also are we; and until we become
a better and a wiser people we cannot expect a
better or a wiser Press. However that may be,
there can be no doubt of the profound and subtle
force exercised, especially in this country, by
the public Press; the new democracy is its
product; and the fate of the House of Lords is
a landmark in the advance of democracy. When
everyone is worth persuading, when everyone
has a share in forming public opinion, hereditary
power could not be for ever maintained.

ORIGIN OF TRADE UNIONS

for working iron, led to the creation of great
here
centres- of population and industry,
thousands of men and. ~ome~ hand chIldren
worked under new condItIOns WItHout the. ~ro
tection of ancient custom and accepted tradItIOn.
Wealth increased rapidly, and the struggle for
wealth and life became more fierce. Every new
i~dustry destroyed a number of small i~du~tries.
Thus men lost their primitive means ofhvehhood,
and sought for new employment w~~rever
employment could be foun~. The pos:tlon of
employers was insecure;. rIvalry was ~ntense
and extended over the habItable globe; tImes of
feverish prosperity were speedily succeeded by
years of depression and falling prices, when the
products of manufacture were in small demand
and could only be sold at a loss. Even in good
times wages were kept low, for hands were
abundant. In bad times workers were turned
off, and for those who were retained the low
wages were still further reduced. There has
perhaps been no time in history.when th~ struggle
for life was more pitiless than III the thIrty years
which immediately succeeded the Napoleonic
wars.

:v

THE DIVISION OF WEALTH BY BARGAINING
THE RISE OF THE TRADE UNIONS

Trade Unionism is the product of the industrial
revolution. The invention of new machinery,
its application to a myriad purposes theretofore
un conceived, and the use of coal for power and

It is often said that the interests of employers
and employed are identical; it is often said that
the interests of employers and employed are of
necessity antagonistic, and that a perpetual class
war is the inevitable result. Both these state-
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ments are untrue; both together may make up
the truth. Active industry and good trade
increase the profits of the employers; they also
tend to increase the wages of the employed and
to diminish the numbers of the unemployed.
Abundant and cheap production is benefici~l to
the employed, who gain by the cheapness of
anything and everything they buy. Employers
get better results if the employed are well fed
well clothed, well housed, well educated, and
contented. Employers and employed are partners in a vast and complicated business of
making, buying, and selling. Both obtain thereby some benefit, less or more. But there is no
deed of partnership, and the total product of all
employers and all employed working together is
divided between capital and labour by the
higgling of the market. The welfare of the
working classes is determined in part by the
general success of industry and trade, but in
part also by a myriad transactions, everyone of
which is a bargain. Every bargain must be in
some sort advantageous to both parties. But in
every bargain there is a margin of advantage
which may be divided between the two parties
in various proportions. In every bargain, the
stronger, the richer, the better informed, of the
two parties, will get the better of the deal.
When life has gone on for a long time on
settled lines without great change, a large proportion of these daily bargains do not need to be
fought out; they are settled by custom, by habit,

SHIFTING CONDITIONS IN INDUSTRY

by use and wont But throughout th~ nineteenth century, and especially in its earlIer ~alf,
<;1.11 business and all industry were r~~ldly
changing. The old customs, the old tradl~l?nal
terms of service, did not fit the new condltlO1!-s
of life and work. Those desiring work could
not stand out for good terms; they were entering
on ne\v occupations in new places; they had no
customary rights or expectations: almost every
one of them was uncertain of his future; every
engagement to work was a new and precarious
bargain. The employers were new men; they
had no traditional sense of duty to those whom
they employed; they themselves were waging
at home and abroad a constant fight with ruthless rivals, in which the loser went to the wall.
But the employer was the stronger party in the
. bargain, and the pressure to which he himself
was subjected was transmitted through him to
his weaker partners. Thus, in the countless
daily bargains for wages, the wage earner ~ame
off second best; employment was precanous,
and wages in general were insufficient to procure
a decent and healthy livelihood. Men worked,
women worked, little children worked; they
worked long hours in dismal and unhealthy
factories, and starvation was never very far away.
COMBINATION

The workers. were weak to the point of helplessness. But when the weak combine their
strength is multiplied. All governments, except
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PROGRESS OF TRADE UNIONS

the most free, have made laws against ~uU'-'CI
combinations, They feared that com --.-,.,'-"".
.
would result in conspiracy against authori",'
Com b"matlOns 0 f workmen to obtain better'
"Y,
wages were regarded by the law of this
as combi?ations in restraint of trade, and there;.
fore pUl1lshable by fine or imprisonment. AllY
worke,r who broke his contract to serve a master
commI,tted an offence, and was liable to legal
penaltIes,

always failed in the early history of the Trade
Union movement.
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Nevertheless, as the industrial revolution went
on, men ventured to break these laws and
formed in various industries societies or Unions
for combined resistance to reduction of wages
or combined demands for better pay, Thes~
first Unions were illegal; they were therefore
secret; but when the time came for action
secrecy could not be maintained, Their weapon
was the strike; that is, all hands off work in a
factory or a mine or an entire industry, The
law endeavoured to suppress such combined
action by punishment of individuals, but it was
pow~rless to prevent it. However, a strike
reqUlres for success favourable conditions' .
.
. .
'
reqUlres prospenty m the industry, cohesion and
determination in the strikers, and resources to
maintain the workers during the stoppage
work. These conditions were generally .........~'- ..
and although the fear of strikes may have
duced some improvement, actual strikes almost
,L.

REFORM OF LAWS AGAINST COMBINATION

In the years following the fall of Napoleon, the
rulers were frightened. The country was poor,
business was dislocated, as it is to-day, the
workers were desperate, and the rulers feared
revolution. Fear is cruel, and harsh measures
were adopted. But this severity seems to have
led to a revulsion of public feeling. The first
change in favour of the workers came as the
voluntary act of the unreformed Parliament. In
1824 the laws against Trade Combinations were
repealed, and Trade Societies ceased to be illegal.
In the following year a new Combination Law
was enacted, but associations for regulating
wages and hours of labour were made lawful.
Thus the workers obtained by law the right to
join in Unions for the purpose of bargaining
with their employers, not severally, but as a
body. This enactment was immediately followed
by a great Trade Union movement throughout
the country, but the Unions thus formed had no
lasting strength, and a few years of bad trade
saw most of them melt away.
PROGRESS AND POLICY OF TRADE UNIONS

But a long period of slower and more lasting
construction followed. Great difficulties were
encountered; great sacrifices were required. A
man who joins a Trade Union must surrender a
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great part of his independence, of his II
He can no longer work how he pleases,
he pleases, nor on such terms as may best
his own personal advantage. He must obey
rules made by his Union, and the directions
his Committee. Many independent spirits were
not willing to subordinate their own freedoilltQ
the common purpose. Many lacked faith
determination, and after joining a Union let theit
sUbscriptions drop and took no further in
in its concerns. Until the corporate spirit
overborne the recalcitrant and forced the
different into line, means of coercion-not always
scrupulous-were employed by the impassioned
leaders.
Men who transgressed against the
Union found their tools removed or their
machines put out of gear. Violence and even
murder were not unknown, as in Sheffield during
the sixties, when Broadhead instigated crime.
Charles Reade's novel, Put yourself in his Place,
gives much accurate detail of such proceedings.
The strike, when employed, was a terrible and
dangerous weapon. The means of livelihood
a factory, of a whole industry, might be lost
many weeks or even months. A factory might
in consequence be closed for ever, a whole industry impoverished for years. But the Unions
grew and multiplied; they combined and
federated; they became a great power in
land; and it cannot be doubted that by
persistent and skilful bargaining-backed by
fear of strikes-they did much to obtain for

TRADE UNION POLICIES

working classes as a whole a larger share ~f .that
advantage which in any bargain can be dlvlded
various proportions between the two parties.
They did not confine themselves only to
questions of wages. They took advantage of
factory legislation, and supported the Factory
Inspectors in requiring gradual improvement of
factories and workshops, and backed up the
Inspectors of Mines in measures of protection
against gas explosions and other accidents.
They used their influence in favour of legislation
for the protection of women and children, and
by their action they eventually secured a s.horter
working day for men. From the seventles onward many of the safeguards demanded by them
were secured by a series of Acts of Parliament.
Truck Acts prevented masters from paying
wages in kind, or compelling the workers to
make their purchases from stores owned by the
employer. By the Masters and Servants Act, of
1867, and the Employers and \Vorkmen Act, of
1875, a breach of contract of service ceased to be
a criminal act, and "peaceful picketing" in a
trade dispute became permissible.
In 18 75
another Act defined and strictly limited the
meaning of the word .. conspiracy" in trade
matters. By the legal doctrine of II common
employment" masters were not liable for payment of compensation for injuries suffered by
any worker through the negligence of a fellowworkman. The Trade Unions fought for the
repeal of this law, which was modified in 1880,
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LIMITATION OF OUTPUT

and at length, in r896, employers were bound
pa~ compensatio~ for all accidents occurring
their employees In the course of their
ment. Such legislation began with the h
desire of the rulers to improve the conditions
industry; in its later stages like motives
not absent, but the driving force came from
Union influence. There were, however
backs; in 1867 the Courts decided that
Unions could not sue their officers or prosecute
them for wrongfully appropriating the Union
funds; and this disability was not removed by
law until 1871.
In order to make the Unions attractive, most of
the Unions provided, out of their subscrip
pay for their members during sickness and un~
employment and in old age, and a sum at death
for funeral expenses. The fear of unemployment
dominates a great part of Trade Union policy.
Many of the skilled Unions succeeded in imposing
on their employers the limitation of apprentices,
so as to prevent a superfluity of trained wQrkers
in each industry so protected. One or two by
that means have obtained a monopoly of a simple
trade which can be learnt in a short time. Some
Unions have set themselves against piece~work.
In some industries there are good reasons against
piece-work; it may impose an excessive strain on
the worker and encourage a low standard of
accuracy. It is also disliked because it leads
unequal payment as between worker and urr,," 'r
and because it is thought to reduce the to

number of workers required by the industry in
which it is adopted. But least wise of all
expedients for reducing unemployment is the
device of "ca' canny," which means H go slow."
order is sometimes issued, or this practice
groWS up, w~ere men are discontented and wish
to injure their employer. But such a policy is
prompted by the fallacious belief that there
is a fixed amount of work to be done in any
industry, and the more hands it takes to carry
out that work the more men will be employed.
In to-day's paper I read, as I have often read
before, that the custom of the bricklaying industry forbids a man to lay more than four
hundred bricks a day, whereas a competent man
on straightforward work can lay a thousand.
If anything of the sort be true the fallacy is
evident. There is no limit to the building work
required at this time if prices permitted. But
building is now unwillingly undertaken because
of the excessive cost, and even a builder's man
a cheap house. The inference is clearnamely, that such a practice defeats its own
purpose. However, the Trade Union movement grew up to defend industrial workers
against bad conditions of life. In so far as its
policy has been wise, it has done good and will
do good. In so far as its policy has been misdirected, the workers have lost and will los~.
would now deny the right of the workers to
defend themselves. In the past the aristocracy,
ho should have furnished wisdom and guidance,
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despised industry and left it to inferior beings.
The middle classes said: Let business alone, it
knows its own business. The evils resulting
from this neglect brought their own remedy,
which in its turn undermined the power both of
the aristocracy and of the middle classes.

Associations for common action: and ~he conditions of employment in whole mdustnes were
settled by collective bargains, which came up for
modification from time to time. When p:ace
could not be reached by agreement, the questIOns
at issue were sometimes referred to an arbitrator.

THE RECOGNITION OF TRADE UNIONS

ARBITRATION

The first difficulty of the early Unions was to
persuade the employers to negotiate with them
at all. When this difficulty had been got over,
many disputes were settled by bargaining between employers and employed, which could
not otherwise have been concluded without the
devastating expedient of a strike. In such negotiations the leaders of the men gained valuable
knowledge of the details of their own industry.
But as local and sectional Unions became federated on a national basis, a new difficulty arose.
The employers had learned that it was prudent
to negotiate with their own men; they were not
yet willing to meet the Union officials who represented the men of all the firms making up the
entire industry. This question of the recognition
of Unions led to many strikes. Thus the railway strike of I91 I resulted from the unwillingness of individual Railway Companies to bargain
with the two or three great national Unions in
which the railwaymen were federated. To confront the solid organisation of their workers, the
employers in the great industries, such as the
cotton trade and the engineering trade, formed

But arbitration can never be completely satisfactory to both parties; often it is unsatisfactory
to both. The arbitrator, if not himself concerned
in the industry, can never know its conditions
so well as those engaged in it. When an award
has been made, there is no very practicable
method of enforcing it on either side. Moreover,
there are no agreed principles by which the due
remuneration of labour can be fixed. Everyone
will agree that a fair day's wage should be paid
for a fair day's work, but the whole question isin every case and in every block of cases-what
is fair pay and what is a fair day's work? And
if we boldly cut the knot and say, "wages ought
to be better, hours ought to be shorter," the
question then arises: Can the industry affo~d
better wages for shorter hours? If there IS
foreign competition in the industry, wages in
this country can only be higher than they are in
foreign countries in so far as we possess greater
skill, better machinery, and other advantages,
natural or acquired. In an industry where there
can be little or no foreign competition, as in the
building trade, if the cost of building be fixed
T
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too high, building will slow down; builders
builders' men alike will suffer, and the
will go short of necessary houses, factories,
workshops. In everyone of these ,', '~~'''L1
bargains there is a third party in the backgroundj
whose interests are also at stake, and that is the
people which has need of the things that masters
and men cooperate to produce. If coal be dear
in this country, through wages that are too
and hours that are too short, or for any
reason, not only will thousands of homes lack
fuel for warmth and cooking, but every industry
will be handicapped by the cost of coal for
working iron, for power in steam and electricity.
No better way of fixing wages and hours to the
advantage of masters and men and the public
has yet been devised than free combination and.
free bargaining between men who know all that
is to be known, from one point of view or the
other, about the conditions of the several trades
and industries. Where Government steps in to
influence the conditions of the bargain,
becomes not more likely but less likely.
REVOLUTIONARY SCHEMES

There is no doubt that during the past
years, while Trade Unions have been growing in
efficiency and power, the conditions of labour'
this country have greatly improved. I hold it
be certain that these improvements are lUCl1H.l:Y
due to the work of the Unions. But I hold
also to be certain that these improvements
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not have taken place-with or without Unionshad not industry and trade during the same
period continuously advanced in productiveness,
profit, and security. The prosperity of Europe
has been shattered by the War; the fortunes of
the whole world have suffered accordingly, for
the whole world is one great concern for production and trade. Should that prosperity not
return within a short space, the conditions of
labour in this country must change for the worse,
and no Unions, no government, can prevent a
decline. The leading spirits of the Trade Union
movement were enthusiasts in their work; they
believed they had done much, and they believed
they could do more, by Trade Union methods.
But the great and growing prosperity of the
country as a whole seemed to justify a claim for
more rapid improvement of working-class conditions. Many of these leaders dwelt on schemes
to remodel the whole national fabric and rebuild
it to their heart's desire. They wisely went on
With their work, but meanwhile, in Trade Union
Congresses they passed resolutions to the effect
that all the land, all the factories, workshops,
warehouses, shops and mines, all banks and
other financial institutions, all railways, steamships, docks, and other means of transport,
should become the property of the State, and be
managed by the State for the benefit of the
workers. And no doubt there are many ardent
spirits who would risk all if they saw any chance
of carrying out such a.programme, by violence
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if necessary. Some imagine a democratic <Yr",.~~__
ment taking possession of all business
of every description and administering them
the benefit of the workers (State Soci .
Some imagine the workers in every trade, and
every section of each trade, carrying on
operations of that trade for their own
(Syndicalism or Guild Socialism). In either
the object is to take the revenues of n,. ..... ,..,,~_....
from the wealthy and distribute them among
less wealthy. Clearly the poor would benefit
the revenues to be divided remained the same
or were not greatly diminished. But that is a
big" if" I

can begin to understand modern problems and
modern conflicts unless he has formed some idea
the capitalistic system and the manner in
which it arose. The following observations may
s'erveas an introduction to the subject.

SOCIALISM AND CAPITALISM

The attitude of mind, the set of beliefs, that
favour these and similar schemes, are commonly
called Socialism. In their extremest form they
are called Communism, which denies all right to'
private ownership. A milder form is the pro~
fessed creed of Trade Union Congresses, which
demands that all the means of production should
become national property. We have recently
witnessed a serious attempt to nationalise the
coal mines, and a less serious demand that the
railways should be owned and managed by the
State. The object of all these reformers is to'
destroy the system by which the world is run at
present, and set up-either piece-meal or at one
blow-some other system in its place. The
present system they call Capitalism; and no
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WEALTH AND CAPITAL

All those useful things which human beings
desire and are capable of possessing as their own
property are called wealth. That part of wealth
which is not devoted to the immediate use of its
possessor, but reserved or employed for the
production or acquisition of more wealth, is
called capitaL
Thus, capital involves three other ideas;
wealth, property, and industry. The cave-man,
living in isolation with his wife and family,
had for his wealth his food, his utensils, and
his clothing. They were his property; he would
not yield them to another without a fight.
They were the product of his industry, the work
of his hands, or booty of the chase. To-day,
when we live no longer in isolation, but linked
in mutual dependence by law and custom and
common needs and purposes, not only with our
neighbours and our fellow-citizens, but with all
th,e world, each of these ideas has been infinitely
ebborated to correspond with the complexity of
of bur modern life.
To get some notion of the mUltiplicity and
variety of modern wealth, walk through the
corridors of any great departmen.tal store, travel
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over the land and note the crops, the
the vehicles, the dwellings, and the public
ings, visit the workshops of a great manuf
centre, where a thousand furnaces roar and
thousand engines throb, linger by the docks
see the products of all lands and all nations
loaded upon our quays, and you may fai
conceive how far the descendants of the ca
have elaborated their needs and desires.
this wealth is produced, transported, and
tributed, not by deliberate plan but by the ~ .... n'~_,.J
and semi-automatic cooperation of a th
millions, working by methods which they irn~
perfectly understand to ends which they cannot
see. The common motive of each is his own
individual advantage, great or small; the result
is that we all are fed and clothed and housed an~
otherwise equipped according to our circumi
stances. Who is so bold as to say that by
whatever effort of his conscious mind he could
direct these millions for a single hour without
disaster?

did the work of currency, and trade was
yet more easy. Like all other devices for
. the efficiency of human effort, banking
kindred operations of finance were immensely
developed in the nineteenth century. To-day,
all these vast operations of trade and of the
industry which lies behind it depend upon credit;
that is, upon the belief entertained by many
thousands of men that other thousands will be
able and willing to carry out their promises to
pay at the time appointed for each payment.
Any great collapse of credit in any centre, arising
[rom misfortune, disorder, or imprudence, is felt
in every civilised country; universal trade and
industry are thereby retarded and impeded.
Hundreds of thousands are out of work to-day
in Britain because credit has been destroyed in
Russia by revolution, and impaired throughout
the world by war and misgovernment:
To destroy capitalism is to destroy credit-to
destroy the faith which all men hold that mutual
cooperation will proceed as heretofore; this faith
is the mainspring of all those efforts by which
we are kept alive; what other faith can be
suddenly created to do its work?

TRADE, MONEY, AND CREDIT

The increase of wealth began when men learnt
to barter their own superfluous goods for th~
superfluity of others. When coined money was
invented exchange became more easy; trad~.
grew and prospered, and every man within it~
circuit worked to more advantage. When
.
ing was introduced, promises to pay carne to
value little inferior to that of coined

PRIVATE PROPERTY

The cave-man had his own individual property,
which he defended with his own strong arm, As
men through countless ages painfully learnt to
work together for mutual benefit,~with the first
beginnings of orderly government laws were
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made to protect private property.
England at least-was the penalty for theft
it became the penalty for murder. In
days property and the law of property
and goods has been infinitely elaborated.
a man's property may indeed consist in
wealth-houses, lands, ships, mines, and
of saleable goods; but it may also-wholly
partly-consist in bank balances, shares in
panies, bills of exchange, government bonds,
any of the myriad forms of rights and claims
capital and revenue which can be enforced
law. With the industrial revolution the
portance and magnitude of capital was
increased. It was consolidated in huge
gates which with time became greater and
great. The value of a system of railways, of
steamship company, of a block of ironworks
textile factories, of a group of banks, may.
measured in many millions of pounds. There
are a few great fortunes; one man's wealth
total a hundred millions:;, with managing
of many other millions; and also, by the
system, any man who has saved a few pounds
become a small capitalist. There are h
of thousands of small capitalists. But sp
generally, the ownership of capital, great
small, gives proportionate control over the lab
of others; the man who has little or none
only rely on the wages, fees, or salary, which
labour or services are worth. This is the a."IJ"''''i1i'
of the capitalist system which in some

,
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generous indignation, in others envy
hatred. The system is too big to be humane
entle or even approximately just; but it does
QrgiVork' it maintams
.'
. t h'IS count ry
elgh t men m
'I;
t~o hundred years ago but one could live;
without this or some equivalent system ~ev~n
. . t of eight among us would slowly expIre m
~:describable misery by hunger and disease.
PUBLIC PROPERTY

The essence of capitalism is that capital should
be mainly owned by in.dividuals, ~ither se.v~r.ally
or grouped in c:ompames. But.m any ciVIlIsed
community capItal may be and IS owned by the
State. Thus, in Britain the State owns houses,
lands, dockyards, arsenals, and that great ~is
tributing agency called the Post Office, whIch
employs about 200,000 persons. The municipal
authorities also own and operate tramways,
electric lighting systems, gasworks, and other
forms of capital. There is nothing in the nature
of things to prevent the State, or associations
working under the State, from owning all the
productive capital in the country and all the
land. The question is whether private ownership is better for the people as a whole or State
ownership. There has been a good deal of
illuminating experience bearing on this question
during the last eight years, and every man is now
in a better position to form a judgement than he
could be in the past. But if we agreed that
some form of State ownership was best in the
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abstract, we should still need to reflect
the change could be made either suddenly
slowly without disastrous results. The
perience ef Russia is not conclusive, but it
alarming; and it corresponds very closely
a forecast which I published ten years ago.
very existence is at stake on the practical
to these questions; and every citizen, either
his action or by his apathy, must contribute
the conclusion.
INDUSTRY
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, the labour of their hands for prosupp1Y
h ff .
or transport. The greaLer tee ectlve
of each worker in his degree, the
the effective industry of the ~?ole
.
t' g mass the better will be the condItIOns
coopera m ,
'd
h
~f:.the universal life ; whether we conSl er t ese
.. d by themselves, or the whole block of
islan s fng nations. And the effectiveness of
;c.oohpera r1ker depends not only on his own skill
eaC wo
'
. b
h' h
nd goodwill, but also on the mechamsm ~ w l~
a . assisted and the wisdom by whIch hIS
he IS
'.
operations are gUIded.
L

Capital is created by industry, and if
~aintained and renewe? and restored by industry

It would decay and ultlmately disappear; as the
railways and factories have decayed in Russia{
~he revenue of capital depends on the coopera..;
tlOn of human labour; the productivity of labour
in modern conditions depends on its association
with adequate and suitable capital. Modern
industry is as complicated as all other modern
interactions of man. Goods do not only need
to be made by human labour; they need to be
transported to the myriad places where they are
needed and in the requisite proportions; they
need to be marketed and sold and again trans..,
ported to the consumers. To control all these
operations, to direct them and improve them, an
army of merchants, bankers, managers, inventors,
organisers, lawyers, salesmen, accountants,
clerks, are required; these are as necessary for
our daily sustenance as the multitude of those

THE MOTIVE POWER OF SOCIETY

I think you will agree, after considering

N
ds
. ow
own nature and the nature of your f'
. . nen
f
a:nd acquaintances, that the great maJonty 0 men
not work their best, or eve~ work at all,
without some strong personal motIVe or ex~ern~l
compulsion. The strongest personal ~Otlve IS
'.h need for a livelihood and the desIre for a
t e.
1
1"
better livelihood; the mos~ powe~fu c~mpu SlOn
.. the need of pence. ThIs motIve anses from
IS
. h'
h"
the institution of private property, WhIC . m.t IS
age has led to the system which we call capItalIsm.
In so far as capitalism has produced goO? result.s,
it is because this motive makes fo~ ~fficIency; m
so far as it produces bad results~ It ~s b~cause of
the imperfections of human mstitutlO~s ~nd
human natwe. We believe that human mstItutions can be improved; we believe that the
nature of man as a cooperative animal has been
~w

will
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and ~an be improved. But I fancy
experIence of the last seven years has
many, who once believed in State
that, however imperfect the rule of
may be, the rule of Government in trade
con:merce, and finance, is likely to be
!hlS capitalist system was not made; it
It coul? be unmade, but it could not be
accordmg to plan. No man can know
than his own little piece of the puzzle; and
who have the greatest power cannot follow
c.on,sequences of their actions beyond the
lImIt of their
own knowledge ,WIsest
The '
,
most ~tudlOUS of philosophers can but
perceIve ~he fo~ces and principles which
the machme gomg and impede or facilitate
smooth ,:vorking. If I have been able to
you ?eglr: to see how great and complex the
machme IS, and how its efficient operation.
?epends on every man doing his best at his ow~
Job, I s.hall have achieved all that I hoped t
accomplIsh.
(~
To sum uP:, as I have said above, there is
cons~ant conflIct between Capital and
..
that IS, between the owners of capital and th
wh? depe~d for their livelihood on the labou;~i
theIr bodIes. Each party desires to have ~
larger share of the joint product of Capital
d
Lab,our. But there is also an incessant, an .•
matlc, ~nd necessary cooperation between the
two whIch creates a common interest. It is to
the benefit of both parties that the joint product
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be as great and as well-proportioned as
The Trade Union movement of the
century made the conflict more prothe cooperation less cordial, and this
of class to class explains a great part
the course of events in the Parliaments of
1906-1914, to which we will now return.
VOl'">::>'''

1906 - 1 9 I 4
Looking back on the Parliaments of 1906- 1 9 14,
ire seem able now to distinguish three main
tines of action, distinct in spirit and motive, but
hcting and reacting each upon the other. There
the consummation of historic Liberal policy,
leading up to the defeat of the House of Lords
and the passing of Home Rule for Ireland.
There is a series of measures designed for the
benefit of the working classes at the cost of the
more wealthy, There is also the steady though
inadequate preparation for a European conflict,
which was dimly foreseen though consistently
disavowed by the leaders of the party in power.
To pursue these three lines separately would
lead to needless repetition, I will endeavour,
following the order of time, to indicate the main
sequence of events in the period and show what
I' conceive to be the spirit and bearings of
each.
THE PARLIAMENTS OF

. MEASURES FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE WORKERS

Things moved slowly at first; as time went
on they gathered momentum and speed. It is
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THE FINANCE BILL OF 1909

~ignificant that the first notable Act was an Act

conditions of life in towns; and under the
Development Act of 1909 public funds were
provided for the utilisation of national resourc~s,
such as waste lands, which private enterpnse
was unlikely to bring into use.
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~n favour of Trade Unions. By a decision of th
Judges, in 1901, in connexion with a strike o~
the Taff ~ale railway, it was laid down that a
Trad~ Umon ~as responsible for wrongful acts
occasIOned by ItS officials and could be made to
pay damages. By the Trade Disputes Act, 1906,
It was enacted that no Trade Union could be
syed ~or damages on account of any wrongful act
commItted by or on behalf of the Union. Thus
the. unr~asonable restrictions imposed on Trade
UnIOns m their early history led by reaction to
the grant of. ~n excessive privilege. In 190 7
Local Authonties were allowed to provide meals
at the .cost of the ratepayers to indigent children
attendmg school. In 1908 money was voted for
the payment of Old Age Pensions to persons
who had reached the age of seventy and were
not possessed of income exceeding a small
a~ount. In the same year the working day for
mmers was fixed by law at eight hours. In
190 9 T.rade Boards were set up to fix a minimum
wage. m . so~e of the worst-paid industries.
The mstItutIOn of Labour Exchanges in the
sam: year was devised in order to bring those
se.ekmg employment more readily into touch
WIth t.ho~e who. bad employment to offer; and
~he prm~Ipl~ ofmsurance against unemployment
m certam mdustries by contributions from
workers and employers was at the same time
adopted. The Housing and Town Planning Act
of 1909 was framed for the improvement of

190 9
All these measures were intended directly or
indirectly to improve the condition of the workers,
at the cost either of their employers or of the
taxpayer. They were designed. to make the
terms of the bargain between CapItal and Labour
more favourable to Labour. But, in 190 9, the
naval activity of Germany aroused national
alarm, and great new sums were voted for the
British navy. The cost of all these schemes
necessitated new taxation, and led up to the
Budget of Mr. Lloyd George, in 1909, whic.h. was
planned to raise very great sum~ by addItIOnal
income tax, by super-tax on mcomes abo~e
£5,000 a year, by enhanced .charge~ for publIc
house licenses, and by heavIer dutIes on s~c
cession to property, which rose by increasmg
percentages according to the amount of the
property bequeathed. In the result, the .proportion borne by the rich of the t?tal expendIture
of the nation was to be greatly mcreased. The
Budget provided funds for the benefit o~ the
working classes; it provided funds for natIOnal
defence; it also served the third purpose of
bringing the conflict with the House of Lords to
FINANCE BILL OF

a crisis.
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LAND TAXATION AND THE LORDS

By unwelcome legislation Government had
deliberately.provoked the Lords to "fill up the
cup" of Liberal indignation, and the Lords had
not been loth to accept the challenge. They
had thrown out several Bills presented by the
C?mmons, and had frustrated the desire of the
LIberals to bring the schools controlled by the
Church of England under stricter popular rule.
The Budget of 1909 directly attacked the Lords
not only as rich men but as landowners. Th~
possession of land frequently gives great unearn~d profits to the men whose estates are
reqmr~d for the .development of industry or the
extenslOn of bmlding. Philosophers had often
urged .that this "unearned increment," as they
called It, should go, not to the private owner but
to the public. Mr. Lloyd George became Chancellor of the Exchequer in 1908, and by his
~udg:t of I909 he endeavoured to carry this
Idea mto effect. An elaborate system of uni-.
~ersal valuation was established to give base
lmes from which future increases of values
should be calculated, with a view to taxation. It
may be here mentioned that when the scheme
was put into force practical difficulties made it
much less profitable than had been hoped, and it
was abandoned two or three years ago.
ACTION OF THE HOUSE OF LORDS

It was appropriate that the Liberals should
complete their historic programme, which began
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and long continued as a fight between the middle
classes and the landed aristocracy, by an attack
on the Peers as landowners. The value of
agricultural land had indeed fallen heavily since
1879, but those landowners whose property was
used for dwellings and industries and mines had
profited greatly by the increase of population
and the development of enterprise. The projected taxes on land values were especially
resented by the Peers, and those newspapers and
politicians who hoped to overthrow the Liberal
Government encouraged the Lords to resistance.
It was an admitted principle of the British
constitution that the House of Lords could not
amend or alter the provision made by the Commons for the revenue of the country, or the
taxes by which money was to be raised; but a
Finance Act was needed to give the force of law
to the new organisation required; such a Finance
Act could not be passed without the consent of
the Lords, and they were urged by the hot-heads
to reject it. After the Finance Bill had been
fought through the Commons, detail by detail,
it was thrown out by the Lords towards the end
of 1909. The Government advised the King to
dissolve Parliament, and the parties came to
grips in the General Election of January, I9 1O·
THE ELECTION OF 19 10

The electoral campaign was fought with great
spirit. Tariff Reform was pressed as a rival
expedient for raising the money required, and for
u
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THE HOUSE OF LORDS DEFEATED

providing at the same time more abundant and
better employment for the workers. The conservative part of the British nation (which is
always considerable) viewed with suspicion all
those schemes for benefiting the poor at the
expense of the rich, and detested the army of civil
servants needed to carry them into effect. They
resented the attack on the House of Lords,
regarding it as the last safeguard against revolutionary reform. They saw Home Rule for
Ireland looming up in the background. But the
Lords had accepted battle in a weak position; it
was easy to say that they had violated the spirit
of the Constitution in order to protect their
own private interests. Thus, although the Conservatives \von many seats, they did not win
enough for their purpose; they came back only
27 2 against 274 Liberals, 41 Labour, and 82 Irish
Nationalists"

Sessions, spread over at least two years, should
become law, although rejected by the Upper
House. This was in the circumstances a very
moderate measure, and still maintains an important safeguard against hasty legislation. The
L?rds, however, naturally rejected it, and the
LIberal Government once more appealed to the
country. The results in the Election of December,
1910, were much the same as those in that of
] anuary, 19IO. When the Commons reassembled
the Parliament Bill was once again passed, and
the same hot-heads once again invited the Lords
to throw it out. But the Prime Minister, Mr.
Asquith, announced that he had informed the
King that if the Parliament Bill were aO'ain
rejected he would advise the creation of a ~uf
ficient number of Peers to secure its passage.
King George, who had succeeded to the throne
in May, 1910, intimated that He would consider
it His duty to follow the advice offered by His
responsible Ministers. On this announcement
the party of surrender prevailed, and the Parliament Bill was passed by the House of Lords
by a majority of 13 I-I 14, and became law (19II).
The reform or reconstitution of the House of
Lords was promised by the preamble of the Act,
but no Government has yet undertaken this
difficult and dangerous task.
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THE PARLIAMENT BILL

The Lords had been beaten; they could no
longer resist the Finance Bill which embodied
the provisions necessary for Mr. Lloyd George's
Budget, and it became law. But another battle
had yet to be fought. Liberals, Labour and
Nationalists were all alike determined, though
not for identical reasons, to subordinate the
Lords to the Commons. A Bill was introduced
and passed through the Commons depriving the
Peers of all right to interfere with any Finance
Bill, and declaring that any Bill which passed
the House of Commons in three successive

29T

PARLIAMENT, I91 I-1914

The Parliament Act laid down that the House
of Commons should be dissolved at intervals of

WELSH DISESTABLISHMENT
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not more than five years, instead of seven years,
as prescribed by the Septennial Act of 1716.
The Parliament in which this Act was passed
nevertheless sat for nearly eight years, owing to
the Great War. In its first year was passed the
National Health Insurance Act, by which all
persons in employment at wages less than a
certain sum per week were obliged to be insured
against sickness and permanent disability, the
contributions being paid, in part by the employer,
in part by the insured person, and in part by the
State. These contributions, besides sick pay and
disability allowance, gave a right to some free
medical attendance and treatment. For the administration of these benefits the old voluntary
Friendly Societies were utilised, and Trade Unions
were allowed the status of Friendly Societies for
the same purpose. In the same year the House
of Commons voted that every member should
receive a salary of £400 a year. This measure
was needed if Labour was to retain its representation in Parliament, because the Law Courts
had decided, in 1909, that Trade Unions could not
lawfully devote any part of their funds to the
payment of Members of Parliament. But it was
also a further step in the establishment of
democratic government; and incidentally, it ~n
creased the authority of the Government whIch
may be in power at any moment. For the defeat
of a Government is usually followed by a General
Election; and at all times there must be in Parliament a considerable proportion of members to

whom the Parliamentary stipend is a means of
livelihood which they are unwilling to risk. In
the same Session an Act was passed regulating
an~ restri.cting the hours to be worked by
aSSIstants III retail shops.
WELSH DISESTABLISHMENT

But the main business of this Parliamentb~fore the War-was the passing of two measures,

hItherto blocked by the opposition of the Peers
which was known to be resolute but now could
be overborne. The lesser of these was the disest~blishment of that part of the English Church
whlch was domiciled in Wales. This was in
part a concession to Welsh national feeling, in
part to the Nonconformist section of the Welsh
people, who probably were a majority of the
whole, and certainly were a majority of those
who took an active interest in such questions.
The revenues of the Church of England in Wales
were not very considerable, and under the disestablishing Act the most part of them were
left in the possession of those individuals and
ecclesiastical bodies which had hitherto enjoyed
them. B~t a part was taken away, and devoted
to educatIOn and other purposes of social improvement. Seeing that the antagonists of the
English Church in Wales had the upper hand
the compromise adopted may be regarded a~
mode:-ate. B~t:m both sides it was mainly a
questIOn of prmClple and sentiment; and the Bill
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only became law in 1914, when it had three times
passed the Commons.
THE HOME RULE ACT

Soon after the accession of George V, a conference was held with a view to settling the
Home Rule problem by consent of all parties.
But the conference failed, and the Liberal purpose could only be achieved by legislation. The
Bill that was first passed in 1912, and in spite of
the House of Lords became law in 1914, gave a
limited self-government to Ireland as a whole
vvith a House of Commons, and a Senate
Upper House to be chosen by proportional
representation. Proportional representation is
a device advocated, and in some countries
adopted, to secure the representation of minorities. At present Great Britain is divided-for
the most part-into constituencies, each returning
one member. Thus in any constituency fifty-one
per cent. of those who vote can return the
Member, and the remainder of the electorate go
unrepresented. In practice this has worked out
so as to give the victorious party a majority much
greater than its numerical superiority would
warrant. This has convenience for Parliamentary
Government, since small majorities render
authority precarious. Under Proportional Representation constituencies would be marked
out, each to return three or more members.
Each voter might have any number of votes,
provided it were less than the total of members

0;
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returnable from his constituency. But the
simplest plan is the single transferable vote.
Imagine a constituency of 1,000 voters returning
ten members and twenty candidates nominated.
Each voter marks the list of candidates on his
voting paper with numbers, I, 2,3, etc., according
to his order of preference. Any candidate who
stood first on 101 lists would be secure of election. If a candidate received say 500 first votes,
only 101 of these would be credited to him, and
on the other lists second, third, or fourth votes
would come into play according to circumstances.
Thus, if the constituency contained 500 Liberals,
300 Conservatives, 200 Labour, it might be expected that about 5 Liberal, 3 Conservative, and
2 Labour members would be elected.
And so
on throughout the country. In Ireland, where
there is a great majority of Nationalists, but
a considerable minority of Unionists and
Protestants, mainly concentrated in the north
but also scattered all over the country, such a
plan was well calculated to secure adequate
representation of the minority. It has other
advantages for the choice of an Upper House.
In large constituencies local favour would count
for less, and men of reputation and position
might expect to receive more support.
Under this Act the Irish representative
assemblies were to have full control of their local
affairs and revenue. Some matters of Imperial
concern-such as Army, Navy, Foreign Affairs,
Post Office, and Customs-were reserved to the
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HOME RULE DEFERRED

Imperial Government and the Imperial Parliament, and the semi-military Royal Irish Constabulary was reserved to the Imperial authority
for a term of years. In years past it is probable
that Ireland had contributed more than its share
to Imperial revenues, but more recently (since
the passing of Old Age Pension Acts and the
like) Irish Government had been costing more
than the revenue collected in Ireland would cover.
Therefore, it was arranged that Great Britain
should contribute to Irish revenue the sum of
about two million pounds a year. But, although
this Act satisfied the Nationalists at the time and
was entered in the Imperial Statute Book, it
never came into force. The War was one reason;
the vehement opposition of north-eastern Ulster
was another.

imported-it would seem with the SlnIster
connivance of Germany. There was always a
large British garrison in Ireland, chiefly centred
on the military camp of the Curragh. Ambiguous
orders were issued to the troops, many of whose
principal officers were Irishmen and Protestants.
Some of them let it be known that they would
sooner resign their commissions than coerce the
men of Ulster by military force. Discussion
took place; assurances were given to Sir John
French, the Commander-in-Chief, and the officers
of the Irish garrison; but it appears that Sir John
Seeley, the Minister for War, had exceeded his
instructions, and in a fog of uncertainty and indecision Sir John French and Sir John Seeley
gave in their resignations, which were accepted.
The Government intended, after passing the
Home Rule Act, to satisfy North-east Ulster by
an amending Act. But while civil war seemed
imminent, and while it was still uncertain whether
and how it could be averted, on August 4th War
broke out with Germany; and, to the intense
disappointment of the Germans, Irishmen and
Britons decided to postpone their strife, and the
Home Rule Act was suspended until the end of
the War, which few then believed to be distant.
The Home Rule Amendment Bill was also put
aside.
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ULSTER PREPARES TO FIGHT

The stubborn and stalwart Protestants of
north-eastern Ulster-in whose hands lay a
great part of the wealth and nearly all the
mechanical industries of Ireland-were determined not to come under the rule of a hostile and
Catholic majority. At the beginning of I9I4,
when the third and last passing of the Home
Rule Bill was near at hand, the Protestants of
Belfast and the surrounding country began to
organise and drill. Civil war was in sight, and
for fear of precipitating a conflict the Government
allowed the movement to gather ~head until
it became serious and formidable. Arms were
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LABOUR TROUBLES

The last years of external peace were not
years of domestic quiet. The Acts passed to
satisfy the workers did not achieve their pur-
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AN ERA OF GREAT STRIKES

pose; strikes were frequent and of unprecedented
magnitude. In I91 I the railwaymen struck,
demanding that their general Unions should be
recognised by the Board of Directors as bodies
qualified to negotiate. This strike coincided
with a serious alarm of war arising out of the
Morocco question. Dissatisfied with the predominance which France was establishing in
Morocco, the German Emperor sent a warshipthe Panther-to Agadir, on the west coast of
Morocco, to vindicate by a show of force certain
claims of German subjects. The determination
to support France which Great Britain displayed
cooled his ardour, and peace was maintained.
But in the crisis of national danger the railwaymen did not press their claims to the uttermost,
and a compromise was quickly reached. In the
same year successful strikes were carried out by
the seamen, the dockers, and the carters. In
I912 the coal miners struck for a minimum wage.
The hewers of coal are generally paid by the
weight of coal hewn out, but it may happen that
a man working at a bad place or under unfavourable conditions may, through no fault of
his own, earn less than the average wage. It
was demanded that in such circumstances a
minimum wage should be paid for each day's
work. After more than six weeks cessation of
work the miners won, after the intervention of
Government, and the minimum wage in each
district was fixed by arbitration. Such a strike
is disastrous for the country at large. It affects

at once all workers in iron and steel; next, it
affects the railways, and finally, every industry
in the country is impeded and harassed. In the
same year the Liverpool dock labourers struck
against a scheme intended for their benefit.
Dock labour is what is called casual labour ; men
are engaged for the job, and paid by the job; the
job before the war was commonly reckoned at four
hours; thus employment is uncertain and intermittent; when times are good most of those who
wait for work at the docks may be busy; in bad
times thousands have little or nothing to do. It
was desired to secure regular wages for a limited
number of men, and to reduce the casual element
to the lowest possible proportion. But the
dockers would not have it; and the scheme
failed.
In 1913 the municipal workers of Leeds struck,
and for some weeks the city was left without
scavengers and dustmen, to the danger of public
health. However, the citizens organised themselves and did the necessary work and the strike
was defeated, but much bitterness resulted. In
19 I 4 there was a great strike in the building
trade against the employment of men who did
not belong to any of the Unions in the trade.
Those who pay contributions to a Union consider
that they are making sacrifices, not only for
themselves but for the benefit of their fellows,
and they do not think it fair that those who do
not contribute or take part in common action
should share the benefit. Therefore, wherever
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the Union is strong enough, all are forced by
one means or another to join up.
These are only a few of the most important
disputes of the years before the War. There
were many others, too numerous to be mentioned
here. Taken all together, they show the magnitude and solidity of these combinations of entire
trades, many of them combinations of unskilled
workers. They show also that Government
measures to improve the condition of the workers
had not satisfied them, that what is called labour
unrest was increasing, and they reveal the forces
that were working towards industrial strife.
CONCLUSION

The one dominating movement of the Parliamentsof I906-19I4 was the struggle for supremacy
between the House of Commons and the House
of Lords, which ended in the defeat of the Lords.
This marked another stage in the progress of
democracy, which had been rendered possible,
and perhaps necessary, by the development of a
free Press. The growth of capital and the growth
of population occasioned by the Industrial Revolution had swept away all traditional relations
between employers and employed, and to protect
their interests the labouring classes had organised
themselves in Unions, at first transitory, later
consolidated in great federations. In order to
influence the action of Government and the
course of legislation, organised labour had
procured the election of representatives in
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Parliament and in every constituency its power
was more ~r less felt. Thus the Parliaments of
this period give many examples _of measures
intended for the relief of the workers, and the
increased taxation needed for these purposes and
for national defence was thrown in greatly increased proportions on the ~ea1thier clas.ses.
But this policy had not satIsfied orgamsed
labour, and the period ends with three years of
strikes on a great scale.
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CHAPTER X
THE GREAT WAR

I9 I 4- 18

THIS nation of ours has always been upon its
The people of England had hardly
trial.
achieved national unity when it passed under the
scathing inroads of Danish and Norse invaders,
twice repeated and twice prolonged throughout
a generation. Twice it came under foreign rule.
Slowly and painfully it struggled from the
gloomy ignorance and superstition of the Dark
Ages to the twilight splendour of Plantagenet
days, and so on to the full sunrise of the Elizabethan era. It made for itself a language, a
literature, a system of law, and a constitution.
It reformed its own religion, retaining its faith
and its Bible together with liberty of individual
belief. When the discoveries of Columbus and
Magellan threw the whole world open to enterprise and commerce, the citizens of England,
trained in freedom and self-government, were
not the first, but the most active and persevering
in the pursuit of the new prizes offered. At first
they leaned upon their rulers, as ignorant men
must do, but the great kings that fortune gave
them were able to work with rather than in
302
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opposition to their people. The English nation
passed through the customary interludes of civil
strife, but in rebellion and sedition it showed a
moderate spirit, and at each stage of progress
the number of experienced, responsible and
prudent citizens became greater. Thus, ~t the
end of the eighteenth century the people were
governed by a large class of nobility and gentry
-men after the Englishman's heart-solid, sensible, determined, courageous, at need capable of
unsparing self-sacrifice, ever willing to take risks
in a cause that they approved.
Throughout all these trials the whole people of
England worked as a team of comrades. Kings
led, churchmen, nobles, gentlemen, sea captains,
merchants, led. but the success of their leadership
depended on the cordial and confident cooperation of the rank and file. The people of England
ha~ at all. times been, it must always be, the
bUIlder of Its own fortunes. But with the steady
advance of democracy in the nineteenth century
the people comes upon its trial in a novel way.
Democracy did not begin with the Reform Act of
1832; that Act only registered the results of a
movement which had begun at least as early as
the days of Chatham. Throughout the century
-partly by the extension of the franchise but
still more by the spread of education, by' the
de~elopm:~t. of the popular Press, by Trade
Um.on actlvltles, and by local interest in municipal
affaIrs-that part of the people which is critical
of national policy, conscious of national purpose,
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and therefore able to influence the conduct of
national affairs, has steadily increased. To-day
no man or woman can avoid a share in det.ermining the fortunes of us all, either by action or
acquiescence. The responsibility of statesmen
and politicians, of ministers and Parliament, is
less; the responsibility of the citizen is greater.
Therefore, in all the trials of the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries, progressively and generation
by generation, the people as a whole has been
more and more severely tested; the test is more
severe to-day than yesterday, and will be yet
more severe to-morrow. F or the test comes in
peace as in war, in prosperity not less than in
adversity.
TRIALS OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY

The last act for which the ruling classes had
sole responsibility was the successful conclusion
of the wars against Napoleon. In that great
ordeal the rank and file cooperated nobly, but
their share was obedience, loyalty, courage, and
endurance; the decision was not theirs, though
it was in accordance with their spirit. On the
other hand, the industrial revolution was carried
through to the point which it has now reached
with little aid or guidance from the ruling classes.
A free people carried out a complete change of
its whole life, without plan or ultimate purpose,
by the half-conscious cooperation of millions,
amid grime and sickness and privation, with toil
and thought and anxiety, in constant strife, sus-
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Sinking of the L1tsiiania.
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picion, and jealousy, and yet on the whole with
steadily growing well-being, comfort, enlightenment, and security. We cannot wholly admire the
result-what human work is wholly admirable?but the wonder is that the work, being so great,
should be as good as it is. From that trial the
people· has so far successfully emerged.
In the Crimean War, and in the suppression
of the Indian mutiny, the people had more share
than in the Napoleonic wars; in the Boer War
its spontaneous cooperation is evident, and the
last and greatest war of history was carried to a
successful issue by the almost universal effort
and sacrifice of a free people, in spite of inadequate preparation and training. It was the
spirit of a people, conscious of freedom and of
freedom's worth, that gave liberty to Canada,
Australia, New Zealand, and last of all to the
conquered States of South Africa. All the great
tests of the last hundred and fifty years have
fallen more and more upon the people as a whole,
and less and less upon any rulers, classes, or
individuals. The errors and failures are errors
of detail; the great successes are plain to view,
and should give us reason to hope and spirit to
resolve that in all the great tests of the future we
shall not be found worse than our fathers.
CAUSES OF THE WAR

German war medal.

Zeppelins over London.

The fundamental causes of the Great War
were those of all other wars-jealousy, greed,
x
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CAUSES OF THE WAR

arrogance, suspicion, fear, and the more generous
urge of national pride. From the oldest days
of humanity, if a tribe or a people prospered its
numbers increased; more territory was needed
to support its population, and that territory
could only be obtained by fighting with its
neighbours. Thus war is deeply ingrained in
human nature; it is almost an instinct; but it
is an instinct which can be tamed. It has been
tamed in some measure. The great countries
of the modern world are normally areas of
internal peace, and as between nations we have
no longer continuous warfare but only occasional
wars. Under our modern industrial system the
acquisition of territory is not a driving need.
There seems to be almost no limit to the population which a given area can maintain. But there
are still objects which may tempt the cupidity of
a growing nation; coal, iron, petroleum, gold,
diamonds, and the products of other climatessilk, cotton, spices, rubber, and the vegetable
oils of tropical lands. All these things may be
bought, but it is often more profitable and always
more gratifying to vanity if the means of their
production be owned. Thus the Germans had
reason to desire the coal and iron of France, the
coal of Poland, and the minerals of Russia ; there
can be no doubt that they envied us our colonial
possessions. The actual and potential wealth 0 f
the British Empire was enormous, and it seemed
to be inadequately defended.
Again, a powerful impulse drives any con~

tin ental nation to seek free access to the sea.
Even Bohemia at one time stretched out her
hands to the Adriatic. Access to the sea is, of
course, useful for commerce, but the impulse
seems to be almost instinctive. Thus Russia
looked towards the Balkan Peninsula, and above
all towards Constantinople. Austria was not
content with Pol a, Trieste, and Fiume; she
looked also towards Salonica.
So much for greed; jealousy and suspicion
are seldom absent when nations are in close
contact and rivalry. But the jealousy of Austria
and Russia in the Balkan Peninsula had been
chronic and often acute for at least a hundred
years. Austria had taken a part in thwarting
Russia at the time of the Crimean war and again
at the Peace of Berlin, in r878. There was also
jealousy between Italy and Austria with regard
to the Italian speaking possessions of Austria to
the north-east of the Italian peninsula, and with
regard to the Adriatic and its eastern shores.
France was for ever in fear of Germany; moreover, her pride had been wounded by the
disastrous war of 187 I, and she remembered
with undying regret the enforced cession of
Alsace and Lorraine. And I do not think it is
sufficiently recognised that Germany had reason
to fear Russia, whose policy was no less unscrupulous than her own, and that Germany was
therefore anxious to strike before Russia had
developed her railway approaches towards the
eastern frontier of Germany.
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THE RISE OF GERMANY

Germany was a great country in the Middle
Ages-imperfectly united, but populous, wealthy
and skilled in the arts of peace and war. In th;
sixteenth century she was torn asunder by
religious strife, and in the seventeenth century
she was devastated by the Thirty Years War.
Out of the ashes Prussia arose, and built her
power upon her military system. She increased
her scanty and scattered possessions at the expense of the German bishoprics, of Austria, and
of the Poles. Napoleon struck her down, but her
military spirit revived, and she had no trifling
share in Napoleon's fall. At the Congress of
Vienna, I ~ 15, her territories were rearranged,
but she gamed on balance. The united Germany
which resulted from the wars of r863-I87I was
the work of Prussia and came under her domination. (See also Ch. VII, pp. 181-8.) Even the
southern States of Germany, to which the harsh
precise, and authoritative methods of Prussi~
were at first distasteful, gradually came under
the sway of her military spirit.
The success of war as a short cut for the
satisfaction of national ambitions seemed to have
been proved by the events of 1866-7 I. The
virtues of an authoritative government, based on
military power, were manifested in the steady
growth of German prosperity from 187I-1914.
The Germans were industrious, frugal, and submissive to authority; the powers of steam,
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electricity, chemistry, and invention, had been
fully developed and were at their service'
.
'
abstr~ct SCIence had long been valued in Germany,
and It was now turned to practical use; the
Government encouraged industry and commerce
by subsidies, honours, and all the influence of
their ag~nts abroad. In manufacture, in agriculture, . m trade, in shipping, in engineering,
in bankmg, the developments were rapid and
enormous. German commercial, financial, and
directive enterprise was active in Russia, in the
Balkan States, in Italy, in Scandinavia, and in
South America; even in Great Britain it was
widely spread. The population of Germany
increased rapidly; and conditions were so good
at home that emigration almost ceased. It seems
that if the Germans had kept the peace for ten
years more they would have secured commercial
and financial domination over a great part of
Europe and of South America by continuing in
the way they had begun.
WHAT LED GERMANY TO MAKE WAR?

That the impulse to war in 1914 came from
Germany I at least have no doubt. The German
people had for years been educated in the belief
that they were subjected to a hostile encirclement
by Great Britain, France, and Russia. German
pride was wounded, in 191 I, when the illconsidered attempt of the German Emperor
to thwart British and French agreements in
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Morocco broke down ignominiously. In I913
the German Government, for no apparent reason
borrowed fifty millions to improve the equipmen~
of their armed forces, and increased the normal
peace strength of their army. The growth in the
size of battleships had necessitated the enlargement of the Kiel Canal, which was completed in
that same year. The events of July, I914,
complete the chain of proof (see below). That
there were secret influences at work I do not
doubt. Probably they will never be completely
revealed. But historical study leads me to
believe that if secret influences are important
their nature can be discovered by their effects.
N ow, I take it as proved that the royal power in
Prussia, and therefore the imperial power in
Germany, depended upon the military caste, and
that, if that caste had made up their mind to fight,
the Kaiser could not long withstand them. I
think the evidence goes to show that the Kaiser
was at first unwilling, but afterwards was carried
along, while the Crown Prince tried to win
popularity by displaying his sympathy with the
military caste. As for the mass of the people in
Germany, which never counted for much, apart
from their aristocratic leaders, they had been
thoroughly educated in the faith of" Germany
on top," and of war as the means of national advancement. The commercial magnates and the
professors were largely imbued with the same
ideas, and those who were not went in fear of
public opinion and imperial disfavour. Thus,

THE AIMS OF THE MILITARY CASTE

the real problem is to discover the motives
of the big soldiers who controlled the military
caste.
THE AIMS OF THE MILITARY CASTE

It is practically certain that the soldiers expected a short war and an easy victory. They
had good reason for such expectations, which
were very nearly realised. The German Army
was ready and exceedingly efficient. The French
Army, though admirable in spirit, courage, and
mind, was not so well equipped nor so speedily
mobilised. The Germans reckoned that, by a
speedy passage through Belgium, they would
surprise the French only half-prepared on an
unfortified frontier. The Russians were to be
slow and could be dealt with after the French
had been crushed. The British were not to join
at all, or if they joined, to join too late. All this
was very plausible, and very nearly right. But
for the cumulative effect of a number of greater
and smaller errors of calculation, it would have
been right enough, and world supremacy would
have been won. But there are always risks
in war, and the risks in this case were
so great that I do not believe they would have
been taken but for the personal motives of the
caste.
A military caste that does not fight once in a
lifetime loses status and self-confidence. Only
a handful of the men who fought in I9 1 4 can
have fought in 1871. The officers who had
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never fought wanted to fight before they died or
retired. The generals who thought they knew
the game wanted to play it. But I believe the
most convincing motive of all was that amazing
progress of German commerce, industry, and
finance, which if continued unbroken for ten
years more might have rendered the \Var
unnecessary-that is to say, might have robbed
the soldiers of their chance. The war was
fought, I believe, to preserve the supremacy of
the military caste. There may have been also
a political motive arising from the growth of
the social-democratic party. Advisers of the
Hohenzollern may have feared that the control
of the democratic Parliament of United Germany
(the Reichstag) might pass out of their hands.
They may have feared the demand for reform in
the very undemocratic Prussian Parliament, and
wished to give renewed strength to the military
foundation on which the Prussian monarchy
rested. Some have even suggested that the
financial basis of German industry and commerce had become so insecure, that war was
waged for fear of a financial catastrophe. I do
not believe that German finance was so bad as
that, nor do I believe, if it had been so, that the
soldiers would have understood it or paid
attention to it. I believe they decided to fight
in order that their predominance as the aristocratic aud military caste in Prussia and
Germany might not be impaired but enhanced.

ORIGINS OF THE WAR
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MOVEMENTS IN THE BALKANS

To trace the origins of the War one might go
back to 1871 and 1878. One must go back to
1908, when Austria annexed the Balkan
provinces of Bosnia and Herzegovina, which
had been entrusted to her custody by Europe in
1878. After the annexation she was only
preserved from Russian attack by German
threats. But the jealousy of Russia was not
appeased, and Serbian fear and hostility were
aroused by the SUbjugation of neighbours of
like race and language with themselves. The
war of Italy against Turkey, in 191 I, for the
possession of Tripoli, set all the Balkan peoples
scheming to profit by the embarrassments of
Turkey, for many centuries their oppressor and
still the ruler of many Serbians, Bulgarians, and
Greeks. In 1912 a secret league of Bulgaria,
Serbia, and Greece was formed. To this league
Russia was privy, and she was adopted as
patron and arbitrator-hardly without her
consent. France became aware of this, and,
although she could not prevent the Balkan
League from making war on Turkey, with the
aid of England she succeeded for the time
in preventing an universal conflict. This she
was able to do, partly because the Central
Powers expected the victory of Turkey, and
probably also because they were not fully
prepared for war. But the Balkan allies were
rapidly and completely victorious. However,
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OUTBREAK OF WAR

in the distribution of territory which followed
on victory, Bulgaria was not satisfied, andprobably at the instigation of Austria-she
attacked Serbia. Roumania, instead of playing
the game of the Central Powers, took sides
against Bulgaria. Bulgaria was occupied and
compelled to accept the humiliating peace of
Bukarest (1913), and even Turkey benefited by
the restoration of Adrianople and other territory
previously ceded to Bulgaria. Thus jealousy
and hatred resumed their customary s\vay
among the Balkan peoples, and Austria for
more than a year was seeking an excuse to
chastise Serbia, if not to annex her State.
Germany seized the chance to establish her
influence even more firmly at Constantinople.

his yacht to "establish an alibi." ~ othing
overt was done until July 23rd, when an ultImatum
was presented to Serbia, making demands u~on
her that, in the words of Lord Grey, no natIon
could accept and retain her independence. The
day and even the hour of presenting this ultimatum appear to have been chosen so that ~he
French President should have left the RussIan
Emperor, whom he was visiting, and be detained
upon the seas until the twenty-four hours delay
accorded to Serbia had elapsed. Nevertheless,
Great Britain and Russia persuaded the Serbian
Government to accept the ultimatum, with only
two reservations which it was desired to refer
to the Hague Tribunal. This answer was taken
as a refusal, and the Austrian Ambassador at
once left Belgrade. On July 28th Austria
invaded Serbia.
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THE MURDERS AT SERAJEVO

The occasion sought by Austria came when
the Archduke Francis Ferdinand, heir to the
Throne of Austria-Hungary, visited Serajevo,
capital of Bosnia, and was there murdered with
his wife on June 28th, 1914. That was a mysterious crime, and we may never know why it
was committed, or permitted. But Austria at
once asserted that it had been planned in
Belgrade, and proclaimed that Serbia was responsible and must be punished. There is little
doubt that on July 5th all the necessary steps
were taken at Potsdam to prepare for the war
which would almost inevitably follow if Austria
attacked Serbia. The Kaiser then went off in
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THE DECLARATION OF WAR

Great Britain did her uttermost, with the
cordial support of France, to avert war. She
appealed to Germany that she should join with
France, Italy, and Britain, in a confere?ce to
settle the issue between Austria and SerbIa, and
that between Austria and Russia which had now
arisen. But Germany turned a deaf ear, and
when Russia mobilised her armies, first against
Austria and then, as the attitude of Germany
became clear, against Germany also, Germany
issued on August 1St, an ultimatum to RussIa
demadding complete demobilisation within
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twelve hours. On the same day she declared
war. OnAugust 3rd, she also declared war on
France, having previously crossed the French
frontier. The French, on their part, to avoid
any accidental collision had withdrawn all their
troops several miles from the frontier.
THE ATTITUDE OF GREAT BRITAIN

Throughout the hurried days-July 23rd to
August 3rd-the attitude of Britain had been
admirable. She had moved heaven and earth to
secure peace, without disloyalty to her friends,
France and Russia. But one thing she had not
been able to do, and that might possibly have
prevented the War. She did not and could not
declare that in case of war she would be on the
side of France. An Emperor may perhaps-a
British Prime Minister cannot-commit himself
to war without making sure that he has his
people behind him. The Germans gave the
provocation which clinched the slow-forming
resolution of the British people.
On August 2nd Germany delivered an ultimatum to Belgium, demanding passage for
German troops for the invasion of France. The
Belgians nobly refused, and appealed to Britain.
On August 3rd Sir Edward Grey (Lord Grey
of Falloden) set forth the situation to the House
of Commons. He may have doubted before he
met the House what might be its feeling; before
he had spoken many words it was evident that
Parliament was almost unanimous in the resolve

THE DOUBTFUL CHOICE
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to resist so great a wrong, at whatever cost.
The Irish nationalists spoke boldly and generously in that sense. The feeling of the British
people. was clear beyond question. Accordingly,
an u!tlmatu~ was addressed to Germany that
BelgIan terntory should be left inviolate according to the treaty of 1839, to which Pr~ssia
was a party. When the ultimatum was disregarded, Great Britain declared war at I I p.m. on
August 4th.
I remember well the supreme anxiety of those
seven days-July 28th to August 3rd-when war
was practically certain, and .it seemed possible
that our country might stand aside. I was
convinced that the honour and safety of our
country were at stake. Our honour was at
stake, because a great wrong was intended, not
only against Belgium but against France who
had given no provocation. Our safety ~as at
stake because, France once crushed, it was only a
matter of time before we also should be attacked.
But a great people is slow to move, and sometimes slow to understand. The plot had been
pushed forward so quickly, that the rights and
the. wrongs and the interests involved might
eaSIly be obscure to many. The violation of
Belgium made the dangers far more great but
that also might not be comprehended. Bu~ the
wrong done to Belgium was clear beyond the
hazard of a doubt. Our generous people was
moved by the manifest crime as it might not
have been moved by a sense of danger or by
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more uncertain questions of right. Its sense of
honom and justice saved it from disaster.
FIRST WEEKS OF THE WAR

The resistance of Belgium, and especially of
Liege, delayed the advance of the German ar.n:ies
by many precious days. The French mobIlIsation was less rapid than that of the Germans,
which had been expedited by every secret mea~s
since July 5th. The French also had. to shIft
their armies, since, in spite of many certam proofs
which indicated that Germany had long been
preparing to throw her forces into Belgium, the
French were not ready to defend their northeastern frontier, still less to meet the invaders
between Antwerp and Namm, which would have
been best. The British Expeditionary forceat first four, afterwards six, divisions of infantry,
a division of cavalry, and the necessary complement of auxiliary troops, organised as two army
corps-was rapidly despatched and safely put
across the sea. They came into action on the
23 rd August, at Mons, on the left of t~e Frer:ch
armies which had not yet found theIr fightmg
form a~d were disorganised by the fall of N amm,
which occurred on that same day. The British
fought until night-fall against grea.tly .supe~ior
forces and artillery, and their splendId dIsclplme,
with rapid and accurate rifle fire, did great damage
to the enemy. But the French were in retreat
on their right, and their left flank was threatened.
The next day they had to retire. On the 26th

THE BATTLE of THE MARNE

they fought a heavy rearguard action at Le
Cateau, and were able on the following day to
continue their retreat towards the Oise. This.
splendid army of long-service men had suffered
terrible losses, but both infantry and cavalry had
done wonderful things and carried through a
masterly retreat, in which Sir Horace SmithDorrien earned special distinction. And they
were ready when the time came to go into action
again. Their retreat at length came to an end
behind the Grand Morin.
THE BATTLE OF THE MARNE

Meanwhile, the French front, which had run
N.N.W. from the point where the Swiss frontier
meets the French to Namm, had been bent back
north of Verdun till it lay in a sagging line
directed nearly east and west to a point slightly
north of Paris. The German advance had continued, wheeling ever to the left, until the
possibility presented itself of breaking through
the Allied line east of Paris. Von Kluck, who
commanded the most westerly of the German
armies, in performing his share in this manceuvre,
exposed his right flank to the British on the Grand
Morin, and to a newly organised French army
under Maunoury between Oise and Marne. On
the 5th of September, Joffre, the French Commander-in-Chief, determined to strike. The
German right, attacked on flank and front, was
forced to retire, exposing their comrades in the
centre, who in their turn were heavily smitten by
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FIRST BATTLE OF YPRES

F och. The battle ended on the 12th, when the
German right had been driven back beyond
Compiegne, and the French line from Verdun had
been fixed so as to conform, holding from west
to east the forest of St. Gobain, the Chemin des
Dames, the line of the Suippe, the southern part
of the Argonne, and so on to the angle of Verdun
which fortress the Germans were unable t~
approach within striking distance.

lected and despatched to aid in the defence of
Antwerp, was driven across the Dutch frontier
and interned in Holland. Throughout October
and November, from Arras northwards ding-dong
fighting continued, the Germans endeavouring to
advance, the French, the British, and the Belgians,
striving to drive them back.
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THE RACE FOR THE COAST

The combats on the Aisne (September 13th25 th ), and other encounters to the east and southeast, did not succeed in modifying the line from
Noyon to the Swiss frontier. Meanwhile a race
began, the French extending their line northwards
towards Albert, the Germans conforming to their
movements and each endeavouring to outflank the
other. In these circumstances the British Commander-in-Chief, Sir John French, made the
~ensibl.e. proposal that his army should take up
Its posItIOn on the French extreme left nearer to
his bases of supply in Boulogne a~d on the
neighbouring coast. The British were, therefore,
removed from the Aisne, and came into action
again in October with headquarters at St. Orner.
Belgians and French completed the line to
Nieuport, thus covering the important harbours
of Boulogne and Calais. Meanwhile, the Germans
had occupied Antwerp on October 10th. The
chief part of the Belgian army had escaped to the
coast, but a part of the British force, hastily co1-

THE FIRST BATTLE OF YPRES

The heroic efforts of the French, which stemmed
the German advance between Arras and La
Bassee, should never be forgotten. But further
north the brunt of the attack fell upon the British,
at Ypres, which lasted from about the 30th of
November to the 17th of December. By a miracle
of courage and devotion our exhausted and
shattered men held their own, with French aid,
against immensely superior forces and even
against the assaults of the famous Prussian Guard.
Their losses were such as few armies have ever
been able to endure without breaking. And thus,
before the close of 19I4, a stable line of defence
was established from the Swiss frontier to the
coast of Belgium, which was never seriously
broken by either side until I9 18 .
TRENCH W ARFARE

Thenceforward the war in France and Belgium
was fought under conditions of almost unimaginable hardship. Much of the line ran through
sodden clay, where it was impossible to keep
water from the trenches. Rest could only be
y
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obtained in chambers dug deep beneath the
ground. . With progress of time the continuous
bombardment became more and more severe, as
all forms of artillery were multiplied and new
engines were invented for the discha.rge of explosive missiles and bombs loaded wIth d~adly
gas. Snipers lurked in hiding places cunmngly
concealed to punish any incautious. move~ent.
Periodic raids were carried out on eIther sIde to
keep the enemy occupied and secure prisoners
and information. New disorders were caused by
the deadly conditions-trench feet, trench fever,
and trench nephritis. Little joy of battle intervened to relieve the monotony of ceaseless danger,
cold, and wet. Few of the men were inured to
hardship and exposure; the most part came from
city life, a. life of umbrellas and overcoats, soft
beds and well-warmed houses. That our men
endured it may give us wondering pride, but our
enemies and our allies endured it also.
THE RUSH TO ARMS

The first part of the war was fought on our
side by volunteers. The earlier reinforcements
and drafts came from the regular Army, from
the special reserve and territorials partly trained
before the war and from the Indian army, whose
courage and d~votion were beyond ques~ion, b~t
their physique was ill-suited to a wmter m
Flanders. But behind them came a flood of
voluntary recruits.
In Lord Kitchener the
British people had a War Minister whom they

A VOLUNTEER ARMY
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trusted and revered.
His great frame and
impassive countenance gave the impression of
strength and solidity. Everyone knew him and
his great deeds. He called for men and they
came in their myriads. Nothing was ready for
them. But the men were patient, and with time
arms, clothing, equipment, housing, and training
were fonnd for them.
Men flocked from
Australia, Canada, New Zealand, South Africa,
and all the lands beyond the seas. Many of
these men were unaccustomed to discipline, and
intolerant of the ways of an army. But they
were willing to school their proud spirit, and no
troops have more glorious records than those of
the free Dominions. The Germans relied on
disaffection in our fellow-subjects abroad; they
were disappointed. In India such treason as they
were able to incite was easily subdued. A little
rebellion in South Africa was quelled by our old
and respected enemy, General Botha. The
South Africans found work in their own country;
first the conquest of German South-west Africa,
and afterwards of German East Africa, which
was not completed until the end of 1916.
CONSCRIPTION

For a long time as many volunteers came forward as could be trained and equipped. The
numbers thus raised can be reckoned in millions.
The British people dislikes compulsion and
values its liberty; but as time went on it was
seen to be unfair that the willing horse should

BRITISH EDUCATION
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do all the work; moreover, where there were
just reasons or necessity for exemption, it was
felt that those reasons and that necessity should
be examined and approved by some impartial
authority. At the end of 1915 Lord Derby
undertook to enrol as many as possible of those
who had not enlisted, on condition that tribunals
should determine who should be called to fight.
This plan sufficed for the time, but in 1916 a
general system of conscription was adopted and
accepted by the British people. A similar scheme
was later adopted by Canada and New Zealand,
but rejected by Australia, who preferred to rely
solely on volunteers. The individual citizens of
Australia did all, and more than all, that could be
expected of them. No considerable section of
the whole British people failed to rise to the
greatness of the national need and impulse. As
time went on, and especially in 19I8, older men
were taken; men were drawn from occupations
necessary for the war and for the maintenance of
the nation's daily life, from the land, from
munition factories, and every branch of industry
and commerce. Millions of women took their
place in offices, on the land, at the machines, on
the railways and other transport work, and for
clerking, cooking, and supply behind the fighting
lines.
EDUCATION JUDGED BY THE WAR

British education, both that of our Public
Schools and that of our elementary schools, has
often been and is still decried. But the best
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education is that which forms the best character.
Judged by this test, our education of each and
every class need fear no hostile comment. Our
officers were serious, steadfast, and brave; they
'learnt their business quickly and showed the
highest qualities of leadership. Our rank and
file were cheerful, humorous, patient, and enduring of every risk and hardship. Without
the instruction given by the public elementary
schools our volunteers could not have been so
speedily fashioned into soldiers and into armies,
and no fault can be found with the character
trained by those schools. Even our scientific
knowledge, which had often been condemned as
insufficient, proved equal to all the new and
colossal demands of the world war. The British
men of science proved as inventive and resourceful as those of any other nation. From
University and workshop to village school our
system was tried and found good, not only in
knowledge but in loyalty and public spirit.
MUNITIONS

The need for munitions of war of every kind
was greater than the most extravagant imagination could have foreseen. It is probable that
the relaxation of German effort about December,
1914, was partly due to the exhaustion of stores
which could not be at once replaced. Shells,
guns, transport, aeroplanes, and materials of
every kind were used up far more quickly than
In Great Britain
they could be restored.
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especially, practically no plant existed for the
manufacture of high explosive. Not until the
very end of 1914 were means taken to supply
this deficiency. The resources of Great Britain
for the manufacture of all kinds of engines and
machines were very great, and they were without
great difficulty adapted to the manufacture of
guns, rifles, shells, cartridges, aeroplane engines,
and the like. But the manufacture of trinitrotoluene, the standard high explosive, could not be
carried out on a great scale without long preparation; and in May, 19I5, the British Press
became aware that high explosive shells were
not available in sufficient quantities. The consequent agitation led to the fall of the Liberal
Cabinet, which had undertaken the \Var, and the
formation of a Coalition Cabinet, in which not
only Liberals and Conservatives but also the
Labour Party were represented. A Ministry of
Munitions was established, with enormous powers
and unlimited credit, which at once set to work
with great vigour. The Trade Unions were
persuaded to forgo their customary rights, and
unskilled men and women were freely employed
in industries whence they were excluded during
peace. All regulations as to hours were ignored.
Long before the War was over practically all the
resources of the nation were mobilised for war,
and every kind of munition was produced in
prodigious quantity.
Unfortunately, economy
was not closely studied, ~pd the cost imposed on
the nation was excessive. No satisfactory prin-

ciple was agreed as to wages, and, while t~e
nation was paying very high wages to. cert~ll1
classes of workers, it still had the mortlficatlOn
of hearing of strikes among munition workers
and of threatened strikes.
FINANCE

At the outbreak of war very skilful expedients
were adopted to avoid any general weakness of
credit. The Banks were closed for several days,
in order that time might be given for measures
of precaution. Paper currency was issued in
place of gold, and debtors were allowed ti.me to
meet any claims that might fall due. The Issues
of loans by the Government were well taken up,
though as the War went on the rate of interest
mounted higher and higher. The result of the
creation of all these new credits was to make
everyone feel rich, and rates of wages we~e not
closely scrutinised.
It was not sufficIently
realised that all these expenditures would sooner
or later have to be met, and indeed, after the War,
at least two years elapsed before it was fully
understood that so great a war must impoverish
the nation for many years to come, and that
lavish finance would make the burden even more
hard to bear. But both in this country and
abroad the power of national credit in an
emergency proved far greater than well informed
persons would have believed possi~le. without
the proof of experience. Great Bntam never
lacked funds to meet her own needs, however
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exaggerated by waste, and she was also able to
make great advances to her Allies, though on the
other hand, as the war proceeded, Britain herself
had to guarantee the loans of her Allies from the
United States up to great amounts.
Many
classes of workers received unheard of wages;
those who supplied their needs and luxuries did
great business. All those who had opportunities
of traffic which they knew how to use became
rich. The nation was scattering the wealth
which it had amassed during three generations.
Many became wealthy who had been poor, and
wealth did not always pass into worthy hands.
It will take many years to adjust a sane and
wholesome distribution of the national income.
Our Government is not framed for the autocratic
control necessary in war; it is framed for liberty
and influenced by public feeling; the people
knew that it must give, and give freely; it could
not be expected to know without experience the
difference between real and apparent wealth.

name was Hindenburg. Mustering such forces
as he could raise, he cut off an entire Russian
army, drove it into the marshes, surrounded and
destroyed it before the month was out. This
victory is known as the Victory of Tannenberg.
Hindenburg became a popular hero and was
made Commander-in-Chief of the German forces
in the East. The Russians had to evacuate East
Prussia. Meanwhile, the Austrians had invaded
Poland, advancing towards Lublin. But the
Russian armies retired before them on that side,
and further south attacked Galicia, the Austrian
share of the old dismembered Poland. They
rapidly advanced, threatening Cracow, and
through Cracow Silesia, that great manufacturing
province on which Prussian supplies in large
measure depended. Those were the days when
men talked of the Russian steam roller, and
looked for the triumphant progress of Russia to
Berlin. But victory was still far off, and was to
come, not through Russia, but by the stubborn
effort of France and England in their own defence.
Hindenburg countered by an attack on Warsaw,
which he almost reached, but he was driven back.
In Galicia the tide of battle rolled to and fro
during the last months of 1914, but the end of
the year saw the Russian cavalry almost in sight
of Cracow. In Serbia the Austrians had no
better success. Their first invasion was repelled;
a second invasion advanced far into the country,
but in December they suffered disastrous defeat,
and once more were driven to their own frontiers.
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Russia entered the field earlier than was ex~
pected. Her invasion of East Prussia began at
once, and by the 21st of August the German
troops were driven into Konigsberg.
This
diversion no doubt reduced German pressure on
the Allies in France and Belgium. But to
retrieve the situation in East Prussia, the Germans
found an old and retired General who had made
a thorough study of the difficult country. His
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T~e Austrian armies lacked resolute and skilful
gUIdance, and as the war went on they came
perforce more and more under German control.
THE BALKAN STATES

In I908 the old Sultan, Abdul Hamid, was
dethroned by a revolution, which professed to be
democratic and was organised by a "Committee
of Union and Progress." The government of
the country fell into the hands of unscrupulous
adventurers, who found a profitable friend in
Germany. In 1913 three of these adventurers
Enver, Talaat, and Djemal, came to suprem~
power by assassination. The railway to Bagdad
was built with German capital, and came under
German control. Germany looked forward to
the exploitation of Asia Minor and Mesopotamia
by m~ans of her Turkish friends, and to the
extensIOn of German power and enterprise
throughout the Middle East. It was natural
for Turkey to take sides against Russia but
most likely for reasons of policy, the de~isio~
was delayed; and Turkey did not join the
Central Powers until October, 1914. Communications between the Western Allies and south
Russia were thus cut off. Bulgaria, under her
crafty King, Ferdinand, waited on the course of
events, but the Allies could not offer her the
spoils of Serbia, which she desired, and when
the German forces under Mackensen were at
length, in October, 1915, ready for the final
and crushing onslaught upon Serbia, Bulgaria
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joined in the attack, having received the promise
of Macedonia and Epirus. At the outbreak of
the war the ruler of Greece under King Constantine was Venizelos, a democratic Cretan and
a friend of the Allies. But Constantine, through
his wife, the sister of Kaiser Wilhelm, was under
German influence, and when Serbia called for
aid against Bulgaria, under the treaty with
Greece, he dismissed Venizelos and refused all
assistance. To prevent the complete domination
of Germany in the Balkan Peninsula the Allies
occupied Salonica, which they retained until the
end of the War. Constantine was afraid to
provoke an open conflict with the Allies, but
they were eventually obliged to expel him from
Athens, though since the War he has been
allowed to return.
THE RUSSIAN DEFEAT

In the early months of 1915 the Russians
continued their advance towards Silesia, and
also endeavoured to break into Hungary through
the passes of the Carpathians. The Grand Duke
Nicholas was a competent and loyal Commanderin-Chief, and under him were several brilliant
generals. But the Russian armies were ill
supplied with arms and ammunition, and they
were never able to push their successes home.
""hen in April, I915, the Germans under Mackensen launched an attack in full strength on the
Russian front in Galicia, the Russians were
forced slowly and sullenly to abandon all their
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conquests. A German attack on Poland followed
in July, pressing the Polish salient from north
and south. On August 5th, I9I5, Warsaw was
occupied, and the Russian armies were forced
far back. They were not destroyed, and they
were able, towards the end of the year, to inflict
severe checks upon the invaders. But thenceforward, until I917, though the Russians from
time to time advanced and throughout gave
occupation to a great mass of German, Austrian,
and Turkish troops, the victory in the East was
and remained with the Germans. And when
Roumania, in 19I6, entered the war on the side
of the Allies, Russia was unable to offer any
substantial aid.
After initial successes the
Roumanians were driven back, until only a small
fraction of their kingdom was left in the occupation of the Roumanian army and government.
THE EXPEDITION TO THE DARDANELLES

The adhesion of Turkey to the Central Powers
closed the approaches to Russian ports on the
Black Sea. Whether to support further Russian
advances against Austria, or Hungary, or Germany, or to assist Russia against the German
attack then in preparation, it was important that
the Russian ports should be open for munitions
from abroad, and the West was also in need of
Russian corn. The Allies were masters of the
Mediterranean, and a maritime expedition against
Constantinople seemed hopeful, and if successful
would be of high importance. But the attack on
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the Dardanelles, which began in February, 19 1 5,
w?s marred in execution through divided counsels. The British military authorities declared
that they could spare no troops.
Venizelos
promised two Greek divisions; Constantine
vetoed this proposal. So it came about that a
purely maritime attack was first undertaken,
which was foredoomed to failure, and the Turks
were thus fully warned. Later, troops were
found, but when, on April 25th, the British and
French force of 120,000 men effected their
landing on the Gallipoli peninsula, all preparations had been made for defence. The landing
was well planned and heroically executed, but no
progress could be made. The sanitary precautions against the dangers of soil and climate
and water were inadequate. When reinforcements arrived, in July, 19I5, a fresh landing was
made in Suvla Bay, but success here was no
better than before. Finally, in December, I9 1 5,
we counted ourselves lucky to withdraw without
disaster the remnants of one of the finest armies
which Britain has ever sent out, with its 29 th
Division of Regulars, and the two Divisions
supplied by Australia and New Zealand.
I9 I 5- I 9 1 7·
The position throughout these years was
stable. Neither side could break through;
neither side could be broken. The Western
front with its incessant bombardment, its highly
organised attacks, and its daily encounters over
THE WESTERN FRONT,
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many hundred miles, ate up men and munitions
but no conclusion was in sight. In April, 19 I 5'
the Germans again attacked Ypres, this tim~
with poison gas, for which the British and French
were not prepared; but the Canadians held the
breach. The British made attacks, in I915, at
N euve Chapelle and at Loos ; the French at the
Vimy Ridge and in Champagne; but nothing
was achieved. In I9I6 the great event was the
German attack upon Verdun, the angle towards
Germany of the French line. This attack began
in February, I916, and lasted until August,
though the climax was passed in May. To
relieve the pressure on Verdun the British
planned their great battle of the Somme, which
opened on July 1st, and was supported by the
French to the south. This battle, or series of
battles, lasted with intervals until October; it
was finely contested and proved that the British
were at last as well equipped as the Germans
with artillery and munitions, but it did not
achieve a break-through. However, the effect
was seen when in February, I9I7, the Germans
began their retreat from the lines they had
hitherto held to a new and strongly and deeply
fortified line of defence, prepared during the
winter, and running from the Vimy Ridge to the
St. Gobain Forest and the Chemin des Dames.
This line is commonly known as the Hindenburg
line. The Verdun battle also found its fitting
conclusion when in October and December
Nivelle, the French General, by a skifull;
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organised series of attacks, won back nearly all
the ground which the Germans had occupied in
the bitter fighting of the summer.
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA DECLARE WAR

Two events mark out 1917-the entry of the
United States of America into the War and the
Russian Revolution.
Feeling in the North
American Continent had been confused and
various. The Americans treasured a kindly
feeling for France, who had assisted them in
their War of Independence; they retained mistrust and dislike of the British as a heritage of
that war and subsequent misunderstandings and
disputes. Enthusiastic democrats, they suspected
and despised all relics of aristocracy and monarchy such as are to be found in Europe. A
sound political instinct made them unwilling to
mix in European quarrels, just as it was a cardinal
principle of their policy that no European power
should interfere on the American Continent.
There were many millions of American citizens
of German extraction, most 'of whom retained
some affection for the old Fatherland, though the
greater part were loyal to the country of their
adoption. The Irish element, which was also
great, was hostile to Britain. The War brought
many occasions for dispute between the United
States and Great Britain. The Americans were
ready to sell us munitions and all kinds of produce, but they resented any interference with
their trade, and as the British bloc kade became
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more and more stringent they found themselves
not only cut off from the Central Powers but also
strictly limited in their dealings with neutrals.
It is much to the credit of our Foreign Office and
our Navy that none of the incessant alterc.ations
ever led to a serious interruption of fnendly
relations. On the other hand, the brutality of
the German methods of warfare revolted the
Americans. The outrages in Belgium, the use
of poison gas, the sinking of hospital ships, the
deportation of civilians and of women from
Russia and France, all these were calculated to
arouse indignation and hatred. Not least repulsive was the reckless sinking of merchant vessels
with their crews by German submarines. The
destruction of the Lusital1ia in May, I9 I 5, brought
this directly home to the Americans; many
American citizens lost their lives through that
crime. In reply to American expostulations the
Germans promised improvement, but their promises were insincere, and in January, 1917, they
were revoked and Germany announced her purpose of unrestricted submarine warfare. The
Russian Revolution of March, 1917, removed the
Russian autocracy, which the Americans suspected and disliked. Thus, in April, 1917, the
United States declared war on Germany. The
initiative was taken by the President, Mr.
Woodrow Wilson, but the decision was that of
the American people, who were at length convinced that the cause of England and France was
the cause of justice and freedom-and safety.
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THE RUSSIAN REVOLUTION

Even now we know little in detail about the
internal condition of Russia and the Russian
armies during the War. We have ground for
belief that there was intrigue, treachery, corruption, mismanagement, and neglect; we know
that there was also devotion and heroism. Of
all this the rank and file paid the price. Noone
knows what the Russian losses were, but they
may well have exceeded those of all the other
belligerents put together. The Tsar, Nicholas II,
was a well-meaning man, without force of
character or mind, His wife was a German
princess; there was no doubt German influence
in the Court as elsewhere in Russia; she was
bound to be suspected-probably without causeof German sympathies. But all her affections
were centred in her only son, who suffered from
an incurable constitutional weakness. A shameless rogue called Rasputin, who possessed
remarkable power over many minds, persuaded
her that he and he alone could keep the boy in
health. The authority thus obtained he used for
his wicked purposes, and so brought hatred and
contempt upon the royal pair. In December,
I9I6, his death was decreed by a band of exalted
persons, and the sentence was executed without
concealment. But the drastic remedy did not
save the autocracy; rather it hastened its fall.
In March the people of Petrograd stopped work,
as if by unpremeditated impUlse. The soldiers
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refused to fire on the crowds, and the Imperial
Governnjent melted away. On the I5th of
March the Tsar resigned, and a Ministry appointed by the Duma-the elective assembly of
Russia-assumed the power.
But the Revolution once started could not he
controlled. It spread to the army, it spread
to the navy. The moderate and middle-class
Government, which first took up authority, soon
fell to pieces. For a time an eloquent lawyer,
Kerensky, endeavoured to hold the State
together and to carryon the Vvar. A last
Russian offensive was begun at the end of June,
19I7, but it soon was exhausted, and when the
Germans hit back the troops refused to fight, and
the Russian armies ceased to count as a factor in
the War. For a while Kerensky held on to the
semblance of authority, controlled more and
more by his Bolshevik allies. In November
Lenin and Trotzky, with their Red Guard, seized
the ~power, and Kerensky took to flight. On the
17th of December the new Russian Government
signed an armistice with the Germans, and on
March 2nd, I918, the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk
was concluded, by which Russia gave up to the
Germans all her Baltic provinces, with Poland,
Lithuania, and the Ukraine, and abandoned
Armenia and the Caucasus to the Turks.

first months of 1917) attacks were made-by the
British in the region of Arras, capturing the
Vimy Ridge-by the French in Champagne, with
the object of driving back the Germans from the
Chemin des Dames and neighbouring heights.
The British attacks near Arras had a limited
success, but Nivelle, who commanded the French
troops in Champagne, failed to confirm the exaggerated opinions of his ability which had been
formed after his work at Verdun. Indeed,
French losses were Sd serious on this occasion
that France was profoundly discouraged. N ivelle
was removed from the chief command, and his
successor, Petain, received orders to be more
sparing of French lives. After March, 1917, the
Germans felt safe in withdrawing some of their
troops from the Russian front. Still the British
continued to press on the German front in
Flanders, with some hope of eradicating the
German nests of submarines at Ostend and Zeebrugge. For I9I7 was the year of extreme
submarine activity and success, and Britain was
in grave danger until the submarines were
defeated. But the fierce and prolonged fighting
in front of Ypres, from July to November, 19 I 7,
gave no adequate reward; the British attacks of
November and December in front of Arras and
towards Cambrai had no better success; and the
gains of Petain near Verdun and on the Chemin
des Dames (August to November) still left 19 I 7
a barren year, even if it had not ended in disaster
to another of our Allies.

19 I 7

After the German retirement to the Hindenburg lines had been effected (it occupied the three
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After long and fruitless negotiation with
Austria concerning the price of neutrality, Italy
had entered the War in May, 1915, though for
another year she delayed her declaration of war
against Germany. Her operations had been
directed towards the acquisition of Trieste on
the one hand and of the Trentino district on the
other. In both directions the country was very
difficult, and hard fighting had made but little
impression. I taly was full of discontent, and
even her armies were demoralised and in part
affected by enemy propaganda.
In October,
1917, after the Italians had closed their operations for the year, an Austrian-German army
under a German Commander was let loose upon
them at Caporetto; the troops chosen for attack
were known to be disaffected; they gave way
without resistance; and with difficulty the German advance was arrested many miles to the
rear-on the Piave. Both France and Britain
were obliged to send contingents to support the
Italian defence; the Germans were stopped, but
the loss of prisoners, guns, and supplies, was as
heavy as in any battle of the War.
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defeated and barely saved from conquest; the
Russian armistice of Decem ber, 19 I 7, set free all
the Austrian, German, and Turkish forces, that
had been occupied in the East. The French
were staggering under their losses, and the
British were obliged to extend their line-which
already reached from the sea to St. Quentinfurther south to the neighbourhood of Couey.
Yet reinforcements adequate to their greater task
were withheld for reasons which have not been
stated. The Allies throughout the War had
suffered from divided command; the Germans
had been more fortunate in securing complete, or
at least adequate, control over the armies of their
Allies. In the winter of 1917-18 the British
Government had endeavoured to set up unity of
command, at least on the Western Front, but they
did not get further than the establishment of an
Allied War Council at Versailles, which was afterwards joined by the American Commander-inChief.
A German attack in the north was
expected, and even the region and the date were
foretold, in January, by Sir Henry Wilson, the
British member of the Allied War Council.
American troops were arriving in France in great
numbers, but they were still under training and
had not yet appeared in action.

19 I8

The night is darkest before the dawn, and the
first half of 1918 was as gloomy as any period,
except the few black weeks that preceded the
Battle of the Marne. The Italians had been
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The German attack came on March 21St, 19 18 .
The Germans had developed and practised in
Russia new shock tactics.
Troops carefully
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selected were sent forward without much artillery
preparation, to be followed by successive waves ,
each passing through and beyond its forerunner.
They were assisted by the dry spring, which made
the ground hard and the rivers and streams low.
The brunt of their attack fell upon the Fifth
British Army, between St. Quentin and La Fere
which was unable to withstand the immense odds~
Day after day the advance continued; the upper
reaches of the Somme were lost, and the armies
to north and south were forced to retreat in
harmony with the retirement of the Fifth Army,
until a great salient was created, with its apex a
little south and east of Amiens. It was the
greatest attack ever made bv
- the Germans , and
far exceeded in magnitude of effort the attacks
upon Verdun. Yet by April 4th it was stayed
by joint French and British effort, and Amien~
with its system of railways was saved. A few
days later another attack was launched in
Flanders, which was carried on throughout the
month with considerable though not decisive
success. By the beginning of May this attack
was also checked; but the British losses of men
and material had been enormous. However,
our output of munitions was now so great that
the losses of material were speedily made good.
THE UNITED COMMAND

The blow was severe; but it had four excellent
consequences. The reinforcements which should
.have been sent in February were now despatched"
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The American troops, which had been waiting to
take the field until they could act as independent
armies, were released to serve as reinforcements
in the French and British forces. The German
position had been rendered more vulnerable by
the advances made. But chief of all the gains was
the establishment of a single command for the
forces of the four Western Allies - France,
Britain, Belgium, and the United States. On the
25 th of March General Foch was appointed
Commander-in-Chief of the armies in France and
Flanders.
The War produced many good
generals but only one soldier of genius, and
Foch was he. P6tain, Hindenburg, Mackensen,
Ludendorff, all had great qualities; Haig,
Allenby, Byng, Plumer, all were great soldiers
and leaders; many others might be named; but
only one will go down to history as a master of
the art of war. Wherever Foch was in command
great things were done. In the Battle of the
Marne Foch was in command of the Ninth Army,
and seized the chance offered by Kluck's enforced
retreat to "smash the keystone of the German
arch." Later in the same year he was the spirit
and soul of the fierce fighting which kept the
Germans out of Calais and Boulogne. All honour
to the British at Ypres, but without Foch and his
counsel and his men their superb gallantry would
have been in vain. And from the moment when
he took over the chief command, the worst was
over and the best began. The attacks on Amiens
and on the Flanders front were held. Wherever
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there was danger Foch found men to throw into
the breach. Whenever things seemed hopeless
he attacked. And when the time came to make
the great advance the whole movement speaks of
a supreme coordinating mind.
But before that day dawned the French had
their own disaster to control. On the 27th of
May Ludendorff, who under Hindenburg had the
conduct of all the German movements in the
VI/est during this year, delivered a third attackthis time on the French line from Soissons to
Rheims. He achieved here a rapid though a
limited success, reaching the Marne, where his
advance was stayed. He then delivered another
attack between Montdidier and N oyon, which
was held. After a pause, on 15th July he struck
his last offensive blow to the east and to the
west of Rheims. To the east of Rheims he had
no success, to the west he made some progress,
which was rather hurtful than helpful. On the
18th of July Foch took the offensive on the
western front of the German salient or pocket,
which had now formed between Soissons and
Rheims, reaching south to Chateau-Thierry.

Immediate Success followed, and the allied attack
spread southward to Soissons and northward to
Arras. On the Ist of September Peronne was
recovered, and fighting to north and south was
uniformly favourable. The Germans had nearly
reached the line which they had held in March,
19I8. But they were not to stay there.
On the 12th September an American Army
cooperated as an independent unit with the
French in the obliteration of that curious salient,
reaching to the Meuse between Fresnes and
Pont a Mousson, which the Germans had maintained since 1914. In three days it was cleared.
Between I5th and 30th September the British
troops completely destroyed the Hindenburg
system of defence, and a little later St. Quentin
and Cambrai were in the hand of the Allies.
Blow followed blow to north and south; one
advance was a stepping stone for another. On the
20th of September the Belgians moved forward
in the north of Flanders. Progress in the south
was the slowest, where an American army had
the task of clearing the Forest of Argonne;
while the French on their left pushed on through
Champagne. In November a last great battle
was fought in the north, between Valenciennes
and Oisy, where German resistance was finally
broken. And on the I lth of November, when the
Armistice was concluded, the Allied line ran
N.N. W. through Sedan, east of lvlaubeuge, and
through Ghent to the Dutch frontier; though
nowhere, except in Alsace, had the victorious
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From that day onward the German defeat
began. By the 2nd of August the French were
in Soissons, by the 3rd the Germans were across
the Vesle and the salient had been flattened out.
On the 8th of August Haig struck on a twentymile front between Albert and Montdidier.
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Allies set foot on German soil, nor had French
territory been completely cleared of the invaders.

Austrian army, drove it in flight, and imposed an
armistice on N ovem ber 3rd.

THE GENERAL COLLAPSE

THE GERMAN ARMISTICE

The whole fabric of the Teutonic alliance
collapsed very nearly at the same time. Serbians,
French, British, and Greeks advanced in the
Balkans, on September 15th, and on September
30th the Bulgarians signed an armistice. By
the middle of October the Allies had reached
the Danube. Early in the War the Turks from
Palestine had threatened the Suez Canal, but
they were easily repulsed. In 1917 the British
advanced into Palestine, but were defeated at
Gaza. In June, I917, Allenby took over the
Syrian command, and in December of that year
he took Jerusalem. There he waited to prepare
his final blow. On September I9th, 1918, with
his British and Indian troops and a fine force of
cavalry, he began a rapid encircling movement
through the plain of J ezreel and cut off two
Turkish armies, and by the 18th of Octo bel' we
had occupied Aleppo and reached the Bagdad
railway at Muslemieh.
Here Allenby could
reach out a hand to the British in Bagdad, which,
after many disasters, had been occupied by British
and Indian troops in March, I917. The Turks
were pursued to the Tigris, and at the end of
October, 1918, they too signed an armistice,
which enabled British forces to occupy Constantinople and the Dardanelles. Finally, on
October 23rd, the Italians struck the discouraged

The Germans were the last to surrender.
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It

will always be a matter for debate whether the
Western Allies did well to accept submission
before the German armies had been surrounded
and destroyed, and without invading German soil.
Complete destruction was in sight; only Foch
could guess within what time and at what cost
it could have been achieved, and he has not told
us. It is still open to Germany to assert that she
was not defeated, and she escaped the desolation
which fell upon great parts of France and Belgium.
But the terms of the Armistice were those which
only a beaten enemy could accept. The Allies
occupied and still hold all German territory west
of the Rhine, with bridgeheads on the further
bank. The German army was disbanded; ships
and munitions of war, locomotives and rolling
stock of railways, were surrendered in vast bulk.
Germany was delivered defenceless into the
hands of the Allies, who could impose such terms
of peace as they thought good. The Kaiser and
the Kings, who by their office were responsible for
the War, went into exile. Germany was forced
to change her form of government at the mandate
of the victors. Whether it was mercy or policy
that stayed the knock-out blow, the completeness
of the surrender cannot be denied.

THE GREAT WAR
THE NAVAL WAR

The great story of the \Var is the story of the
war on land, and I have therefore followed it
through to the end. But the war on land could
not have been fought as it was fought without the
ceaseless ,vatch and relentless pressure of the
omnipotent British navy. From the beginning
the exits from the North Sea were closed to the
Germans. The Straits of Dover to the south,
and the northern passage between Norway and
the Shetland Islands, were firmly held. Only in
the Baltic was German commerce free, after
Sweden had excluded our submarines from Baltic
waters by mining her coasts. Of German ships
outside the North Sea, the Goeben and the Breslau
escaped to Constantinople, where they no doubt
put pressure on the Turks but did little other
service. The German Pacific squadron escaped
from Kiaochow before it was besieged by the
Japanese. One of its cruisers-the Emden-had
a long and destructive career in the Pacific,
until she was destroyed by the Sydney at the
Keeling Islands, November 9th, 19I4; another
was cut off in an African river. The rest of the
squadron met a weaker British force off the coast
of Chile and destroyed it, November Ist, I9I4,
but on the 8th of December was itself destroyed
off the Falkland Islands. Inside the North Sea
the German war-ships occasionally made a raid
on sea-coast towns, and a few encounters took
place, some sought by us, and others accid~ntal.
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But after the Battle of Jutland, May 3Ist, 1916,
the German activities slackened off, and their
v,lar-ships hardly ever left their lairs. Only one
surface-ship ever succeeded in slipping out of the
North Sea-the Moewe, an armed merchantman,
which, in I9I6, escaped disguised into the Atlantic,
there did much damage and returned home safely
with her booty.
THE SUBMARINE WAR

From the beginning, however, of the War the
Germans made great use of their submarines,
which could not be confined within the limits
of our guard. They occasionally sunk a ship of
war, and they strewed mines in likely places.
The Audacz'ous-battleship-was sunk by such a
mine off the north coast of Ireland, and it is
probable that the ship which was carrying Lord
Kitchener to Russia was destroyed in like manner.
But above all, the German submarines devoted
their attention to British merchantmen, which
they sank without warning, by torpedo or gunfire,
and often without giving the crew any chance
of safety. Up to 1917 they observed a certain
moderation in their crimes for fear of American
displeasure, but early in that year they abandoned
all scruple and hoped to win the War by ruthless
destruction. No class of men showed more
contempt of danger than the British merchant
seamen, many of whom were sunk over and over
again, and when rescued looked at once for a
new berth at sea. In 1917 the country was in
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serious danger by the rapid diminution of its
merchant tonnage, on which it depended for food
and munitions and materials for the manufacture
of munitions. But at length, by collecting
merchant-ships in convoys and guarding them
with swift destroyers, by tracking the submarines
and destroying them with depth charges, by
trapping them with armed ships masquerading
as tramps, and by a hundred other devices,
the submarine was defeated. And in 19I8 an
audacious and successful raid was carried out on
Ostend and Zeebrugge, the two most convenient
bases for submarine operations, which thus were
at least partially closed.

cheerfully endured by the people, whose good
sense assisted greatly in the success of the
scheme.
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FOOD CONTROL

Nevertheless, from the end of 1917 onwards
this country was in serious danger of famine.
The Government never failed to supply a sufficiency of bread-helped by the energy of the
farmers in cultivating grain crops, and by the
multitude who worked little allotments. But
sugar fell short first, then meat, butter, and other
fats, and from March, 1918, onwards all these
foods were rationed. Lord Rhondda should be
remembered for the successful food control that
he set up, using the municipal authorities all over
the country as his agents. Not only food but
food prices were controlled. The whole world
was ransacked for provisions, and after food
control had been established there was no actual
scarcity. Such abstinence as was necessary was

THE BLOCKADE

While our ports were open, though the ships
might not always reach them, the German ports,
except in the Baltic, were closely sealed. The
Navy stopped all ships on their way and brought
them into British harbours to be searched. If
they carried contraband they were liable to
seizure and confiscation; if not, either their
cargoes were bought by the Government, or they
were allowed to proceed on their voyage to some
neutral port. As time went on it was found that
neutrals, such as Holland and Denmark, were
supplying Germany with necessaries; and we
were obliged to limit the supplies which any such
country might receive. There were protests, of
course, but the good sense and tact of the Navy
and the Foreign Office triumphed over all difficulties, and there is no doubt that scarcity was
one of the causes that brought Germany to her
knees. In this service, as in all others, the Navy
was essential to success, though it won no conclusive battle like that of Trafalgar.
THE WAR IN THE AIR

The invention and perfection of the internal
combustion engine made flying possible for man.
In the ten years before the War rapid progress
had been made in aerial navigation. Two main
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types were developed: air-ships inflated with
hydrogen, and therefore lighter than air; and
aeroplanes which are lifted by their ownpow~r
and kept aloft by the pressure of their planes
against the air so long as rapid motion continues.
Both alike are propelled or drawn forward by
screws driven by powerful engines. The importance of flying machines for war was early
recognised. Count Zeppelin, a German inventor,
took the lead (about 1900) with his rigid airships,
which carried a considerable crew and were
capable of long voyages. The first considerable
flight on a machine heavier than air was made by
the American brothers, Orville and Wilbur
Wright. This first success achieved, improvement was rapid. The French, by their boldness
and ingenuity, took the lead before the.War. A
Frenchman, Bleriot, first crossed the Channel in
I909. The Germans followed the French, and by
1914 had a considerable force of aeroplanes.
The British were more backward, but the War
worked marvels in developing the speed, the
security, the power, and the handiness of aeroplanes. By the end of the War the British stood
first in the number and variety of their machines,
and second to none in the skill and audacity of
their young flying men.
The flying machines were used for two main
purposes; scouting by sea and land, which
included the direction of artillery fire, and was
aided by photography producing records of the
country traversed. They were used also for
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bombing hostile positions, and by the end of the
War the Brtitish were ready to bomb Berlin.
But, in order that these two kinds of operations should be carried out unimpeded, fighting
machines were also needed-to attack the enemy,
to beat off his bombers and scouts, and protect
our own. Less legitimate were the attacks
initiated by Germany upon the civilian population in their enemies' country. For this purpose
they first used Zeppelins, but these proved too
vulnerable. They were open to the attack of
aeroplanes and could be set on fire with inflammable bullets. In the latter part of the War
attacks on London and other centres were
frequently made by aeroplanes, sometimes by
day, more often by night. Though a number of
harmless people were killed and wounded, and a
certain proportion were thoroughly terrified, the
moral effect of these attacks was on the whole
insignificant. More important, from the German
point of view, was the great expenditure of men,
labour, and material, which was thus imposed
upon the British people and diverted from the
fighting front. But as aeroplane construction is
improved, and machines become more powerful
for travel and the transport of huge bombs,
loaded perhaps with poison gas, in any future
war the destruction of civilians may become a
frequent practice, and suitable protection must be
provided. War is not a game, like cricket, which
can be controlled by rules and umpires. The
public opinion of the world did not deter the
AA
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THE TANKS

Germans from the misuse of flying machines and
submarines. The abuse of force can only be
checked by force, and any league of peace that
may set out to prevent war can only achieve
its end by the possession and preparation of
superior power.

plies to the fighting line, and enabled war to be
waged where war might otherwise have beenimpossible. By their means the rebellion of South
Africa was crushed, and mobile Boer commandoes,
such as baffled Kitchener, were speedily hunted
down. But perhaps the most important engine of
war invented in this great struggle was the socalled Tank-an armoured car carrying guns and
moving on caterpillar wheels. This enginewhich could be large or small, slow or rapid,
was able to traverse almost any kind of surface;
it could cross trenches and even streams, it
could flatten out barbed wire and found no
impediment in hedges or walls. Such machines
first came into action in the battle of the Somme ;
up to the end of the War they were constantly
improved, and they contributed greatly to the
British success. In any future war such engines
must play a great part, and profoundly modify
the tactics both of defence and attack.
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INVENTION IN THE SERVICE OF WAR

In every age all the inventions of man are
pressed into the service of war. The nineteenth
century was the great age of invention, and the
twentieth century bids fair to surpass it. But
almo~t every machine or process devised by man
for hIS own benefit can also be turned to his
own hurt or that of his neighbour. In no branch
of human knowledge did the War disclose
greater advances than in preventive medicine,
and surgery. Wherever the health of troops
or t.he ca::e of the wounded was unsatisfactory
dunng thIS War, the cause can be found, as in
Mesopotamia, at Gallipoli, and in Russia, to be
the neglect of obvious precautions or the
absence of essential equipment. Never were
such great armies collected as on the Western
Front, never was the health of troops better.
And yet the, prevention of disease very probably
prolonged tne War and may thus have increased
the sum of suffering. Railways, telephones,
te1e?"raphy,. with or without wires, every form
of mdustnal manufacture, construction, and
transport, went to feed the \iVar. Motor cars
and trollies transported troops and carried sup~

CONCLUSION

The Great \Var was a natural, but not a
necessary, issue of the rivalries and animOSItIes
of European History since 1866. It was brought
about by the deliberate act of Germany, impelled
by the German military caste, with the willing
complicity of the German people. The final
German preparations began as early as 1913, and
the murders at Serajevo supplied the occasion,
which was promptly seized. The safety of
Britain demanded her participation, but her
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CONCLUSION

decision was determined by the wrongful
invasion of Belgium. Germany was better
prepared for war than any other power, and
her resources throughout were more readily
mobilised than those of her adversaries, because
of the strength of her Government and the
docility of her people. From the first the British
people rose to the emergency, and success was
due to their united effort, though British govern~
ment, being organised for liberty rather than for
military effort, was slow to realise the need for
vigorous and systematic action and economical
control. Germany soon established a dominant
position in relation to her Allies, while her
opponents maintained independent action, which
was not always well concerted. Defeat was
never far away, and victory was only achieved
when in the face of disaster united command had
been set up. The crimes of Germany at length
brought their punishment, and the participation
of the United States in the final offensive made
victory certain. Throughout, the pressure of
the British Navy hampered German action,
and the blockade was a chief factor in her final
defeat. The accumulated wealth and productive
power due to mechanical and scientific discovery
made the contest the more savage and destructive,
and this was the first war in which the whole
resources of Europe and a large part of the
world's resources were mobilised in a world
war. So far as the War is concerned the British
people emerged with undiminished glory from

its greatest trial. Not least among its grounds
for pride is the cordial and universal loyalty of
its kindred nations and its dependent races.
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CHAPTER XI
AFTER THE WAR
I9 18-22

THE Armistice of November I Ith, 19I8, was
celebrated with wild rejoicings, extended over
several days. We had victory, we had peace;
all would be well. Under the influence of those
feelings the General Election of 19I8 took place.
Since the end of 1916 Mr. Lloyd George had
been Prime Minister in the place of Mr. Asquith,
who was bitterly attacked from many quarters
for lack of energy and decision. A few of his
colleagues followed him into retirement, but the
majority accepted the change. The new Government was based upon the same Coalition of
Conservatives, Liberals, and Labour, all three
parties being represented in the Ministry, and in
the smaller War Cabinet set up for the more
speedy and purposeful conduct of the War. The
enthusiasm, the dexterity, the courage, and the
driving force of Mr. Lloyd George had commended themselves to the British people, over
whom he had unrivalled influence. But the
Parliament then in being had, in I9I8, exceeded
its lawful term by three years. Fresh authority
from the people was needed for the Government
which was to negotiate the terms of peace and
358
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lead the nation back to the ways of normal ~ife.
It was realised that the problems of reconstruc:lOn,
no less than those of war, required the combmed
effort of all sections and classes rather than. the
time-honoured methods of party antagomsm.
Mr. Lloyd George appealed forthwith, to t~e
country as the leader of the Coalition, wh1ch, stIll
had the support of nearly all the ConservatIves,
most of the Liberals, and a few Labour leaders,
though the main Labour party thenceforward
pursued an independent course.
THE GENERAL ELECTION OF 19 18

At this election, the first in which women took
part both people and candidates; in the first flush
of j~y, were filled with roseate hopes. ,The
people demanded, and the candidates promI:ed;
the trial of the ex-Kaiser and of those respons1ble
for criminal acts in the conduct of the ar, full
reparation from Germany for the cost Imposed
on the British through the War, generous treatment for those damaged by the Wa~ and for the
dependants of the dead, and a happIer wor1? for
all. Of these demands and promises-the tnal of
the ex-Kaiser proved impossible, because Holland
would not surrender one who had sought her
protection' Germany would not surrender her
war crimidals; some were tried in Germany ~ut
treated, in the opinion of their accusers,. ";'Ith
gross indulgence; the provision for war vIctlms
and the dependants of the dead was: as we trust,
not ungenerous, but it is impossIble to make
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good such)I1s as they have suffered; and a better
world for all cannot be secured by the act of any
Government. Such illusions are natural to such
a time and such a condition of mind; but a nation
must win its own better world, and that it may
do though burdened with the cost and waste of
four years warfare on a prodigious scale.
In the result the Coalition could rely upon
SUpport from 334 Conservatives, 233 Liberals,
and I I Labour members, while the entire
Opposition only numbered 48 Unionists 28
Liberals, 63 Labour members and 7 Irish
Nationalists. Since the rising of 19I6 Sinn Fein
influence had been steadily growing in Ireland:
the old Irish Nationalist party was, in 19 I 8,
almost swept out of existence; 73 Sinn Fein
members were elected, but none of them was
willing to take the oath of allegiance to a British
King or to attend at Westminster. They were
pledged to demand an Irish Republic, completely
mdependent and comprising the North as well as
the South of Ireland.
THE CONGRESS OF VERSAILLES

The first task of the new Government was to
draw up in council with its Allies the terms of
peace, The Peace Congress was held at Versailles, and was attended by delegates of alI the
nations which had taken part in the War.
Envoys also were present from Jndia and the
self-governing dominions of the British Empire'
and other interested Powers, new and old, wer~
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represented. These nations were so n:any that,
after a few larger and smaller meetmgs, the
control of the settlement fell to a Supreme
Council of the principal Allied Po\vers-Great
Britain, France, Italy, and Japan-with whom
was associated, as a belligerent though not as
an Ally, the United States of America. The
position of this great Power, ~epresented by
her President, Dr. Woodrow Wilson, was preponderant; participant in the victory, bound by
none of our obligations, troubled by none of our
jealousies, enriched by our conflicts, not .exhausted by her share in the struggle, the Umted
States was looked up to as an arbitrator, welcomed
as a friend and called upon to find new solutions
for old-w~rld problems. Dr. Wilson ~as r:garded and regarded himself, as representmg hIS
great c~untry with full authority. U nfortuna~ely,
it turned out otherwise; and the conclUSIOns
adopted and in many cases suggested ~y him
were never accepted by his people. ThI~ was
unfortunate, especially for France, :"ho, Ir;t reliance on the promise of a defenSIve allIance
with Great Britain and the United States,
renounced many guarantees for her security
which she could have demanded. This promise
Dr. Wilson was unable to make good: Great
Britain's promise was contingent on t~e cooperation of America, and we have not hItherto
been prepared to undertake so heavy a responsibility alone; in consequence, th.e French
attitude towards Germany has ever SInce been
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influenced by fear for her safety, and troubled
relations with Great Britain have often arisen.
THE TREATY WITH GERMANY

However, one way and another, by the patient
labours of experts, the adroit diplomacy of Mr.
Lloyd George, and the determination of all
parties to arrive at a decision, the colossal'
document, embodying not one Treaty but many,
was at length put into final form, and imposed
upon the German delegates, June 28th, 1919. If
France has reason to regret the intervention of
Dr. Wilson, Germany has no less; for the
fourteen points drawn up by Dr. Wilson and
accepted by Germany as the basis of peace
seemed to promise an indulgent peace; but the
peace offered with the concurrence of Dr.
Wilson was not indulgent. The conditions laid
on Germany were severe, and her consent was
required to other terms affecting her Allies
which were also to her prejudice. Germany
surrendered to France Alsace and Lorraine, and
for a period the Saar district with its valuable
mines. She gave up all her overseas possessions and dismantled Heligoland. She
surrendered her navy, and bound herself to hand
over a vast amount of war material and to
reduce her army to 100,000 men. She agreed
to build no flying machines capable of use in
war. She gave up to an independent Polish
State to be created most of the territory
stripped from the old Poland by the partitions of
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eighteenth century, and secured to the Poles
access to the sea at Danzig, which wa~ to be
made a free city. She consented to the dlsmen:berment of Austria-Hungary, and left Bulgana
and Turkey to the mercy of th: Allies.
France and Belgium she gave 111 reparatIOn
cattle, sheep, and horses, to replace those taken
in the \Var, with coal, railway trucks and
engines, and other goods to set o~ dama?"e.
She O'ave the chief part of her mercantlle manne
to cO~1pensate injuries to the Allies by submarine
warfare. And finally, she bound herself to
make good to the Allies their losses by the War,
including pensions to the disabled and to the
dependants of the fallen. The total amount of
Reparations in money was not fixed, but .was
left for settlement later by a ReparatIOns
Commission. As a guarantee for the execution
of her promises within the stipulated term. of
years, all German territory west of the RhI.ne
was to be occupied by the Allies, together WIth
the bridge-heads over the Rhine-the cost of the
occupying armies being paid by Germany.
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REPARATIONS

A great part of these crushing conditions was
carried out, though the war fleet, duly surrender~d
to the custody of Great Britain, was sunk by Its
crews in June, 1919, at its moorings in Scapa
Flow. But it must by now be apparent to those
who at first expected great gains that t.h e Repa~
ations in money cannot be easily realIsed, or If
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TREATIES WITH OTHER POWERS

rea~i~ed will be hurtful rather than helpful to the

Reparations; though the danger of a future war
of revenge must always be kept in mind. The
risk of an alliance between Germany and the
Bolshevists is also evident; different values can
be assessed for each of these factors; to assess
them rightly and to steer a course accordingly
demands rare intelligence, judgement, and determination.

reCIpIents. The total sum due has been estimated at seventeen thousand millions sterling
and. there has si~ce been talk of a commutatio~
of SIX thousand SIX hundred millions. Even the
lesser sum, spread over thirty-six years, would
amount to one hundred and eighty millions a
year. Wealth to such an amount could only be'
won, o.n the balance of exports over imports, by a
v~ry nch and prosperous nation trading freely
wIth the whole world. And if it were so exported without return, that nation would soon
ce~£e to be rich and prosperous through the loss
of ItS annual savings. That might be satisfactory
to those-among whom may be many of the
French and some of our own nation-who
because they fear Germany, do not wish her t~
be rich and prosperous; but unless Germany
reco:rers he~ prosperity she cannot pay much,
and If much IS exacted she will with time become
less capable of payment. Moreover she can only
pay di~ectly either ourselves or Fra~ce by selling
goods m our own markets, which would undersell
our own producers and create unemployment.
After three years, no satisfactory solution of this
problem has been found, and it is not clear where
the solution lies. That the Germans are seeking
to ev~de even such payments as they could
make. IS c~ear enough, but no effective method of
coel~clOn IS free from grave objection. It is to
the mterest of Gre~t Britain that Germany should
be prosperous, qUIte apart from any question of

OTHER TREATIES

The treaty with Austria was concluded in
September, 19I9. Hungary was separated from
her; her Slavonic provinces in the south were
handed over to form with Serbia a new state of
the South Slavs (Yugo-Slavia) j Bohemia and
Moravia were given independence as the CzechoSlovak Republic; Galicia went to Poland; Istria
and the Italian Tyrol passed to Italy, and Austria
thus became an inland state without access to the
sea. The proud and splendid city of Vienna,
which was wont to draw her luxurious maintenance from subject lands, was brought to insignificance and penury. The Treaty with Bulgaria,
signed in November, I919, gave Macedonia and
Thrace to Greece, which, then under the rule of
Venizelos, was regarded as a friendly Power and
almost as an Ally. A treaty with Turkey was
signed in August, 1920, but never ratified, which
separated Mesopotamia and Syria and Arabia
from the Ottoman Empire and gave Armenia
independence. The Allies were not, however,
able to give protection to the Armenians, and
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they passed under Bolshevist rule. The same
Treaty gave Smyrna and neighbouring districts
to Greece, but the Turks of Asia Minor refused
to honour the promises of Constantinople, and
under their independent leader, Mustapha Kemal,
they became involved with the Greeks in burdensome and inconclusive warfare, which at last
turned to the decisive advantage of the Turks.
The Treaty with Hungary was signed in June,
1920; it gave Transylvania to Roumania, and a
large Slavonic section in the north to the CzechoSlovak State.
Thus the whole of Central
Europe was rearranged on a national basis.
The new Austria was mainly German; the new
Yugo-Slavia was composed of kindred SlavsSerbs, Croats, and Slovenes-speaking similar
language; Bohemia became a Slavonic State,
and the German minority therein, previously
dominant, came into subjection; Poland comprised all the districts where Poles were in a
majority. The inhabitants of Transylvania were
chiefly of Roumanian blood and speech; and the
haughty tribe of Magyars was left without alien
subjects. Doubtful questions were decided by
the principle of self-determination, that is, by
allowing the inhabitants of the disputed district
to vote, whether, for instance, they wished to
belong to the German or the Polish State.
Italy had historic claims to Dalmatia, which
she was induced to surrender to the Yugo-Slavs
but a long dispute arose about Fiume, which, o~
the one hand, was the only port for the western

THE NEW STATES OF EUROPE

. parts of Yugo-Slavia, and, on the other hand, had
a considerable population of Italians.
THE NEW STATES

The new States were constructed on ideal
principles, which should have fair prospect of
success if time be allowed and good-will and
wisdom are present. But Poland also serves a
It is set up as a barrier
political purpose.
between Germany and Russia. The Western
Powers naturally feared that Russia, politically
weak and economically prostrate, would suffer
the peaceful penetration of Germany, who might
thus, after a period of years, return to her plans
of conquest with the resources of an exploited
Russia at her back. But Poland, by her own
ambition and zeal, nearly wrecked this plan.
She aspired to recover her frontiers of 177 2 ,
which included many districts which were Lithuanian, Red Russian, or White Russian, rather
than Polish. She also schemed to throw back
the flood of Bolshevism, and for this purpose
occupied Kieff, and joined hands with the
Cossacks of the Ukraine, who were making head
against the Soviet encroachment. But the
Soviets hit back, and hit back fiercely. The
Polish armies were forced to a disastrous retreat,
and the Russians almost reached the German
frontiers. The Western Allies, especially the
French, were alarmed; but military intervention,
if possible, would be expensive and unpopular;
-however, with the aid of French staff officers and
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munitions from the VVest, the Poles rallied and
drove the Russians in rout. Peace was concluded
(October, 1920) between Poland and the Soviet
Government on terms highly advantageous to
the Poles, whose frontier was provisionally fixed
far east of the line proposed by the Supreme
Council.
The Czecho-Slovak Republic was by far the
most stable of the new States. Its internal
affairs appear to have been well managed; its
economic condition has continued to be relatively
sound; and it has not engaged in any imprudent
adventures. Little news is published in this
country about the Yugo-Slavic Kingdom; but it
is understood that Serbia, which has all the
experience in self-government and supplies the
King, is politically dominant, and public finance
is certainly bad. A Republic of Lithuania, proclaimed in December, 1918, with its capital at
Riga, has maintained a precarious existence up
to the present, in spite of Soviet and Polish
hostility. Finland has made good its independence of Russia and would appear to be firmly
settled.
Other Baltic tribes have set up as independent
RepUblics under the names of Latvia and
Esthonia. These regions, originally peopled by
races of Lithuanian, Polish, or other Slavonic
blood, in the middle ages were under the rule of
the German Crusading Knights; later they were
incorporated with Poland as part of the Grand
Duchy of Lithuania, and afterwards came under
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Russian rule; they have racial claims to separate
government or governments.
THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS

The great contribution made by the Congress
of Versailles to the promotion of peace and amity
between the peoples of the world is the League
of Nations. Professor Woodrow Wilson threw
all his influence into this scheme, at the time
when that influence was greatest. He insisted
that a covenant establishing the League should
form part of the main Treaty of Peace-the
Treaty with Germany.
Unfortunately, Dr.
Wilson reckoned without his Senate, whose
approval by a two-thirds majority is needed for
the ratificatioll of any Treaty. Unfortunately
also, in his negotiations at Versailles Dr. Wil.son
acted as if he were supreme head of the UnIted
States and need ask for no advice or counsel,
except at his own discretion. This set his
opponents, the great Republican Party in the
United States, against anything he might propose. Moreover, the Covenant of the League, if
accepted by the States, clearly committed the
North American RepUblic to action outside its
own continent, a new departure which would be
contrary to all established tradition. Thus it
came about that the United States refused to
ratify the Treaty which Dr. Wilson had signed,
and has not, up to the present, shown any dis
position to accede to the League, which to that
great extent remains imperfect.
B B
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AIMS OF THE tEAGUE

The main conditions of the Covenant should
be in every mind. Adhesion to the League
imposes the obligation not to resort to war without prior recourse to arbitration, and aims ~t
"the prescription of open, just, and honourable
relations between Nations, the firm establishment
of the understandings of International Law as
the actual rule of conduct, and the maintenance
of justice and a scrupulous regard for all Treaty
obligations" between peoples. The territorial
integrity and existing political independence of
all Members of the League are guaranteed by the
League. Any Member of the League resorting
to war against the stipulations of the Covenant is
liable forthwith to exclusion by the other Members from all intercourse, trade, and financial
relations with the other Members, and the
Council of the League shall recommend to the
Governments concerned what effective force shall
be contributed by each to protect the covenants
of the League. The League at once received the
adhesion of the British Empire and its dependencies, and of tw:enty-five other States;
others have joined since; its headquarters and
permanent organisation are at Geneva.
It is true that no force is at the immediate
disposal of the League for the prevention of war
between Members, but the moral effect of its
engagements is of high value, and the economic
boycott authorised and enjoined on breach of the
Covenant would create great difficulties for
the offending nation. As the League grows by the

admission of enemy countries not yet admitted,
and the adhesion of others not yet included, that
moral and economic effect should have more and
more weight. No occasion has yet arisen which
might test the strength of the League for preventing war, but at least one question arising
out of the Treaty has been referred to the
League, and was thus settled when other
methods had failed. The division of certain
important industrial districts of Upper Silesia
between Germany and Poland had been left by
the Treaty for decision by votes of the inhabitants.
The votes indicated a partition of the territory,
but the interests and industrial interdependence
of the area precluded any rule-of-thumb decision.
The award of the League settled the political
division of the area, but suggested that industrial
cooperation should go on as before without
regard to political frontiers. This proposal, wise
and practical, was accepted, and so far as is known
it has hitherto worked well. It may be hoped
that other problems as they arise will be solved
by like methods.
The experience of the Great War has proved
what was previously only surmised-that modern
war is destructive beyond conception, and can be
continued until civilisation and the very means
of livelihood disappear. The League of Nations
gives hope, not only of preventing war but of the
adjustment of international differences and the
furtherance of more and more friendly discussion
of points at issue. "A war to end war," that
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Great War has been called. If by any means
wars can be stopped, and communication and
cooperation between nations can become more
easy and amicable, all the sacrifices of the Great
War will have their full recompense and reward.
To that end the League of Nations is a welldevised means, not yet tested but full of promise.
It is an ideal, and like all other ideals it cannot
attain complete fulfilment; but by great ideals,
however imperfectly realised, the human race
pursues its toilsome passage upwards. It is for
this generation, that generously leapt into war
and learnt its lessons at so great a cost, to work
out in practical form the principles embodied in
the League of Nations.
THE MANDATES OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS

Great territories were at the disposal of the
Versailles Conference through the collapse of
Turkey and Germany. The populations of
Mesopotamia, Syria, Palestine, Arabia, speak
Arabic; they are of various blood but they are
not Turkish, and it was not their desire, nor was
it the policy of the Allies, that they should return
to Turkish rule. They had little experience of
self-government and they needed a strong hand
to keep order. On the other hand, it was contrary
to the principles of Versailles that they should
be handed over as chattels to a foreign power.
The device was invented that the League of
Nations should hand over such territories by
"mandate" to some Power that was willing to
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undertake the task of government on fixed
conditions. The League retains the right of
supervision, and at need can revoke the mandate.
On these terms Mesopotamia-now called Irakwas accepted by Great Britain, and Syria by
France. Palestine was also accepted by Great
Britain, with the declared intention of providing
a home for Jewish immigrants. All of these
mandates have proved troublesome to the mandatory Powers. The Jews are not welcome to
the native population of Palestine. The French
drifted into war with the Arabs of Mesopotamia.
The British had to suppress a serious rebellion
in Mesopotamia. On the other hand, the
Armenians, unhappy people, found no Power
willing to undertake their guidance, and, between
the Turks and the Kurds on the one hand and
the Bolsheviks on the other, they have added
another chapter to their long history of woe. It
seems preferable to come under a mandate rather
than to be left to shift for oneself; direct profit
is not likely to accrue to a mandatory in such
circumstances; great expense without direct
return is more likely; the motive of duty must
be present, and, if the League of Nations ever
becomes a real force in the world, responsibility
will be brought home to the rulers. The German
colonies in Africa and in the Pacific were
similarly disposed of; with them the possibility
of profit is not so remote, and the effective
supervision of the Leag-ue is even more needed,
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millions a day for the VI/ ar, could they not raise
a much smaller sum to improve the condition of
the people? If wages had been high during the
War, how much rather should they be high in
time of peace? If Government had fixed wages
in time of war, could they not fix them in time
of peace? If Government had controlled the
supply of food and fixed the prices of meat,
butter, and bread, how much more easily could
they control routine industries such as railways
and mines? If they could build guns and ships,
could they not build houses, which were sorely
needed? This attitude of mind was encouraged
by the good trade which followed on the War.
All the countries of the world were thirsting for
our coal, our iron, our steel, our cotton and our
woollen goods. For the moment they had wherewithal to pay. So great was the temporary
abundance of our wealth in I919 and 19 20 , that
it was deemed just to continue far into the years
of peace the heavy tax on Excess Profits which
had been levied during the VI/ ar. So great was
the belief in government action that it was
thought proper to continue the Defence of the
Realm Act, with its wide powers, long after we
were supposed to be at peace, There was plenty
of money for the time being; if the Government
were unwilling to give or to act, pressure was
brought to bear; the organised industries were
in the best position to bring pressure, and the
pressure of those industries which were most
-vital to the country was most efficacious.
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THE COAL INDUSTRY

Naturally, those industries which were both
vital to the nation and controlled by Government
were in the strongest position. All through the
years I9 I 9, I920, and I92I, the coal industry was
a constant source of anxiety. So early as March
19 19, the coal ~1iners thre~ten.ed to strike. The;
demanded a SIX hours shIft mstead of an eight
hours shift, higher wages for the shorter hours
and the nationalisation of the coal mines. Apar~
from the supposed advantage to the nation and
to the industry of national ownership, if the mines
were ?wned by the nation the whole output of
the mmes could be pooled and the richer mines
could pay for the poorer. A commission was set
up under Mr. Justice Sankey to consider these
questions. The commission recommended an
increase of wages and a seven hours shift.
suggesting the hope that with a seven hour~
shift the production of coal need not decrease
~his hope was not realised; and it appeared tha~
hlgher wages rather tended to diminish than to
increase output. The majority of the Commission recommended that the mines should be
nationalised, or brought under permanent
government control. The first two recommend_
ations were adopted, but nationalisation was
r:fused by . the Government. Agitation contmued, and m 1920 the miners pointed to the
great sums that the Government were drawing
from the coal mines by way of duty on Excess
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Profit, and demanded that this sum should be
used to reduce the price of coal and at the same
time to increase wages. In October they went
out on strike, and a rise of wages was granted by
the Government and further rises promised, if
the output of coal Vlas increased. In the spring
of 1921 the Government determined to abandon
the control of the mines and leave the miners to
fight out their battle with the owners. The
miners insisted on pooling the whole product of
the mines so that the scale of wages should be
uniform all over the country. A strike ensued
which lasted twelve weeks. The miners were
beaten, and since that time they have been left to
make their own terms \vith the owners, and wages
have fallen very greatly in nearly all districts.
The output of coal has nevertheless increased,
but the price of coal to the consumer is still
double that of 1914. Transport and other handling
charges account for a large part of the increase.
THE RAILWAYS

The railways made their bargain with the
Government in I9I9. There were no doubt some
who wished the railways to be nationalised, but
this demand was not pressed.
The railway
workers obtained an eight-hour day and very
considerable increases in pay. Before the War
railwaymen, as a class, were very poorly paid;
now they are relatively well off. The universal
eight-hour day is not suitable to some sections of
the railway workers, whose working is chiefly
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AGRICULTURE

watching and waItmg, But an admirable provision was introduced into their agreement-that
wages should vary with the cost of living. This
agreement has been observed without demur in
times of falling prices. Nevertheless, as a consequence of these concessions high prices for
railway travelling have been maintained, and the
cost of transport for goods has been greatly
increased.
By recent legislation the many
raihvay systems of the country are to be grouped
in four great organisations, which should lead to
varIOUS economies. It remains to be seen
whether the high standard of efficiency and
comfort established by competition between
independent companies will be maintained.

precarious, although the original scale of pay has
now been considerably reduced.

THE DOCK LABOURER

The workers at the Docks have, in the past,
suffered from low wages and uncertain employment. Men out of work drifted to the Docks for
an odd job now and then. Only a few skilled
men had regular work and pay. In 1888 the
Dockers struck for sixpence an hour instead of
fivepence, and with public sympathy they won.
In 1919 they threatened a strike, and their case
was submitted to arbitrators, who awarded
sixteen shillings for an eight-hour day, four times
as much as was granted in 1888. But the heavy
extra charge upon exports and imports shifts the
burden of misfortune from the dockers to the
country at large, and by discouraging trade
renders even the dockers' employment more
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During the War the Government was forced
to control agriculture, in order that the production of corn stuffs might be increased. After
the \Var food prices ''lere high, and farmers
were prosperous. The Gov~rn:nent set up
\Vage Boards in the several dlstrIcts, and ~grI
cultural wages were raised to about three tImes
the earlier level. They also guaranteed. to
farmers by law a high price for the corn WhiCh
they might grow. But, unexpectedly, corn
prices fell with a bump; and the Government,
perceiving that the charge was m~re than ~he
country could bear, withdrew their promise.
The Wage Boards were also abolished, and the
pay of farm labourers was left to be settled by
agreement. Both .changes o.f. policy were :eceived with very lIttle OppositlOn; both partIes
seemed to have welcomed their freedom, and no
doubt they also understood that the artificial
prices of corn and labour could not be maintained in altered circumstances.
OTHER TRADES

In other trades, where Government control did
not operate, during the good times of 1919 and
19 20 wages rose in similar proportions. The
cotton and woollen industries were in roaring
prosperity; profits were enormous and high
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w~ges . w~re ~eadily given. In engineering, in
shlpbUlldmg, In the building trade, in printing
and binding, similar results ensued. Agreement
was not always obtained; thus the iron-moulders
went out in 1919 for a rise of wages, and for
~everal months held up the whole engineering
mdustry, and no doubt this dispute with others
~ad a consider~ble share in bringing the good
tImes to an earlIer conclusion. In ill-organised
and poorly-paid industries the Government
w~r~ active in setting up Trade Boards, to fix
I?mlmum wages. But, with the coming of bad
tImes, the ?ottom fe.Il out of this paradise of high
wages, whIch even In the good times hardly kept
pace with the high prices, and left worse off than
before those depressed classes which were not
strong enough to obtain their share.
GOVERNMENT AND WAGES

In all these disputes the Government took a
hand, or were ready to take a hand. In some
cases they settled the rates of wages themselves'
in others they used their influence. To settl~
wages, otherwise than by agreement, is a task of
incredible difficulty, and it involves consequences
which none can foresee. \\That the Government
moved by public feeling, undertook for a shor~
time, was in effect to take the whole wealth that
the nation produces year by year and divide it
anew among the many classes on new principles
that had never been tested. Noone knows
exactly what that wealth may be to-day; still

GOVERNMENT AND WAGES

less can anyone guess what it may be in years
to come. Government cannot increase it; by
unwise action it can diminish it. Moreover,
wages can be stated in money; but what money
can buy depends on prices, and high wages
inevitably increase the price of goods that all
desire to buy. What everyone desires is high
wages and low prices. This combination can
only be obtained by skilful and enterprising
management, and the cordial cooperation of all
concerned in industry and commerce. The
policy of high wages led to high prices; now
prices are falling, and the wages then settled can
no longer be paid; at this moment bitter struggles
are being fought out in industry; the like may
be expected in every trade where the new state
of affairs is not understood or not accepted.
The shipbuilders have settled their quarrel, and
the cotton operatives, whose policy is guided by
prudence informed by long experience, have
reached agreement with their employers. While
I write the engineers are locked out, and are
likely to remain out with all their allied trades
until masters and men can agree as to the proper
share of each side in the management of the
industries concerned. The engineers' dispute
is not solely or mainly a question of wages; it is
a consequence of the increase of automatic and
semi-automatic machines which threatens the
position of the skilled engineers. Foreign
competition necessitates the use of all mechanical
devices that are economical; and it would seem
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that the skilled engineers are fighting against
fate; though there will always be a need for
skilled engineers, their dominance is likely to
be reduced for a time at least. The rate of
wages that can be paid must depend upon the
wealth of the people, and the wealth of the people
depends partly on the effective work of the
people and partly on the condition of things at
home and abroad. But the people would seem
to have been convinced that no durable settlement of labour disputes can come by the arbitrary
decision of government.
GOVERNMENT HOUSING

One of the schemes suggested by the SpIrIt
and beliefs of the early years of peace was the
building of houses for the people. Housing has
never been so good in this country as one could
wish; a great part of the people have lived in
crowded, grimy, unhealthy dwellings. But the
housing of the country cannot be better than the
people is able and willing to produce and to pay
for.
For years before the War the cost of
housing had been going up; men were not able
or willing to pay much more than they were
accustomed to pay; and consequently the provision of buildings did not improve or keep pace
with the growing population. For four years,
because of the War, building stopped; repairs
ceased; bad buildings became worse. After the
War men demanded better conditions of life and
were less easy to satisfy. The people called for
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more and better houses; but all building materials
were immensely dear; wages went up in the
building trades as other trades; and those whose
business it is to build houses for other people to
live in couid not build at a rent which the people
could afford to pay. So the Government undertook the task; 500,000 houses were spoken of;
200,000 is now the figure named; and prices in
the building trade have now fallen perhaps by so
much as half.
The work was to be carried out by the Local
Authorities-cities, towns, and county councils.
The cost was to be shared by the State and the
Local Authorities. The Government is not
accustomed to this kind of work; their agents
will not be so alert, so experienced, so vigilant,
as the man who works for private profit. I
doubt if anyone believes that the Government
could do the work as cheaply as building
contractors. And when the work has been done
the question of rent arises. With high cost .of
materials, high price of labour, and the belIef
that the Government would and could pay
whatever was asked, houses were being built at
not less than three times the cost of similar
houses before the War. But the man who has
been accustomed to pay five shillings a week, or
eight shillings a week, would not, as a rule, be
able or willing to pay fifteen shillings a week or
twenty-four shillings a week, with high rates on
the top of that. The Government cannot get"any
better rents than the private builder. They
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will have to let their houses for what they can
get, which will be less than enough to meet the
interest on cost and repayment of capital
expenditure, and necessary repairs yearby
year. The balance will have to be paid from
the rates and the taxes. And the taxes and the
rates come out of the money of the people.
Moreover, neither the Government nor the Local
Authorities can build a single cottage; they can
only make the plans, give the orders, and pay
the bill out of the money of the people. The
work must be done by the bricklayers, the
masons, the joiners, the plasterers, and the
carpenters. So at the end it comes to this; the
people anyway must build and pay for its own
houses. There is no magic of government by
which this necessity can be avoided.

of taxes. This change of feeling is evident in the
change of government policy. In 1921 they gave
up the control of the coal mines, and the
responsibility for the railways; they put a limit
to the building of houses which they were prepared to guarantee. They took less share in the
settling of labour disputes. I should say that
the people had begun to understand that a
government which is too busy is worse than a
government that is too inactive. And the Government responded to the changing mood of the
people.

A CHANGE OF FEELING

The buoyant hopefulness that marked national
behaviour after the War did not last even two
years. By the end of 1920 depression began to
set in. This is a democratic country; and
although it may be a relief to abuse the Government when things do not turn out as well as we
hoped, we should, I think, perceive that for the
most part they are only trying to do what we want.
Ifwe demand impossible things, they will attempt
to do impossible things. The change of feeling
that became evident at the end of 1920 was due
to the unmistakable pressure of bad times, felt
through high prices, bad trade, and the burden

HIGH PRICES

Prices rose during the War, though slowly.
At the end of the War they were reckoned to be
less than double the prices of 1914. But instead
of falling after the War they continued to rise,
until about the beginning of 1921 they were
two and a half times as great as before the War.
High prices depend upon many things, but they
may arise from actual scarcity. After the War,
as well as during the War, there was actual
scarcity. Thus, the high price of coal after the
War was partly due to short production in this
country, but largely also to short production of
coal in France, Germany, Poland, and other
countries of Europe. High prices may also be
caused by the increased wealth of the people who
want to buy; if more of them can afford to buy
larger quantities, prices go up. In these two
years the people was or appeared to be wealthy.
cc
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Wages were high and trade was good. Moreover, Government was spending freely; and the
credit of Government is so good that for a considerable time the lavishness of Government
produces the appearance of real wealth. Again,
the cost of production had risen in every industry. Coal had risen partly by scarcity,
partly by increased cost of labour. The price
of coal enters into the price of every commodity
-more or less. Transport vvas expensive, partly
because of the cost of coal, and partly because of
the increased wages of railwaymen, sailors, and
dock labourers. Sea transport for a time was
enormously dear and shipping yielded fortunes;
the cost of freight checked trade, and the shipowners from rich became poor. Cotton and
woollen goods were dear for all these reasons,
and also because of foreign demand. Everything
that is dear tends to make something else dear;
and the only thing that can stop the rise is the
inability of customers to pay and therefore to
buy. That comes in time; and the greater the
rise the greater and the more prolonged the
consequent fall.
DECLINE OF TRADE

The good trade of 1919 and 1920 was due
partly to prosperity or apparent prosperity at
home, partly to the demands offoreign countries,
whose hunger for our goods had gone unappeased
for four years. But they also had suffered in
industry and trade, and when they had completed

their necessary purchases their demand fell off;
they could not afford to buy at the high prices
which prevailed.
PAPER CURRENCY

Whatever else the Government of this country
may have wrongly done or left undone, they
deserve great credit for firmly maintaining the
public credit. They met all their huge obligations,
raising the requisite money partly by taxation,
and partly by selling stocks accumulated for the
army and shipping received from Germany.
They even paid off debt. It was in their power
to issue paper money without limit, but they kept
the issue strictly within bounds, and even reduced it cautiously. Thus, while I write, the
pound is worth about eighteen shillings in gold,
and the time when golden sovereigns could be
current again is not far distant. But other
countries were not willing, or were not able, to
pursue so prudent a policy. The United States
had no such burden to bear as we, and thus they
had no temptation to tamper with their currency,
which is still equivalent to gold. Japan, which
took only a small part in the War, has maintained
its currency at about its normal level. But there
are few countries in Europe that have resisted
the temptation to pay their way by printing notes.
The French franc is now worth about half its par
value; the Italian lira is about one quarter of its
nominal worth; if our pound were depreciated
as is the German mark, it would be worth less
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than a halfpenny; if it fell as the Polish mark has
falle~, it might be ~orth a decimal of a farthing,
and If as the AustrIan krone, a smaller decimal'
while I cannot remember how many millions of
Russian roubles are supposed to be equal to
our 'pound, but it is a very large number. It
is interesting that, although the use of monev
might in theory be dispensed with on Communi;t
principles, the Russians have not abandoned it .
the instinct for the use of money is ineradicabl~
in man; and a great part of the Russian difficulties arise from profligate overprinting of
currency notes.
EFFECT OF DEPRECIATED PAPER

Paper money is like other commodities; if
produced in excess it falls in value. A coin or
note is valuable in proportion to the work it has
to do. If there is enough work for a million
pounds to do, while maintaining the full value of
each pound, and if then ten million pounds are
issued, each pound of the larger issue will lose
value in similar proportion. Those foreign
Governments whose pounds are worth small
decimals of a penny, have been meeting their
obligations by the issue of paper money. And
this is not so bad for the individual as you might
suppose. It is not as if I had ten pounds in my
pocket overnight, and woke up in the morning
to find it was worth a penny. On the contrary
the note as it passes from hand to hand lose~
only a small fraction of its value, which may not

be noticeable, unless anyone were so foolish as
to hoard paper money in a bankrupt country.
The over-issued paper money loses its value
most rapidly in commerce with other countries.
At home prices of commodities rise indeed, but
the rise is retarded by custom; sooner or later
they will reach the proportionate level, but this
v,Till be later rather than sooner. Thus, a country
in which paper money is inflated can for a time
sell abroad at some advantage, but at all times it
must buy at a disadvantage. To some extent
this assists German exports to England, because
wages and cost of materials produced in the
country lag behind the values set on German
currency abroad; for like reasons it greatly
impedes our exports to Germany. One advantage the Government has, which lives by the
printing of paper, namely, that the burden of its
debt and of the interest on the debt continually
diminishes. If the Government borrowed a
million pounds at par value, and the pound fell
to twopence-halfpenny, the taxpaper would be
relieved by ninety-nine parts in a hundred. But
we hold that the Government which pays its
debts in full value, or nearly so, earns at whatever
cost a full equivalent in public and private credit.
The countries of Central Europe are impoverished and embarrassed, and could not in
any case buy foreign goods in large quantities.
But the depreciation of the various currencies,
and the uncertainty as to their value at any fixed
date, is a great additional handicap to our traders.
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Even if the Germans, for instance, did not need
any of.our p~oducts, they could buy from other
countnes \~hlch trade with us, and that would
set up a cIrcular flow of trade. If the German
currency were fixed, say at ten or twelve thousand
marks to the gold pound, trade with Germany
would be facilitated; and the same is true
of any other country; but to fix the value
would be necessary to desist from the printing of
new paper money, except to replace what was
:-r0rn out, and a reserve of gold would be needed
m the country for which in certain conditions the
paper should be exchangeable. It would also be
necessary that each government should reduce
its expenditure to the amount which it can raise
by taxat!on. The first need for the prosperity of
Europe IS to fix the value of the various currencies
and maintain it as fixed; but that can be only b;
the determination of the several governments and
of the peoples whom they represent.
This
country has ~een accustomed to draw a very
large propo.rtI~n of its livelihood from foreign
commerc~; It IS, therefore, more directly interested III the prosperity of foreign countrieseven of enemy countries-than such a nation as
F~ance~ which is largely self-supporting. Hence
anse dIfferences of policy between England and
France, which sometimes threaten to turn our
frien?ship into enmity. It is possiblefor France
to thmk that th~ ~uin of Gel~many would be profitable to her; It IS not possIble for us to think
that, unless we were stone-blind. Great patience
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and forbearance is needed on both sides, where
interests are so divergent; but whatever disputes may arise, the interests which B~itain and
France have in common by far outweigh those
which are in opposition.
TAXATION

While we were rich, or thought we were
rich, enormous sums were raised in taxes, and
enormous sums were spent. Enterprises in Mesopotamia and Persia were lavishly maintained.
Eao-er to remove all injustice, we introduced
ne~ and generous scales of pay for soldiers
and sailors and police. Not only the central
Government, but also the Local Authorities,
spent lavishly-on wages, education, building,
road making, and the relief of the unemployed.
But about the end of 1920 it was plain that trade
was falling off. I do not attribute the great
slump which followed to the Coal Strike of
19 2 I: but beyond doubt it was hastened ar: d
intensified thereby. Enormous sums were still
collected in taxes on beer, spirits, tobacco, and
sugar; but the chief burden of taxation fell on
the propertied classes, by excess profits d,-:ty,
income tax, super-tax, and duties on succeSSlOn
to property. Whereas before the War ~evenue
had been raised in nearly equal proportlOns by
indirect and direct taxes (p. 163), the yield of
direct taxes was now double that of the indirect.
With bad times another change of feeling came
over the people. It was felt rather than argued
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that the excessive taxation of the rich not only
prevented the due renewal and increase of
capital, but also diminished expenditure, and
therefore the employment of the wage earners.
It was felt that many things which had been
thought desirable, and even necessary, could not
be afforded. As the people had called for free
expenditure so it now called for economy. The
Government responded; a Committee was set
up under Sir Eric Geddes to suggest savings; a
Commission was sent to Washington to agree
with the United States, France, and Japan on a
limitation of naval armaments; and a Conference
was held at Genoa, with the hope that some bond
of peace might make it safe to reduce armies and
the cost of armies. VVashington was successful;
the Conference of Genoa was not given a chance.
The chief part of the economies suggested
by the Geddes Committee were adopted; _but
it is clear that for years to come we must spend
according to our means and not according to
our desires, however benevolent.
.
The people has learnt many lessons in the last
three years. I t has learnt that wealth is not
inexhaustible; that men must earn the wealth
that they desire; that Government can only do
great things if the people greatly assists them;
and perhaps it has learnt that the people can do
more for itself and better than the Government
can do on its behalf. But the disappointments
have left a harvest of strife and mistrust; and
the time of peaceful cooperation at home is not

IRELAND

vet in sight.
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Whether we are wise or whether

~e are foolish, whether we are united or whether
we are divided, hard times are before us; but
only by wisdom and friendly cooperatio.n can
those hard times be mitigated and abndged.
And if we win our way back to peaceful cooperation and mutual good-will, we sha:l find that
both in the times of lavish hope and III those of
painful thrift and labour we have gained much.
IRELAND

At the becrinning of the War the feeling in
Ireland towa:ds Britain was better than it had
been for two generations. For a time the Irish
enlisted freely, and those who fought always
fought bravely in the common cause. What
brought about the change is not clear. ~~ere
were mistakes made by the military authontles ;
it is certain that foreign and hostile ann secret
influences were at work; the indefinite postponement of Home Rule encouraged the old mistrust;
at Easter, 1916, a rebellion broke out in Dublin,
which was put down by force; but all the time
the secret organisation of Sinn Fein was gaining
ground, and when the War was over Sinn F~in
came forward with its demand for complete Illdependence under a Republican Government
for the whole of Ireland. The British Parliament framed and passed a new Home Rule Act,
giving self-government separately to Southern
Ireland on the one hand, and to six counties of
Ulster on the other. This scheme was ultimately
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put into force in Northern Ireland, but Southern
Ireland would not have it, and a campaign of
secret murder continued for t,vo years, which led
to retaliation by the military and the police. At
length, in 1921, an offer was made to Southern
Ireland of self-government as complete as that of
any Dominion, and emissaries of the Sinn Fein
Assembly came to London and signed a treaty
on this basis. But Southern Ireland at once fell
into two parties, those who accepted the Treaty,
and those who rejected it. The campaign of
murder continued, but it continued-mainly,
though not entirely-as between Irishmen of
different factions. When you read this you
may know the issue, which no one can foretell at
the moment when I write.
EUROPE

Throughout these years the task of the
British Government, and especially of the Prime
Minister-Mr. Lloyd George-has been made
trebly difficult by the burden of European controversy and European problems. Even the
formal conclusion of peace is not yet in sight,
though the complete defeat of Greece should
lead to some settlement with Turkey.
The
States set up from the fringe of the Russian
Empire and the fragments of Germany and Austria
Hungary seem to be settling down; but they have
more than once been on the verge of war; and
they are all very far from political and economic
stability-poor, wretched, disturbed, and hungry,
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some even to starvation. The Treaty of Versailles is a constant anxiety to Britain, France,
and Italy. The disarmament of Germany has
been delayed and resisted and may not even now
be complete. Considerable amounts have been
drawn from Germany in money and in kind; but
the vast sums expected have not been forthcoming, and it may be doubted whether any
German Government could be strong enough
even to attempt any adequate payment. Two
lines of policy present themselves; to extract from
Germany, by force if necessary, all that can be
taken, even at the cost of her ruin and the breakdovm of her Government; to this course the
policy of France seems to incline, and it is in
accordance with Treaty; or to nurse Germany
into prosperity for her own benefit and th.at. of
her neighbours, with the hope of obtammg
limited reparations later on; to that policy Great
Britain appears to lean; it is more merciful and
it may be more prudent. But meanwhile the
union and friendship of France and Britain is the
main safeguard of Europe, and the problem of
statesmen on both sides is to reconcile irreconcilables by compromise. This problem alone
is quite enough to take all the thought and
attention of a Government, which has nevertheless to deal with ten thousand other cares.
BOLSHEVIK RUSSIA

After the fall of Kerensky the government of
Russia passed into the hands of the extreme party.
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This party is known as Bolshevik, because it
at one time a majority. The word Bolshevik is
akin to plus, as the name of the riyal partyMenshevik-is akin to minus. Its main doctrines
are the communisation of all property, and sole
power for the proletariate, that is, for those who
live by the labour of their hands. All those who
used to live by the revenue of property drop out
when all property is owned in common by the
proletariate. The members of the professional,
learned, and artistic classes, only find their place
in the new society by accepting life on the same
conditions as the proletariate. The method of
government is by Soviets, that is, by Committees,
to which only members of the proletariate are
eligible. Local Committees deal with local
affairs, and a Central Committee, elected by the
Local Committees, governs national affairs.
That is the scheme, but it did not work quite
according to plan. Russia had little or no experience in self-government; she was therefore at
the mercy of visionaries and the jackals who
prey in the wake of visionaries. Election was
supposed to be free, but in practice only those
who adopted the extreme views were allowed to
be elected. Thus the power fell into the hands
of an active minority, who had all the arms and
the disposal of all the wealth. They and their
supporters and their soldiers had the best; all
others, at any rate in the towns, had to be content
with short rations and old clothing. But the
peasants-the producers of food-did not fall in

with the scheme; their stores might be torn
from them by force, but they did not willingly
surrender them; if they were robbed they ceased
to work; if they were out of reach, they wor.ked
enough to satisfy their own needs; but smce
they could neither buy nor sell, at least legitimately, they produced little surplus. Industry
was carried on by coercion, and naturally flagged.
Raihvays and rolling stock and all machinery
deteriorated, roads fell into disrepair, and in
19 2I , with the drought, huge districts were
starved and are still starving. It is understood
that the Bolshevik regime has been mitigated to
some extent; and private enterprise has now
more liberty. But without the aid of foreign
capital and foreign direction on a v~ry gr~at
scale the restoration of Russia as an mdustnal
state seems impossible, and foreign assistance
will not be given unless the right to profit and
freedom of trade within and without Russia is
securely guaranteed. But no such guarantee
can be trusted unless the debts of the Russian
State are acknowledged, and unless the property
of foreigners in Russia which has been confiscated
is restored to its owners. The grant of such
conditions is contrary to Bolshevik principles,
and to concede them implies the failure of the
Bolshevik experiment. A historian is not called
upon to prophesy; if he prophesies he risks his
reputation for prudence; but for my own part I
do not see how Western Europe can come to
terms with Bolshevy. If it does I do not believe
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the terms can be observed. Failing that, I do
not see how the Bolshevik tyranny can avoid
gradual decay, until nothing is left in Russia but
the peasants' communities, which can be selfsupporting on a low grade of culture; from this
broad basis the organisation of railways, trade,
banking, and commerce may be slowly re-created
by the work of a whole generation, or of several:
In spite of poverty and progressive decay, the
Bolshevik State has never lacked funds or
energy to spread its doctrines in foreign countries.
Their gospel imposes on them the duty of converting their neighbours, and the only hope of
its ultimate victory lies in forcing the Bolshevik
regime upon as many neighbouring countries as
possible. For this reason nations like France
and the United States are firmly opposed to
negotiation or political intercourse with the
Soviet Republic. The British Labour Party has
at times shown some sympathy with the Bolshevik Government, which has been trying an
experiment not very different from the universal
scheme of nationalised production which is
advocated in resolutions of the Trade Union
Congress. But there are few now in Britain
who would not resent the charge of Bolshevism,
and the complete failure of the Bolshevist
scheme to secure tolerable conditions of life has
discredited Communism all over the world.
Nevertheless, the British Government has been
foremost in attempting to open up intercourse
with Bolshevist Russia, and the Genoa Con-
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ference was summoned \vith this purpose among
others. If the Bolshevists renounce their declared intention of using every available means
to upset the ordered constitution of all States
like our own, and if they guarantee the security
of property and person to foreign traders and
capitalists in their country, Russia may be again
admitted to the European brotherhood, but it is
probable that in that case the Bolshevist rule
would come to an early end. The well being
and prosperity of Russia, like that of every other
country, is valuable to all other countries, and
above all to Britain; but it seems likely that
things in Russia must be even worse before they
can be better. It is a pity that information about
Russia should be so scanty and unworthy of
trust, for I guess that if we knew all no one again
would venture to advocate any Communist experiment until the memory of the Russian Terror
had faded. We know enough to justify belief
that life in France under the Jacobins was a
paradise compared to life in Russia under the
Bolsheviks. And yet the Communist experiment
could not be so disastrous in Russia, where
industrial development was small and local, as in
a country like our own, in which five-sixths of
the population is dependent on mechanical industry and the foreign trade for which it works.
CONCLUSION

Weare now in the fourth year of peace, and
the visions of greater happiness, good-will, and
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justice have not come wholly true. The
has passed through many moods; it has pursued
and persuaded its rulers to pursue phantoms
that eluded all pursuit. The trial continues; it
will always continue; a new world is in the
making; false hopes have led to disappointment,
and disappointment has led to discord, which in
its turn has delayed more modest achievement.
Classes have been turned upside down and
inside out; some rich have become richer, many
rich have become poor, and some who were poor
have become rich. Want has begotten greed
and hatred; never has the race for wealth and
pleasure been more passionate and more unscrupulous. And yet as a people we stand
where we did; our moderation, our self-control,
our stability js unimpaired. For a while we
thought that the Government which was forced
to govern us in war could govern us to our
greater profit in peace. But, unless I mistake,
we are returning to our normal attitude of mind.
We realise that the people must do its work and
shape its own fortunes. If the world is out of
gear, it must be put right, and we shall do our
share. The breakdown of Russia, the collapse
of the proud monarchies of Central Europe, the
painful birth and childish ailments of new States,
have cut off accustomed sources of well being;
we grumble, but we carryon. Our generous
passion for liberty has led us to risky experiments in India and in Egypt and in Ireland. Our
love for romantic adventure and action has given

us queer problems to solve in Palestine and
Mesopotamia. We have not sought an easy or
a peaceful life; our people is busy throughout
the world; it finds its failures as well as its
successes; often it sees the truth, and sometimes
it believes a falsehood; but in all this rocking
universe our British kingdom, our British Empire
of self-governing Dominions, stands stable, trustworth"'y, and confident; it minds its own business,
and its business is the business of all this globe.
It is conservative without rigidity; it is strenuous
without levity; it is eager for new work and new
duties, but it maintains with fidelity its ancient
obligations. Such as our fathers have made it
for us, such shall our young men and our young
women maintain it. And it will be maintained,
not by the virtue of any formula or philosophy,
not by the government of archangels, but by the
patience, endurance and courage of this people
and the sons and daughters of this people. This
Empire is a league of nations, and the other
League of Nations that was born at Versailles
will find its chief strength in the experience and
the stored energy of our elder league.
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THE UNITY OF HISTORY

CHAPTER XII
THE OTHER REVOLUTIONS
THE continuous life of a nation is infilYitely
complex. To get the complete picture of the
whole is impossible for us; separate pictures of
separate aspects may have more completeness,
but many separate pictures do not serve the same
purpose as a general view. We need to see the
continuous life of the people in relation to each of
the other nations with which it has definite intercourse; we need to see it in relation to all other
nations and to all the world. We need to see
its internal life of politics, of work and play, of
toil and leisure, of strife and comradeship, of
earning and spending, of producing and consuming, of law-making and law-interpreting, of
art, literature, music, and learning, of growth
and destruction and construction. For those
one hundred and fifty years which fall within
the compass of this book, perhaps fifty, perhaps
a hundred different histories of the British people
could be written, each different from the others,
not only in treatment but in matter, except for a
small connecting thread common to all alike.
And yet everyone of these histories would have
its influence, great or small, upon the others and
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upon the main history, and he who attempts to
write a story of the whole should have all the
other stories somewhere, somehow, at the back of
his mind.
Nevertheless, though the life of the people can
for convenience be divided into a hundred lives,
each of which has its separate interest and
importance, that life is but one and its story is
but one, woven as a cable or a pattern out of all
the threads in combination. That story, or that
moving picture, exists somewhere, say in the
mind of God or of our own recording angel, but
our intellects are not big enough to grasp it both
as a whole and at the same time in all its parts.
It is better to have some conception of the whole
than to know all the parts and lack the unifying
VISIOn. Therefore, for each who desires to
comprehend history, it is, above all, necessary
that he build up for himself a scheme, a plan, a
framework, into which all his miscellaneous
knowledge can be fitted. Each man's plan may
be different but in so far as each is true they
will all be alike. To each of us some things will
be important which others will throw into the
background or discard altogether. But each
should have his own scheme, made for himself to
form the scaffold of his own knowledge, of his
own conceptual edifice; he may, indeed he must,
work from the schemes of others to his own; but
the scheme which will best carry his own knowledge must be of his own slow, zealous, and
patient construction. This book endeavours to
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set out my own sketch plan, and the facts,
actions, movements, and commentaries, therein
set down are those which I have chosen out of
many to indicate the detail, its colour, and its
texture. You will find in my sketch much that
is not given in other histories; above all, you
will find much omitted which other histories
retaiL If it helps you to frame your scheme for
the needs of your own independent mind, I shall
be satisfied.
The story, as I have given it, is sufficiently
varied. I have taken you in this volume to
France, to America, to India, to Russia, to Germany, to show the outside forces and ideas that
worked upon this people and modified its conduct,
its fortunes, and its aspirations. I have alluded
to this and that, that you may see that no set of
movements or actions or events can be isolated;
every centre of force is affected by every other.
But in the main the story, as I have sketched it,
is the story of a political revolution and a social
revolution which were closely interwoven. It
remains for me to recall the promise made in the
first chapter of this volume, and indicate to you
the scope and character of those other revolutions, which can be separated in thought and
description from the social and political revolutions, though all are in fact closely connected,
mutually intermingled, and interdependent.
Those revolutions are known as the Industrial
Revolution, the Agricultural Revolution, and the
Scientific Revolution,

THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

The Industrial Revolution began in England.
Since the decline of the Dutch PO\ver, England
had the greatest carrying trade of the world, and
the profits of her trade with the ~ast and the VV ~st
Indies yielded a sufficient capItal for her earher
enterprises. She was not divided like France
into provinces with tariff bound~~ies; her ~ivers
were free from tolls, and her pOSltIOn was smtable
for oceanic traffic. She suffered little from
internal tumult or from foreign war. Her laws
were good, and the Government le.ft the citi~ens
free to follow their own profit wIthout senous
impediment. Her citizens were self-reliant and
adventurous, and fit to deal with untried conditions. In civilisation and knowledge they were
behind the French; good means of transport are
necessary at all times for advancing trade and
industry· and in the construction of roads and
canals th~ French were far ahead of the British.
Throughout the eighteenth century French trade
with foreign countries was greater than the
British, and the French popUlation was three
times greater than our own. Our one natural
advantage over the French wa.s. in the more
abundant possession of coal and Iron, and that
advantage did not tell until ~ethods had be~n
invented for smelting iron wIth coke. On thIS
invention hinged the Industrial Revolution; it
was not initiated by the aid of chemists, but by
practical experiment. It was in use in 1730, but
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dev~loped ~lowly; the iron industry, which had

declmed wIth the exhaustion of timber h d
' h a b out 1760, and its future sfrenoth
' a a
new b1rt
could be' foreseen
when the processes ofpuddl';'>mg
,
an d ro II mg Iron were adopted (17 83),
TRANSPORT

. In the last fifty years of the eighteenth century
Impro,vement of the roads began, by the aid of
turnpIke trusts, which improved the ways and
collected a toll from each user, But this reform
also procee~ed .slowly, and by separate districts,
and many dIstncts lagged behind. The building
of canal~ began about the same time and facilitated
the carnage of heavy goods. The improvement
of the roads and the full development of our
system of canals was only just complete about
18 40, when the canals and the stage-coaches
began to be superseded by the steam-drawn
traffic of the new railroads.
MECHANICAL INVENTION

About ~760 a new industry in cotton textiles
was growmg up, and the demand for cotton yarn
spun by hand ~ecame so great that attention was
bound to ?e dI~er~ed to mechanical devices for
more rapId spmn~ng. The spinning-jenny of
Hargreaves wa,s mvented in 1767, and was
followed by the mvention
of ArkwriO'ht
'
•
<:>
,appIymg
water power to dnve the spinning machines
The balance was then reversed, and there wa~
more yarn than the weavers could deal with.

MECHANICAL INVENTION

The difficulty was partly met by the adoption of
the "flying shuttle," an invention dating from
1733, but not adopted until near the end of the
century. Looms driven by steam power were
not generally adopted for cotton weaving until
after ISI5. In the woollen, silk, and flax industries mechanical appliances gained ground
more slowly, but by the middle of the nineteenth
century hand-spinning was confined to remote
and primitive districts, and hand-weaving was a
dying trade.
Noone can say why mechanical invention
became active in the eighteenth century. We
can only say that times were favourable, needs
were pressing, and the genius of our people,
resourceful and practical, suited the times and
their needs. In this age many movements, that
had begun long before, came at one time to
fruition. The whole world was opened to navigation in the sixteenth century; it took three
centuries to build up the fleets, the harbours, the
docks, the experience, the knowledge, the commercial relations and habits, to make full use of
all the opportunities offered. Plantations in the
new world began in the sixteenth century; it
was two centuries before they were strong
enough to claim independent existence. The
patent law of James I, which refused the grant
of monopolies by patent, except where some new
device was advantageous to the community,
obtained a new importance and a new meaning
when fortunes could be made by new inventions.
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IRON AND STEAM

he fortunes were not always made by the
ll1ventor, but the patent law gave the inventor
his chance. When one inventor had obvious
success, other minds were set aworking; the fad
became a fashion and a profitable fashion, until
thousand~ and tens of. thousands were thinking
and plannmg, and new Ideas were daily conceived
and adopted, so that the whole field of industry
was covered. When one invention was successful it upset the balance and created a new
need for the inventor to satisfy, as when the
abundance of cotton yarn forced the invention of
the power loom.
STEAM POWER

The first machines of the new era were worked
by hand; then water power was used, and many
a lonely valley was chosen as a factory site.
But water power is uncertain because of floods,
frost, and drought. Now that means of storing
and transmitting energy are known, water power
has a .future, and industries will spring up on
the skIrts of the great mountains , as thev have
around the falls of Niagara. The power of'steam
had long been known-even to the Greeks'
but it was first used, at the beginning of th~
eighteenth century, for pumping water from
mines. In 1782 Watt shov.red how to transform
the up and down motion of the steam pump into
a rotary motion, . which could be used for almost
every purpose: for raising and lowering weights
for driving spindles, lathes, and looms, for stea~
~
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hammers and cranes, for shaping molten iron,
and for the pistons, screws, and turbines of
locomotive engines on land and water. He also
greatly improved the economy of the st~am
engine, and thus increased the power denved
from the burning of a given weight of coal.
IRON

Coal is necessary for steam power; steam
power was first used to make the getting of coal
more easy. Steam power made the use of
machines ten times more efficacious; the improved working of iron, due to the use of machines
and steam, made it possible to use iron for
machines, which at first were mainly constructed
of wood. Better iron and better methods of
working iron made possible larger and larger
constructions, larger and more forceful assemblies
of machines, greater and greater concentration of
power, more and more energy for the transport
and handling of material. With the better construction of machines, it was perceived that for
borings, turnings, planings, and shapings, machine
tools were more accurate and trustworthy than
any operation of the human hand. The turning
of screws and nuts, the boring of the cylinder to
fit the piston, and the planing of the piston to fit
the cylinder, and all similar work, can be done
by machines with infinite delicacy and precision,
whether on a great scale, as for a marine engine,
or on the smallest scale, as for the works of a
watch. If the hand has any part in the job, the
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big fittings can hardly be done at all, the smaller
only by the expenditure of much time and skill.
The process of manufacturing machines by
machines began to gain ground by degrees from
1820; it has been proceeding ever since, till it
can be used, for instance, in the mass production
both of great motors and of watches, all with
identical machine-made parts.
The process by which the manufacture of
cheap steel became possible was introduced
about 1853; it has led to the use of steel for
many purposes originally served by iron; but
after all steel is only iron with a chemical
difference.
More recently, the chemist has come to the aid
of the mechanical engineer, and by the addition
to steel of rare minerals, such as tungsten,
machine tools have been evolved which preserve
their cutting edge, though raised to red heat as
they do their work. Thus coal, iron, and steam,
have worked in and out together in the industrial
revolution, each necessary to the other, each
sharing in the improvement and better economy
of each.
TRANSPORT

The production of goods for ordinary use, in
greater and greater masses, is one aspect of the
course of the Industrial Revolution, until ninetenths of ourselves and a large proportion of the
inhabitants of the whole world wear clothes and
boots and hats turned out to identical patterns,
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ride in motors and on bicycles ot which each is
equivalent to many thousand others, travel in
coaches propelled by engines manufactured to
standard designs, and in machine-made ships to
machine-constructed ports, see identical films
produced by the thousand reels, and read the
mass production literature of Mr. Wells and Mr.
Arnold Bennett and the daily Press. But if
commodities increase in mass beyond the means
of transport, the aims of the producers are
frustrated' stocks accumulate, prices fall, trade
becomes depressed. One mark of the industrial
era is its power of rapid adaptation, which has
led to proportionate or nearly proportionate
developments in many directions. If a need was
perceived someone hurried to satisfy it. If a
way was not evident, a way was found. Thus,
on the whole and throughout the period, transport improved as producti~n increase?, an.d as
transport improved productIOn moved m umson.
Development, whether two-sided or threesided or many-sided, tended on the whole to
correspond. The first slow. begin~ings of ~he
Industrial Revolution coinCIded WIth the Improvement in roads, the .develop:uent of a canal
system, and an increase m the SIze, the number,
and the speed of ships. When inadequate means
of transport threatened to check the inc~ease of
production, the locomotive steam engme was
invented. The first railway travelled by steam
locomotives was opened in 1825, and ran from
Stockton to Darlington; the Liverpool and
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Manchester Railway
followed . Mancheste r was
.
connected wIth London by rail in 1837, and
be.tween that date and 1846 the chief part of Our
raIlwa~ system was ~ither constructed or planned.
ExtensIOn, completIOn, and improvement h
followed, but the main lines were then t:~
down. Railways on the Continent of Euro~e
wer: largely plann:~ and constructed - by British
en~Illeers and Bntish navvies, and you may
notIce that on the Continent, whereas road-borne
traffic generally passes to the right, rail-borne
traffic generally passes on the left, as in England.
A complete railway system for France was
,:,orked out under Napoleon III, in Germany a
htt~e later, and the much greater area of the
Umted .States obtain~d an adequate railway
system III the seventIes and eighties of last
century. These and many other changes in all
~arts of the world originated in a British inventlO~,. and :nany of them were financed with
Bntish capItal.
CHANGES CAUSED BY RAILWAYS

Before the in.vention of railways the development of countnes was conditioned by access to
the sea, by the presence of navigable rivers by
heat, and cold, by mountains and deserts. Railways tunnel through mountains, they traverse
deserts and swamps, they connect territories
severed by nature; they are independent of frost
and sun. VYithout them the development of wild
countries, lIke the North American Continent ,
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would have been incalculably retarded; and
many parts of Africa could never have been
opened up. The British occupation of India
began in three maritime centres, Bengal, Calcutta, and Madras; India was conquered without
the aid of railways; but it could never have been
penetrated by British influence, as it has been,
without the railways which were built under
British guarantee and mainly with British capital.
Railroads have increased the power of mankind
to utilise the resources provided by nature; they
have multiplied the races living upon the earth
by increasing their means of subsistence; but
whether that power tends to happiness and wellbeing or the reverse depends on the wisdom of
us to whom it has come.
MARITIME TRANSPORT

The first vessel propelled by steam began to
run from New York to Albany, in i807, but the
invention progressed slowly. The first voyage
from London to Glasgow was made by a steamship in 1815, but the early steamers were small
and inconvenient, and used rather by passengers
than for freight. The use of iron for building
ships marked an advance, but not until after 1860
did steamships begin to encroach on the practical
monopoly of the sailing ship. The fifties were
the age of the fast II clippers," built in Britain
and the United States-chiefly for the valuable
tea trade-these, in favourable weather, could
equal the speed of many a second class liner of
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to-day. In the seventies ships began to be built
of steel, and the opening of the Suez Canal, in
1869, gave a great impulse to steam navigation
.
'
SInce the canal cannot be navigated by sailing
vessels. The Civil War in the United States
(186r-65) removed American competition in the
carrying trade, and before the Great War British
shipping was about half of all the shipping of the
world, and only a small fraction of it was driven
by sails. Mechanically, the development of the
turbine in the last twenty years gives as great an
economy of space and fuel as in earlier years that
of the triple expansion engine. The increasing
use of oil fuel for marine engines, and of the
internal combustion engine for ships, might seem
t? threaten the British maritime supremacy,
smce we have little oil in this country and
abundance of coal; but so long as we can build
and run the ships better and cheaper than our
rivals we need not fear, though we have to buy
our oil. The poverty of so large a part of the
earth through war and bad government is a far
more serious danger; for our merchant fleet was
built and has been maintained for a far greater
traffic between nations than the world for the
time seems able to set agoing.
OTHER FORMS OF TRANSPORT

The use of the internal combustion engine on
land promises other early developments. For
swift and easy transport of passengers, the motor
car since 1900 has already made a little revolution

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES

of its own, the limits of which cannot be seen;
and the motor lorry is coming into general use
for all but the heaviest traffic. The use and construction of motor lorries was greatly stimulated
by the War. Our roads will need reconstruction,
and our habits of life are already changing. The
poor horse is being dislodged from his ancient
and honourable partnership with man. Agriculture suffers change, since motors do not need
straw litter, hay, or oats. Some think the
position of the railways is threatened, but that
may be a false alarm. Everything that encourages
frequent traffic and easier intercourse between
man and man brings grist to the railway mill.
But the industrial revolution is not yet over;
and aeroplane transport is still in its infancy. At
present the most valuable function of the aeroplane seems to be in peace the bridging of desert
trails, as between Bagdad and Cairo, and the
policing of disturbed and ill-populated districts,
as in Mesopotamia.
COMMUNICATIONS

Communication by letter was speeded up
and cheapened by mail coaches, rail transport,
and steam navigation. The penny post was
introduced into this country in 1840, and before
the Great War it was extended to the whole of
the British Empire. But even greater speed for
messages was desirable, and from about 1837
electric telegraphy became practicable. The
invention was shared in about eq,ual parts by the
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United States and this nation; the Morse Code
in particular is of American origin; the principles
which made telegraphy possible were worked
out in at least a hundred years of scientific
research. In 1866, after many failures, telegraphic communication with America was
established by oceanic cable.
About 1880.
telephonic communication by wire came into
public use; this invention also sprang from
disinterested scientific investigation; the practical
details are mainly American. Wireless telegraphy
was worked out in the twentieth century, chiefly
from the scientific discoveries of Hertz, a German,
adapted by the practical ability of Marconi. The
War begat aerial telephony, and no doubt, in a
few years, few middle-class homes will lack a
listening instrument. For trade and industry
the value of rapid communication lies in the
better adjustment of all effort to every purpose.
The business of the world is too great and too
extensive to be perfectly adjusted; but every
avoidable delay, error, or misunderstanding,
causes needless waste of time and effort; the
greater the interests and operations concerned,
the greater the value of prompt information and
prompt transmission of instructions; thus every
improvement in communication means that
general needs are better and more cheaply
served. Regret is often expressed that laboursaving contrivances do not diminish the total
amount of labour that humanity is forced to
expend, as if labour itself were an evil. Not
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labour is an evil, but \'lasted labour, suspended
labour, impeded, ineffective labour, ill-rewarded
labour.
Better communications mean better
direction of labour; and better direction means
for all better reward for the labour of all.
THE WORLD MARKET

Earliest motor-car in Britain.

1888.

Mass production, steam traffic by land and sea,
telegraphic and telephonic communication, have
made the whole world one market for all the
chief classes of goods. Other devices, such as
cold storage, due to scientific discovery, have
brought into this category even perishable goods,
such as fresh meat and fruit. Thus the terror of
famine has disappeared from the world, except
where transport has been interrupted, as in
Russia, or where it is primitive, as in China, or
where the population lives on the margin of
existence, as in India. If the harvest fails in this
country, as it failed in r879, only the farmers
suffer; supplies flow in from every part of the
globe; for the trade of this country the whole
world is our harvest ground and the whole year
our harvest time. Misfortunes arising here are
thus mitigated; misfortunes arising elsewhere
are shared; thus we suffer by the dislocation
of Central Europe and the disasters of Russia.
If we try to make our coal dear to the world,
coal comes from the United States to frustrate
our efforts. If our engineers and their employers cannot agree as to the management of
their trade, American, Dutch, Belgian, and
E E
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FINANCE

German engineers will do their work. If there
is drought in Australia, wool prices rise for all
mankind. The direction of industry and commerce continually demands greater knowledge,
experience, and intellect; great fortunes are
constantly made and lost by the presence or
absence of the necessary foresight, courage,
information, and judgement. No market can stand
by itself, least of all the market of this country
which is unprotected by tariff duties; (partly
because we have free trade) the exchange
, of all
the world for sugar, tea, coffee, spices, wool,
leather, rubber, vegetable oils, furs, and the
principal non-ferrous metals, is centred in
London. A tornado in the West Indies, a flood
in China, a frost in Texas, a failure of the
monsoon in India, a rebellion in Mexico, are at
once known and felt in all the chief centres of
Europe and America; and of all those centres
London is the most sensitive.

like; the revenue returned to us in food and ra\v
material for our industry. Losses by defaulting
countries or unfortunate enterprises were written
off against the gains; even the expenditure of
the War, our debts to the United States, our
unrepaid advances to most of the countries of
Europe, and our sales of foreign securities, have
not shaken our position. It was thought that
after the War the United States, the greatest of
world creditors and the possessors of nearly all
the free gold, would become the centre of world
finance; but the good-will, the prestige, the
tradition, the reputation, the system, of British
finance have restored the old-time channels of
credit, though some of our clients are no longer
able to borrow, and all have had to trim their sails.
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The saving disposition of the Victorian; coupled
with his energy and enterprise, built up in Britain
a continually increasing store of free capital.
The honesty and prudence of his banking and
exchange houses made all that capital fluid and
ready for operations at home and abroad. We
lent and invested money in every country on the
map; the capital went out, not so much in money
or in credits as in British manufactures-rails,
rolling stock, machinery, mining plant, and the

JOINT STOCK

CO~1P ANIES

In the mobilisation of capital Joint Stock
Companies have played a great part, and oneman firms or private companies are now the
exception. Companies with unlimited liability
were at one time common; in that case all the
shareholders were liable jointly and severally for
all the debts of the firm. When the City of
Glasgow Bank failed, in r878, only a handful of
the shareholders (two, if I am not mistaken)
remained solvent when the debts of the Bank had
been paid. Since 1855, and under subsequent
Acts, Companies with limited liability have
become the rule, and even family concerns are
commonly registered under the Limited Liability
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Acts for convenience in dividing the property
among those interested. Under these Acts the
shareholder is only liable to the nominal amount
of his ho.lding, though if the shares be only
partly paId up he may, in case of need, be
forced to make up the whole amount. The
Company is organised under a Chairman and a
Board of Directors, who are elected by the shareholders; usually there will be one or more
lVlanaging Directors, who are the paid servants
of the Company. As long as things go well the
Chairman and Directors have a free hand; but
where trouble arises the shareholders become
vociferous. This method of organisation is convenient from the point of view of capital, because
every shareholder knows what he is risking and
can, as a rule, realise his shares at some price or
oth~r, good or bad, and because the best professlOnal talent can be employed to conduct the
affairs of the Company. From the point of view
of the staff, the personal knowledge and unders.tanding of the employed possessed by the oldtIme owner of the business is often regretted.
It is s~id that a Company" has neither a body
to be Incleed nor a soul to be damned'" it is an
.
'
Impersonal concern, an abstraction, a creation of
the law .. Yet there are favourable examples of
Compames as there were of old-time employers,
and I do not know whether the proportion of
good to bad is greater or less in one class or the
other. I fancy the self-made manufacturer of
the thirties and forties was a pretty hard nut.

:pEALINGS IN STOCKS AND SHARES
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THE STOCK EXCHANGE

The Stock Exchange is a necessary wheel in
the financial coach. If the public vvishes to make
investments, or to call in money invested, there
must be intermediaries between buyer and seller.
The stockbroker is the agent who will find you,
for a small percentage, a seller or a purchaser for
any well known stock in which you wish to deal
at the price of the day. On the London Stock
Exchange the jobbers are the pivotal class; each
of them specialises in some special class or
classes of security, and makes it his business to
know the state of the market on any day and to
foresee any likely movements of the near future.
A broker comes in and says, "What are War
Loans? " The jobber replies, "IOO-IOO;13";
meaning that he will buy at 100 and sell at IOO;1i,
The broker, who has not disclosed whether he
wishes to buy or sell, then replies: "I sell a
million." The jobber, unperturbed, jots down
the bargain, confident that before he has to pay
he will have disposed of all his purchase to some
other brokers. In other markets the dealings
would be smaller, but the principles are the
same, The jobber takes the risks, relying on his
knowledge and judgement; sometimes he may be
wrong, but if he is not more often right than
wrong his occupation will be gone. Of course, it
is a speculative business; money is easily made
and easily lost; and those that hold that all
speculation is wrong would gladly abolish the
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Stock Exchange. But the best opinion maintains
that the professional speculator is necessary, not
only to the Stock Exchange, but also in every
great market. He foresees the rises and discounts the fall, and eases the passage from hope
to despondency or in the other direction. vVithout his intervention trade and finance would be
more precarious, less supple; rises would be
more rapid and more fierce; declines more
disastrous. You can guess what a variety of
securities are dealt in on the Stock Exchange if
you look at the list published daily in the Times.
On the produce and like markets the principles
of dealing are similar, except that bargains are
often made for distant dates, and the speculative
element is therefore greater than upon the Stock
Exchange.
THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION AND GENERAL
WELL BEING

These are the main elements in the Industrial
Revolution. Its raw material was all the stuff of
the world, but more especially iron and coal. Its
physical energy was derived from coal; more
recently also from oil and falling water. Its
human energy came from the will of man to do
his job, to make his profit, and from the desire of
all men for food and clothing, house room, comfort, amusement, and luxury. Its methods were
stabilisation of credit, mobilisation of capital,
mechanical invention relying more and more on
science. By these means it proceeded from

GOOD OR BAD?

small things to great things; from great things
to things still greater, until the whole world
became one workshop, one market, one farm,
united up by rapid transport and by electrical
communication. It is a great thing; if you ask
me if it is a good thing, I cannot tell you; it was,
it is, and it has to be; I think it idle to censure
the inevitable or to pass judgement on destiny.
I am not going to say that the Industrial
Revolution ought to have been prevented. It
might have been prevented, probably it was
delayed, by such events as the Thirty Years War.
For my part, I prefer the Industrial Revolution to
the Thirty Years War. I am not going to say
that we ought to go back on it, as William Morris
suggests in his News from Nowhere. His story
does not tell how many millions perished, or
how they perished, before England could be
restored to a rural and art-loving economy;
what harvest of sickness and hatred was left
behind. Personally, I would prefer to inhabit
industrial England, even after the War, rather
than de-industrialised Russia. I'vloreover, even
if the life of our great-great-grandfathers was
much better than our own, in the sight of God
or of William Morris, it does not follow that we
should be more happy living as they did. We
have got used to our own ways and we should
detest theirs; so that's that, so far as' we are
concerned. A certain amount of discontent is a
good thing; it quickens the desire for improvement; but fundamental discontent is a bad thing;
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it stops healthy action and fires a
passion to change and destroy without regard
for consequences. All this one hundred and
fifty ~ears \ve have been toiling and suffering,
sweatIng blood and tears, to make this world
better for ourselves and our children. If we
believed that we had wholly failed, fundamental
discontent would be justified. We have won
enormous power over the enormous forces of
nature; if I believed that vve had used it on the
whole for evil, I would tell you so.
LIFE IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

I am not
. going to tell you that man ever was ,
or novv IS, or ever will be, a wholly rational and
virtuous animal. On the contrary, at all times
that I have observed, his chief troubles have
been of his own making. On the whole no
doubt, he is a good natured and well mea~ing
creatur~; but he is also greedy, lazy, ignorant,
short-sIghted, quarrelsome, and jealous. You do
not need history to recognise that in yourselves
as well as in your neighbours. It does not
follow, because he is handsome in his face and
figure, or because his surroundings are picturesque, that he is happy or well-behaved. In
the. eighteenth century the life of England was
maInly rural; but the rural life of that time was
not better than the rural life of to-day. Ignorance
was profound; brutality was common; sickness
and poverty were far greater. A very small
class was polished and cultivated; it had its

BEFORE THE REVOLUTION

dissolute elements, as opulent society has to-day;
it was both good and bad; but the bad was more
ea,sily seen, as it is to-day. But the l~fe. ?f the
squires and lesser gentry may be studIed In the
works of Fielding and Smollett; it was jolly and
robust , it was also brutal and coarse. The
towns for the most part were small and sleepy;
their government was selfish and inert; and
slum life was filthv and nauseous beyond anything we know t~-day. London was already
great and populous; the streets were dark ar: d
dangerous and filthy with mud and ord~re.; In
the poorer parts there was literally no samtatlOn ;
and overcrowding was beyond anything we
condemn to-day. In the days of cheap gin
drunkenness exceeded the worst dreams of
temperance reformers. Our population, though
six times larger to-day, is ten times better cared
for' of innocent and cheap amusements we
ha;e plenty now; it can hardly be said that
there were any then for the mass of the London
population.
DOMESTIC AND FACTORY PRODUCTION

Before the Industrial Revolution, there were
no doubt factories here and there and in certain
industries; but spinning and weaving-in cotton,
wool , silk and other materials-and many
.
branches of iron manufacture, were carried on In
the country and the small towns by the housefather and his family. Spinning was the byeindustry of the women; weaving was often
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: . o:nbined
.
with the tillage of a small holding.
W.nere and when circumstances were favourable,
thls mode of life gave freedom together with
mo~erat~ prosperity; but there was great waste
of tIm~ m collecting the yarn and in marketing
the ~mshed goods, and the producer was hardly
less m the power. o~ the merchant than the.:wagee:rner of to~~ay lS m the power of his employer.
vVhen C0.ndltlOns were bad, as in Spitalfields, or.
when pnces were falling, the tyranny of want
made the parents as regardless of the weI fan; of
their children as the worst employer in the
vvorst of the early factories. The early factories
were bad as regards health and hours and
other conditions of labour; under the truck
system the employers pillaged their workpeople
and. bound them down with debt; during the
penod of transition the hand-loom workers
str~gg~ed for a generation against inevitable
ext111ctlOn; but since the thirties conditions in
facto:i:s have steadily improved; the worst
condItlOns are now to be found in industries
that are carried on in crowded homes' and in
these legislation has endeavoured ~herever
possible, to encourage the facto;y system.
Wor~cers are now protected against accidental
111Junes by machines, and against diseases set
up ?y th~ dust of iron and steel or by the use
of lead 111 manufacture. Wages in industry
t~rougho~t the nineteenth century tended to
nse; . pnces of necessaries, comforts, and
luxunes tended to fall; the period of transition
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.as bad but on the whole the Industrial RevoJ
• 1
if
lution has greatly increased the matena we are
of the operative classes.

V\

TOWNS

The worst incidents of the Industrial Re~o
lution were in the villages and towns that hastlly
grew up without plan or s~fe~uards for healthin the iron and coal dIstncts, or where the
neighbourhood of canals or railways encouraged
the growth of new indust~ies.. But .one f~ature
of the Industrial RevolutlOn IS the m:rentlOn of
sanitation for large towns; main dral~age and
pure water supply a~e g~fts o~ the ~111eteenth
century which outweIgh ItS gnme, dlscomfort,
and distress. In parts of the Black Country, and
in the areas of the chemical industry, the beau~y
of the world seems to be obliterated, but eve~ m
such blighted areas human beings live and thnve.
About 187 0 the curse of coal ~moke ~as most
heavy on the great towns and 111dustr.lal ~reas;
something has since been done to all.evlate It, but
it remains a problem for the twentIeth century
to remove it altogether, a probl:m that would
not be beyond the skill of man, smce coal smo~e
is wasted fuel, and economy of fuel sh?uld m
part at least repay expen~iture. The chIef part
of our big cities seems dmgy, monoto.nous, an.d
ugly beyond bearing. Yet the populatIOn that IS
born in the country flocks to the towns; those
who reach the towns do not willingly return to
the country; man is a gregarious animal, and the
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cro~vded life of cities has for him variety and
excItement and stimulus which outweigh the loss
of sunshine and pure air, and of the sights and
sounds and perfumes of the countryside. The
growth of towns means a loss of beauty in life
and of the desire for beauty, which is perhaps \he
greatest loss of all. But great tovms are no
longer incompatible with well being; we have
made our towns healthy, perhaps some day
we may have energy and wealth and will to
make them beautiful. Meanwhile, the Industrial
Rev~lution provides a remedy for its unlovely
creatIOns; he who wills can escape from smoke
and grime on train, on push-bike, on motor
cycle, or by motor-bus, and in most districts he
can reach something different by the journey of
a few miles.
FREEDOM

There is no doubt that the social and political
changes which accompanied the Industrial Revolution have resulted in greater freedom for the
individual and the masses. The abolition of the
Law of Settlement made each man free to go
where he pleased and live where he pleased.
Freedom of ~peech, free?om of public meeting,
freedom to pnnt and publIsh, freedom to combine,
are. now almost complete. The tyranny of the
sqUIre an~ the parson, though it may still be
talked of, IS now hardly worth the expenditure
of breath: Even the bondage of want of pence,
the heaviest bondage of all, is reduced for
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everyone now that wages are so. much hif:?her,
and money will buy a greater vanety of thll1gs.
The bondage of ignorance is relaxed by freedom
of education in all its stages and by cheap books.
The bondage of the guild, the caste, the class, is
gone. Kings and aristocrats have surrendered
their power; every man and every woma~ can
possess a vote. Yet the yearning for greater lIberty
was never more apparent. It is not only that
man's desire for freedom grows as one barrier after
another is removed. It is not only that gre~ter
opportunities for action, ex~erien:e, and :nJoyment call with more compellll1g VOIce. It IS that
man 'herded and organised in greater aggregate~,
mus~ surrender a part of his liberty to .hIS
neighbours and a part to t?e greater o:-gamsation in which he is comprIsed. The rIghts of
property, while they were and where they are
subdivided, were and are the most treasured
safeguard of individualli~ertr When ~roperty
is massed in great orgamsatlOns of capltal~ and
no man can work effectively without the aId of
capital, the power and odium of the tyrant falls
to capital and capitalists. .where men work
together in thousands for a ~ll1g1e purpose, they
are bound to a rigid routme, to monotonous
operations, and fixed hou~s. Trade Union regulations bind them to a smgle trade, and to the
policy fixed by a committe~ an? a majori~y vote.
The system by which we lIve IS so maSSlVe and
so complicated that none of us can fully understand the pressure which we feel. It galls
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nevertheless, and galls everyone; but it is the
system by which we live and without' which
we should die; the shoe fits better than it did,
the system has already been improved, and
even misdirected experiment is a guide for the
future.
UNEMPLOYMENT

I cannot leave the Industrial Revolution without a word on unemployment, the greatest terror
to the individual in modern life. Since slavery
ceased, I imagine that unemployment has always
been incidental to industrial life. But mass
unemployment is an incident of mass productio~. When the system is great and delicate,
any dIsturbance of balance, any defect in proportion, throws a part of it out of gear. War is
the great disturber of equilibrium, and after the
Napoleonic wars unemployment was for years
relatively greater than to-day. Throughout the
~ineteenth century the machine failed frequently;
m the seventies of last century unemployment
was worse than now. As the machine grew
older it was better and better adjusted. Bad as
things are to-day, they are not so bad as the
great world disturbance seemed to portend; and
the great system still produces so much wealth
t~at we are able, out of our superfluity, to relieve
dIstress, and thus we may tide over the worst
until a new balance of trade and industry
throughout the world may be restored. There
is no doubt that the better adjustment of world
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commerce that has come by experience, the
more rapid passage of information, th.e greater
powers of rapid action and cooperatIOn, have
reduced the magnitude and severity of those
waves of depression which in the nineteenth
century were regarded as natural phenomena,
periodically due like the tides and the ~hange: of
the moon. Vv e have suffered in the last thIrty
years nothing so acute as the bank failure.s of
1825, the railway crisis of 1847, the Black F.nday
of 1866, or the long and agonising depressIOn of
1874 to 1885 which followed the boom of 187I-~4.
But, however wisely we may conduct our affaIrs
in this country and this Empire, we cannot exclude cataclysms like the Great War, disastrous
experiments like the Russian Soviets, the consequences of revolution in foreign lands, or of
unforeseen and unavoidable disaster in some
quarter of the globe. Our system of insurance
against unemployment was a great step forward;
if it had had a fair spell of trial it would have
been better fitted to meet the extraordinary
demands that have been made upon it since the
autumn of I920. But it may be some consolation it may be ground for courageous hope,
that
fathers met and endured greater trials.
The Roman poet said-it is my own family
motto-" Fortune is never adverse, if there be
wisdom." Life is not a game of luck only; it is
a game of skill, of patience, of prudence, and of
courage.
T
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THE OTHER REVOLUTIONS
THE AGRICULTURAL REVOLUTION

'\

In my first volume (pp. 81 and 177-182) I have
said something about the medieval scheme of
agriculture. In my second volum~ (pp. 56-6 3
and 243-5) I have spoken of the changes that
took place in Tudor times, and of the improvements that were being introduced in the
eighteenth century. I need not repeat here what
I have said there. I must, ho\vever, remind you
that in the eighteenth century great parts of the
country that were fit for tillage still lay waste.
Of the cultivated lands, perhaps three-fifths were
still worked on the wasteful system of open
fields, which forced the small owner to follow'
the methods of his neighbours, to observe the
customary rotation with fallow one year in three
to admit the cattle of the village to graze on hi~
land as soon as the corn was carried, and precluded any progress or experiment in the arts of
tillage. It is not an accident that the industrial
revolution and the agricultural revolution moved
forward side by side. The same ideas as stirred
the minds of those who made fortunes in the
foreign trade by new devices inspired also some
of our enterprising and ingenious landowners.
A few active and resourceful men determined
that things could be done better, that they
should be done better, and they were done
better. Very slowly the rank and file followed
the example of their leaders; but by degrees it
became evident to the most conservative that
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profit was to be made by breeding better cattle,
by growing clover and turnips, by a new rotation
of crops without fallow, by the more skilful use
of manures, by drainage, and by better ploughing.
However, it was only possible to use the improved methods on enclosed land; and a new
movement gathered strength from about 1760 for
enclosing waste and common pasture, and redistributing the lands of the open fields. The
impulse came from the increase of population
and the rise of prices. How far the rise of
prices was due to the increase of population it is
not easy to say; but it is certain that the exceptional cheapness of the first half of the eighteenth
century was not carried on to the latter half.
But sooner or later the increase of population
must have its natural effect; and the long war of
1793-1815, and the bad harvests of the war period,
only accelerated the movement that must in any
case have resulted as the new methods of production gave wages to greater numbers, all of
whom with their dependants needed food. On
this, as on many occasions, the national need
coincided with the profit of individuals-of
farmers and landowners, who benefited by the enclosures and the better mode of cultivation which
the enclosures made possible. Enclosure was
the only practicable means of preventing famine.
ENCLOSURES

Enclosure could be of waste land-moorland,
heath, forest, or fen; even on waste land there
FF
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mig~t be the custom of taking fish-

game,
cuttmg. turf or reeds, or of casual grazing. But
the claIms ~n such .account did not always or
often .necessItate legIslation, though there might
be vIOlent resistance, such as delayed the
reclamation of the Bedford Levels (vol II
166). Enclosure could also be of c'om~:~
pa~t~re, where the neighbours owned by law the
pnvIlege of turning out their beasts. To
enclose land ~wned and cultivated on the open
field system, It was necessary, either to obtain
froI? th.e owners the voluntary surrender of all
theIr nghts-a method which could be frustrated by one cantankerous freeholder or copyhol?er, or to proceed by Act of Parliament,
WhICh was also convenient when common
pasture was to be enclosed. In the first thirtythree years of the reign of George III, 1.355 such
Acts were passed; in the twenty-three years of
war there were I,934, or more than twice as
many o~ a yearly average. In the later years
populatIOn was growing faster, but the dearth
caused by war and bad harvests gave the more
powerful impulse.
ENCLOSURE ACTS

. To obtain an Enclosure Act from Parliament,
It was necessary for the landowner and the titheowner, together with four-fifths in number and
value of the. persons interested, to agree to
promote a B~ll. When the Bill had passed
through ParlIament, Commissioners were ap-
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pointed, who proceeded to re-allot open fields
and common pasture among those possessed of
various rights. In 180 I a General Act v:r as
passed, simplifying the procedure for enclosmg
commons, and in I836 a further General Act was
passed "for facilitatinG" the enclosure of open
and arable fields." Tl~us, for all the policy of
Enclosure and for its results, Parliament was
responsible; it was pointed out at th~ time, and
it is a just arraignment against the rulmg classes
of that age, that the small commoners got no
suitable compensation for the rights of pasturag.e
which they lost. It seems to us to-day tha~ It
would have been both just and useful to assIg?
to each a plot of land about his cottage,. eqUIvalent in value to the rights which he resIgn~d.
But we have more experience to-day o~ SOCIal
legislation and our ideas have been modIfied by
. democrac;. The small plots assigned to. small
people were rarely well placed for theIr use,
and were generally sold at once; the money was
soon spent, and as enclosure proceeded the class
of agricultural labourers became, what they have
been ever since, landless and dependent only
upon wages for their substance. The lar.ger
allotments made to owners of fifteen or thIrty
acres were seldom retained by their proprietors
for any length of time; large farms were
fashionable, and landowners bought out th.e small
yeomen to consolidate their .farms. It IS true
that, in the condition of agrIculture as it was
then, better cultivation resulted; the large
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farmer could better afford the new, machines
and better understand the new methods: It is
true also that the English system, whereby the
landowner does the repairs and assists the
tenant in draining, fencing, and other improvements, has led in the past to excellent relations
between landlord and tenant. But the loss of a
class of small holders, a grade through which the
agricultural labourer might rise to independence
and prosperity, is a great misfortune for the
country. Vve have done something, of late
years, painfully and expensively, to create small
holdings by legislation. But in general a class
of peasant owners is born not made; and the
present dearth of skilled labour in the countryside is a due penalty for a mistake in national
policy. In the circumstances we need not
wonder that the most enterprising of the
country folk have during the last hundred years
drifted to the towns, or emigrated to the
Colonies or to the United States.
AGRICULTURAL INVENTION AND IMPROVEMENT

It was not only wise to encourage enclosures,
it was necessary; but government is at best a
clumsy instrument; the needful legislation was
marred by neglect of detail, and therefore was
neither just nor humane nor to public advantage.
Where far-sighted men worked out their own
improvements in concert and in emulation, we
find no such need to qualify our praise. Agricultural improvement was started by a few minds;
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very slowly it spread, until it became unive~sal.
All the time knowledge \vas ahead of practlce;
at the present day Agricultural Colleges and
Centres of /1. g:ricultural Instruction put the
results of experiment and research within the
reach of all; but at the beginning both farmers
and squires were tenacious of their old c~s~oms,
and methods of proved success were unwllh~gly
adopted. The lines of advance may be classlfied
as follows: new crops and new succession of
crops; more and better cattle; new machines;
new methods of cultivating the land; new
fertilisers. As with the industrial revolution,
agriculture did not at first owe much to ~bstract
science; improvements were made by Isolated
experiment; but as tin:e \vent o?, the researches
of chemists and biologIsts contrIbuted more and
more to the common stock of knowledge and
approved procedure.
1

NEW CROPS

The introduction of turnips in Jarge cultivation
is due to Lord Townshend, in about 173 0 .
These roots made it possible to keep the f1ocl~s
and herds alive through the winter, whereas III
the past a large proportion had been killed in the
autumn and salted down. They also enabled the
farmer to carry a larger head of cattle on a given
area of cultivation, and therefore gave a greater
abundance of manure for fertilisation. Roots,
clover, ryegrass, sainfoin, and lucer~e, grown :m
arable land, made it possible to dIspense wIth
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fallow. It was found that, by varying the crops
grown, the fertility of the land suffered no
deterioration.
Different crops draw different
constituents from the ground;. later, chemists
and biologists discovered that certain plants
,":ith the aid of bacteria, draw nitrogen from th~
aIr, store up nitrogenous plant-food in their
roots, and thus actually enrich the soil for their
:,uccessors. Working on in the same direction,
m process of time farmers learnt that a second
crop of mustard or the like could be raised, after
grain had been harvested, to provide additional
nutriment for cattle. Potatoes were not widely
grown until after the Napoleonic wars. It is
nearly two hundred years since Townshend
started the cultivation of turnips and clover'
similar lines were pursued with conspicuou~
success by Coke of Norfolk (1754-1842); Arthur
Young (17I4-1820) acquired knowledge by his
travels and spread it by his writings. Such
examples and teaching were slowly followed,
but the first successful experiment in the
variation of crops was the most important. In
recent years, the researches of Mendel have
encouraged attempts to fix in new strains of
wheat and other plants that combination of
qualities which growers most desire; great
results have been obtained and greater may be
expected. None of these changes were possible
as l?ng as the cultivator was bound by the
routme of the open field.
.

IMPROVEMENT OF CATTLE

Until the eighteenth century, though the virtue
of selective breeding was known to those who
bred race-horses, no care was taken in the mating
of cattle, sheep, pigs, or other farm stock. Robert
Bakewell (1725-95) first started to improve the
breed of horses, cattle, and sheep. Among
horses, he chose for his sires and dams those of
most compact power and endurance; among
sheep those that developed most quickly, were
most hardy, and yielded the best carcases;
among cattle those which were best for the
butcher. He did not hesitate to breed in and in,
when he had found the best strain for his
purposes. Following on Bakewell's example,
in the nineteenth century the British breeds of
farm horses, horned cattle, sheep, pigs, and
fowls, have been infinitely developed; and
British pedigree animals are sought in every
country of the world.
MACHINES

In farm machinery, Jethro Tull ( 16 74- 1 74 0 )
was the unfortunate pioneer. He discovered
that the old plan of sowing broadcast by hand
was wasteful of seed and ineffective, and that it
could be better done by machine. He introduced
a drill drawn by horses which conveyed in due
quantity the seed to the ground, planted it at the
most suitable depth, and then covered it with
soiL The plants, thus grown in regular rows,
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allov,Ted the farmer to pass a machine with hoes
through the intervals, and thus keep down the
weeds. His invention was not generally adopted
until long after his death, and throughout his life
he struggled with prejudice and adversity. Since
his time innumerable improvements have been
made in horse ploughs, steam ploughs which
drag the scarifiers through the ground with
wire cables, tractors which move over the fields
drawing the ploughs behind them, reapers which
cut the grass or corn, binders which bind the
corn in sheaves as it is cut, machines for thrashing
grain, chopping straw, slicing turnips, and turning hay; in fact, mechanical invention has had
hardly less effect on agriculture, especially in new
countries where farms are larger than here, than
on the manufacture of fabrics or of iron.
CULTIVATION

The old plough in 1700 was a cumbersome
contrivance. It required a great train of horses
or oxen; it only cut a furrow to the depth of five
or six inches. Lighter, handier ploughs were
invented in the eighteenth century, and deep
ploughing was advocated, in order that the soil
should be disintegrated and exposed to the
weather to the fullest extent.
Fields were
drained in the old days by ploughing the soil
into wide ridges, leaving channels at the interval
of twelve or fifteen feet. Later, where this device
was not sufficient, ditches were dug and filled
with brushwood or stones. It was not until
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about 1830 that drain pipes ,vere introduced into
agriculture, and waterlogged areas of rich soil
were thus made available for cultivation.
MANURES AND DISEASE PREVENTION

The natural manure of animals was made more
abundant when food was grown for a greater
number of cattle; and in the eighteenth century
other fertilisers were by degrees introduced.
Marl was widely used for enriching sandy land;
the value of lime and chalk for certain soils was
recognised; but the true principles of the use of
fertilisers were not understood until Faraday
(1791-1867) had linked up chemistry with agriculture, and Liebig (18°3-1873) had worked out
the chemistry of plants and soils in detail. Now
we ransack the world for nitrates and guano, and
go to the iron works for their basic slag. In the
reverse direction the value of sulphate of copper
and other dressings for the destruction of fungoid
or animal diseases has been discovered; potato
disease, which ruined Ireland, is thus mitigated,
and even the dread phylloxera, which devastated
the vineyards of France, is now kept in check.
Entomologists study the life history of destructive insects for the benefit of cultivation; the
microscope is turned upon the fungi and bacteria
which sometimes injure, sometimes aid the
growth of useful plants; and medical science is
used for the benefit of the animals employed by

man.
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RESULTS

As I have said, in all countries of ancient
occupation, such as our own, man has made the
country hardly less than he has made the towns.
If you know the Rockies or the Selkirks, and
know also the Alps, you will recognise how man
can tame even the mountain forests and the
mountain pastures. Man has made England and
remade it; and no greater transformation has
ever taken place in our country than was seen
between 1760 and 1860. Even the highways in
1760 were rough and rutted in dry weather,
almost impassable in wet; and the traveller had
the right to deviate into the fields when (as often
happened) the main track was less inviting than
the meadow or the ploughed field. The side
roads and the field roads were unmetalled driftways. There are few farm roads of to-day that
are not better than the highways of 1760. The
old untidy common fields intersected with tracks
and balks have given place to smooth arable,
clean of weeds, and finely worked 'as a garden
bed. The undrained commons and heaths, where
undersized, untended cattle picked a scanty
living, have become rich pastures or productive
fields. Hedgerows and hedgerow trees make a
pleasant pattern through the brown earth or
among the green meadows. Our cottages are
not always much to boast of, but only the most
durable have survived, and those are at least
beautiful to look upon; the miserable shacks
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where the poor once lived have crumbled away.
The landowners benefited by the industrial
revolution, they benefited by the agricultural
revolution. They have since fallen on evil days,
but the parks which they laid out, the trees in
which they took a pride, the mansions which
they built, still survive, and help to m~ke
England through and through the most homelIke
comfortable country of the world. Up to 1870
it was also the best cultivated. It is still 'Nell
cultivated, but since that time free trade, together
with improved transport and the development of
new lands beyond the sea, have brought hard
times to the farmer and his landlord. The lead
which England possessed has been lost; Germans
and Belgians and Danes have worked out a
new economy which does not seem to suit our
people or our system. But the big farming with
mechanical aids, which we invented, was found
suitable to new countries where our countrymen
have been pioneers. Our machines have been
improved and made more pow~rful for the wide
prairies of Canada and the U r::1ted States. The
cattle which we have bred enrIch the ranches of
North America; the sheep which we selected
produce the wool of Australia and fill co~d-storage
vessels with their carcases. Tea plantmg, coffee
planting, rubber planting, with all their scientific
and mechanical aids, are the natural sequence of
the revolution started by Townshend, Bakewell,
and Jethro Tull.
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THE SCIENTIFIC REVOLUTION

Science is that part of man's knowledge which
has been brought into order and established by
proof. So far as we know, the whole universe
IS one and homogeneo~s. VIe presume, therefore,
that all kno.wledge IS one, and explicable in
accordance ''lIth the same principles. Every kind
of knowledge is akin to every other, supports,
supplements, and explains all other. It is only
~or convenience that we separate our knowledge
mto branches; no branch of science stands alone.
Take history on the one hand, and physics on
the othe~; no two br~nches of knowledge appear
at first sIght more allen to each other. History
is the mass of ordered knowledge that we possess
?f the doings of mankind upon this globe; physics
IS the study of matter in special relation to those
forms of energy which are evolved by matter and
affect matter (heat, light, electricity gravitation
an? the ~ike). We can consider m~n as a livin~
bemg, wIthout concerning. ourselves at all with
the means by which the energy of his body is
produ~ed or preserved.
No chemical or physical
analysIs of Caesar would explain to us the forces
of his mind or will. Yet the historian must ever
have in mind. that man is a physical phenomenon;
that the chIef part of the energy which he
P?ssesses or controls is derived directly or indIrectly from the sun; that he is the creature of
food and cl!mate, that his action is limited by
heat, cold, lrght, and gravitation, that his know-
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ledge is bounded by his senses. And among the
doings of mankind upon this globe perhaps the
most important is the progressive extension of his
knowledge of animate and inanimate nature.
Again, for convenience we study Chemistry apart
from Physics, but the more we learn the more
clear it becomes that Chemistry cannot be understood without Physics or Physics without
Chemistry. Life is a mystery, and we do well
to study the basis and manifestations of life as a
separate science; but when we have extended
our knowledge of life to the ,;valls of the living
cell, we realise that at least some part of that
mystery is hidden in the physical and chemical
properties of the complex constituents which the
cell can only liberate at its death,
MEANS OF OBSERVATION

Science is built up by three processes; systematic observation, careful experiment, and
exact reasoning. Observation is limited by the
senses, the results of experiment can be observed
only by the senses, we can only reason from what
we have observed, or others have observed.
Therefore, the beginnings of modern science can
be traced to those instruments by which our
powers of observation are extended beyond the
limits of our natural vision and feeling. I have
noted, in Vol. II, on p. 29 I, as cardinal events in
the history of human knowledge the invention of
the microscope, the telescope, the thermometer,
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UNIFYING PRINCIPLES

the barometer. There are other cardinal
inventions. The balance was invented before
history; it was made to weigh gold and silver,
cheese and butter; in the nineteenth century
means of weighing have been improved until the
chemist and the physicist can calculate with
accuracy, not only the weight of gases lighter
than air, of molecules and atoms, but even the
mass of those electrons which are believed to
be the infinitely small constituents of atoms.
When a man first built a house, he needed a
measure, and used his thumb, his span, his foot,
or his cubit. The foot rule divided into inches
was an advance. Now, with the micrometer and
the vernier, he can divide an inch into ten
thousand parts; he can reckon the size of the
smallest bacillus that the microscope will show;
and in industry he can estimate the size of his
fitting to " half a thou." Geometry was invented
to measure and plot out fields; with theodolites
and artificial levels and delicate instruments for
angular measurement, it can not only map the
globe, but measure distances that can only be
reckoned in thousands of years of the passage of
light. A stop-watch graduated in tenths of a
second is a useful instrument for reckoning the
speed of a race-horse; but the astronomer can
tell us with accuracy the speed of light-I86,ooo
miles per second, and with somewhat less confidence will express his belief that no known
form of energy can exceed that rate of motion.
The spectroscope breaks up the ray of light into

its constituent modes of motion, some visible to
the eye and some invisible; it enables us to
distinguish the light emitted by one form of
incandescent matter from that proceeding from
another; thus it gives us power to perceive the
various forms of matter that are burning in the
sun or in the most distant stars, and to discriminate between the light of a receding and an
advancing star. Heat can be recorded by
gradations infinitely small and up to temperatures which would instantly dissolve any
known form of matter.
On the improved accuracy and delicacy of all
these aids to sense the extension of our knowledge is in the first place due.
UNIFYING PRINCIPLES

Man pursues knowledge for its own sake, and
ever may he do so. I need not to justify the man
who counts the facets of an insect's eye, who
deciphers the hieroglyphs of Egypt, or the
cuneiform inscriptions of the Euphrates valley.
But even those who judge the value of all kno\vledge by its contributions to man's wealth and
well-being have ceased to depreciate research,
however disinterested. Even they know that
the bye-products of disinterested science are
telephones and telegraphs, a lowered death rate,
new metallic compounds which work miracles,
painless operations, automatic and semi-automatic machines, and a thousand other devices
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that make wealth more abundant and life more
tolerable. For such the desire of knowledge is
justified by its bye-products. But for the increase of man's comprehension of God's work,
for the extension of his intellectual vision, those
principles established by science which make for
the unification of all knowledge are the most
valuable. The greatest of these are found in
physics, of which astronomy is a part. Newton
first saw clearly the all pervasive force of
gravitation, which draws all matter together in
accordance with fixed laws. The verification of
these laws by the observed movements of the
earth and other heavenly bodies first justified the
belief in a homogeneous universe, throughout
which this principle-of gravitation-at least
was valid; that belief has since been confirmed
by spectroscopic and other observations; we
may now be in sight of a theory which may
explain how or why all matter should attract
other matter; "vhy its attraction should obey
these laws. In the eighteenth century, Lavoisier,
by greater accuracy of chemical measurement,
came to the conclusion that though matter might
assume different forms by chemical change,
and enter into various combinations, its mass
remained unchanged. On this hypothesisthat matter was indestructible-all subsequent
chemical investigation was based; and it is not
yet certain whether the discovery of radium
need disturb the validity of Lavoisier's guess;
though the behaviour of radium seems to refute
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the further guess of Dalton, that every atom is
indestructible and indissoluble. Following on
the work of Newton, the reasonings and observations of Joule ( 18 43), of Helmholtz ( 18 47), and of
Clerk Maxwell (1831-79), established a similar
p-rinciple that energy (the power of doing work)
is indestructible, which involved the recognition
that heat, light, electricity, gravitation, etc., were
all forms of energy, transformable one into the
other under particular circumstances. Thus the
energy evolved by burning a ton of coal can be
used for central heating, for lighting a town, for
driving an electric motor, or for lifting water
from a mine; and the energy set free by the
chemical action of oxygen upon the coal, so far as
it does not reappear in heat, light, or motive
power, can be otherwise accounted for; it is
partly intercepted on the way by mechanical
resistance and ultimately dissipated into space .
Thus the heat of the sun is now commonly
explained as arising from its own gravitational
stress; this produces accelerated motion of its
atoms, which is then radiated through the ether
in the form of light and heat. That all these
modes of energy are fundamentally identical is
proved by their transformation one into another
in constant ratios.
To explain their action
through empty space, their penetration of solid
bodies, it has been found necessary to assume the
existence of something, which fills all space,
whether occupied by solid bodies or otherwise
VQid, which has no weight, retards no motion, is
G G
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infinitely elastic, and transmits energy by its undulations. Such a substance transcends all our
powers of observation; yet we need to postulate
a ~ediu:n to serve fo~ the. tra~smissionof energy;
wIthout It, or somethmg lIke It, the starry heavens
would be black as Erebus. We call it Ether
and, so far as we can see, this all pervasiv~
postula~e, itself unchanged and unchangeable, is
the basIs of all being; the one eternal, of which
al~ that ,we know is a manifestation. Congruent
wIth thIS hypothesis are the suggestions recently
advanced, a~d supported by the highest authority,
that matter IS energy and energy is matter; that·
the atom, lately assumed by modern science as it
was by Democritus and Lucretius, to b~ the
ultimate and irreducible unit of matter and
material substances in their several kinds is
itself a multitude, a whirling dance of little
node~ of energy, little its which science can only
descrIbe as charges of positive or of negative
electricity.
To this point of light or darkness we have
arrived. No man just now can lead us further.
T?ere is a new world, the world of the infinitely
mmute, to be explored, whi<:;h lies below, or
above, or. beyond, the chemistry of the elements
with their atomic weights, their chemical affinitie~
and disparities, their molecular compounds which
e~pecially in the constituents of living 'bodies
dIsplay a marvellous. intricacy. These Dalton,
Mendeleeff, and their successors, have worked
out, and on them the whole system of inorganic
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and organic chemistry depends. The validity ot
that system is not shaken, whatever th~ atom
may be. But if we accept the, new phY?lCS e
an no longer believe in the mdestructlble, m~issoluble atom; the transmutation of elements
becomes possible, if not probable; and those who
look to science for the increase of man's mastery
over the awful powers of nature ~ay dr~am of
the day when the energies impnsoned m t~e
several atoms can be released, and diverted~hls
way or that at the bidding of the chemI('~l
engineer. The energy of a single atom, on thIs
hypothesis, may be small; but the energy ~f a
pound of atoms, simultaneously released, mIght
shift a mountain. We have alread~ learned to
dissolve a molecule by a fire or an Impact;. the
forces thus released are, in high explOSIves,
stupendous, but capable of c?ntrol. . Some. day
perhaps our internal combustIOn engmes will be
driven by the explosion of atoms. These are
fanciful dreams, but they show how the range of
man's imagination has been extended.

:v

THE CELLULAR DOCTRINE OF LIFE

The intimate study of life has been illumin~ted
by the microscope. By microscopic exaI?Il1ation the cellular doctrine of life was estabhshe?
about 183 8, and still holds good. The UltImate unit of life is the cell. The sm~llest
living things, vegetable or animal, ~re. sll1g~e
cells. To their class belong those mlcroscopIC
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organisms, known from their shape as bacteria
and cocci, many of which produce disease in
animals or vegetables, though some are beneficent in their action. Some of the fungi breed
alcohol, which mayor may not be reckoned to
their credit. Larger animals and plants originate
from a single cell, commonly the result of the
coalescence of two cells proceeding from the
male and female of the species. In this cell lies
the miracle of highly organised life. From its
subdivision come the great variety of cells which
compose a great part of our bodies, build up all
the organs by which we maintain our life, and
construct that part of our solid frame, such as
the bony skeleton, which is not itself made up of
living tissues. There is an infinity of cells in
our body, each separately alive and propagating
itself by subdivision, grouped in very many
different classes, each producing different structures, performing different duties, and secreting
different substances. Yet in the healthy body
the due proportion of all the parts is strictly
preserved according to the ancestral pattern. In
the original cell-if anywhere in the body-must
lie the hereditary impulse, which instructs its
multitudinous offspring to produce, each after its
own kind, all our tissues in due proportion, and
to such a pattern that the child resembles one
or other or both of its parents. This power of
ordered and symmetrical evolution possessed by
the germinal cell is to me the wonder of
13.11 wonders; it culminates when another cell,
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descended from the original cell through many
years of variation and subdivision, proceeds to
initiate once more the predestined ro~nd. At
the door of the cell our knowledge of hfe ~nds.
We can see something inside the cell, but l~ we
rupture its walls its life speedily becomes extl~ct,
and changes no doubt at once supervene whIch
frustrate examination of its inmost secrets.

EVOLUTION

The origin of life is to us unknown. So far
as our knowledge extends, every living thing
proceeds from some other living thing, and p~r
petuates with slight differences the pattern of Its
ancestors. But we firmly believe that there w~s
an age when this world was s~ hot that no hfe
such as we know could have eXIsted. We .the.refore believe that life must have had a begmnm?,
on this globe; but no one can tell u~ how It
began. It is open to anyone to belIeve that
there was a creation, or that there were s~ver~l
creations in successive ages, or that c:-eatlon IS
constantly proceeding. But since the elght~enth
century men have been more and more convmced
that the vegetable and animal world as we know
it was not created at one time in its present
patterns. Lamarck (1744-1829) .was the first to
argue that the present types of hfe were .evolv.ed
from earlier types by hereditary succeSSIOn wIth
progressive modifications. He su?,gested .that
life on the world was subjected at different tImes
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:very different conditions; that different condItIOns called for different development, which
came by natural reaction; and that the new types
as they arose were carried on by heredity, until
furt~er c~anges supervened. But his ideas
receIved lIttle attention and less approval in his
own day. Ge?lo~ical research, as it proceeded,
r.eveal:d that III dIfferent ages different forms of
life e3Clsted. Some of the most ancient forms still
survlv~; but whole races of plants and animals
have dIsappeared, such as the huge lizards whose
~keletons are found in the blue lias. Moreover
III the earlier periods animals such as the hors~
and the man are not found. Charles Darwin
(I809~r882), who combined patient and persevermg observation with the light of genius,
put an ~r?ered mass of relevant facts together in
the Ortgw of Species, published in 1861. He
assu~ed that since the beginning of life the
:vor~mg of heredity had been subject to an
mfi~Ity of casual changes, and those changes
whIch were favourable to the survival of the
se:reral races in the universal struggle for
eXI~tence were perpetuated and inherited; those
:vh~ch ,:,er~ useless or disadvantageous died out.
ThIS. prmcIple, which determined the continuance
or ?I~appearance of each and all of the casual
VarIatIOns, he called Natural Selection. Some
marks .of sp~cies, such as the brilliant plumage
of~atmg bIrds, he explained as results of a
partlc~lar mode of Natural Selection-the perpetuatIOn of any striking features which aided
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one sex in winning the approbation of the other.
Incidentally, he pointed out the close similarity
of man in structure and conformation to some
of the higher apes, and inferred kinship. His
doctrines at once caught on; his disciples proclaimed them with zeal, and by many it was
taken as proved that the whole variety of species
on the globe was derived by progressive modification from unicellular life, and that the doctrine
of Natural Selection was sufficient explanation of
all the changes. On the other hand, the first
chapters of Genesis were then taken by many as
literally true, and those who believed that God
at some historical moment had created man
in his own image denounced Darwin and his
followers as heretics, and others resented the
suggestion that kinship with man should be
claimed on behalf of the apes and other types of
the "inferior creation." But the doctrine of
. modification of species in the course of descent
convinced the world, though many now hold that
Darwin's explanation of the manner and causes
of change is far from adequate.
THE DOCTRINE OF NATURAL SELECTION

That there is an eternal struggle for existence,
that the fittest do in some sort survive, is no
doubt true, though it cannot be the whole of
truth. It is not in itself a comforting doctrine;
the struggle for existence seems a harsh and
wasteful method for the improvement of God's
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creation; the fittest who survive are not of
necessity those who are most highly gifted or
those who possess the most exalted qualities;
th~y are those most fit for the environment, such
as It may be; if evolution has produced the red
deer, the eagle, and the lion, it has also produced
and perpetuates the dung-beetle, the tape-worm,
and the louse. Man makes his own environment
partly by h,is conscious effort, partly by hi~
we~lmess, hIS neglect, and his apathy, If his
enVIronment be evil and sordid, those who survive will ?e suited thereto, It isin the power of
us ~11 to Improve our own environment by our
actIOn and our example; if we succeed the
pattern of man that persists will also be better.
But the central idea expressed in the word
Evolution is of wide application, and of the life of
man as seen in history it is clearly true-methods
of cultivation, methods of warfare, methods of
t:ansport, arts and sciences, all proceed by contmuous evolution, until by some accident a
chan~etakes place which extinguishes a mode
of eXIstence.. Thus, civilisations-the Assyrian,
the Babyloman, the Egyptian, the Roman-have
gro~n up and perished, leaving, some little, some
nothmg, behind; while the Chinese, which is
perhaps as old as any, still survives, with little
change. !he mark of the nineteenth century is
the speedmg up of evolution-agricultural indu~trial, .scientific, democratic; the societie's in
~hIch thJs ev.ol~tion has been most rapid have
hItherto multIplIed and thriven; but their hour
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may also strike, and they may be numbered with
the have-beens. The stone ages succeeded one
another over many thousands of years; the
bronze age was succeeded by the iron. age; the
pastoral age was followed by t?e. agncultural :
commerce has increased, and agam It has shrunk,
arts have been invented, have been lost, and have
been invented again; but in no age has t~e
world changed so rapidly and co:npl~tely as I~
the nineteenth century. In no dIrectIOn has It
changed so greatly as in the extension of knowledge, and the immense D:ew .~elds open to the
exploration of reason and mtUltlOn.

GEOGRAPHICAL EXPLORATION

From these results of the patient investigation
of thousands, the disciplined reason of many, and
the intuitive genius of a few, we must pass to
another province of knowledge. The nineteenth
century all but completed the work begun by
Columbus. Our knowledge of the world, depends upon our means ~f transport, the pr~vlOus
knowledge which we bnng to the observation of
new areas, and the accuracy of our means ,of
measurement and calculation. Columbus dIScovered America; Cortes and Pizarro conqu~red
great tracts of South America; the Amenca~
continent was extensively populated be~o~~ It
was discovered by Europeans, and g~eat cIvIlIsations had arisen there and penshed.. But
America could not be known as a whole untIl one
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race had explored it. This task fell to the white
rac:. That race was inflamed with a glowing
desIre for knowledge, profit, and adventure, each
separately and all together. It commanded all the
powers and devices for travel which experience
and invention had suggested, and all the ordered
knowledge of a scientific age. The deserts of
Africa had been seamed by caravans since
the beginnings of history; every part of it
was known, not only to its inhabitants but to
travellers and merchants and slave traders in
some degree; but Africa was not known as a
whole till Bruce and Mungo Park, Livingston
and Stanley, Samuel Baker, Burton, Speke, and
Grant, and many more of many races, had
brought its knowledge within the range of
western ideas. The exploration of Australia
alone would make a book. The same is true of
Asia. Our knowledge of China as a whole dates
from the nineteenth century; parts of Asia
especially Tibet, are still imperfectly explored ~
but there, as elsewhere, neither climate or distance, not rivers, deserts, mountains or hostile
inhabitants, have been able to e~clude the
European. The seas and oceans of the world
have been mapped, and charted and sounded,
the ice caps of the north and s~uth have bee~
attacked, until both the North Pole (I9 0 9)
and the South Pole (19I2) have been reached.
Thus, within a century our knowledge of the
whole globe, which in r800 was but local and
partial, has been linked up in every direction.
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Geography is not a single science; it is. :he
meeting ground of all the sciences; the P~ySICIst,
the chemist, the geologist, the botalllst, the
entomologist, the historian, the archreologist,
the philologist, the ethnologist, and the anthropologist, all find their mater~al on t~e ~urface of
this globe, and all make theIr contnbutIOn to the
ordered whole of geographical science. Thus
the completer exploration of four con~inen~s
supplies matter for every s~ien~e; and III t~ls
extension of the field for sCIentIfic observatIOn
British zeal and genius have been always in the
forefront.
THINGS OMITTED

I have long since exceeded the limits originally
proposed for this volume; nevertheless, I am
forced to omit much that is worthy of note, much
that in earlier volumes I have been able to treat.
The nineteenth century is more fully recorded
than any, the horizon is far wider, the gene:al rate
of development far more rapid, the compleXIty and
variety of our interests more widely ext:nded.
Moreover, in past ages movements can be Judged
by their results; there is hardly one .of the
movements of the nine teeth century of WhICh one
can say-this was its aim, this .was its conclu?io~.
Again, hardly any movement IS complete ~Ithlll
the limits of this island; if it starts here, It has
its reactions abroad, and waves of force come
back to us from distant countries. The industrial revolution began here, but we cannot
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consider it as a British problem; world commerce
brings in all the world; and our action in such a""
matter as the engineers' strike cannot be decided
on British grounds alone, but by our position in
world commerce. Therefore I have not been
able to touch on literature, art, architecture,
sports, or clothing; one of the most remarkable
differences, to my mind, between the eighteenth
century and the nineteenth century is the abandonment by the adult male of the elegant and
vivid costume which in almost all ages he has
affected, and the adoption of a plain, sober, and
unpretentious uniform, which blurs his outline
and adds neither colour nor dignity to his aspect.
Meanwhile, his wife and his sweetheart have at
no time abated anything in the various means
adopted to accentuate their charms. These and
other interesting subjects I must leave undiscussed and undescribed. Each and all of them
form part of the history of our people, as expressing the inward changes of the few creative
minds and of the multitude with whom they
shared a common atmosphere. I regret that they
cannot be included in my survey.

CONCLUSION

The industrial, agricultural, and scientific revolutions were nearly synchronous, and were
similar in their manner of evolution. Each began
with cardinal discoveries of one or more
individuals, each was slow in its early develop-

ment, each gained momentum by degrees, until
the whole world was involved. The industrial
and agricultural revolutions began in this c?untry ;
the industrial revolution affected the mternal
economy chiefly of Britain, the United States,
Germany, and France; the agricultural improvements made in Britain were adopted also by the
various countries of Europe, but they were carried
further and utilised on the greatest scale in new
countries such as the United States, Canada,
Australia, and parts of South Am:rica, where
there were great expanses of fertile and uncultivated land. The changes in transport slowly
brought about by mechanical invention and the
use of coal for power made the whole world one
market and mingled the products of every climate
in one 'pOOl for general use. The scientific revolution was greatly aided and accelerated by
mechanical devices for extending the scope
of sense observation and estimating the magnitude of things observed. In the later days of the
industrial revolution the aid of science for the
improvement of industrial processes has be~n
and is more and more valued. All three work m
and out together, as iron, coal, and steam have
acted and reacted upon each other in the development of industry. All three together ha~e
led to profound social and political changes m
the countries most affected, and no area has
resisted their influence, not the religions and the
castes and the customs of India, not the prehistoric civilisation of China, nor the barbarous
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regions and races placed under the tropical or the
Equatorial sun, in Africa, New Guinea, or Malaya. FOR REFERENCE
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